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FOREWORD
Costing is assuming every day greater importance in

connection with industry.

Costing is comparatively a new science and it is not to

be wondered at that inexactitude in terminology has

crept in. To obtain the fullest value it is necessary that

the language of costing be clear and definite, and I feel

sure the Dictionary of Costing will be invaluable to

all cost accountants and also to the student of the future.

It is becoming abundantly plain that any business which

fails to set up a reliable costing system will find itself

sooner or later in difficulties. Our competitors in

foreign countries have gone far in this direction, and to

enable competition to be successfully met both at home
and abroad reliable cost data are essential. A firm with-

out this information is not only running grave risks itself

but is a menace to the industry as a whole. For these

reasons I am sure the Dictionary will be welcomed.

GEORGE BEHARRELL.



PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION

Recent developments in the science of cost accountancy have
been largely in the direction of mechanization and budgetary
control and which have been dealt with very fully in the

revised edition of the Dictionary. Mechanization has emerged
from the elementary stage which it occupied up to a few years

ago, and the many imj^rovements in accounting machines of

all tyjHis have completely revolutionized the subject. Ledger

jX)sting, or book-keeping, was the extent to which “book-
keeping” machines were used in the old days, and any concern
which could claim machine {X)sting of its ledgers was regarded

among the up to date. Conditions have changed a great deal

during the past few years, and in modern systems ledger

jx)sting is now only a by-}:)roduct of other and more important
operations in the machine process of modern costing and
accounting. The ideal machine installation of to-day is one
around which are built the ideal working conditions, in which
the maximum production is maintained with the minimum
of manual and mental effort and with all drudgery eliminated.

Budgetary Control has been subject to much experiment
during the past few years and now fonns the basis of a method
on which the more successful concerns have built up their

organizations. The method has been develojx^d to such an

extent that it has ceased to be a branch of costing or account-

ing; the manufacturing, .selling, and linancial activities of a

business are definitely controlled and managed on this basis,

and the system is now referred to as Management Through
Accounts. In the author's o|)inion, the term Management
t hrough Accounts more correctly describes the subject as it

has definitely become a method of management rather than

a branch of cost accountancy.

Many of the subjects in the Dictio.n akv" have Ixrn extended
or completely revised and brought up to date where necessary

;

many new subjects have also been added.

K. J. fl. KYALL.



PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION

Nothing in the nature of a Dictionary of Costing has ever

before been attempted, notwithstanding that the need for

such a work of reference has been acutely felt for some time

past.

The vast strides made in the science of Costing during the

past few years, particularly in the direction of standard or

predetermined Costing, have brought into use many new
principles and data.

There are to-day many excellent volumes which deal with

a specific phase of Cost Accountancy, or describe a system
peculiar to one trade only, but consequently do not give the

(ost accountant, the manager, or the student just the

information he requires under any definite heading.

The author's aim, therefore, has been to produce a work
which .shall take its place as the standard book of reference in

the Costing profession, by arranging into dictionary form a

i;cpresentative coUection of matter covering the fundamentals
of present day Cost Accountancy in such a manner that

information on any desired subject may be referred to very

easily.

The absence in the past of any recognized standard nomen-
clature or terminology in the Costing profession has been one
of the greatest difficulties with which the cost accountant

and student have had to contend, and an explanation of the

general arrangement and method of indexing of this work
may therefore be desirable.

The use of such terms as '' Unproductive Labour,"
" Unproductive Materials," " Overheads " and the like have
long since been discarded by most cost accountants for the

reason that they do not correctly describe the items in

(|uestion, and throughout this Dictionary' an explanation or

description of any subject or procedure is only given under

the heading or title which is considered to be the more correct.

The titles hitherto given to many of the routine forms have
also been indefinite

;
as an instance, the term " Time Card

"

or " Clock Card " is commonly used, but such terras may
refer to a record of the time of attendance at the factory, or



PREFACE

a record of the time spent on a particular job, operation or

process—two widely differing records. An attempt has
therefore been made to choose more suitable titles and to

justify this choice.

The general arrangement and indexing has been effected

firstly by dividing the whole subject into the three elements
of cost, viz., materials, labour and expenses, and, secondly,

to subdivide and analyse each of these elements into their

respective detailed headings. If information is required

on a specific point and some doubt exists as to what is

the correct term, reference should firstly be made under
'‘Classification of Costs," which provides the key to the

analysis of the subject and the main terms that are used in

connection with each of the above elements.

That no standard terminology has existed may seem
curious, but with the progress of the science little or no steps

have been taken to cope with this important matter, and
hence the anomaly. Readers are, therefore, courteously

requested to bear this fact in mind. It is hop)ed that a matter
of such vital importance as correct terminology may receive

the attention and help of thost‘ interested.

My thanks are due to Mr. C. Hanneford Smith, F.C.W.A.,

for the valuable assistance he has freely given in connection

with the preparation of the book.

K. J. H. KYALL.
Lo.vdon. W.C.

VI
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DICTIONARY OF COSTING

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES OF. The
expenses of the Accounting Department, which will include

salaries and all office expenses, stationery, etc., form part

of establishment expenses. The treatment of this item in

the cost accounts will depend upon the size of the concern

and the total expense involved.

With small concerns, and in all cases where the amount of

expense involved is not large, the item is best dealt with by
allocating it to administrative expenses. This procedure
is almost universally adopted on account of the fact that the

Secretarial Department will also be merged with the Account-
ing Department, but with the very large concerns these

departments will generally be separate and distinct, and in

such cases the expense of the Accounts Department will be
ap}X)rtioned arbitrarily over the factory (or material expense),

selling, and administrative sections of the business.

ACCOUNTS-CLASSIFICATION OF. (See Classification
OF Accounts.)
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE CONTROL ACCOUNTS.

(See Cost Control Accounts.)
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES. A subdivision of estab-

lishment expense, and only includes those items of expenditure
which are incurred in the general and hnancial administration

of a business.

Administrative expense includes such items as : Salaries

of directors, general manager, secretary, comptroller, cost

accountant, and their respective staffs, legal expenses, directors'

fees, audit fees, insurance premiums for loss of profits, bank
charges, interest on debentures and bmik overdraft, patent
fees and ex[>enses; the expenses of the Secretary’s, Account-
ant’s, Cost Accountant's, etc., Departments, also a proportion

of the cost of lighting, heating, depreciation and repairs and
maintenance of buildings, etc. ; mid also the salaries of

general clerical staffs, when not directly chargeable to the

Factory or Sales Departments.
Most of the items that constitute administrative expenses

can usually be allocated direct, such as

—

Salaries of directors, general manager, secretary, comptroller,

cost accountant, etc., and of their respective departments.

1



ADVJ DICTIONARY OF COSTING [ADV

Sundry Office Expenses of above departments.

Expenses of Capital, i.e. bank charges, interest on bank
overdrafts and loans, debenture interest.

Directors* Fees, travelling expenses and salaries, etc.

Insurance Premiums other than fire, employers' liability,

common law, and State, etc.

Legal Expenses, Patent Fees, Audit Fees, etc.

Examples of expenses that are usually “ allocated " by
apportionment

—

Repairs and maintenance of buildings, if head ofi&ce forms

part of the main building or factory.

Lighting and heating of Administrative Departments, if

head office forms part of the main building or factory.

Rates and taxes.

Postages, telephones, stationery, travelling expenses, etc.,

if not separately recorded.

The majority of the items that comprise the administrative

expenses of a business will appear under the heading of
" Constant Expenses," as they will not vary directly with the

volume of output or trade done.

The total amount of the administrative expense is ascer-

tained by preparing an Expense Allocation Statement,"

and entering therein all the expenses of the business. Each
item is then examined and allocated under the headings of

—

1. Administrative Expense. 3. Factory Expense.

2. Selling and Distribution Expense.

Certain of the items can be allocated or apportioned direct

over the Selling and Factory Departments, but those which
cannot be so treated are extended in the administrative

expense column, and upon completion of this work, i.e.

" Allocation of Expenses," the total administrative expense

is generally apportioned over the Factory and Selling Depart-

ments, according to the extent to which it is estimated each

of these departments benefits by the general management.
The recovery of administrative exjxjiises separately frorn

the factory and sales expenses in costs can only be recom-

mended in most exceptional instances, as the great amount
of extra clerical work involved will more than outweigh any
advantage that may be anticipated.

ADVANTAGES OF COST ACCOUNTANCY. (See Objects
AND Advantages of Cost Accountancy.)
ADVERTISING. The expenditure incurred by a business

in advertising its products should be dealt with in the cost

accounts, according to how the money has been expended.

2



ADV] DICTIONARY OF COSTING [ALL

The expenditure incurred in connection with the general

advertising of a firm’s products is usually regarded as a general

charge to selling expenses and recovered upon the total sales.

When a new line is placed upon the market and the special .

advertising expense incurred is very large, the amount is best

dealt with by being spread over a fixed quantity of goods or

a definite period. In such cases it may then be recovered as

a direct charge in the manufacturing cost of the products or

as a special charge to tlie Cost of Sales Account.

The expense of advertising, when incurred to revive or

increase the sales of an existing article, should be dealt with

in exactly the same manner as that given above when
marketing a new line.

ADVERTISING LITERATURE. (See Catalogues : Cost of )

AGENTS’ COMMISSIONS. (See Commissions on Sales.)

ALL-IN COST. (See Total Cost.)

ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES. The work of analysing

and distributing upon an equitable basis each item of expense
to sub-accounts, which correspond to the groups into which
the establishment expenses of a business are divided.

The actual basis upon which the expenses are allocated or

apportioned to the respective sub-accounts will be determined
firstly, by the nature of the item, and secondly, by the method
that will be used for recovering the exjxuises in costs.

The work of “ allocation ” immediately follows that of
" collection," and each of the items which have been collected

and entered in the first three columns of the Exjxnse Alloca-

tion Statement, as showTi on pages 86 and 87, is examined and
apportioned over the Factory, Selling, and Administrative
Departments. This procedure is carried out in three stages;

Firstly, there is the allocation of exjxnses to each of the three

main divisions mentioned above
; secondly, and in those cases

where the administrative exjxnse is not separately recovered

in costs, to ap{X)rtion this total over the Factory and Selling

Departments according to the extent it is considered each
benefits therefrom

;
and lastly, to subdivide the factory

exjxnses to departments or processes, etc., as required by the

method used for recovering such expenses in costs.

1, The main allocation of expenses is not a difficult matter,

as it is only necessary to examine each item and ascertain

whether it is a charge to one or more sections of the business.

A detailed consideration of the more difficult expense items, and
the basis of allocation, will l)e found under their respective

headings.

3



ALL] DICTIONARY OF COSTING [ALL

Upon completion of this work the Expense Allocation

Statement is totalled, and the amount chargeable to each
section of the business ascertained, as shown By the following

pro forma statements. (Forms Nos. 1 , 2, and 3.)

Form No. 1.

EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENT
For Month Ending 30th June, 19

A/c.

No.
Description. Total.

Adminis-
trative.

Allocation.

Selling.
!

Factory.

Variable Expenses L i 1 i
A. 301 Advertising 100 100
B. 258 Branch Office Exp'ns 300 300
B. 259 Bank Charges . 400 400
C. 101 Commissions on Sales 500 500
C. 102 Carriage (Purchases) 600 100 500
C. 103 Carriage (Sales) . 700 700 •

G. 59
!
Gas 800 800

I. 45 Insurance (Nat. H.
and Unempl’ym't. 900 25 75 800

L. 92 Legal Expenses 1,000 1,000

L. 93 Lighting (Electricity) 2,000 200 400 1,400
P. 79 Printing and Station-

ery .... 200 50 100 50
P. 80 Power (Electricity) . 3.000 3,000
S. 30 Salaries .... 4,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

etc.

;{! 5,000 AI7S £3.775 £8.050

Constant Expenses i L 1 L
Depreciation, Plant
and Machinery 6.000 6,000

Depreciation, Bldngs. 5,000 1,000 1,000 3.000
Depreciation, Heating

Want ,

.

4.000 1,000 1,000 2,000
Insurance, Fire, etc. 3,000 1,000 500 1,500

Rates and Taxes 2.000 100 200 1,700
Salaries .... 3,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

etc.

£23,000 £4,100 £3,700 £15,200

(Note. When a system of Control Accounts is in use, the

entries for journalizing the above figures, so that the amount
of expenses can be reconciled with the financial accounts, will

be found under Cost Control Accounts (Expense Section).)

4



ALL] DICTIONARY OF COSTING [ALL

Form No. 2.

EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENT
SUMMARY OF SERVICE ORDERS CHARGEABLE TO

EXPENSE ACCOUNTS
For Month Ending 30th June, 19

A/c.
No.

Description. Total.

Allocation.

Adminis-j
selline

trative.
Factory

£ £ £ £
Repairs and Main-

tenance

—

S.O. 110 Plant .... 1,000 1,000
so. 120 Machinery 1,100 1,100
so. 130 I^uildings , 1,200 100 200 900
S.O. 140 Office, F. & F. . 1,300 300 1,000
SO. 150 Works. F. & F. . 1,400 1,400
S.O. 160 Heating Plant . 1,500 100 200 1,200
SO. 170 Patterns 1,600 1,600

£^A00 £500 1.400 £7,200

£ £ £ £
S O. 210 Indirect Lalx)ur

—

Supervision 100 100
S.O. 220 Shop Clerks 200 200
S.O. 230 Cleaning & Sweeping 3tK) 50 50 200
S.O. 240 Material Handling, 400 400
S O. 250 General labouring 500 1 500
S O. 260 Viewing, Etc. . 600 600

etc.
1

£50 £50 £2.000

£ £ £ £
S O. 310 Storekeeping 700 100 600
S.O, 420 General Purtx)ses . 800 800

ek.

il.900 £100 £1.400

2. Administrative expenses may be recovered in costs as

a separate item or included with the selling and factory

departments' expenses, and the choice of any one method
will depend upon the nature and size of the business and the

statistical information which it is desired the costing system

5
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should furnish. In those cases where these expenses are
included with the selling and factory expense rates, the total

is apportioned according to the extent each department
benefits by the general administration of the business.

Form No. 3.

SUMMARY OF EXPENSE ALLOCATION
STATEMENTS

For Month Ending 30th June, 19

Total.
Adminis-

[
trative.

Selling. Factory

j £ 1 . i L
Variable Expenses . 15,000

:
3,325 3,875 8,000

Constant Exp<*nses .

Service Orders

—

23,000
;

4,100

i

3,700 15,200

Repairs and Main-
1

1
1

tenance 9,100 il 500 1,400 7,200
Indirect Labour 2,100 ii 50 So 2,000
Storekeeping, etc. .

Ji
1.500

i (

il
100

1

1,400

|i £50,700
Il

0.^75 £S,925 £'33,800

Continuing with the above figures, the allocation of

administrative expenses on the basis of, say, per cent to

factory and 40 per cent to selling, would In* effi cted, and the

summary completed as shown by Form No. 4.

Form No. 4.

EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENT
MNAL SUMMARY

! Allocation.

Total.
Ad minis-

;

trative.
j

Sidling,

j

Factory.

Total Expenses, as per

Summary

L

50,700

i

7,975

L

8,925

1

33,800

Allocation of Adminis-
trative Expenses

1

3,190 4,785

/50,7(H) /I2,115 ji:i8,585

3. The allocation of expenses to the various factory depart-

ments or processes, etc., will proceed upon similar lines to

6
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that described above, and each item dealt with on its correct

basis. The allocation of the majority of expenses which have

been collected by means of service orders should be more or

less automatic, and the system of service orders should be so

arranged that wherever possible they are charged to the

department incurring the expense ; for instance, the repairs

and maintenance of works' fixtures and fittings may, in most
cases, be charged to a separate order used for each department,
as also most forms of indirect labour, sundry shop suppUes,

etc., but those items which cannot be so treated are apportioned

upon some basis which enables the expenses to be dealt with

equitably.

The preceding statements are sufficient to explain the work
involved when a system of service orders is in use, as many
of th(^ expense items will he automatically analysed to depart-

ments. Wlien service orders are not used the work of alloca-

tion will require to proceed upon different lines, as most of the

items must be allocated arbitrarily or upon some definite basis.

Forms No. 5 and 6 are specimens of the various allocation

statements that may l)c prepared under such circumstances,

and before a final total of the factory departments' expenses
can be arrived at. It will, of course, be realized that the

actual numl'>er of statements and the amount of analysis that

will be required will not only depend upon the size of the

business, but also the method employed for recovering expenses
in costs. For instance, if the i>ercentage on direct labour

method is used, no further analysis, will be required, as the

total factory exjKuise, as shown by the statement above (e.g.

£38,585) will lx* the expense figure to use in arriving at a rate.

When factory expenses are recovered by means of a depart-

mental rate, whether expressed as a percentage on the direct

labour of each department or at a rate ptT direct labour hour,

it is necessary to allocate all expenses to departments.

This further idlocation will iLsually be completed by two
stages, as it now becomes necessary to adjust certain of the
“ service " exj^x^nse items Ixdwxxn tw^o or more of the Service

Departments in addition to allocating to them a proportion

of such items as repairs to buildings, lighting, heating, etc.

These latter items it will be noted w'ere analysed by means
of service orders in the statements given above.

Expenses must, therefore, firstly be allocated to both
Service and Producing Departments, and, secondly, after

arriving at the total expense of each Service Department,
to apportion them over the respective producing departments

7



Form No, 5.

FACTORY EXPENSE ALLOCA
To Service and Pro

1 1

Total
Allocation.

A/c
No.

Description.
per
Sum- Power Repair Material Receiv-

mary. Dept. Dept. Stores. ing.

Repairs & Maintenance £ £ £ £ £
Plant 1,000 400
Machinery 1,100 50
Buildings .... 900 20 10 10 10

Works, F. <fe F. . 1,400 40 50 60 25
Heating Plant 1,200

Indirect Labour

—

Supervision 100 5 5 5 5
;

Shop Clerks . 200 10 10 10

Cleaning, etc. 200 30 10 20 10

Material Handling 400 25 200 50
General Labouring . 500 25 50 50 25

Viewing .... 6()0 100

Storekeeping . , 000 500
General Purposes . 800 70 70 70

Depreciation

—

Plant 2,000 800
Machinery 4,000 200
Building.s .... 3,000 170 150 170 150

Works. F. &F. , . 1,000 50 50 50 25
Heating Plant 2,000

Welfare Expeiise.s . 1,000 50 50 50 25

Power (Electric) , 3,000 3,000

Lighting (Electric) 1,400 1,400
i

Transport .... 3.000

Cranes and Hoists 1,500 500

Nat. Health Insurance
1

800 50 50 50 25

Salaries of Management 1,000 50 50 50 25

Insurance (Fire) 1,500 100 500

Rates and Taxes . 1,700 100 50 100 25

1 ;{35,900 £6,370 £870 £2/395 ^510

* The total £xpeo«ei £35,900 i* made up as follows: Tr)tal Factory Expenses per Fonii
No. 3, £33,800, plus Indirect Labour £2,100 « £35,90a



TION STATEMENT. No. I

ducing Departments

Allocation (contd.]
1

1

Basis of

Allocation.*Trans-
port.

Tool
Room.

Tool
Stores.

Heating.
Works
Office

Depts.
i

Pro-
ducing
Depts.

£ £ £ £ £ £ 1

100 200 300 Arbitrarily, or by
150 900 direct analysis

10 10 10 10
1

16 800
25 50 60 30 60 1,000

1,200

5 5 5 5 60 Direct analysis, or
10 60 100 proportioned accord-

10 20 20 80 ing to the number of

125 workers in each de-
25 25 25 50 1 225 partment

100 400

100
1

1 Arbitrarily, or by
70 70 50 70 330 direct analysis

200 400 600 On value of the
350 3,450 equipment in each

1(H) 170 170 200 100 1 .620 department
25 50 60 30 60 600

j

2,0(K)
t

25 50 60 30 60 600 Per number of em-
I

ployees in each dept.

3,000 Direct analysis

1

1,000 Arbitrarily, or direct

analysis

50 50 25 50 25 425 Direct analysis per

1

pay-roll

25 50 60 30 60 6(H) Apportioned a r b i t -

rarily

100 100 50 150 500 On basis of values

25 100 25 100 25 1,150 On space occupied or
values of buildings

OvCUpiCU

P.485 1.640 £730 ;f4,555 £480 ^il 4,865

* For dfltailod tnfonnaiion rogarding th« varioiu methods by whkh each expense item can
be dealt with tee also under the headij^ of each expemo item.
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As the amount of information that should be given on any
of the above statements will be determined by the method
of recovering factory expenses, there is usually inserted at

the bottom of the statement containing the allocation of

expenses to producing departments, the total direct labour

for the period, if the percentage on direct labour method is

used, or the total direct labour hours of each producing
department for the direct labour hour method, and in the

case of a machine rate the number of standard or normal
machine hours.

Wlien a machine rate is used, the machine tools may be
grouped or arranged in batteries ** according to type, size,

and output, etc. A further sub-analysis of each department's

expense may, therefore, be necessary, and in such cases this

sub-allocation will be carried out in a similar manner to that

described above, and the expenses of each producing depart-

ment allocated over the respective machine tools or gangs.

The examples of ex[>ense statements given above will not

necessarily be suitable under all conditions, as they must be
specially arranged to suit the requirements of each case ; for

instance, it is sometimes possible to combine them into two
or three large statements instead of using a separate summary
for each stage in the complete process of allocation.

APPRENTICES’ PREMIUMS. The amount paid by way
of premiums on behalf of apprentices is a credit to Factory
Expenses.
Many firms will prefer that the administrative expenses

shall receive credit for apprentices' premiums, but as the

factory have to bear the expense of instruction, they should
receive credit for any premiums paid. On the other hand, a

company may regard the expenses attached to apprentices as

a charge against profits, and in such cases the premiums may
be credited to Profit and Loss Account. When the latter

principle is adopted, some allowance should be made for the

time given to apprentices by the factory supervision, etc.

ATTENDANCE RECORD. A term sometimes used when
referring to the record of attendance made by workers at the

factory. (See Gate Cards and Time Recording.)
AUDIT FEES. The exjxinse incurred in connection with

tlie annual audit of the company's accounts and balance

sheet is a charge to the administrative expenses, and the

amount, together with other items of a similar nature, is

apportioned over the Factory and Selling Departments of

the business.

11
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BAD DEBTS. The treatment in the cost accounts of the
amount of bad debts incurred may be in two ways. It may
be regarded either as a charge to selling expense or a charge
to administrative expense, and the choice of any one of these
two methods will depend entirely upon the routine in regard
to the passing or certifying of inwards orders for credit. If

the Selling Department is responsible for this work, then the

loss is a correct charge to the selling expenses, but in those

cases where a separate “ Credit Department exists and is

under the charge of either the secretary or accountant, the

item is then a charge to administrative expense.

Care must be taken to differentiate between the amount
of bad debts actually written off during the period, imd any
reserves created for bad debts, as the latter will not be
included in the Establishment ExjxMises of the business.

BANK CHARGES. When charges are made by a bank for

handling the account, the amount will form part of the

establishment expenses and be allocated to administrative

expense. The analysis of this item with a view to charging

the respective sections of the business with their correct share

is not recommended on account of the smallness of the amount
usually involved.

BANK DEPOSIT-INTEREST ON. The inclusion in the

cost accounts of the amount of interest received upon deposit

accounts will depend upx)n the principle adopted in regard to

interest on overdrafts, loans, and del)entures, etc. If, there-

fore, the interest payable upon these latter items is included

in costs, then it logically follows that interest received should

form a credit in the cost accounts. In other words, if expenses

of capital are an item of cost, then profits of capital should be
included as a credit in costs.

When both interest receivable and payable are included,

the treatment of the items may be rendered easier if an
Interest Account is used, and the respective amounts debited

or credited and the balance transferred to the resj^ctive

expense accounts. When dealing with items of this nature, it

is desirable to con.sider carefully the amount involved, as in

a large number of cases the expense of acccjunting for each

item separately may not be worth while, ('onsistcncy in the

treatment of expenses in cost accounting is desired, but one
must not completely ignore the expense of such refinement in

any system.

BANK OVERDRAFT—EXPENSES OF. The amount of

interest and other charges relative to overdrafts is an item of

12
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establishment e^ipense. The basis of allocation will depend
upon the amount of expense involved. When the item is

only small, it is best dealt with by being allocated direct to

administrative expense, but if a considerable sum is con-

cerned, the amount may then be apportioned to the Factory

(or Material Expense) Selling and Administrative Depart-

ments. It should be noted, however, that if a very large

amount of interest is involved and when most of the money
is used for a specific contract or purpose, the expense incurred

by such contract should form a direct charge to it. (See also

Debentures—Interest on ; also Mortgage—Interest on.)

BARTH PREMIUM—METHOD OF REMUNERATING
LABOUR. This method docs not guarantee the day rate.

The method of arriving-^at the amount to be paid is to multiply

the standard time by the actual time, take the square root of

the result and multiply by the hourly rate. This can Ix^ quite

easily done on an ordinary slide rule. It offers a very ixx)r

incentive for production at the higher levels, and is too abstract

to apj^al to the average o|x.Tator. Almost its sole advantage
is tliat there is one fairly simple formula for all stages of

production. Up to UK) per cent production it is more favour-

able than straight piece* work. The standard time for this

method is extraordinarily carefully set by means of minute
time studies, to such an extent that errors in rate-setting hardly

ever occur,

BEDAUX SYSTEM OF REMUNERATING LABOUR. Mr.

Charles E. Bedaux, who originated this method in 1911, states

that the principle of human power measurement is that all

human effort is measurable in terms of a common unit made
up of effort and relaxation in proportions governed by laws
controlling strain. Bedaux measurement of labour is based on
the principle that all human effort may be measured in terms

of a common unit, tliat unit being made up of a combmation
of work and rest, with tlie proportions dependent upon the

nature of the effort and the subsequent relaxation required in

compensation. As tasks vary, the ratio of work to rest within

the unit varies, but the unit itself remains constant.

Tliis unit is the Bedaux Unit of Human Power Measurement.
For convenience the Bedaux unit is called the B, and in

general terms the B may be described as the amount of work
a normal man would do in one minute when working at a
normal rate of speed under ordinary conditioris and availing

himself of his full measure of relaxation.

A B is not a minute of working time, but a minute in which

13
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work and compensating relaxation are combined in the proper
proportions. In one extreme case it may be one-third of a
minute of work and two-thirds of a minute rest, but the amount
of effective effort in the two cases is the same.

Job No. 1 might have a cycle time of 1-2 seconds and be
of such a nature as to require an allowance of 150 per cent for

relaxation. Then the effort value of Job No. 1 equals 0-05 B’s.

1*2 seconds work +1*8 seconds rest
60 = 005Bs

Job No. 2 might have a cycle time of 4 minutes and be of

such a nature as to require an allowance of 30 per cent for

relaxation. Then the effort value of Job No. 2 equals 5*2 B’s.

4 minutes work + 1-2 minuted rest = 5*2 B's

A production of 1560 pieces an hour of Job No. 1 would
represent 1560 X 0 05 B’s == 78 B’s an hour. An equal

amount of effective effort on Job No. 2 would produce 15

pieces an hour, since 15 X 5*2 B’s likewise equals 78 B's per

hour. If but 14 pieces an hour are produced, then the effective

effort has been less (14 x 5-2 B’s = 72*8 B's per hour).

The B is based upon human energy and time. It is inde-

pendent of type of manufacture, product, individuals or money
values.

The Bedaux plan has been applied mostly as a basis for

wage incentive, and many refer to it as a wage incentive plan

and proceed to analyse it as such. The originator of this

system claims that this conception is basically wrong, as the

Bedaux idea and principles are not primarily associated with
any form of wage incentive. However, the Bedaux system
affects wages in the following manner.

Earnings, to be equitable, must properly recognize two
variable factors

—

1. Skill, experience and responsibility required.

2. Amount of effort expended.

The Bedaux base rate covers the first point and the Bedaux
premium covers the second point.

The standard day's work (an average output of 60 B's an
hour) is the same for every individual, regardless of sex.

occupation or wage level. The basic day's wage (hours worked
multiplied by the Bedaux base rate) is fixed for each particular

class of work in accordance with the nature of that work and
the relative value of labour in the district.

14
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Additional pay is given for additional effort and the amount
of this added effort is measured so that no individual is un-

equally rewarded.

B's produced in excess of 60 per hour are termed " Premium
B's."' The money value of these Premium B's is equal to the

base rate divided by 60, and is distributed as follows : 75 per

cent to the direct workers and 25 per cent to the indirect

workers.

A Premium B thus has a value to the direct worker that is

75 per cent of the full value of each of the 60 B’s of standard

performance. The remaining 25 per cent is credited to a

premium reserve from which the premium to supervising and
indirect workers is paid as it is earned. The cost per B thus

remains constant, and the premium to indirect workers is

paid out of economies which their own efforts so largely made
possible.

BILL OF MATERIAL. A bill of material or material sp>ecifi-

cation is a specification showing the quantity and description

of the various kinds of materials that should enter into a given

product.

Bills of material are chiefly used in connection with the

manufacture of standard products, but are also employed in

those industries where the kind and quantity of the materials

and parts required for the manufacture of non-standard
products are definitely known. The advantages obtained by
the use of bills of material are many ; for instance, the

standardization of operations is rendered more easy, since the

specifications detail the kind of materials and parts which are

best suited for the product or operation. In those cases,

therefore, where the production departments have the choice

of using different components for a particular article, or of

using different operations or processes for making the same
product, the production engineers are able to select which
material, components or processes to use more intelligently

than is the case when the information regarding the kind of

materials and processes, etc., is not available in such a ready

form.

A bill of material fulfils an important function in any
costing system, as it enables the storekeeper to check the

.stores requisition when received, and so prevent the issue of

excessive materials on a production order. Stores requisitions

should, therefore, quote the reference number of the bill of

material, so that the storekeeper can immediately refer to his

copy in order to carry out this check.

15
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A considerable amount of clerical labour is also saved, since

full details of the materials required are given on the bill of

material. It will, therefore, be seen that the Cost Depart-
ment's copy of the bill can often be used as the material

summary for the job, and in such cases the work of entering

up the stores requisitions is reduced to the posting of the

actual quantities issued from stores against each item and
extending the total values.

A further advantage will also be obtained in regard to the

work of writing out stores requisitions. Full details of the

materials required need not be stated on each requisition, as

the reference number of the bill of material and the item
number or numbers will be the only information needed.

Upon presentation of a stores requisition made out in this

manner, the storekeeper simply refers to his copy of the bill

of material in order to ascertain the kind and quantity of

materials that arc required.

Most systems of standard costing will require the use of a
system of a bill of material, as this will provide the necessary

standard for material costs. In such cases the bill of material

may form part of the system of authorizing production. It is

not necessary, however, to compute the material cost in detail,

as a bill of material will show cases where the standards have
been exceeded, and the tabulation of the quantities issued in

excess of the standard may be all that is required.

A specimen bill of material is shown (Form No. 7). It will

be noted that suitable columns are arranged for details of all

materials, together with the weight and quantity of each item.

The drawing number refers to the detailed or shop drawing,

which gives dimensions of the part or component and the

nature of operations to be performed. The symbols S., P., M.,

and P.M., are used to indicate the disposition of the various

items ; for instance, the symbol S." denotes that the material

required is carried in stock for general production purposes
;

“ P.” signifies that the material has to be specially purchased

for the order, and that no work is to be performed on it, i.e.

an assembly ; M.’' indicates that the item is to be made ;

and “ P.M.,” which means purcha.se and make," refers to

materials or parts that have to be purchased, and work
performed on them before they will be ready for assembly.

The use of the above or similar symbols enables one to see at

a glance the disposition of all the items, and in addition such

information acts as a guide to the Cost Department when
collecting and summarizing the cost of the job or order.

16
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A bill of material is usually issued in sets, the number of

copies being determined according to routine. The specimens
given show the Cost Department copy (Form No. 7), Stores
copy (Form No. 8), and Planning Department copy (Form
No. 9). The copies issued to the Production Departments of a
factory are ruled exactly the same as for the Cost Department,
excepting that the required and issued columns are omitted
and the space left blank for use in the shops.

With regard to the Stores copy, the columns on the right

hand side are ruled to accommodate particulars of the stores

requisition number, and the quantity or amount of materials

issued. This information is entered by the storekeeper’s

assistant before issuing the item, in order that the check
referred to above can be carried out.

In regard to the Cost Department copy, the total materials

and parts required for the job are extended in the '' Required
”

column, and upon completion of the works or production order

all the stores requisitions, which have been issued against

each item, may either be summarized and entered in the
“ Issued ” column or the Stores Department copy of the bill

of material may be sent to the Cost Department. The issues,

as noted thereon, are checked with the stores requisitions,

and the total quantities then transferred from the Stores

Department copy to the Cost Department copy.

The actual method of issuing bills of material to the various

departments, as also the rulings of such a form, will depend
upon the special conditions which obtain in each factory

;
for

instance, in those concerns where the products are definitely

standardized, it is more convenient for bills of material which
relate to standard products to be blue printed or typewritten,

and in such cases the total quantity and values of materials
“ required ” can be included on the blue print.

Bills of material, which are issued in connection with the

manufacture of non-standard or special products, may be

compiled by the engineers, drawing office, or other technical

department and specially typed for each order, whereas with

standard products the bills of material may be issued to the

several departments and remain in their possession as a

standing instruction.

BIN CARD. A bin card is a record card used by the store-

keeper of all items of materials and goods contained in his

stores, and in addition provides him with ready information

as to the nature of the contents of any particular bin.

The rulings of bin cards differ according to the nature of

20
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the goods stored, but the illustration given below will serve

to indicate the essential features of such a form.

Bin cards may either be filed in drawers in order of bin

number or material, or hung up in a convenient place on the

outside of the bin or other receptacle, so that they will be avail-

able for making entries as and when goods are placed into the

bin or taken out and issued to the factory for use on a

production or service order.

With most concerns the various classes or types of materials

Form No. 10.

Arti<

BIN CARD Bin
!

No.
j

:le

Symbol Nc

Date

Drg No

Max.

)
1
Mir

Datp. Out. *

i

IJalaucp. i

t :

a-

6 In. Out. |l Balance.

1

1

!

i

1

1

1

1
1 1l

(
Conv'c nient Size of Ft>rm S* >c S')

are scheduled, according to their process of manufacture, and
given a symbol miinber. Besides being an advantage from
the point of view of production methods, this procedure saves

a great deal of clerical work, as the reference number or

symbol need only be quoted on the stores requisition, also

bill of material, if used. Wlien such a method is employed,

21
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provision must be made for this symbol to be stated on the

bin card, and in the illustration given this is shown
immediately below the name of the material.

All bins, racks, shelving, etc., should be numbered con-

secutively in order to indicate their location to the storekeeper

and his assistants. This numbering also serves to connect the

bin card with the bin or other receptacle to which it belongs.

Some storekeepers will favour the filing of the bin cards

in drawers in place of hanging them outside the respective

bins, as with large stores the assistants will not then be
required to walk a distance to any bin before ascertaining

whether the particular it(‘m required is in stock. On the other

hand, it may be the practice for the storekeeper's clerk or

other assistant to record all Lssues and receipts on the bin

card in place of each assistant noting the issue at the time
he hands out the goods, and in such cases the filing of the bin

cards in drawers will no doubt \xi an advantage. This

procedure may be necessary in special cases, but its chief

objection will arise when the balance of stock is found to be
different from that stated on a bin card. In such instances,

and when a difference is frequently shown on the same item

of stock, it is desirable that the assistants who have made the

respective issues from the particular bin be known with a view
to tracing the carelessness to the right individual.

The recording of all items of goods or materials received

on the bin carets is important, as also the issues from stock.

With small concerns the former may be done from a goods
received book or sheet, but with large firms a separate slip

or note will be made out for each consignment. Materials

returned from the producing departments as surplus will be

entered as a receipt ” from the stores credit nott!, but those

materials which are rejected as un.suitable for manufacturing

purposes should not be returned to stor(*s upon a stores credit

note, but in place thereof a rejection note will be used.

Rejected materials, as distinct from surplus materials, will not

be entered on the bin card, but placed on one side to await

disposal instructions from the buyer or other official.

Issues from stores should only be made against a proper

authority, namely, a stores requisition, and the quantity or

weight entered on the bin card, and the requisition then

j)assed on to the Cost Department.

BIN INSPECTION. It is a very common practice for firms

to ignore the many, advantages that may be derived from a

system of continuous check of stocks, being content to wait
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for the annual physical stock-taking at the end of each year's

trading before the actual value of stores losses and shrinkage

is ascertained. This is a practice that cannot be recom-

mended, as errors and discrepancies of various kinds will accrue

during the interim period which cannot be easily rectified

Form No. 11.

at so late a date
;

for instance, losses due to pilferage, careless

handling of stocks, evaporation, obsolescence, etc., will arise.

Furthermore, allowances must also be made in regard to

the breaking up of bulk materials for issue in small lots, as

would have to be done in the case of a keg of nails, gross packets
of screws, rivets, solder, glue, etc., also for the “ turn of the

scales ” when weighing out sheet, bar, and strip metals, etc.

It may sometimes be the practice to include among the

establishment exj)enses an arbitrary amount to cover the

above losses, but th(‘ fact still remains that any pilferage,

carelessness or shrinkage, etc., will continue during the whole
year without any fonn of check or control being exercised by
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the management. The easiest and most effective method of

providing a continuous check upon the various forms of stores

losses and shrinkage is to adopt the system of perpetual check
of stocks, and a very convenient method is for the storekeeper

to check the contents of a fixed number of bins each day so

that at least once in each year a physical check of all items

in stock will have been made.
For this purpose a storekeeper is provided with a book or

loose sheets ruled similar to the illustration above, and on

which is recorded the results of his daily counts. “ The
Record of Bin Inspection/' besides being the medium for

recording the particulars of each bin as it is checked, also

provides a log of all bins, racks, etc., in numerical sequence.

Furthermore, by reference to it, one can observe in which items

of stock errors most frequently occur. The cau.se can then

be ascertained and suitable action taken.

The duties of the storekeeper and his assistants should be

limited to counting the contents of each bin, and the entering

on the record of bin inspection the quantity in stock and the

quantity shown on the bin card. The record is then sent to

the stock record clerk in the Cost Department, who should

be the only person authorized to make any alteration on the

bin cards should this be necessary.

The result of the actual count is compared with the stock re-

cord card, and whenever a difference occurs the detailed entries

appearing on the bin card should be checked with those on
the stock record card, as it frequently happens that an error

is made in bringing down the “balance in stock" figures, or

that the storekeeper s assistants have omitted to enter one or

more of the issues.

If there is still a discrepancy (after checking and correcting

the entries where necessary) it is desirable that the contents

of the bin (or bins) be again counted. Any difference will

now be corrected, and if an alteration in the bin card is necessi-

tated, this should only be effected by the stcjck record clerk.

If the nature of the difference is such that the stock record

card requires alteration as well as the bin card, it will be

necessary to adjust the Stock or Material Control Accounts,

and this should be done either weekly or monthly, according

to requirements.

It should be noted that the above description relates to

the perpetual check of stocks, which should be carried out

quite independently of the general scheme of stores organiza-

tion
; for instance, the routine in connection with the
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replenishing of stocks should be such that whenever an item

has reached the “recorder** or ''minimum'' level, the store-

keeper should check the balance of the item in stock before

making out his purchase requisition. This method provides

an additional check upon the stores and office records, as the

purchase requisition will be sent to the stock record clerk, who
checks and then initials the requisition before it is passed on
to the Purchasing Department.
BONUS EARNINGS—RECORD OF. (See Premium op

Bonus Earnings : Record of.)

BONUS FOR GOOD TIMEKEEPING. A bonus is very often

paid to the workpeople in order to encourage good time-

keeping, and the expense incurred in this direction is charged
to the factory expenses. In those cases where departmental
rates are used for recovering expenses, the amount paid in

bonus should he allocated to each of the factory departments.
Bonuses paid to members of the office stah should be

allocated to the ad^ninistrative and selling expenses.

BONUS ON OUTPUT. The amount of bonus paid on out-

put to the works manager or other factory officials is dealt

with by either of the following methods

—

1. When the bonus paid varies in amount with each class

of product, it is a direct charge to each class, but in those

cases where such products are being continuously made
throughout the year it is then usual to charge the bonus
to a special account, and apportion the amount over the whole
output for the period.

2. A general bonus paid on the w’hole output of a factor\’

may more conveniently be charged to the factory expense.

As the object of a bonus on output is to rew^ard the factory

officials for increased output, it is more correct to calculate

such bonus as a rate per article, per operation, or per process,

and not as a percentage rate upon the factory cost of the

output. With this latter method an increase in cost may
bring about an increase in bonus, although the quantity of

articles produced may be less
; conversely a reduction in cost

brought about by improved methods and increased output
would reduce the amount of bonus. It will be seen, therefore,

that a bonus on output, and calculated as a rate per article

or operation, etc., should be co-related to the prime or

factory cost.

BOOKING TIME TO JOBS. The principal requirement of

cost accountancy is accuracy, and any system must have for

its foundation a reliable source of information.
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In almost every instance the checking and analysing of the
“ time spent on the job can only be done successfully by
the aid of mechanical time recorders. When the process

method of cost finding is used, it may not always be possible

to allocate or analyse each man’s time with the same degree

of accuracy as with the job costing method, as a worker may
be engaged upon two or more operations at the same time,

and in the majority of these cases his time can only be
apportioned oyer the resfX'ctive jobs.

In the chemical industry, for instance, a worker will often

be in charge of several mixers or grinders, and his time cannot
be definitely booked to each job or batch of work going through
the several machines.

The method that will be used by any concern for booking
time to jobs, operations or individual products will obviously
differ in each case as the nature of the product, the method of

payment, and the general scheme of works organization will

each require consideration before a detaiipd system can be

evolved.

The principles underlying the v^ariety of methods that are

used can be grou|x?d under the following headings

—

Method No. i. Combined Job and Gate Card

—

each worker
provided with only one card for the pay W('ek, and on which
is recorded the times he enters and leaves the factory, also

the time on ” and off ” each job.

Method No. 2. Combined Job and Gate Card—( ach worker
provided with only one card for the pay week as with Method
No. 1, but in addition there is used a master card for

summarizing the labour cost of all the workers engaged on
each job or order.

Method No. 3. Combined Job and Gate Card—each worker
being supplied with a separate card for each job or order on
which he is engaged throughout the pay week. The times

spent on each job and as shown by each card are entered on a

summary in order to ascertain the total time for the pay week
Method No. 4. Separate Gate Card and Job Cards—each

worker provided with a separate job card fur c‘ach job or order

on which he is engaged.

Method No. 5. &parate Gate Card and One Job Card for

Week—each worker supplied with only one job card for use

through the pay week.
Method No. 6. One Job Card for Each Order- one job card

used per job or order when a series of standard operations

are performed, used either with or without a gate card.
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Method No. 7. Combined Job Card and Machine Running
Card—one job card per machine tool per week for analysing

operator's time to each job, which also shows '‘time on
production" and "idle time" of each machine tool.

Method No. 8^ Booking Time Direct on Works Instruction

Sheet or Work Ticket.

The choice of any of the above methods will depend upon
the three points already mentioned, and one will usually find

that two or more of the methods will be used by the same
factory.

When selecting the most suitable method or methods, it is

sometimes necessary to classify the work that has to be

performed; for instance, in most cases indirect workers will

usually re([uire a different method to direct workers
;

further-

more, the classification of direct workers may also show that

a particular department will require a different method to

the remainder.

Having selected the correct basic principle for the particular

factory, the designing of a suitable card will depend upon the

method of remunerating the workers, also whether instructions

regarding the work that has to Ixi performed will be contained

on a separate instruction sheet or work ticket or combined
with the job card.

Many other matters will require careful consideration,

depending upon the nature of the trade which is being carried

on, but the above few remarks will be sufficient to indicate

the more important factors that must be examined when
selecting and installing a time booking systehi for the job or

process methods of cost finding.

(For a detailed consideration of the above methods of

booking time, see Bookin(; Timk to Jobs—^Mkthods of ; also

Timk Shekts.)

BOOKING TIME TO JOBS—METHODS OF. (See also

Hooking Time to Jobs.) The number of methods which are

available for analysing the times spent by each worker upon
a job, operation or process is so great that it is only possible

to deal with the subject in dictionary form by classifying the

methods into their principal groups and by gi^^ng only one
example of each group. The actual method best suited for

any particular factory will entirely depend upon the nature

of the industry being carried on, the general scheme of works
organization and production control, also the method or

methods by which the workers are remunerated. Therefore

the description of the various methods given below is only
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intended to serve as an explanation of the principles under-
lying each group rather than to indicate the only way each
method can be employed.

The variety of methods are classified into two main
groups

—

Group I, consisting of those methods that make use of a
combined gate card and job card

;
and

Group II, comprising the methods that require the use of

separate job cards, the '' in and '' out " times being recorded

at the “ gates,” and the time ” on ” and ” off ” each job

recorded in the respective departments.

GROUP I

Method No. i. Combined Job and Gate Card. With this

method each worker is supplied with a combined job card and
gate card for each pay week. The card is ruled similar to

Form No. 12, and upon each worker entering or leaving the

factory premises, mornings, midday, and evenings, he clocks
” in ” and ” out ” respectively, and so provides a record of

attendance as would be done if separate gate cards had been
used.

When commencing work upon a job the job or works order

number is inserted in the left-hand column, and the worker
clocks ” on ” and either retains his card or places it in a
” Jobs in Progress ” card rack. On completion of the task

the worker clocks ” off,” and the process is repeated for each

job throughout the week.

Tlie times on each job can be extended either daily or at

the end of the pay week, and in those cases where a job is

unfinished at the end of the week, the time is shown separately

at the foot of the card and the figure transferred to the

summary which appears on the back of the new week's card

and entered in a ” Brought Forward ” column. The time
worked on this particular job during the next week is then

entered in the column " This Week,” and should the job be

finished during this second week the two figures are added
and the total entered in the ” Jobs Finished ” column. In

those cases where a job may extend beyond this second week
the total time is shown in the ” carried forward ” column
and transferred to the next week, and so on until the work
is completed, when the final total is entered in the " Jobs
Finished '' column.
The total time on each job is entered in the fourth and
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fifth columns, whereas the daily time is entered in the column
on the extreme right of the card.

The method is very simple and inexpensive to work, and
should give very good results in those cases where long runs
are made on a particular operation or proct^ss or where jobs

are completed by one man, but when several workers are

engaged upon the one job it is desirable that the times of the

respective workers be summarized on to a “ Cost Summary
Sheet in order that the direct labour cost can be easily and
quickly obtained.

If tim(\s are extended each day, the total time spent on
each job can easily be ascertained. In large concerns using

this method the time recorders should be locat(‘d in each
department.

Method No. 2. Combined Job and Gate Card. This method
is similar to No. 1 above, but the ruling of the card. Form No.

13, allows for th(‘ time “ in and “ out ” to be recorded in a

separate column to the starting and finishing tim(‘s of the job.

With this method it is usual for a work ticket, similar to

Form No. 14, to be issued containing instructions as to the

nature and quantity of the work to b(‘ done.

As each worker enters or leavi's the factory, he clocks
“ in " or “out,’' as the case may be, in column No. 4, in just

the same manner as described for Method No. 1. The
registering of the times “ on " and “ off " each job will also

be done as detailed above, but in this instance the works
order number as shown on the work ticket is inserted in

column No. 1, and the time “ on " will appe ar in column No. 5.

Upon completion of the job the worker cloc ks “ off " in

column No. 6, and the same process is repeated throughout
the w'cek for each works ordt^r. At the end of the pay week
the total time as shown by column No. 4, which represents

the attendance at the factory, is extended into columns
Nos. 7 and 8, and the total amount of pay ascertained and
the summary at the foot of card completed.

The times spent on each job are extended (*ither daily or

weekly into columns Nos. 9 and 10, and the totals for each
works order number posted to a job cost summary sheet.

Unfinished jobs are dealt with in a slightly different manner
to that de.scribed for Method No. 1, and instead of a “ brought
forward " item appearing on the card (Form No. 13) the part

time is posted to the job cost .summary sheet, together with the

other times as shown on the specimen summary Form No. 1 5.

This method is specially suitable in all cases where a worker
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Form No. 14 (back).

Week Ending

Quantity
Passed.

Quantity
Rejected.

Date.
Examined

j

by

1

i

i

!

—

Worker’s Name. No.
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has a long run on a particular opi'ration and in the manu-
facture of more or less standardized articles. If, therefore, a

works sub-order is issued for each operation on a quantity of

articles instead of one order for the quantity of completed
articles, this method provides an easy and inexpensive means
of collecting the times of each worker on the respective

operations.

Form iVo. 15.

Method No. 3 . Combined Job and Gate Card. This method
requires the use of one card for t*ach job during the week,

the total weekly bonus being obtained by entering on a .sum-

mary the total hours of each job card. A sjKTimcn card

is shown, Form No. 16, from which it will be noted that

workman No. 64 commenced work on job No. 2495 at 8 a.m.

on Thursday, and upon leaving and entering the factory at

midday he used the same card for recording his “ in " and
“ out '' times and also when leaving at night and again on

entering on Friday morning. His work on^job No. 2495 being

finished at 10.30 a.m. Friday, he clocks “off” the old card

and ”on” to a new card, Form No. 17, which quotes the works

order number for his next job, i.e. No. 3091. This procedure

is repeated each day, and on completion of the .second job
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registers his time *'off** the job and ‘‘on*' to the next,

Form No. 18, and so on throughout the pay week.

During the week the cards of the completed jobs are passed
into the Wages or Cost Department and sorted into order of

Form No, 19.

CLOCK N? PAYWEEK

NAME ^
WEEKLY PAY SUMMARY

WORKS ORDER m
j

HOURS s d

£4^^
1

/o / / -

30(^1 13. '? / 6 6

\

IHI
U30I // - wBM -

- to -

1
TOTAL HOURS

OVERTIME

A ii -

CROSS TOTAL m
DEDUCTIONS M !.Q

„

u J .

NET PAY. &
inmKl
4 m

clock number or names (jf workers, and the times entered upon
a weekly pay summary ruled similar to F(u m No. 19. At the

end of the pay week, which will be Thursday in the example
chosen, all the cards relating to jobs still in progress are

collected and the total times spent on the unfinished jobs

ascertained and entered upon the summary. These cards

may then be returned to their racks for use during the next

week, as new cards need only he issued for jobs in progress
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when all the space has been used. Alternatively, a new card

can be issued for the new pay week.
The advantage of this method lies chiefly in the direction

of convenience in haying the “ in and “ out
"

times on the

same card as the “ on and '' off '' times of each job, as in

such cases reference to other cards is unnecessary when ascer-

taining whether a worker was absent, came in late, or left early

during the period of any job.

GROUP II

Method No. 4 . A Gate Card and a Separate Job Card for

Each Task on which the Worker is Engaged. This is a method
that is very commonly used for ascertaining the labour cost

of both direct and indirect work, because it is possible to vary
the details of the system by departments or sections, when
found necessary, and without affecting the routine of the

remaining departments.

In the case of large factories it may be necessary to install

two sets of time recorders, as the routine in connection with
the booking of time to jobs, etc., will be carried out quite

independently of the attendance times which may be recorded
at the gates or entrance to the plant. In the case of the job
cards, it will usually be desirable that time recorders be
installed in each department or other suitable position, so that

the actual process of time recording can be carried out expe-
ditiously and under strict supervision.

The procedure in regard to the booking of the “ in ” and
out times at the “ gates '' must be arranged to suit the

special conditions of each factory, but whichever system is

adopted it can generally be arranged in such a manner that

the routine in connection with the job cards is worked inde-

pendently up to the point where the total times spent on the

various jobs is compared and checked with the total time as

shown on the gate cards.

The specimen forms, Nos. 20, 21, and 22
,
clearly indicate

the method, each worker registering his “ in '' and “ out
times on the gate card, and the start and finish of each job

on separate job cards. As each job is finished the job card
is sent to the Wages or Cost Department, where all are

extended, checked, and temporarily sorted either by clock

number or worker s name. At the end of the pay week the gate

cards are collected (being replaced with new ones) and the in
”

and “ out times extended and totalled as shown on Form
No. 20. The back of this card is ruled so that all of the job
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cards can be summarized thereon and the times booked to
the various jobs agreed with the total time as shown on the
gate card. (Form No. 20.)

When this method is used for work on service orders, each
job card may be ruled off and used again during the following
weeks until filled up. Similarly, the last card used by direct

workers on a works order may be ruled off and returned to
the worker, who continues with the card until the job is

finished. Alternatively, a fresh card is issued for all jobs in

progress at the end of each pay week.
Method No. 5. Separate Gate Card and One Job Card per

Man per Week. This method is very similar to Method No. 1,

Form No. 24. JOB CARD

N,™,
I

I

/v.'O'iS'-
I ;

Xl^e RECORD.
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and each worker records his " in and out " times on a

separate gate card. The recording of times on jobs is done
independently of the gate cards, as it will usually be desirable

to place the time recorders in the departments. Forms Nos.

23 and 24 are given, which show the “ in '' and ** out

times of worker No. 1095 recorded on a gate card, and the

starting and finishing times of each job recorded on a job card
which remains in use throughout the pay week.

The method may be found useful for small repair shops and
in all cases where jobbing work is undertaken. With the

larger factory, however, it is not very suitable, as the cost of

each job cannot be compiled from day to day.

In those cases where this daily costing is not necessary, it still

has the objection that the work of summarizing and compiling
job costs in the Cost Department is rendered difficult owing to

the fact that the record of each w'orker's time on the various

jobs is contained on the one job card. (See Form No. 24.)

Method No. 6. One Job Card per Order. A method that

is sometimes used when a series of standard operations are

performed on an order and when it is desired to record

all the labour costs on the one card. A specimen job card
is shown, Form No. 25, from which it will be noted that

the workmen performing each of the operations record

their time on the card which remains with the order until

completed. When the first man has finished his particular

task, he (or the foreman according to routine) clocks “ off/'

and the card is sent with the work to the view room or Inspec-

tion Department. After the first operation has been inspected

and passed, the work is issued for the next operation, together

with the same job card, and this procedure is followed until

completion of the order.

The checking of the times as shown on the gate cards of

each worker, with the times spent on each job in order to

ascertain whether all time is accounted for, is one of the

greatest objections to this method. However, if the process

method of cost finding is in operation, a great deal of time is

saved when compiling labour costs of the job or process if the

one card per job, or series of processes, etc., is used. The
method can also be adopted with advantage in certain cases

where a system of job costing is in use.

Method No. 7. Combined Job Card and Machine Running
Card. The illustration, Form No. 26, shows a job card

arranged to record the time a machine tool is occupied on each

order. The cards are ojx'rated in much the same manner as
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Form No. 25. JOB CARD
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MACHINE RUNNING CARD
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for Method No. 5, the mechanic or foreman clocking “ on ” and
**

off '' when starting and finishing each job. If a breakdown
or delay occurs, the job is registered off ” and the machine
registered (on the same card) on to a service or standing order,

according to the nature of the breakdown or delay, and when
the machine or work is ready, the standing order number is

checked off ” and again “ on ** to the job ; likewise, if a
fresh job is not ready immediately the last order is completed,

the machine is clocked on to a standing order.

By this means the idle time of each machine tool is collected

on the same card. However, a separate idle machine card
may be used if desired.

On referring to Form No. 26, it will be observed that

job No. 3095 was commenced at 8 o'clock on Thursday and
completed at 4 p.m. Tuesday. Job. No. 4002 commenced at

4.4 p.m. same day and, owing to a breakdown occurring on
the Wednesday, the machine was idle from 11 a.m. to 12.15.

On completion of this job, Wednesday, at 2.45 p.m., the

machine was again idle for the remainder of the day, due to

a shortage of material.

The method is specially suitable in certain cases where a

more or less standardized output obtains, and where a
mechanic attends to two or more machines, the object being

to time the machines rather than the worker.

Method No. 8. Booking Time Direct on to the Works
Instruction Sheet or Work Ticket. With some of the above
methods it is not possible to give full particulars of the work to

be performed on the job cards, consequently a work ticket

must be used and in certain instances the time spcmt on each

job can quite conveniently be recorded on the same form.

This method is particularly suitable for small and in some
cases large repair shops, garages, and where the .same man
completes the one job. A specimen work ticket is given,

Form No. 27, which is sufficient to indicate how the method
is operated in the case of a repair shop. The work tickets

are collected in just the same manner as is done with job

cards, and the total times summarized as described for

Method No. 3. (See also Time Sheets.)

BOUGHT OUT SUPPLIES—REJECTION OF. (See Goons
Received: Rejection of.)

BRANCH STORES. (See Stores Organization and
Layout, also Stores Transfer Note.)

BRANCHES OF COST ACCOUNTANCY. (See Objects and
Advantages of Cost Accountancy.)
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BROKERAGE AND COMMISSION ON ISSUE OF NEW
SHARES. All expenses incurred in regard to the issue of

shares, etc., are a direct charge to Profit and Loss Account,
and the amount is not included in the cost accounts.

BUDGETARY CONTROL. A method of controlling expendi-

tures by the aid of budgets. Expenditures covering labour,

materials, and expenses arc estimated and a budget prepared

with the object of keeping all disbursements within the pre-

detennined ligurcs.

The efficiency of budgetary control mainly depends upon
the following factors: Whether budgets are aj)plied to

all or only parts of a business; (h) tlie care taken in their

preparation, and (c) the degree of control exercised by the

management.
Budgetary control can be applied to the small or very large

concerns with equal results, but no system of budgets will l)e

satisfactory if proper control is not exercised. It is useless to

spend time and money in preparing budgets if the means of

enforcing them is not provided in the system, (‘arelessness in

the preparation of the budgets is frequently the cause of

failure in any budget scheme, and unless one is prepared to

approach the subject in a thorough and elhcient manner the

results will never repay the efforts expended.

In the past, budgetary control has been applied with varying

degrees of effectiveness, chiefly because the principle of budgets

has generally been applied to one or a few divisions of the

business and the term Budgetary ( ontrol is now used when
referring to the method whicli is operated in this modified

form.

Budgetary Control has developed considerably since it was
first introduced many years ago, and there has now been

brought into use a method that provides a very delinite form

of business management and control, and to distinguish it

from simple budgets is known as Management Through
Accounts. In general, the difference between the two methods
can be explained as follows. Whereas Budgetary Control

can be applied to one or more divisions of a business, Manage-
ment Through Accounts is a method of management where a

standard of performance in all divisions of a business, i.e.

manufacturing, selling, and financial, etc., is predetermined

and enforced.

As regards Budgetary Control, the ])rinciples involved in

the preparation of budgets is fully dealt with under the

heading of Management Through Accounts,” and to avoid
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repetition the reader is referred to that subject, also to Stan-

dard Costing for details of the routine in connection with the

control of standards through the costing system.

J'he extent to which one will need to control detailed costs,

etc., will depend upon many factors, chief of which being the

type of industrv^ and the amount of control that can be exer-

cised. With the small and well-organized plants, control can
frequently be elfected l)y groups of items or by some other

simple method ;
the larger concern usually adopting a method

whereby the control is applied at the centre of production,

and in such cases detailed costs are only necessary in special

circumstances. (See Mana(,kmknt TnR()ur,H Accounts.)
BUILDERS’ COSTING. (See Tkrminal ( ostinc.)

BUILDINGS DEPRECIATION OF. Hie amount of depre-

(iatiiai on buildings forms part of establishment expenses,

and the items allocat(‘d to the factory, selling, and administra-

tive sections of the business on the basis ol space occupied,

riie extent of this analysis will be determined by the method
Used for recoviTing expenses in costs, as when departmental
rat<*s are employed the amount of depreciation relating to the

factory will neces.sarily reijuire further analysis. (See also

DkI'KKCIATION.)

BUILDINGS REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE OF. The
total cost of repairing and keeping in good order all premises

is ascertained by charging all the expenditure to a Buildings

Kejiairs and Maintenance Account, and the total is then
allocated either arbitrarily or by direct analysis to the

respective Factory and Office Departments.
The expense of building repairs may either be obtained by

means of a system of service orders or allocated direct, as in

the case of small concerns.

When a system of service orders is in use, the expense should

be analysed by departments where possible
;

alternati\'ely,

and when the factory consists of se^’eral separate buildings,

the practice is to allocate the expense to each building.

In the latter case the total cost of repairs for the period is

apportioned over the respective departments, according to

the cubic area occupied. When a machine rate is used for

recovering factory expenses in costs, the amount of repairs

and maintenance of each department may be further analysed

to each machine tool or group of machines on the basis of

space occupied.

When dealing with machine rates, it is often a convenience

if such items as lighting, rates, repairs and maintenance, etc.,
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be grouped and apportioned as one total on the above basis.

(See Repairs and Maintenance and Service Orders.)
BURDEN. (See Establishment Expenses.)
BURGLARY INSURANCE. The amount of the premiums

paid in connection with the insurance of stocks against

burglary forms part of the establishment expenses of a business,

and its treatment in costs will depend upon whether one cares

to regard this item as a general administrative charge or a

charge against the stores.

In the case of the latter, the expense will require to be

separated, so that both the stocks of raw materials and finished

parts, etc., and merchanted stocks are each charged with their

correct proportion.

The insurance premiums on stocks of materials held for

manufacturing purposes will, therefore, be charged to factory

expenses or Material Expense Account, wiiereas the premiums
on saleable stocks may be charged to selling and distribution

expenses if the Sales Department are responsible for such

stocks.

In the majority of cases the cost of burglary insurance is

usually allocated direct to administrative expense. (See also

Fire Insurance.)
BUYER—SALARY OF. The salary paid to the buyer or

purchasing agent forms part of the establishment exjx'nses of

a business, and the treatment in the cost accounts of this item

will depend upon the manner in which all expense incidental

to the purchasing and handling of materials is dealt with. In

those cases where such expenses are segregated from those

which relate solely to production, the expenses of the Pur-

chasing Department, and which include the salary of the

buyer, will be allocated to a Materials Handling Expense
Account, and the total of this expense item recovered in costs

as a percentage on the value of materials consumed in

production.

With most concerns, however, the expenses of purchasing

and storekeeping, etc., are included among establishment

expenses and allocated to the Factory Departments, but in

those cases where a merchanting as well as manufacturing
business is carried on, the expense of the Purchasing Depart-
ment should be charged to the Factory and Selling Depart-
ments either on the basis of the value of purchases made or

arbitrarily apportioned, according to the extent it is estimated

each section of the business benefits by the activities of this

department.
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It must be noted that when a merchanting business is also

carried on, the expense of storekeeping and material handling,

etc., should be dealt with separately from the expenses of

purchasing, as the basis of allocation or apportionment in

such cases may more correctly be the value of stocks or

merchandise held rather than the value of purchases made
on account of the fact that merchandise may be shipped direct

to customers or re-dispatched the same date as received.

BUYING DEPARTMENT. (See Purchasing Department.)
BUYING—ROUTINE OF. (See Purchasing.)
BY-PRODUCT COSTING. By-products arise in most of

the continuous process industries, and the apportionment of

the expenditure incurred between the main product and the

by-product at the point when the latter is separated from the

former, presents one of the greatest difficulties in connection

with process costing.

A manufacturing process may proceed up to a certain

stage, when the liquid, solid or gas which is being dealt with

becomes divided or formed into two or more distinct products.

Up to the point of this separation no difficulty is experienced
in recording the cost of the process, as the total expenditure

is chargeable to the process or one product. Immediately
a separation takes place, however, it is necessary to apportion

the cost over the two or more products.

It is only in very exceptional cases that the expenditure
relating to a by-product can be definitely measured or

allocated to it, consequently logical apportionment must be

resorted to in the majority of instances.

The basis of apportionment may be the sales or market
price of the main product and by-product, the yield or arbi-

trary values assigned to the products at the time the

separation occurs.

The choice of a basis will generally be determined by the

sales value of the by-products, as it is not desirable that a

considerable amount of clerical work be undertaken when a

by-piroduct can only be disposed of at, say, a few shillings per

ton. On the other hand, the by-products may have a fairly

high market value, and in such cases a more accurate but
reasonable apportionment should be made.

In order to indicate the general principles of by-product
costing it is necessary to pre-supposc a given set of conditions,

and with this in view a description of a system applicable to

the costing of coke with its several by-products is given.

Metallurgical coke is the result of the distillation of coal
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which, being put into airtight ovens, heated, and the gases

driven off, leaves a solid matter, composed of carbon, ash,

sulphur, and phosphorus, which is known as coke.

The gases driven off are taken into coolers and condensed,
and the primary by-products extracted from the volatile

matter. These are tar, ammonia, benzol, and gas. After

the gases are drawn from the ovens by the exhausters, the

tar is condensed, which leaves the ammonia and benzol to be

extracted in the saturators and scrubbers respectively at a

proper temperature. The gas which is left is returned to the

ovens for heating purposes, or sold through gas mains to

consumers.

This brief description of coal distillation is given to show
that a system of costing for a coking plant should be of such

an elastic composition to meet any extensions which might
be made to further distillation of the by-products, as such

products as tar and benzol can be further subjected to distilla-

tion and valuable by-products recovered.

Raw Material—Coal. When the coal comes in from the

various colheries, it is weighed, and particulars, weight, and
name of colliery, together with particulars of coal consumed,
dirt washed out, stocks of coal in trucks or bunkers, and daily

quantity of coal received, are sent every morning to the Cost

Department by the tralfic manager.
The weigh cabin is situated so that all incoming and out-

going traffic will pass this p(ant, allowing everything to be

weighed and accounted for. On the traffic manager will

rest the responsibility of always having a constant supply of

empty wagons and a proper stock of coal in hand.

The coal, after being weighed, is teemed, washed, and
put into storage bunkers, and when ready for use is conveyed
to the crushers to be ground into a line state before it is charged

into the ovens.

Classification of Accounts. The system of process cost

accounts for this industry will require an extensive and
elastic system of account classification, each account to

coincide with each process and by-product, so that all direct

and indirect charges wall be absorbed in a jiroper manner.
The principle involved in the operation of a process costing

system is largely that of account cla.ssification. Cost accounts

relating to each department or process will be opened and all

the expenditure charged to each process or department. The
object, therefore, is to classify all expenditure by process and
by incidence.
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Direct charges, such as wages and materials, can be allocated

by charging direct to the product concerned, leaving the indirect

expenses to consist of as small a proportion as possible.

Wages, materials, and expenses can be allocated directly

to tlie various by-products by giving a control letter or code to

these products, but the indirect items should be given a control

letter which in turn will be spread over the products using

them, according to their use. Stores, wages, and materials

which cannot be allocated against any definite control letter,

will be dealt with on the same basis. Below is given a list of

control letters and classification of accounts which will absorb
all costs incurred in a coke and by-product plant of average
size

—

Control Symbol

(a) Coal handling plant.

{b) Coal carbonizing.

(c) Coke manufacture.
(d) By-products (general).

(e) Tar manufacture.

(/) Sulphate of ammonia.

(g) Benzol.

(A) Naphthalene.
(i) Gas.

(;) Tar distillation.

(A’) Oils (general).

(/) Green oil and anthracene paste.

(m) Creosote.

(«) Pitch.

(o) Boilers.

(/)) Locomotives,

((f)
Tar plant cleaning.

(r) River pumps.
(s) Repairs and Maintenance Department.

(/) Plant Expense Account.
(m) General Expense Account.

(a) Co.\L Handling Plant, General labour directly con-

nected with washery, drainage, bunkers, crushers, elevators,

and crushed coal bunker, water pijie line from tank to washer-
work on washery ponds, platelayers, w^orking on washer roads,

etc., also stores and machinery will be booked to this control

letter.

(b) Coal Carbonizing. All machinery, stores, and work,

dS>nnected with the following : Chargers (including bunker
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slides), cranes, rams, brickwork on ovens, all mains, valves,

and pipe work in cellars as far as benzol scrubbers, change over
gear, pug-mills, and stacks.

(c) Coke Manufacture. To include all machinery, stores,

and general labour directly connected with benches, con-

veyors, pipes, rails, pumps, etc., relating to quencher
;
screens

and pipe line from tank to ovens, also platelayers working on
coke roads will book their time, etc., to this letter.

(d) By-products (General). To include all ascension

pipes, tar mains, and gas mains from ovens to tar sprays,

connecting, but not including, tar sprays, saturators (in sul-

phate house), naphthalene coolers, and benzol scrubbers

;

exhausters, all steam pipes connected with steaming out of

the above. Main pipe line from boilers to by-product end,

tar circulating pumps and pipe work connected with same,
gas compressors, repairs to railway tanks, any work generally

connected with pump house. Platelayers working on tar

plant road to book under this letter. Any work connected
with by-products, but not definitely connected with any one
by-product, to be booked under this letter.

(e) Tar Manufacture. All work and materials used in

connection with tar sprays and connections from same to

and including liquor and tar storage tanks (in well only), tar

spray pumps and pipe work connected with same, and steam
pipes connected with above.

(/) Sulphate of Ammonia. Apparatus for emptying acid

tanks, all steam pipes in sulphate house, and liquor tank,

tower, and pipe line from tar plant to lime-stills. All plant,

stores, and work connected with sulphate house, including acid

storage, saturators, liquor pumps, lime-stills, air compressors,

and all pipe work connected with above. Any gener^ labour

directly connected with above to be booked under this letter.

(g) Benzol. All plant, stores, and work in regard to

benzol house, wash oil coolers, wash oil pumps, and wash oil

storage tanks ; benzol storage tanks, scrubbers, apparatus for

filling benzol tanks, creosote pipe line from tar plant, water pipe

line to wash oil coolers, all steam pipes connected with above.

(h) Naphthalene. All plant, time, and materials used for

surface coolers, naphthalene spray coolers, naphthalene storage

houses, steam pipes connected with above, water pipe line

to cooler, and pumps for same.

(i) Gas. To include all stores, work and plant, gas holder,

meter, regulating valves, and gas main from scrubbers to

gas holder.
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(;) Tar Distillation. All work and stores connected with
taj: storage tanks and pipe work to tar plant, washing tanks,

settling tanks, feed tanks, feed pump heaters (but not including

coils), stills (not including pitch cooler), gas pipe from
exhauster house, flues, etc.

(^) Oils (General). Still head pipes and coils in heaters,

condensers, test boxes, and connections to and including

storage tanks, steam pij^es connected with above. Any
work connected with oils, but not definitely connected with

anthracene or creosote, to be booked under this letter.

(/) Green Oil and Anthracene Paste. All stores and
work connected with agitating tanks, settling tanks, wells,

pumps, strainers, whizzers, anthracene paste storage house,

green oil storage tank, and steam pipes connected with above.

(ffi) Creosote. All work and stores on towers, settling

pans, apparatus for filling barrels, creosote storage tanks, and
steam pipes connected with above.

(ji) Pitch. Pitch coolers, pipc^ lines, and connections from
same to pitch beds, also time of platelayers working on
permanent way to pitch beds.

(e) Boilers. Brickwork, feed pumps, feed water heaters,

boiler valves, and mountings, water pipe line to same.

(p) Locomotives. All work and stores connected with

locomotives and locomotive shed.

(q) Tar, Plant Cleaning Out. All work and stores used
in cleaning out of tar plant.

(r) River Pump. All machinery, stores or work in connec-

tion with river pumps, including pipes, lines, valves, etc.,

connecting and including tank
(s) Repairs and Maintenance Department. Stores or

work such as cleaning offices, painters, carmen, stables and
cartshed, cleaning men’s cabins, etc., and which cannot be

allotted to any of the other control letters, also any repairs

to the fittings in joiners’, electricians' and fitting shops, repairs

to tnicks, cleaning up yard, lighting of yard, repairs to offices,

etc., and platelayers on main roads.

The total expenditure incurred by each of the departments
making a definite product is easily ascertained by the use

of the following classification of accounts and very little

explanation will be needed in regard to accounts (fi), (c),

(/)» (g)> (h), (i), (/), (m), (ft) and (q). With regard to the

remainder, and which relate to departments or work of

ia semi-direct nature, the expenditure in each case is allocated

^Y^r the direct manufacturing accounts
(

(<i) to (q) above) on
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a percentage basis or other more convenient method. A
suggested method of allocation is given against accounts

{;)> [k), (o), (p), (r), (s), {/),'and (w), but in view of the

variation in the design of coke oven plants, the method used
in actual practice must be determined according to the special

conditions of each plant.

Coal Handling Plant (Washery)— 1>X/
Coal. {a) 1.

Direct labour (permanent). 2.

Labour (repairs, maintenance, etc.). 3.

Material and supplies. 4.

Energy and locomotives. 5.

Water (river pump). 6.

Depreciation (buildings and equipment). 7.

Plant expenses (office, stores, and laboratory, etc.). 8.

General expenses (insurances, rates, etc.). 9.

Coal Carbonizing Account

—

Coal carbonized. (d) 1

.

Direct labour (permanent). 2.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). 3.

Material and supplies. 4.

Energy. 5.

Gas returned to ovens. 6.

Depreciation (machinery, equipment, and stacks). 7.

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.). 8.

General expenses. 9.

{Note. This account is absorbed by Coke and By-products
proportionately, according to yields.)

Coke Manufacture—

Proportionate part of Coal Carbonizing Account, (c) 1.

Direct labour (permanent). 2.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). 3.

Materials and supplies. 4.

Energy and locomotives. 5.

Water (river pump). 6.

Depreciation (machinery and equipment). 7.

Plant expenses (office, stores, laboratory, etc.). 8.

General expenses. 9.
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By-products (General)— iyZoi

Direct labour (permanent). (d) 1.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). 2.

Material and supplies. 3.

Energy. - 4.

Steam. 5.

Depreciation (plant and machinery). 6.

Plant expenses (ofiices and stores). 7.

General expenses. 8.

(Note. This account is absorbed by the* By-products, Tar,

Benzol, Ammonia, Naphthalene, and Gas proportionately,

according to yields.)

Tar Manufacture

—

Proportionate part of Coal Carbonizing Account, (e) 1.

Proportionate part of By-products (General) 2.

Account.
Labour (repairs and maintenance). 3.

Material and supplies. 4.

Steam. 5.

Depreciation (plant and machinery). 6.

Plant expenses (oftices, stores, etc.). 7.

General expenses. 8.

Sulphate of Ammonia— "

sy^i
Proportionate part of Coal Carbonizing Account. (/) 1.

Proportionate part of By-products (General) 2.

Account.

Direct labour (permanent). 3.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). 4.

Materials and supplies. 5.

Energy and locomotives. 6.

Steam. 7.

Sulphuric acid. 8.

Lime (lime-stills). 9.

Depreciation (plant, machinery, and buildings). 10.

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.). 11.

^ General expenses. 12.
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Benzol

—

Proportionate part of Coal Carbonizing Account.

Proportionate part of By-products (General)

Account.
Direct labour (pemaanent).

Labour (repairs and maintenance)

.

Materials and supplies.

Energy and locomotives.

Steam.

Absorbent oil.

Water (river pump).
Depreciation (plant, machinery, and buildings).

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.).

General expenses.

Account
Symboi

(g) 1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

Naphthalene

—

Proportionate part of Coal Carbonizing Account, (h) 1.

Proportionate part of By-products (General) 2.

Account.

Direct labour (permanent). 3.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). 4.

Materials and supplies. 5.

Water (river pump). ‘ 6.

Steam. 7.

Depreciation (plant and machinery'). 8.

Plant exp)enses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.). 9.

General expenses. 10.

Gas

—

Proportionate part of Coal Carbonizing Account.

Proportionate part of By-products (General)

Account.

Labour (repairs and maintenance).

Materials and supplies.

Depreciation (plant).

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.).

General expenses.

Account
SymM

(i) 1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

Tar Distillation—

Tar distilled at cost price of tar manufacture.

Direct labour (permanent).
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Tar Distillation—contd.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). (j) 3.

Proportionate cost of tar plant cleaning out (on per 4.

day basis).

Materials and supplies. 5.

Energy. 6.

Gas to tar plant. 7.

Steam. 8.

Depreciation (plant and machinery). 9.

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.). 10.

General expenses. 1 1

.

{Note. This account is absorbed by Oils (General) Account
and Pitch Account in proportion to their yields.)

Oils (General)—*

Proportionate part of tar distillation cost.

Direct labohr (permanent).

Labour (maintenance and repairs).

Materials and supplies.

Steam.
Depreciation (plant and machinery).

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.)

General expenses.

(
Note. This account is absorbed by Green Oil and Anthra-

cene Paste Account and Creosote Oil Account, according to

yields.)

Green Oil and Anthracene Paste

—

Proportionate part of Oil (General) Account
Direct labour (permanent).
Labour (maintenance and repairs).

Materials and supplies.

Energy and locomotives.

Steam.
Depreciation (plant and machinery).

Plant expenses.

Creosote Oil

—

Proportionate part of Oil (General) Account
Maintenance and repairs.

^

Depreciation (plant and equipment).
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Pitch

—

Proportionate part of tar distillation.

Labour (pitch bed men).
Labour (repairs and maintenance).

Materials and supplies.

Locomotives.

Depreciation (pitch beds).

Plant expenses (offices, stores, laboratory, etc.)

General expenses.

A ccount
' Symbol

(n) 1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Boilers—

Fuel.

Water.
Direct labour (permanent).

Labour (repairs and maintenance).

Materials and supplies.

Depreciation (boilers, buildings, and stack.s).

Plant expenses (offices, stores, etc.).

General expenses.

A i count
Symbol

(
0

)
1

2 .

3!

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(
Note. This account may be absorbed by Benzol 25 per cent,

Tar Distillation 30 per cent, By-products (General) 2\ per cent,

Tar Manufacture 5 per cent, Sulphate of Ammonia 20 j)er

cent, Naphthalene 2J per cent, Oils (General) 5 j)er cent, and
Green OO and Anthracene Paste 10 per cent.)

Locomotives and Main Permanent Ways—
Coal. [p) 1

.

Water. 2.

Direct labour (permanent). 3.

Labour (repairs and maintenance). 4.

Materials and suppUes. 5.

Depreciation (locomotives and sheds), 6.

Depreciation (permanent way). 7.

Plant expenses (offices and stores). 8.

General expenses. 9,

(
Note. This account may be absorbed by Coal Handling 40

per cent, Coke 30 per cent, Benzol 10 per cent, Sulphate of

Ammonia 5 per cent, Green Oil 5 per cent, and Pitch 10

cent.) ""
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Tar Plant Cleaning Out

—

Labour. (q) 1

.

Materials and supplies. 2.

Supervision. 3.

{Note. This account is gradually absorbed by Tar
Distillation.)

River Pump—
Symbol

Labour. (r) 1.

labour (repairs and maintenance). 2.

Materials and supplies. 3.

Depreciation (buildings, pumps, and pipe lines). 4.

Plant expenses (offices, stores, etc.). 5.

General expenses. 6.

(
Note. This account is absorbed by Coal Handling 25 per

cent, Coke 25 per cent. Naphthalene ^ per cent, and Benzol

20 per cent.)

Repairs and Maintenance Department

—

Labour (general), (s) 1.

Material and supphes. 2.

Energy. 3.

Heating and lighting. 4.

Tools. 5.

Depreciation (buildings). 6.

Depreciation (plant and machinery). 7.

General exp)enses. 8.

Salaries and superintendence. 9.

(Note. Transferred to Plant Expense Account (/).)

Plant Expense Account (Offices, Stores, and
Laboratory)—

Wages and salaries (permanent). (/) 1

Miscellaneous supplies and exj>enses. 2.

Depreciation (buildings). 3.

Depreciation (furniture and fittings). 4.

General expenses. 5.

Repairs and Maintenance Department (transfer). 6.

(Note. This account is absorbed by Washery, Coke, and
By-products.)
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General Expense Account (Insurance, Rates,
ETC.)

—

Account
Symbol

Administrative salaries.
(
u

) 1.

Rents and rates. 2.

Insurance. 3.

Directors* fees and expenses. 4.

Travelling expenses. 5.

Printing and stationery. 6 .

Postages and telephones. 7.

Advertising. 8.

Audit charges. 9.

Canteen expenses. 10.

Bad debts. 11.

Bank charges and interest, etc. 12.

{Note. This account is absorbed by Washery, Coke, and
all By-products.)

Timekeeping. As direct and indirect labour is employed,
there are two methods of computing time, by shift and by
liours. All shift work time should be kept by the foreman
and checked weekly with clock cards, while datal time should

be kept by a timekeeper and checked in the same way.
At the end of the week all clock cards and time books

should be sent to the Wage Department for entry in the

usual way, and an allocation in total of all datal workers'

time, with the control letter covering the time spent should

be sent to the cost office for costing purposes.

Time lost on shift work should be inquired into as often as

possible, as lost time causes disorganization on a coking
plant.

Payment of Wages. Wages are paid by the shift of eight

hours for overmen and by the hour for datal men. A loose-

leaf pay roll should be used, as this allows for the work to go
on smoothly and no one is kept waiting until other work is

finished. Wages totals should be checked in the usual manner,
and wages should not be paid by anyone having made up the

wage sheets.

It is customary to issue pay notes to the men employed in

ovens. These contain the number of shifts worked, money
due (less offtake), and other particulars customary to various

districts. These notes can be written out after the wages
sheets are finished, or they may be filled in at the same time

as the wage sheets are being made up by the use of carbon
paper.
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Stores and Materials. Stores and materials used in connec*

tion with coke oven plants are of a very heavy nature, and a

proper system of store handling is necessary. No stores

should be issued without a proper stores requisition, and this

should state clearly the purpose for which the material is

required and the control letter given.

Records of stock should be kept on the card system, a
duplicate of which should be kept in the cost office under the

supervision of a responsible clerk, who will see that his records

of stock on hand (stock record card) agree with the records

(bin cards) of the storekeeper. Periodical checks should be

taken by actually ascertaining the quantity on hand of any
given article, and steps taken to ascertain the cause of any
discrepancy. (See Bin Inspection.)

Consumable Stocks. To complete recovery of by-products
large consumable stocks have to be carried. These stocks

.should be carefully checked every week to get the amount

Form No, 29.

COLLIERY COMPANY
GENERAL EXPENSE ACCOUNT

Dr. Cr.

1. Administrative Salaries'

2. Rents and Rates
3. Insurance
4. Directors’ Fees and

Expenses
5. Travelling Expenses .

6. Printing Stationery
|

7. Postage & Telephones
j

8. Advertising . . i

9. Audit Charges .

10. Dining Room Expenses
1 1 . Bad Debts
12. Bank Charges and

Interest

I

jjBy Transfers

—

ji (a) Coal Handling

jj (6) Coal Carbonizing .

j

(c) Coke Manufacture .

j! (d) By-products, General
(f) Tar Manufacture

(/) Sulphate of Ammonia
ij^) Btmzol
(h) Naphthalene .

(t) Gas
(;) Tar Distillation

(A) Oils, General.

(/) Green Oil and An-
thracene Paste .

(n) Pitch .

(o) I3oilers .

(p) Locomotives & Main
Permanent Ways

(r) River Pump .

(
5) Repairs & Mainten-

ance Department
(/) Plant, Overhead A/c

Unabsorbed Over-
head .

i
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used in production. Slackness\in this matter will often cause

more stocks to be consumed than necessary, thus increasing

the cost of the by-products.

Production Record. A record of the daily production

containing the production of coke, tar, sulphate, benzol, and
gas for the previous day should be sent to the cost office. This
can be arranged to give what other information is thought to

be desired, as it forms the basis for statistical information.

Depreciation and other items of Establishment Expenses.

Depreciation on coke oven plants is a heavy item and must
be provided for either by a reserve, or by an extensive main-
tenance equipment. As to what this reserve or equipment
should amount to yearly can only be decided by previous

experience, but nothing can be lost by keeping the plant in

an efficient state of repair.

The monthly establishment e.xpense should be allocated to

a General Expense Account (Form No. 29), and the total

amount of this monthly charge be debited to the Coke, By-
product, and Auxiliary Accounts, according to a pre-arranged

percentage or some other method of allocation.

Monthly Accounts and Costs. As soon as possible after the

end of the month the costs for the preceding month should

bo commenced upon. All coal received during the month
should be compared with the stocks on hand and consumption
during the |XTiod. Dirt washed out should he ascertained,

and as this is a loss, should be added to the price of coal.

All expenses should be allocated over the manufacturing
accounts, and all costs of whatever nature disposed of. WTien
all charges have In'cn accounted for the manufacturing
accounts will show a difference in the debit or credit columns,

which wall, of course, be a profit or loss.

Monthly cost sheets can now^ be compiled which wall contain

all the infonnation in the manufacturing accounts (only in

more detail) together wath selling expenses. The monthly
cost sheet (Form No. 30) should be so designed to show' up
comparisons in cost between given jx?riods, and should give

totals for every distinct part when making up a total cost.

If monthly manufacturing accounts and monthly cost sheets

arc compiled as suggested, there should he nd difficulty in

reconciling the Cost or Manufacturing Account with the

financial accounts, and every endeavour should be made
to do so.

Statistics. Statistics are of much importance in a coke

dven plant, and the productive results for the year or for any
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MONTHLY COST SHEET
FOR COKE, BREEZE, AND BALLAST

Month Ending 19 Tons Made

Current Month.
|

This Year to Date.

Manu- Main- I Xntai I
Manu- I Main- tmsI

facturinK tcnance I * Lfacturing I tenance
I

Manu-
I

Main-
facturinKl tenance

Manu-
facturing

Coke Production Costs.
Proportionate Part of C.C. A/c.

Labour, Permanent, Direct

Labour, Permanent, Indirect
Labour, Maintenance, Direct

Labour, Maintenance, Indirect

Materials and Supplies .

Energy and Locomotives .

Water
Health and Unempl. Insurance
Superintendence ....
Plant Office Expenses . .

Sundry Expenses

Total Prims Costs . . . .

Plant Expenses.
Wages, Indirect ....
Salaries. Indirect ....
Materials and Supplies, Indirect

Heating and Lighting . . .

Tools
General Insurance ....
Workman’s Comp. Insurance .

Depredation, Buildings . . .

Depredation, Plant 8c Machinery
Reserves
Miscellaneous Supplies fSc Expns.

Total of Prims Cost and Plant
Etpensss

General Expense Charges.
Administrative Salaries . . ,

Rent, Rates, and Taxes
Directors’ Fees and Expenses.
Travelling Expenses. . .

Printing and Stationery
Postage and Telephones
Audit Charges
Dining Room Exi^nses
Depredation, Furniture & Fit’m

Bad Debts
Bank Charges and Interest

.

Office Expenses ....

\l i d. il£ s. d. £\£ s. d. £l£

Total of Prims Cost, Plant, and
Gsnsral Expenses . ^ .

Seluno Expenses.
Selling Office Exps. and Salaries

Rent and Other Office Expenses
Advertising
Commissions
Sundries

Total of Prims Cost, Plant,

General, and Selling Expenses

for Coke

I I I

i ^ I a I s.

13 15 15
ill > C
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other given period should be shown. In compiling statistics

clearness must be aimed at, so that an immediate grasp of

the points brought out can be obtained, and the necessary

action taken by those concerned. (See also Process Costing.)

CARRIAGE. The expenditure incurred both in regard to

carriage ** outwards and “ inwards will require to be
analysed accordingly, as the former when confined to carriage

on goods sold will be a charge to selling expense, and the

latter, if restricted to carriage on purchases of materials

used for manufacturing purposes, is a charge to “ Material

Expense ” or ‘‘ Factory Expense ** Account.
It will, therefore, be seen that carriage charges of every

description will require the most careful analysis, as the

practice of charging all the exj^ense incurred in connection

with the Sales Department, for instance, to the one account
will not serve any useful purpose, in view of the fact that the

sundry carriage charges incurred by the Sales Department
will include the expense of goods returned by customers for

various reasons in addition to the carriage outwards on
goods sold.

Likewise the carriage inwards should not all be grouped
into the one account, as the expense which relates to the

carriage on raw materials, required for manufacturing purposes

should be segregated from any expense incurred on the

return of faulty or rejected materials and for sundry other

reasons.

The correct treatment of carriage expenses, the term
'' carriage being used as referring to the charges made by
railway and other 'transport companies and to exclude the

expenses of any Transport Department, etc., run by the

company, will require that a proper system of expense
classification be used in order that the sub-accounts will

clearly show the incidence of this charge.

The treatment of carriage inwards when solely relating jto

charges incurred on raw materials for manufacturing purposes,

is either a charge to factory expense or, in those cases where
a separate Material Handling Exp)ense Account is used, it

should be charged to this account.

In those cases where a merchanting as well as manufacturing
business is carried on, it will be necessary to segregate the

carriage inwards, as the expense of the former is a charge

to sellmg expenses and the latter to the factory.

In regard to carriage outwards, the charges incurred upon
foods dispatched to customers will be allocated to selling
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expenses, and carriage on rejected or faulty materials returned

to the supplier should be charged to a separate account, and
included in with the factory expense or charged direct to

Profit and Loss Account. (See Carriage Inwards and
Carriage Outwards.)
CARRIAGE INWARDS. The items charged to this account

generally refer to carriage charges made by railway and other

transport companies in connection with the transit of materials

and goods to the works, and may therefore include carriage

on raw materials and merchanted goods, as well as the carriage

on goods returned by customers as faulty, etc. In such cases

the account will require analysing, as the carriage expense
relating to each of the above items will require different

treatment as follows

—

(a) Carriage inwards on materials required for manufacturing
purposes.

The carriage expense of this class of materials may be dealt

with by four different methods according to circumstances

—

1 . Allocated to factory expenses and recovered in costs

with the factory expense rate.

2. Allocated to a Material Handling Ext>ense Account and
recovered separately in costs as a jXTcentage on the value of

materials consumed on each job, order or process

3. Added to the purchase price of the materials.

4. Treated as a direct charge.

With the majority of industries the use of both methods
1 and 4 will give the best results, as heavy carriage charges

on special materials can easily be charged direct to the job,

order or process for which they are required, all the sundry
items of carriage being included among the factory exjxnses.

With the very large concerns, however, it may be necessary

to use both methods 2 and 4, but it should always be borne
in mind that with method 2 an equitable distribution of the

m^Lterial handling expense is only possible when the respective

kinds of materials consumed are more or less uniform as

regards “ value and weight " or “ bulk ''
; for instance,

if the material handling expense is distributed as a percentage

on the value of materials used on an order or process, the

amount added to an order that requires a small quantity of

expensive materials, such as brass, copper, gun-metal, or high
speed steel, etc., may be as great or even more than the

amount added to an order that has consumed a cheaper and
heavier class of material, such as castings, etc. In the case

of the former the actual handling expense may be ver|p'
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much less than the latter on account of the difference in weight

and the bulkiness of most castings.

With regard to method 3, this can only be adopted in

exceptional cases, aud although it may be possible to analyse

the carriage expense to the respective consignments, the work
entailed may be so great as to render it impracticable.

Furthermore, it will invariably be found impossible to apply
the carriage charges to all the stores items, as the numerous
sundry supplies may be too small so far as the quantity or

weight of each item is concerned.

Method 4 is rarely adopted alone, being generally used in

addition to one or more of the remaining methods, and when-
ever this is possible it should be adopted for all items that ^

can be dealt with as a direct charge.

{b) Carriage inwards on merchanted goods.

Carriage on merchanted goods, i.e. goods on which no work
is done but which are resold in the same condition as received,

may be dealt with as follows

—

5. Allocated to selling and distribution expenses and
recovered in costs with the selling expense rate.

6. Added to the purchase price of the goods.

7. Treated as a direct charge.

The choice of any of methods 5 to 7 will depend upon the

nature and size of a business ; for instance, where the

nierchanting business is not large and goods are only purchased
against a customer’s order, the carriage thereon can be treated

as a direct charge, but in those cases where a big factoring

trade is done, the special circumstances applicable to the

business must be considered and the method or combination
of methods selected accordingly.

With very large concerns, however, it may be desirable to

deal with the expense of handling and storing, etc., of all

saleable products by allocating the expense to a Sales Depart-
ment Material Handling Expense Account in a similar manner
to that sometimes done with the storage and handling of

materials used by the factory. In such a case the carriage is

then charged to this account and/or treated as a direct charge

whenever possible.

(c) Carriage inwards on faulty, etc., goods returned by

customers.

The charges on this item are dealt with according to the

reason why the goods have been returned ;
for instance, the

^carriage on goods which are rejected owing to defective

Uprkmanship is a charge against the factory, but if the fault
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is due to defective materials, it is a charge to a special
“ Service Order/’ which is finally closed out to Cost of Sales

Account or Profit and Loss Account. With small concerns,

however, such analysis of this item of carriage may not be
necessary and the total is allocated to the one account.

CARRIAGE OUTWARDS. The amount of this account
will usually refer to charges made by railway and other

transport companies in connection with the transit, etc., of

goods to a customer's ajJdress, and in all such cases the total

of the account fonns part of establishment expenses, and is

allocated to selling expenses.

With large concerns the account may include carriage

rt* charges on faulty materials that have been returned to the

suppliers for credit or replacement, and the item will then

require to be analysed, but in the majority of instances such
expense accounts will be properly classified, and any carriage

incurred on faulty materials, etc., will be allocated direct to

its correct account.

The inclusion of carriage outwards among the factory

expenses is not recommended, inasmuch as the charge does

not accrue until the goods have been sold. Furthermore,

carriage outwards is more correctly a charge to selling

expenses.

CASH DISCOUNTS. (See Discounts Allowed and
Discounts Received.)

CATALOGUES—COST OF. The expense incurred in the

printing, etc., of catalogues may sometimes be charged in

the accounts to advertising expenses or analysed as a separate

item. Tliis expense should be dealt with upon the same
principle as advertising expenses, and any specially large

exp)ense incurred in connection with the marketing of new
products should be regarded as a direct charge to the

cost of those products or the amount spread over a definite

period.

The expense of general advertising and literature, etc.,

is best dealt with by being allocated direct to .selling

expenses.

CHAIRMAN’S FEES. The fees paid to the chairman of

the board of directors form part of the establishment expenses

of a business and are allocated to administrative expense.

CHARGEABLE EXPENSES. (See Direct Expenses.)
CHECKING OF COSTS." (See Cost Control Accounts.)
CLASS COST METHOD OF COST FINDING. The class

cost method of cost finding is a term that is often used
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denote the job costing method when applied to the costing

of goods by classes instead of the unit or piece. In place of

the cost being separately compiled for each article or

piece of machinery, the cost will cover a group of orders of

the same class of product. Whilst the job covers the " class

instead of the “ piece we still have the job costing method,
but with a different unit of output to that usually associated

with the more general form of job costing.

The use of the class cost method is, therefore, confined to

those industries where the various kinds of articles made are

capable of classification into groups, owing to their similarity

both as regards materials and the process of manufacture.
The products of a foundry when limited to small or " light

”

castings are often conveniently grouped into classes, according
to weight and each class costed separately. For instance,

castings of 1 lb. and under may be classified into one group ;

1 to 3 lb. into group two, and 3 to 5 lb. into group three, and
so on. The cost of each class is ascertained and the total

weight produced divided into the cost of each group or class

to give a cost per pound. This rate is then used for pricing

the individual lots which comprise each class. By such means
all castings which come within the limits of each group are

costed as one lot instead of preparing separate costs for the

individual castings. (See also Cost Finding—Methods of,

and Job Costing Method of Cost Finding.)

CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS. The term used to denote
the arrangement of the accounts of a Company in an orderly

manner. Accounts which have a close relationship to each
other are grouped together under suitable headings. Those
accounts which have only a remote relatioi^l^hip are separated
and grouped accordingly.

A method of classifying accounts will usually become neces-

sary with large concerns due to the volume of transactions

which have to be dealt with in the financial and cost accounting
routine. The number of accoimts in use will depend upon the

number and variety of detailed statements which must be
prepared.

Many advantages arise from a system of account classifica-

tion, some of which may be summarized as follows— •

1. Some means of grouping accounts upon a logical basis

must be employed. Otherwise, a considerable amount of time
can be lost in re-arranging and re-analysing when preparing
statements at the end of a costing or accounting period. It is

‘|ar easier to prepare statements when the accounts which are
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related to each other are grouped together than when they are

scattered throughout the ledgers with no regard to their

connection.

2. A definite control in the handling of the accounts is pro-

vided as new accounts can be added and placed in their proper

position in the ledgers without disturbing the remainder.

3. It provides an instruction and guide to the office and
factory staff, thereby reducing errors in allocating entries.

4. The use of symbols or account numbers is an economy in

clerical effort.

To employ a system of account classification, it is necessary
to make use of symbols for the purpose of indexing the accounts

which at the same time will enable one to refer to individual

accounts by symbols rather than by their full name.
Reference to "General Shop Expense—Cleaning and

Sweeping of Department Y Controlled by the Manufacturing
Expense Control Account" is a clumsy term to use when
"Account 5060" would convey the same meaning. Symbols
of different kinds are used. Some consist of letters only and
others of figures, but symbols which are a combination of

letters and figures are to be preferred, as they are more flexible

and enable the codes to be expanded or contracted without the

necessity of a complete re-arrangement.

The examples of account classification which follow are not

intended to be complete in all respects as sufficient is only

given to indicate in a general manner the principles involved.

The subject of account classification enters into many phases

of cost accoimtancy and requires different treatment in almost
every instance. In the case of materials, the method of classifi-

cation will be det^ipiined by the nature of the industry carried

on and the system of costing employed. Expenses may also re-

quire different treatment to materials even in the same plant.

In a large number of instances, the classification of accounts
is unfortunately restricted to a small part of the routine and
may only be applied to the classification of materials or

expenses. In a plant using a system of By-product Costing,

one will frequently find that the classification has been
restricted to the By-product Cost Accounts, and in other cases

wliere, say, the Job Costing method is used the expense
accounts or the system of Service Orders may be the only
directions where the accounts have been classified.

If the full benefit is to be derived from any method of

account classification, the system must be applied to the whole
scheme of Financial and Cost Accounts.
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A brief explanation of the principle of account classification

when applied to specific parts of costing systems will be found
under the headings of Service Orders, By-produ6t Costing,

Materials—Classification of. Expenses—Classification of, etc.

Classification of Balance Sheet Accounts. The final form in

which a Balance Sheet is prepared will usually be a condens-

ation of a detailed Balance Sheet. The detailed Balance Sheet
should, therefore, be arranged in such a manner that the final

statement can be prepared simply as a condensation of the

detailed statements and without re-grouping or re-analysing

any of the items. The accounts which go to make up a Balance
Sheet can be more easily classified than Income or Expense
Accounts as the grouping of assets or liabilities does not present

any difficulty.

Classification of Income Accounts. The classification of

Income Accounts will usually be arranged according to tUe

natural groups into which the income will fall, the major items

being suitably analysed to give all the information required

and tlic incidental or sundry items grouped separately. This
group of accounts will usually consist of an analy.sis of sales

and may only be a further breakdown of the total sales shown
in the Trading or Profit and Loss Account, but in those cases

wiiere the more modern form of accounts are used, there will

be a Cost of Sales Account in place of the older form of Trading
Account and the classification of Sales will then become an
extension to the classification of the Cost Accounts. The size

of the concern and the class of trade carried on will determine
the method tluit will be used. With the lq.rge cgoicem income
will consist of other items besides sales and this must obviously
be taken into consideration. Income from Investments,
Royalties and Licences, etc., may form part of the revenue
and in such cases the chissification of Income Accounts vyill be

arranged accordingly. The two examples w’hich follow^ will

convey the general principles of account classification much
better than giving a lengthy description in words. The one
example covers a small or medium size concern and the other

is arranged for a much larger concern.

Classification of Cost Accounts. Expense Accounts wall form
the biggest task with most concerns due to the large number and
th^ nature of accounts which are involved. Under this heading
are included the purchase of materials for manufacturing,
labour, plant operating exjx^nses, cost of sales, stocks on hand,
etc., as well as the ordinary or establishment expense items.

No definite procedure cmi be given under this heading as
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different methods must be adopted to suit the requirements of

each concern. The method of Cost Finding in use will, to a
large extent, determine the fonn in which these accounts will

be classified. For instance, in the carbonization of coal (or

coke) industry, the cost accounts in themselves will, or should,

produce the classification of accounts and an example is given
under the heading of By-produce Costing. Most systems of

Process Costing will also establish a form of account classifi-

cation and the examples which follow deal with the subject

as applied to manufacturing concerns using the job method of

Cost Finding.

The classification of Cost Accounts should only deal with
the operating and prime trading or expense accounts. In cases

where a concern operates several plants, the classification must
be arranged in such a manner that each plant can develop its

own classification. The chief requirement in these cases is that

the accounts be classified in accordance with the standard
scheme as drawn up by the Head Office. Standardization of

operations and transactions between different plants of the

same concern may be possible in many cases, and standard
operating statements and Balance Sheets, etc., can then be
designed and the system of account classification built up
accordingly, but in those cases where this is not possible,

standard operating statements, etc., should only be prepared
up to the point where standardization is possible. The non-
standard items will then be classified by the individual plants

in accordance with the principles laid down by the Head
Office.

The following example refers to a small or medium size

concern and the principle of coding the accounts is to allot

letters to distinguish each group of asset and liability accounts

and numbers to the individual accounts in each group.

Liabilities

A. Current Liabilities.

B. Fixed Liabilities.

C. Reserves.
D. Capital.

A ssets

E. Current Assets.

F. Stocks on hand.
G. Fixed and Investment.
H. Deferred Assets.

/Revenue and Expense

J. Sales less Deductions.
K. Cost of Sales.

L. Material and Manufacturing Variations.

M. Factory Expenses.
N. Contmercial Administrative.
P. Sellihg Expense.
R. Other Income and Charges.
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The complete working out of this method is shown in the

schedule which appears as an inset.

The classification of accounts for a large concern will proceed

on more elaborate lines than that described above and the

following example has been worked out in sufficient detail to

show the general principles involved. In this illustration, the

account number plan is used for the different groups of assets

and liability accounts and letters for coding the Income and
Expense (or cost) accounts.

The following is the key to the codes in this classification

—

Liabilities and Capital

1. Current Liabilities.

2. Ix)ng-terni Liabilities.

3. Reserves.
4. Capital.

5. Surplus.

Assets

6. Current Assets.

7. Investments (Subsidiary Companies).
8. Plant, Alachinery, and Buildings.
9. Keserve for Depreciation (Credit).

10.

Sundry Deferr^ Charges.

A. Raw Material and Supplies Cost .Accounts.

B. Factory Expense Accounts.
C. Sales.

D. Cost of Sales.

E. Selling and Administrative.£xpense.
F. New' operating Income and Expense.

The following classification of accounts is given in sufficient

detail to illustrate the principles involved. No attempt has
been made to give a full and complete list of accounts as the

requirements of each concern will differ. It should be noted
however, that in dealing with the sqbject of standardized

accounts, especially in cases where a company has more than
one plant and, in addition, may also own subsidiary com-
panies that prime accounts only should be standardized. This

will enable the respective plants or subsidiary companies to

adopt such special or sub-accounts as may be required in their

particular case. The primary cpnsideration is flexibility in any
method of account classification when being designed for use

in a concern which has several plants, etc.
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CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS
1

.

Current Liabilities

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

Bills Payable
Sundry Creditors

1 100 Raw Materials

1101 Parts and Supplies
1102 Carriage and Shipping
1103 Miscellaneous
Accrued Liabilities

1200 Accrued
1201

1202
1210
1211

1220
1250
1260

Wages
Salaries

Commission
Plant Expenses
Administrative Expenses
Rates and Taxes
Miscellaneous
Interest
on Bills Payable

,, Debentures
Accounts due to Subsidiary Companies
1300 Bills Payable to Subsidiary ('ompanies
1320 Current Accounts with Subsidiary Companies
1330 Branch Oltice Current Accounts with Sub.sidiaiy

Companies
1350 Plant Current Accounts

2.

Long Term Liabilities

20. Debenture Redemption
21. Mortgage Account
22. Etc.

3.

Reserves

30. Stock Obsolesence
31. De.sign

32. Plant
33. Employees Pensions
34. Etc,

4. Capital

40. First Det)entures
41, Second Delx?ntures

42, FYeferred Shares
43. Ordinary Shares

5. Surplus ^
50. Profit and Loss Account
51. „ ,, ,, Appropriation Account
52. Surplus

6. Current Assets

60. Cash on hand and at Banks
61. Bills Receivable
62. Sundry Debtors

6201 Trade Accounts
6202 Other Accounts
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6250

Reserve against Sundry Debtors
6251 Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Debts
6252 ,,

,* Discounts and Allowances
6253 „ Exchange losses on Foreign

Accounts
Etc.

63. Accounts due from Subsidiary Companies
6301 Bills Receivable from Subsidiary Companies
6302 Branch Office Accounts—Subsidiary Companies
6303 Plant Accounts—Subsidiary Companies

64. Stocks on hand
6401 Plant Inventories

6402 Raw Materials
6403 Parts and Supplies
6404 Work -in-Progress
6405 Finished Goc^s
6410 Materials in Transit

6415 Goods on Consignment
6420 ,, on Sale or Return
6450 Miscellaneous Inventories

6451 Stationery and Office Supplies

6452 Advertising Literature, etc.

6453 Welfare Department Supplies
6454 Dining Room
6455 Packing Materials
6456 Laboratory

Etc.
65. Prepaid Expenses

6vS00 Insurance
6501 Rates and Taxes
6502 Etc.

66. Sundry Current Assets

7. IfivestmefUs in Subsidiary Companies

7000 A Companv
7001 B
7002 C

8. Plant, Machinery and Buildings, Etc.

8000 Land
8020 Buildings
8030 Machinery
8040 Plant
8045 Tools
8050 Delivery Equipment
8051 Steam Wagons
8052 Motor Trucks
8060 Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings, Oftice

8061 „ Works
8062 ,, ,, ,, ,, Branches
8070 Patents
8071 Trade-marks
8080 Patterns
8080 Drawings
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Reserves for Depreciation

9000 Depreciation—Buildings

9010 ,, Machinery
9020 ,, Plant
9025 ,, Tools
9030 ,, Delivery Equipment
9031 ,, Steam Wagons
9032 Motor Trucks
9040 Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings

Office

9041 Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings

Works
9042 ,, Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings

Branches
9050 Patents
9051 ,, Trade-marks
9060 ,, Patterns
9061 ,, Drawings

10.

Sundry Deferred Charges

1010
1020

A. Raw Material and Supplies Cost Accounts

A.00 Opening and Closing—Stocks on Hand
01. Raw Materials
02. Parts and Supplies

A. 10 Transfers in and out Departments
1 1 . Raw Materials

12. Parts and Supplies
A.20 Purchases

21. Raw Materials

22. Parts and Supplies
A.30 Purchases from Subsidiary Companies

31. Raw Materials
32. Parts and Supplies

A.40 Material Handling Expense

B. Factory Expense Cost Accounts

B OO Labour
01. Direct

02. Indirect

Etc.

B. 10 Repairs and Maintenance
B. 12 Rates and Taxes
B.13 Welfare Expenses
B.14 Fire Insurance
B.15 Works Administrative Salaries

B.16 Salaries

B.17 „ Operating Expenses
B.18 Power
B.19 Electric Light
B.21 Depreciation
B.32 Etc.
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C. Sales

C.OO Sales

01. Home
02. Export
(The object of account classification is more accounting
than statistical, and no attempt should be made to analyse
sales by products or class of customers, etc. Such statistical

information will be obtained independently and the sub-

coding in any classification of accounts should be kept to

a minimum.)
C.IO Sales to Subsidiary Companies
C.ll ,, on Coniiignments
C.20 Transfers to Branches
C.21 Goods Returned

D. Cost of Sales Account

D.OO Opening and Closing entries of Finished Goods
D.Ol Goods purchased for resale

D.02 ,, ,, from Subsidiary Companies
D.IO Cost of goods manufactured

(The cost of goods made should be the totals of sections

A and B.)

D.20 Carriage Out
1).30 Packing
D. 40 Finished Stores Expense

E. Selltnf; and Administrative Expense

E.OO Salaries

E.Ol Advertising
E.02 ,, Literature

E.03 Commissions
E.IO Sundry Sales Expenses
E.20 ,, Administrative Expenses
E.30 Insurance
E.35 Rates and Taxes
E.40 Travelling Expenses
E. vSO Telephones and Telegrams
E 51 Stationery

F. Non-operating Imome and Expense

F''.U0 Profit on Foreign Exchange
F. Ol I.o.ss ,, ,,

F.02 Miscellaneous Interest Income
F.03 ,, ,, Expense
F.IO Interest on Bills Payable
F.ll ,, ,, Bank Overdrafts
F. 12 ,, ,, Debentures—First

F.13 ,, ,, ,, —Second
F.20 Taxes bn non-operating properties

F.30 Rents Received

The above example lias, of necessity, been abbreviated, but

sufficient is given to illustrate the general principles that must
be followed when compiling account classification. A great
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deal will depend upon the form in which the statements are

constructed and the use made of them by the management.
In some cases, a cost of sales account may not be favoured
due to the general habit of producing Profit and Loss Accounts
or Trading Accounts under the older methods of accounting,

but a short reflection on this subject will soon show that a cost

of sales account is far more useful. If all the accounts under
sections A, B, C, D, E, and F are arranged in statement form,

the many advantages will be apparent. The accounts of

section A and B should be so arranged ^hat the totals of each

will provide the cost of goods made for sale and this figure is

either transferred to section D or the statement arranged in

such a manner that the totals of each section are shown in

columns and a net result arrived at by adding or subtracting

the figiu'es where necessary.

The production of Balance Sheets and other financial and
cost statements are greatly simplified when all the accounts

have been correctly classified, especially where a company
may own several subsidiaries and in the case of mergers or

amalgamations.
CLASSIFICATION OF COST. To employ any method of

Cost Accounting, it is necessary that expenditure of all kinds
be analv'sed according to use. This analysis or classification

of costs is accomplished in sevTral ways, depending upon the

type and size of the business and the nature of the products

manufactured or the service rendered.

Cost Accounting provides the means by which the functions

of manufacturing, selling, and administration are co-ordinated

and controlled. The analysis of expenditures must, therefore,

be firstly considered upon the basis of function or activity.

The three main functions of most manufacturing businesses

are

—

1. Manufacturing.
2. Selling and Distribution.

3. Admini.stration.

The classification of costs in this manner is important for

two reasons. Firstly, it enables the three main divisions of a
business to be segregated and the cost of operating each

division ascertained both in detail and in total. The Manu-
facturing and Profit and Loss Statements, as prepared at the

end of the usual financial periods and which form part of the

General Accounting system, will usually segregate all the

revenue and expenditure under these three headings to show
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how profitable or otherwise these sections of the business have
been. This division, therefore, provides the basis upon which

one will usually set up a method of control between the

General Accounting and the Cost Accounting.

The second reason for this classification is the responsibility

^
for the management of each function, that is manufacturing,

selling and general administration of the business—excepting

in the case of the very small plant, no one individual should

be responsible for all three activities. With all well-organized

concerns, responsibility for manufacturing is invariably that

of tlie Plant Manager, who should not be accountable for selling

or the general adniinistration of the business
;
likewise, the

Sales Manager should only be responsible for the function of

selling, with the Managing Director or General Manager
controlling the general administration of the business.

Selling and Administrative Costs should not be included in

the Inventory Valuation of articles manufactured. The
determination of this V^aluation is based solely on “processed

cost,” or cost to deliver a job complete on the floor of the plant

or to the Finished Stores, and here is presented an interesting

point of distinction between “Manufacturing Cost” on the

one hand, and “Selling and Administrative Cost ” on the other

hand. All articles manufactured must bear their share of manu-
factured cost, whetlier sold or otherwise, whereas only that

portion of plant production placed through the distributive

channels bears any portion of “Selling and Administrative
Co.st.”

Factory Cost or cost to produce will comprise all items of

expenditure incurred in the manufacture of any commodity,
i.c.—

The co.st of Labour.

The cost of Materials consumed,
h'actory Expense, such as

—

Jilectricity for lighting and politer.

Depreciation of Machinery and Buildings.

Salaries of plant clerks, etc.

Stationer^’ and office supplies, etc.

Selling and Distribution Expense includes all the expenditure

incurred in the sale and distribution of a firm s products.

Selling expense embraces such items as

—

Salaries of the Sales Manager and his staff.

Salaries of Branch Office Manager and staffs.

Discounts allowed.
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Advertising and Catalogues.

Commissions to agents or salesmen.

Travelling Expenses of Salesmen.
Stationery and office supplies of Sales Departments.
Postage, etc.

Administration Expense will include those items of expendi-

ture which are incurred in the General and Financial Adminis-
tration of the business such as

—

Salaries of Directors, General Manager, Secretary,

Comptroller.

Cost of operating their respective departments.

Legal Expenses.

Bank Charges, etc.

With very large concerns, it is sometimes the practice to

separate all the expenses incurred in regard to Finances and
deal with these as a fourth group.

Elements of Cost. Every disbursement made or expenditure
inciured to provide the material, labour, and facilities for

manufacturing up to the point of completion of an article or

process, must be comprised in the true cost of manufacturing.

The technical conception of cost practically rules out the

possibility of a “cost" being comprised of one element alone.

In all cases a “cost" is the sum of three groups of components
or elements, viz,, the purchase price of materials, the cost of

the hire of labour, and the value of other disbursements made
or expenditure incurred in achieving the desired product or

result. The elements of cost are, therefore, classified into three

main groups and are known as

—

1. Labour.
2. Materials.

3. Expenses.

Direct and Indirect Costs. The elements of cost are sub-

divided according to whether they are Direct or Indirect. The
labour hired may be utilized in two ways : it may be employed
in j)erforming work “directly" upon a saleable article or

product, or it may be usefully employed in such work as

sweeping the shop floor, general labouring, repairing the plant

and machinery, attending to the issue of materials from stores

and carrying them to the work benches or in supervising all

the workers in a department.

In the case of the former, the labour used in performing
work directly upon a saleable article can be measured and
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correctly allocated to the article, order, or process, and such

labour is classified as '"direct" labour, but in regard to the

latter it is not possible to charge this labour to any specific

article, process 6r order on the basis of the actual work done
towards its completion, although without such labour as this

it is probable that the direct labour could not have been

applied with equal efficiency. Such labour is, therefore,

classified as "indirect" labour. Indirect labour is apportioned

to the individual costs according to some logical method,

whereas direct labour forms a direct charge to the article or

process, etc.

The Direct Labour in most manufacturing concerns is

generally sub-divided according to the different operations or

trades of the workets, and examples of Direct Labour in a

general engineering shop would be

—

Milling.

Drilling.

Planing.

Grinding.

Turning.

Screw Cutting.

Etc.

In the manufacture of shoe polish, the subdivision may
be

—

Stamping—Lids and Bodies.

Printing- Lids.

Stoving Lids.

Lipping and Heading Lids and Bodies.

Making Liquid Paste.

Filling.

Etc.

With regard to Indirect Labour the subdivision of th\% item

of expenditure would compri.se such services as

—

Superintendence.

Shop Foremen or Supervisors.

Factory Clerks.

General Labourers.

Sweepers and Cleaners.

Inspection and Viewing.
Oiling and Cleaning Machines.
ILmdling Materials (when not a direct charge to

material costs), etc.
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In the case of materials, there is an exact parallel. Certain

materials may be worked upon for the specific purpose of

changing the form or shape or combining with other materials

in order to produce a saleable product. Sufch materials are

known as “direct” materials, as the manner in which they are

used is such that they can be correctly measured and charged

direct to the article, process, or order.

There are, liowever, certain other materials which cannot
be so easily measured and charged direct to the article, order

or process, but which are necessjiry if the workmen are to

complete their tasks. Such materials may include oil, waste,

emer>' paper, small perishable tools, solder, chalk for polishing,

belting and sundry items used for the maintenance of the

plant and buildings, etc., and because they cannot be charged
direct to each article or order, they are classified as “indirect

”

materials and apportioned in costs according to some logical

method.
The treatment of Direct Materials is not so simple as Direct

Labour, because it is Jiot always practicable to charge these

direct to an article, order, or process. For instance in the

garment industry there will be classified as Direct Materials

such items as Materials (or doth), and Linings, etc., as these

can be conveniently measured ajid charged to each order or

garment, but in the case of cottons, braid, pins, chalk and
buttons, etc., it will not be possible or practical to measure the

exact quantity used for each garment or order. From a

technical point of view these materials arc Direct Materials,

but it would not be economical to ascertain just how much was
used for each garment or order. Such materials are usually

dealt with as Indirect Materials. Another instance where an
item may technically be a direct material cost but from a

practical point of view cannot be directly chargeable to an
article or order is in the Engineering Industry. Such materials

as sh4et brass, sheet copjxjr, sheet iron, bar brass, bar steel,

castings, etc., are easily measured and charged direct to the

order, but in the case of paint or lacquer when used to paint

the finished article it may cost more than the item was worth
to charge it direct to the finished product. Such items are,

therefore, dealt with as Indirect Materials. Examples such as

the above can be found in almost all industries.

The expen.ses of a business are also subdivided into two
groups : firstly, there are the expenses that have been specially

incurred for specific orders and can, therefore, be charged
direct to the specific article, operation or process and,
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secondly, the expenses which have been incurred in the

general running of a business, and which can only be dealt

with as a general charge over the whole business. The former
cire known as ‘'direct*' expenses and the latter as "indirect"
expenses.

Direct expenses may comprise such items as the cost of any
assistance or facilities used for a special order or process : for

instance, a portable crane or special machinery may be hired

for a particular job, special travelling and other expenses

incurred or heavy charges for carriage on materials or parts,

special draughting, etc., and all other items which are capable
of being charged direct to the order.

Indirect expenses will comprise postages, stationery, tele-

phones, taxes, salaries of office departments and departmental
managers, depreciation, insurance premiums, and all cash

disbursements and book charges which cannot be directly

chargeabfo^ to any one process or order.

The subdivisions of the three Elements of Cost are grouped
under two main headings, namely

—

(a) Direct Labour. (6) Indirect Labour.
Direct Materials. Indirect Materials.

Direct Expenses. Indirect Expenses.

The sum total of group (a) gives the Total Direct Cost or

Prime Cost and group (b) will comprise the Establishment

Expense of a business.

From the foregoing classification there has been constructed

the chart, page 84, to sliow how’ the various Elements of Cost

are built up to form a Total Cost and Selling price and how
the Establishment Expenses are distributed to the manufac-
turing, selling and administrative divisions of a business and
finally absorbed in the cost to make and sell.

The correct classification of costs is the first important step

in the process of costing and a thorough understanding of this

subject is very important. The principle of classification is

simple to apply if understood. The further analysis of expen-

diture according to the Elements of Costs and to Direct and
Indirect is the logical sequence in which the subject follows.*

The accuracy of any costing system depends to a very great

extent upon the manner in which the Direct and Indirect

items are dealt with. The more that items can be charged

direct to an account the smaller the number of indirect charges,

and the effect of this will be apparent when it is realized that

indirect items must be distributed over the products or
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processes in several ways, none of which are as accurate as the

direct charge method.
The application of Direct items presents no particular

problem, because the cost is incurred specifically for a job or

department. Indirect items, however, require to be handled
with greater care, and the method of their allocation is impor-
tant, particularly so because in some cases the amount of

Indirect Cost is greater than the Direct Cost. Carelessness in

applying Indirect Cost is responsible for the failure of many
costing systems and has resulted in condemnation of the

science, when in reality the method of application was at fault.

It should be fully realized that the careful and accurate

handling of Direct Costs may be rendered absolutely useless

due to lack of sufficient thought and care in the distribution

of Indirect Costs. (See also Classification of Accounts.)
CLASSIFICATION OF DEPARTMENTS. (See Depart-

ments—Cl.^ssification of.)

CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENSES. (See Expenses—
Classification of.)

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS. (See Materials—
Classiitc.^tion of.)

CLOCK CARDS. Cards used for the mechanical recording

of the time of arrival and departure of workers or the starting

and finishing of each task. The rulings of these cards differ

with the type of time recorder used and the purpose for which
the records are required. Those cards which are used for

recording the times of arrival and departure of workers are

known as “ gate cards," and those on which are recorded the

starting and finishing time of each task or job are known as
" job cards " (See also Gate Cards and Job Cards.)
COLLECTION OF EXPENSES. A temi used when refer-

ring to the work of collecting and summarizing all the

establishment expenses of a business, so that they can be

allocated or apportioned to the Factory and Sales Depart-
ments, etc., for the purpose of computing the necessary rates

and recovering them in costs, or to check the rates previously

fixedupon estimates or in connection with systems of budgetary
control or standard costing.

The collection of expenses and their transfer from the

financial accounts to the cost accounts are the first phase in

the general treatment of establishment expenses, and the

actual method used will materially depend upon the system

in use and the general conditions prevailing in each business.

For instance, when a sj^stem of cost control accounts is in use

85
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Form No. 31.

EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENT
For Month Ending 30tm June, 19 ...

A/c.

No.
Description. Total.

r

Ad minis-;

trative.
i

Allocation

Selling. Factory.

Variable Expenses. £ 1
L £ £

A. 301 Advertising . . .
;

KM)
1

B. 258 Branch Ottice Ex- !

penses . . .
.

|

300
B. 259 Bank Charges . .

i
400

C. 101 Commissions on Sales
;

500 i

C. 102 Carriage (Purchases)
j

600 !

C. 103 Carriage (Sales) . 700 !

G. 59 Gas 800
;

I. 45 Insurance : Nat. II.
1

and Unemplymt. 900 ;

L. 92 Legal Expenses 1,000
'

L. 93 Lighting (Electricity) ' 2,000

:

P. 79 Printing and Station-

^'ry 200
1

P. 80 Power (Electricity) , 3,000
: !

!

S. 30 Salaries .... 4,500
etc.

j

i

t

r 15,000

Constant Expenses.

I

i

1

1 £

1

1

; £ £
Depreciation

—

\
i

Plant and ^lachy. 6,000 1

Building,s . 5,000 I

1

1

Heating Rant 4,000
j

1

Insurance : Eire, etc. 3,000

Kates and Taxes 2,000
Salaries .... 3,000

etc.
(

£23,000
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Form No. 32.

EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENT
SUMMARY OF SERVICE ORDERS CHARGEABLE TO

EXPENSE ACCOUNTS
For Month Ending 30th June, 19

1

Allocation

Ayq.

No.
Description. Total,

i

j

trat.ve':
|

Factory.

"

"T’; L
1

i
Repairs and Main-

i

tenance

—

\

SO. 110 Plant . . .
i

1,000! \

so. 120 Machinery 1,100,

SO. 130 Buildings ; 1,200

1

\

SO. 140 Ollice Fixtures and
1

I

Fittings 1,300

SO. 150 Works Fixtures and
1 i' !

Fittings 1,400 H
i

S.O. 100 Heating Plant . 1,500 1

so. 17(t Patterns .... ! 1,600;

'f9,100 :
j

I
:

/ i L ! i

j

Indirect I.alxmr---
1

S O. 210 Sujx'rvision . 100
1

!

S.O. 220 Shop (derks
i

200 i

S.O. 230 Cleaning cV Sweeping i 300
;

S.O. 340 Material Handling
.

;

!
400 1

j

S.O. 250 (ieiieral LalKiuring . 500
'

1

:
! 1

S.O. 200 Viewing, etc. 600 !

etc. 1

i

/2,100
i

1

\
L

\
L i L

S.O. 310 Storekeepiiig . 700
1S.O. 420 (ieneral Purjx^ses il 800

!i i

1

etc. 1,

1:
;

1

!

|;/1,500
i i

it J .
!

{Note. When a system of control accounts is in use the

entries journalizing the above figures, so that the amount of

expenses can be reconciled with the financial accounts, will

be found under “ Cost Control Accounts '* (Expense Section).)
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Form No. 33.

SUMMARY OF
EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENTS

For Month Ending 30th June, 19

A/c.

No.

Allocation,

Description. Total.
Adminis-
trative.

Selling. Factory.

1

1

Variable Expense's . !

Constant Exix*nses .

Service Orders

—

Repairs and
Machinery

Indirect Labour
Storekeeping, etc. .

!

1
^

i

: 15,000 i

! 23,000
1

1

9,100
1

1

2,100
.

1 1,500

1

1

i

i

I

^

1

i

' i:50.700
1

1

1
1

the collection of expenses will usually be done at the end of

each month or quarter, and the necessary Journal entries

prepared at the same time to transfer the items to the Expense
Control Account in the Cost Ledgers.

The collection of expenses may be conveniently considered

under two headings: First, there will be those items of

expenditure which fluctuate according to volume of produc-
tion, such as weekly salaries, postages, stationery, indirect

labour, indirect materials, power and lighting charges when
obtained from outside sources, repairs and maintenance,
works clerical assistance, and sundry expenses of varying
kinds, etc. ; secondly, there are the constant expenses which
will comprise such items as rent, rates, taxes, depreciation,

directors' fees, fire insurance premiums, etc.

The collection of the items which comprise the variable

expenses is a comparatively easy matter, as the totals for the

month or other period are obtained from the financial accounts,
also Standing " or

**
Service " orders, and entered upon an

Expense Allocation Statement, of which the specimens (Forms
31, 32 and 33), show the work completed up to this stage.
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With regard to constant expenses, all these items may not
appear in the books of account as a liability from month to

month, but only at varying periods; for instance, taxes,

insurance, directors' fees and depreciation, etc., will only be
paid or journalized, perhaps once each year, and it is therefore

necessary that such items be separately listed in order that a
monthly (or quarterly) quota may be fixed for inclusion in the
Expense Allocation Statement.

The statement of constant expenses will, therefore, consist

of expenses that are represented by actual cash payments
and amounts for those items which may not appear in the

accounts as a liability each month.
As these amounts must be anticipated, it is usual that

Suspense Accounts be opened for each item or group of items,

in order that the amount included each month (or other jx^riod)

in the Expense Allocation Sttitement can be compared and
adjusted when necessary with the actual amounts that will

ultimately appear in the financial accounts. In such cases

the Suspense Account at the end of each year appears thus

—

i'orm No. 34.

SUSPENSE ACCOUNT DEPRECIATION
Dr. Cr.

!

J.K. C s. 19 J.K.
I3cpreci.itioii, Jan. Bv 1/1 2th Depre

1

w/oforveari 13t) ' 59,500 ~ ciation to be
i i! w/o for year

E XIX*use i ending 19.

.

1 ! 5,000 - -

Control A 'ci MO t 500 - - li Eol>. 20 5,000 - -

!

i', Mar. 30 : 5,000 - -
' Apr. 40 1 5,000 - -

1

J

Mav .50
;

5,000 - -

1
1 !

June 60 1 5,000 - -

j i

1 .. 70
i 1

5,000 - -

1

:
Aug. '

1

I

^
1

: 5,000 - -

1
,

1:
Sopt. 1

” ”
I

90 5,000 - -
1 Oct. !

” '

100
1 1

5,000 - -

i
I

' Nov. 1 no , 5,000 - -

1 1

j
j

j

'i
i M !! 120

1

' 5,0t.Hl - -

1

'00,()(K>
-

jj 1 1

1

60,000 - -

(Note. If Cost Control Accounts are used the entries each
month would be

—

Dr. Expense Control Account

Cr. Suspense Account (Depreciation)

and that the final adjusting entry (i.e. December) would be

the reverse to above.)

The employment of Susj^ense Accounts for each group of
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items similar to the above enables a very close check to be
kept upon all those items that will only appear in the accounts

when the usual Balance Sheet, etc., adjustments are made at

the end of a financial period. With large concerns, however,

there will usually be many such items, and to facilitate the

clerical work involved
,
the use of a form of analysed Ledger

ruUng similar to the following will be an advantage

—

Form No. 35.

SUSPENSE ACCOUNT-^EXPENSES

Total
Annual
Charge.

Item.
;

1 i

1

January.

i

1

February.

ii 1

1
March, 1“ April, etc.

ii

1

s. d. ;i t
1

'! £ !

'

!
^ !

11
j

!' £ I

Depreciation .
;j

1

5.()bo
i

'1 6,000 ! 5,(KX) i S,000 i

Directors’ Fees. *,
1 \,m) ! !i 1,000

I

1,000 !
'1 1,000

Kates and Taxes
|:

700
1

' 700 !
; 700

j

’

i

700
'

etc.
1

.! i 1
! 1

ii

With the above ruling only one Journal entry will be

necessary each month, as the whole of the items are grouped
into one account. (See also Establishment Expenses.)
COMMISSIONS ON OUTPUT. The amount paid by way

of commissions on output to the works manager and other

factory officials is a charge to the factory expenses. In those

cases where special rates of commission or bonus are paid upon
certain articles, the commission is then more correctly a direct

charge to the contract or wwks order, but if the article is

being continuously manufactured, it is usual to charge the

commission to a separate account and then apportion the

amount over the whole of the output for the px^riod.

The commissions on output must be kept quite separate

from any commission or bonus on profits. Commission
on output is a charge to production, whereas a bonus on
profits paid to any factory employee is an allocation of

profits.

COMMISSIONS ON SALES. The amount of commissions
paid to the sales manager, travellers or salesmen, etc., may
be dealt with by either of the following methods

—

1. As a charge to selling expenses.

2. As a direct charge to the product or order.

1 . The charging of commissions to selling expenses, so that

they may be recovered as a general charge over the whole
sales, is the method that is generally used when the sales
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comprise a variety of articles, and where the commissions
paid cannot be conveniently analysed or dealt with by other

methods. If the commission is paid as a general rate over

the total value of orders secured and completed, and is

irrespective of the type or value of the article, this method
will give very good results. If the concern is departmentalized,

or the products it manufactures can be clearly separated, the

commission may be analysed in a similar manner and the

expense charged to each department or separate product.

2. In those cases where the orders or contracts secured are

large, and where the rates of commission vary with the

products or sales price, the method of charging such commis-
sions to each product or prder should be used wherever
possible.

COMPARATIVE COST CARD. A record arranged for

comparative purposes of the detailed factory cost of each

article, component or part. In those businesses where the

saleable products are finally assembled from a number of

standard components withdrawn from the finished part stores,

a record of the cost of each component or part will be neces-

sary. This record serves the purpose of pricing such parts

when issued from the stores, and also enables comparisons to

be made of the factory or prime vcost of identical parts

manufactured on the different production orders.

In some instances it may be necessary to show an analysis

of the labour cost by operations or processes, so that any
variations from the standard cost of each operation can be

brought to the notice of the department concerned. The
cause of the abnormal cost is noted in the “ remarks " column
for future guidance.

In an engineering works, for instance, the record may show
the analysis of labour under the headings of turning, milling,

drilling, gear cutting, fitting, etc., and by comparing the

labour cost of each ojx'ration of the particular component,
any deviation from a standard performance is easily shown.
When components or parts are drawn from stock for final

assembly, the figures necessary for pricing the stores requisi-

tions will \fe obtained from this record by the Costing

Department.
The actual method of writing up the comparative cost

record cards will naturally depend upon the type of article

or component which is to be recorded, and the number of

operations performed thereon. The illustration given on page

92 is only arranged to record the total of each element of cost
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on the respective orders. When details are required respecting

each operation, the ruling can sometimes be better arranged

by placing on the left-hand side of the card, in column form,

the names of the various operations, and dividing the remainder
of the card into columns for entering the cost of each order.

For instance, assuming that seven or eight columns are ruled

in the manner suggested, the headings of each column should
contain space for the works order number, date commenced
and finished, quantity made, as illustrated on page 93.

The comparative cost record card serves two very useful

purposes. Firstly, it provides the basis of comparing the

detailed cost of each quantity of identical parts made at

different periods, and, secondly, it gives the figures for pricing

components used on assembly orders. (See also Comparative
Cost Statements.)
COMPARATIVE COST STATEMENTS. The preparation of

comparative cost statements forms a most important part of

a cost accountant’s duties and a system of Cost Finding and
Cost Control produces many statistics which are of great

importance to the General Management of a business. By the

production of those statements, a cost accountant is able to

interpret the results of a concern’s activities, indicate trends,

etc., and so convey this information to the management in a

manner that is easily and quickly understood.

Comparative statements must be prepared in such a manner
that the information they are intended to give shall imme-
diately be obvious upon glancing at the form. They must be

in a predigested form and should not require a long and close

study before one can discover what the figures represent or

what information they are intended to convey.
Comparative Cost Statements differ greatly from Cost

Summaries, examples of which are given under that heading.

The purpose of Cost Summaries broadly speaking is twofold.

Firstly, they show in a concise and easily read form the results

in terms of cost of the manufacturing activities in the plant

and of the share of management and .selling expenses that are

correctly chargeable to each order, process or product. Sec-

ondly, they form a basis for the preparation of Comparative
Cost Statements. Cost summaries may be u.sed whenever it

is desired to compare the Factory cost and "cost to Sell," etc.,

with the selling price of the article or order, but if these sum-
maries are studied closely, it will be observed that a great

deal more information can be obtained from them. For
instance, the total cost can be analysed to show the extent to
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which labour has entered into the cost of the product as

compared with materials or expenses. Labour can also be

further analysed to show the class or type of help used in the

manufacture of certain products as against others.

Materials can also be analysed to show the extent to which
cheap and expensive materials have entered into the different

products.

With regard to Factory and Selling Expenses, etc., either

the proportion of these to the complete cost or the fluctuation

of exj3enses absorbed by the cost of similar articles over a

period can be shown.
Fluctuations in the cost of labour, materials, expenses and

output, etc., over long periods form an important subject for

analysis and comparison and the results of this analysis is

conveyed to the management by means of Comparative Cost

Statements.

Labour statistics form one of the most general subjects in

regard to analysis. These statements may take the form of

analysing the various types of labour employed in the plant

and comparing these figures with past periods. It is not

sufficient, however, to give the total wages paid by, say, trades

or departments for the current period and then to show the

figures for the same period in the previous year. Wages will

sometimes fluctuate by substantial amounts, but one must
take into consideration the fluctuation of output and of the

number of persons employed, etc. Otherwise, the results may
be misleading.

The example of a Comparative Cost Statement, Form 38, will

serve to illustrate the type of information that is sometimes
given in regard to the number of employees and the wages paid

com])ared with similar figures for the prexnous year. The
statement shows the average number of employees, not the

total number. The use of the average in this instance is

preferable to totals, as it shows more clearly the variation in

the payroll. If totals are given instead of averages, it

becomes necessary to study the statement very closely in order

to determine the net fluctuations in labour for the period in

question. By using averages in this {^articular record, it is

immediately shown whether any change in the basic rate of

pay has occurred, i.e. if employees are being paid more per

week as comj)ared with the jrrevious year. Averages should

be used with a great deal of discretion as very misleading

results or trends can be given by their wTong use.

Comparative Cost Statements covering materials will differ
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Comparative Statement of Average Number Kmployees
AND Wages Paid

Wkf-k Ending Stii January, 1936 and 1937

1936 1937

Department
Average
Numl>er

1‘^mployed

Total
Payroll

Average
Weekly
Wage

}

Average
Numt^r
Employed

Total
Payroll

Average
Weekly
Wage

i s. d. s.
i £ s. d. «.

Producing Departments
Turning 47 135 7 *2 57*60

i

140 10 57*35

Milling . 32 87 16 10 54*90 ' 37 102 9 10 55*40

Drilling 27 57 12 11 42*70 1

1

28 60 6 10 43*10

Planning 19 35 14 5 37*60
i

! 18 32 15 2 36 40
Coil Winding . 39 49 14 6 25*50 >

1 41 52 1 5 25*40
Armature Winding . 26 38 4 5 29*40

j
;

24 34 13 7 28*90

Fainting 14 15 I
- 21.50 1 • 12 12 9 - 20*75

Assembly 21 34 1 5 32*45 !

1

20 33 2 33*10

Test . . . 17 39 15 7 46-80
j

' 19 42 9 6 47*20

Etc. 1

1

j

Total .
.

j

242 493 8 3 40-77
1 !

510 17 6 41*36

Service Departments ;

Power , 7 17 8 2 49*75
j

7 17 18 .5 51*20

Repair . 11 20 12 6 .37*50
1

10 18 12 7 37*25

Stores S 10 6 - 41*20
;

5 10 10 7 42*10

Receiving .
1 3 5 3 10 34*60

1
j

3
!

5 3 34*30
Tool Room Ml 25 6 - 50*60 1

‘ 11 27 14 5 50*40

„ Stores . .
i

3 6 6 7 42*20
j

! 4 8 7 o 41*80

Heating .
' 4 6 10 10 32*70

i

^ 6 12 5 33*10

Welfare . ! 7 10 19 10 31*40
1

!

’ 10 IS 2 30*75

Etc.
i

1

Total . i1 50 102 13 9
1

41*07
1 !

"sT”
i

105 13 9 41*44

Grand Total 292
1

596 2
__

40 83 <
i 299

!

616 11 3 i
41*38

according to the size of the business and the class of trade

carried on. The two examples of statements, Forms Nos. 39
and 40, one covering materials delivered to a Foundry and the

other of the output, are given to indicate the general principles

underlying such statements. Similar statements may also be

prepared covering the purchase of raw materials or of materials

used in production, materials spoiled, scrap or defective work.
The kind of information it is intended to convey will determine

the manner in which the figures will be assembled.

Comparative Statements of factory output analysed to give

operations and processes, etc., as well as the different articles

made, will usually form another series of figures of great

benefit to the plant manager or production engineer. State-

ments of this nature will usually give statistics which are

essentially technical'' in so far as production is concerned,
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whereas similar statements, prepared for the information of

the general manager or commercial executives, will usually

give sterling values of articles in place of the total and average
units of operations or processes, etc.

It is important that the object in preparing such statements

must always be kept in mind. Statements made up of figures

that do not convey their story are not only useless, but if great

care is not exercised in their presentation very serious results

may follow by the wrong impression being given to executives.

(See also Comparative Cost Cards.)

COMPRESSED AIR PLANT—DEPRECIATION OF. (See

Depreciation, also Plant—Depreciation of.)

COMPRESSED AIR PLANT—REPAIRS AND MAIN-
TENANCE. The maintenance and repair of the compressed
air plant are ascertained separately by means of “ Service

Orders," and the item charged to the " Power Expense
Account—Compressed Air."

The segregation of this item is necessary in order to arrive

at the total cost of the " Compressed Air " Service, which is

finally charged to Machine Tools or Tool Expense Account.

(See also Power Expense.)
COMPUTATION AND RECOVERY OF EXPENSES. The

work of selecting the basis for recovering expenses in costs

and the calculation of an expense rate for use in connection

therewith.

Upon completion of the work entailed in the allocation

of expenses there must, firstly, be decided the basis upon
which these expenses are to be recovered in costs before the

actual expense rate can be calculated.

There are a number of methods of recovering expenses in

costs. No one method can be regarded as suitable under all

conditions or even applicable to any one particular class of

industry, as the nature of the product or goods and the

conditions under which they are made will not be the only

deciding factors. The size of the factory and the volume of

production must to an equal extent also enter into any
consideration of this subject.

The various methods principally used for recovering

expenses are as follows

—

(1)

. Percentage on direct labour. (4). Direct labour hour rate.

(2)

. Percentage on prime cost. (5). Machine late.

(3)

. Departmental rate.

The methods 1 to 5 above principally relate to the recovery

of factory expanses, but when the total establishment expenses
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of a business are not separated into factory and selling, etc.,

one general expense rate will then be used.

(A detailed consideration of each of the above methods will

be found under their respective headings.)

When selling expenses are dealt with separately, they are

recovered in costs by one of the following methods

—

(a) As a rate per article dispatched and invoiced to

customers.

(b) As a percentage on the works cost of goods dispatched

to customers.

(c) As a i)ercentage on the sales value of goods dispatched

to customers.

A full explanation of each of these methods will be found
under Selling Expenses
CONSTANT EXPENSES. Items of establishment expenses

which do not vary directly with the volume of output or trade,

such as rent, rates, taxes, lire insurance, depreciation of

buildings, directors' fees, etc. (See also Establishment
Expenses.)
CONSTRUCTION COSTING. (See Terminal Costing

;
also

Cost Finding—Methods of.)

CONTINUOUS INVENTORY. (See Stock Record Card.)
CONTRACT COSTING. (See Terminal Costing

;
also Cost

Finding—Methods of.)

CONTRACT SYSTEM-METHOD OF REMUNERATING
LABOUR. This is in use principally in shipyards and really

amounts to a method of sub-contracting. A foreman, or some
man who has the confidence of a number of his fellows, agrees

to do certain work for a fixed remuneration, the firm finding

materials and facilities, and the man finding the labour, with

whom he makes his own terms for remuneration.

It is obvious that there is grave danger of sweating by this

method, and it is not looked upon as a desirable method.
Another defect is that the employer really has no control

over the labour, although the men are working on his premises.

Machine tools also suffer considerably under any system of

contracting.

CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control Accounts.)
CONVEYOR SYSTEM—DEPRECIATION OF. (See Depre-

ciation, Plant—Depreciation of, and Service Orders.)
CONVEYOR SYSTEM—REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

OF, The expenditure in connection with the repair and main-
tenance of the conveyor system is a charge to the Conveyor
Expense Account, and is not directly apportioned over the
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departments using this service. The object here is to ascer-

tain the total cost of running the. conveyor system, as each
department is charged with its proportion of* the total cost,

instead of each item being appx)rtioned separately.

CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCTION—METHOD OF REMUN-
ERATING LABOUR. (See Priestman Method of Remun-
erating Labour.)
CO-PARTNERSHIP—PROFIT-SHARING. Neither of these

is a method of remunerating labour, strictly defined, but it is

convenient to deal with them under this heading. The pay-
ment of wages is directly connected with production and,
broadly speaking, may be said to be the reward of production.

Schemes of co-partnership or profit-sharing are in recognition

of a totally different principle, which is, that the success of

any undertaking does not rest solely either on the manage-
ment or the operatives, but on the harmonious relationship

between the two. With a very few outstanding examples
most of these schemes have proved abortive in the long run,

and the reasons are not far to seek. The operative is not paid
on the basis of individual output ; no distinction is made
between the efficient and the inefficient

;
profit is affected by

factors outside the worker's control, whose action and reaction

rather tend to discourage him
;
the reward is too distant for

the average worker
;

the fact that while workers are ready to

share profits they are not so ready to share losses.

Briefly, the essence of these schemes is that a share of the

profits of the undertaking is paid to the workers in addition

to their ordinary wages under a formal agreement, not as a

right, but as a voluntary gift, tenable at the pleasure of the

employer. The method of arriving at the fund to be dis-

tributed varies greatly, a common method being to allow a

fixed percentage of the profit made above the average for a

term of years past. This is a subject in itself, and reference

should be made to some standard work for complete details.

COST. Costing terminology has been so loosely applied in

the past that considerable difficulty often exists, both in

practice and at meetings, when matters relative to costing

are discussed. The word “ cost " has a different meaning
according to the manner in which it is used. From a technicsd

.point of view, for instance, it may be used when referring to

the cost of manufacturing only or the cost of selling and
distribution of goods, or to indicate the total cost of

manufacturing, selling, and distribution.

Owing, therefore, to the very wide interpretation that can
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be placed upon this word, it should never be employed unless

qualified in some particular way. By using the term “ total

cost " or “ factory cost ** there is clearly indicated the nature

of the item under consideration.

The non technical conception of the word " cost varies

with the circumstances, but in general, “ cost to the average

man or woman is what he or she actually pays out of pocket

to obtain the desired article. But a woman going up to

London to buy a hat at sale price does not, as a rule, add the

railway fare and other sundries to the price she paid to the

shopkeeper when displaying her bargain to a friend, yet it is

quite clear that these must be included if the true cost to her

of the article is to be considered. Too often “ cost has been

held to be the same thing as the sum of the immediate dis-

bursements which were made to obtain or make the desired

article, all other outgoings being considered as charges against

profits.

From the technical point of view every disbursement made
or expenditure incurred to provide the material, labour, or

facilities for manufacturing up to the point of the completion

of the article must be comprised in the true cost of production.

Two conclusions are, therefore, arrived at in regard to cost

—

{a) That a cost is final and tenninates at a sjxjcilic point

or stage or time.

(6) That a cost consists of actual outgoings or ascertained

charges. Cost is not a sum of hypothetical charges, which
may or may not arise, and which may or may not vary from

the forecast.

It will now appear obvious that the word “ cost '' should

never be used without some qualifying word or phrase to

describe its application
; for instance, the purchase of sheet

brass for a metal working factory may be said to cost

money. But this is a purchase for stock, purely a financial

transaction, and although it has cost " money, this money
expended does not represent a “ cost " to the business or an
element in the cost of production.** It may be resold either

in the course of the merchanting activities of the business or

to realize the cash locked up for the purpose of capital

expenditure. It is more accurate to talk of the '* purchase
price ** of the sheet brass, and when handed over to the-

factory, to charge it to an order or process, when the value

at which the transfer is made may be correctly looked upon
as an element of the cost of that order or process.

The technical conception of cost practically rules ou\ the
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possibility of a cost being comprised of one element alone as

in practically all cases a “ cost is the sum of three groups
of components, viz., the purchase or transfer price of material,

the cost of the hire of labour, and the value of other disburse-

ments made or expenditure incurred in achieving the desired

product or result.

The components of cost are classified into three groups and
are known as

—

(1) Direct labour,

(2) Direct materials,

(3) Establishment exj:)enses.

These elements are again grouped into factory costs and
selling and distribution costs.

COST ACCOUNTANT—SALARY OF. The amount of

salary paid to the cost accountant is an item of establishment
expense and may be allocated direct to administrative expense
or apportioned over the factory^ selling, and administrative

sections of the business, according to the extent it is estimated
each benefits from the functions of this official. In some
instances the Cost Department may be regarded as a part of

the factory organization and the expense allocated accordingly,

but such treatment of this item is incorrect.

COST—CLASSIFICATION OF. (See Classification of
Cost.)

COST CONTROL ACCOUNTS. Accounts which form the

medium of controlling all the expenditure chargeable to costs

and which will also automatically provide the means of

reconciling all expenditure with the financial accounts.

The results obtained from any costing system should be

reconciled with the total expenditure as shown by the financial

accounts, and for this purpose it is desirable that a proper

system of cost control accounts be instituted so as to enable

frequent and automatic reconciliation to be made.
Most businesses will require that the control be accomplished

in two w^ays. Firstly, we have the control of expenditure in

detail, and secondly, the control in total. The control of costs

in detail must accommodate the cost of the individual article,

order, or process, analysed according to the elements of cost,

i.e. labour, materials and expenses, also the cost of selling and
distribution and the cost of administration. The control of

costs in total must provide for the reconciliation of the detailed

costs with the total expenditure as shown in the General

Accounting records, i.e. the General Ledger.
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Control and reconciliation should be frequent and the

system arranged in such a manner that this frequent check is

provided automatically and without the necessity of extracting

special and separate statements.

The principles of control are simple as will be seen from
the chart facing this page. The expenditure is firstly

grouped and summarized according to incidence, i.e. labour,

materials and exp)enses. The expenses that would appear in a

Profit and Loss Accoimt have been summarized and inserted

on the top right-hand corner of tlie chart, and in the lower

portion there is shown how the detailed costs are collected and
then summarized and the results compared hi total with the

Cost of Sales Account.
Reconciliation is effected by summarizing the values of

materials issued from stock, as by this means we are in a

position to establish a balance between purchases of materials

and the issues from stores, and also to ascertain the amount of

stocks on hand : likewise by summarizing all the workmen's
time or job cards we can balance these against their wages,

and by summarizing the wages by departments we can balance

these against the pay roll. By summarizing all the expenses
charged to costs, we can compare the amount of establishment
expenses recovered in costs with that actually incurred.

A system of cost control operated on this basis will enable

one to account in detail for every penny expended inside the

plant for labour (wages), materials (purchases), and expenses
(other disbursements), and to balance stocks and total cost of

production with the total of wages, purchases, and other

General Ledger Accounts.

Principles of Cost Control. The principle upon which the

control accounts are operated is as follows

—

The financial control of materials is facilitated if the various

items are subdivided into suitable headings, such as

—

() Control of standard raw materials (i.e. those which
comprise the output of the works or factory).

() Control of completely manufactured goods bought
outside and resold in the same condition as purchased.

(c) Control of goods manufactured in the works or factory

and which are ready for resale.

With regard to (a) and (b) the accounting transactions of

these items in the financial books will have been dealt with,

firstly, in the Purchase Day Book, and secondly, by posting

the totals in the General Ledger as a debit to purchases and
credit to sundry creditors.
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In the Cost Department the ** control is effected as

follows

—

() Standard raw materials.

. Dr. Control Account Raw Materials

() Factored goods.

Dr. Control Account Factored Goods

In order to complete the principle of double entry in the

Cost Ledger and render it self-balancing, the control entries

to the above may be as follows

—

Cr. General Ledger Adjustment Account

The above debits (d) and (6) to the control accounts repre-

sent the value of materials delivered to or placed in the raw
material stores and the factored goods stores. The credits

to these accounts are effected in the following manner

—

The total value of all materials or goods issued from stores

for manufacturing purposes, which is obtained from summaries
prepared in the process of cost finding of the values of all stores

requisitions, less the value of stores credit notes, is journalized

—

Dr. Work in Progress Account

Cr. Control Account (Raw Materials)

As and when components or each batch of work is completed
and passed into the finished stores (c), the value of the work
will be journalized as follows

—

Dr. Control Account (Finished Stock)

Cr. Work in Progress Account

The credit to Work in Progress Account for wages and other

charges on completed work will also be made at the same time,

but the^se entries will be explained when dealing with the

control accounts for those items.

The above Journal entries will he made at frequent periods,

which may be daily, weekly, or monthly, according to the

requirements of the business, and at the end of accounting

or financial periods the necessary adjustments relating to

losses and wastage in stores, etc., must be made. This is

usually effected by charging all such items to a Stores Losses

and Wastage Account, the corresponding credit being made
to the Raw Materials Control Account.

It is sometimes the practice to debit any losses in the stores

to the Work in Progress Account, and to close the account
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periodically by transferring from the Work in Progress Account
(at the same time as completed work is transferred) to the

ordinal*}^ Manufacturing or Trading Account in the financial

books.

With very large concerns the ‘‘ Stores Losses and Shrinkage

Account can conveniently be subdivided according to the

incidence of

—

(a) Shrinkage.

(b) Losses due to evaporation, etc.

(c) Breakages.

(d) Loss on turnover (i.e. weighing, etc.).

(^) Faulty materials rejected by works.

(/) Obsolete stock.

It will now be observed that the Raw Material Control

Account, besides being the means of providing effective control

over all materials purchased and consumed, provides a per-

petual inventory of materials in sterling, and, furthermore, is

the medium which will automatically reconcile the values of

all purchases as shown in the financial books with the Cost

Accounts, without the necessity of preparing separate and
special reconciliation statements previously referred to.

Control Accounts will establish full control over materials

purchased, and enable their use to be traced to the various

jobs, operations and processes. It may be observed here that

with the cost finding section of a costing system stock record

cards will be in use which will only record the receipts and
issues from stock in tenns of units instead of values.

A Raw Material Control Account, if operated on the above
principle, will discharge three essential functions in the

materials section of a costing system, namely

—

1. A perpetual inventory of stores in terms of money.
2. Effective control in total and in detail.

3. The perpetual reconciliation of material costs with the

financial accounts.

With regard to the perpetual inventory of stores it will be
readily conceived that the preparation of accurate monthly
or other periodical Manufacturing or Profit and Loss Accounts
and other statistics will not only become possible, but will

enable such accounts to be compiled in less time and with
more accuracy than is otherwi.se the case when the item has
to be estimated or calculated upon performances and condi-

tions that v^ry from day to day. With some costing systems
an attempt is generally made to obtain this perp>etual inven-

tory by combining both quantities and values on the one
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stock record, under the assumption that such a method will

entail less clerical labour than when two records are main-
tained. This type of record is usually in the form of a

loose-leaf book or card system, and is given the title of Stock
or Stores Ledger.

In actual practice, however, this method is found to be very
inaccurate, and, instead of being economical, is actually more
expensive, because it entails a considerable number of calcula-

tions, whereas with the method already described values are

dealt with in totals only, either daily, weekly, or monthly, and
details in terms of units recorded by means of the orthodox
stock redbrd cards. A Stores Ledger which combines a record

of both values and quantities has a very limited application,

and it should never be used by firms whose consumption in

raw materials and parts runs into a large number of different

items. With those industries, however, that only use a small

number of items the method has its advantages.

The cost control of labour proceeds on similar lines to that

described for materials, but in this instance the total wages
paid are subdivided into direct and indirect.'' This

analysis is very easily accomplished, as in the majority of

cases all “ direct ” labour is automatically separated from
the “ indirect ” by trades or departments. In cases where
the pay roll is not ruled to give the necessary form of analysis,

the segregation may be effected by means of a system of

service orders. Alternatively, the information would be

obtained from summaries prepared in the Cost Department,
from the process of cost finding.

The journalizing of wages will proceed on similar lines to

materials, but in this instance Wages Control Account is

debited with the total wages paid as shown by the pay roll.

This account is then credited with the amounts as shown by
the pay roll analysis, or from summaries which show the

allocation of wages either direct and indirect or departmentally

.

mentioned above, as follows

—

In the financial books

—

Dr. Wages Acajunt

Cr. Cash

In the Cost Department

—

Df. Wages Control Account

Cr. General Ledger Adjustment Account
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The amounts as shown on the pay roll summaries are then

journalized in the Cost Department

—

Df. Work in Progress Account (with Direct Wages)

Dy, Factory Expense Account (with Indirect Wages)

Cf. Wages Control Account (with the Total
Direct and Indirect!

The effect of the above entries is, firstly, to transfer from
the Wages Account in the financial books the total amount
spent for the week (or other period)

; and, secondly, to charge

(a) work in progress with the amount of direct wages spent

on production, and (6) Factory Expense Account with the

amount of indirect wages which has to be ultimately recovered

as an indirect charge on the factory’s output.

It will be seen that these two items must now be dealt with

separately so far as control ” is concerned, as the credits

to Factory Expense Account (and other expense accounts)

will represent the amount of works expenses absorbed by the

respective jobs or orders or work in progress and will,

therefore, include other indirect expense items.

Continuing with direct wages, a similar procedure is followed

as described for materials, the Work in Progress Account being

credited with the value of direct labour expended on each

job or process as and when completed, as follows

—

Df, Finished Stock Control Account.
Cr. Work in Progress Account.

The above entry will only be made as and when each job

or process is completed and will include, in addition to the

amount of direct wages now under consideration, the cost of

direct materials (already dealt with) and also the correct

proportion of works expenses.

The routine for control of wages assists control of cash

expenditure just the .same as materials control. If every

penny spent on wages is to be accounted for, it follows that

it becomes a matter of extreme importance, and that there

must be a thorough system of allocating each man's time

;

firstly, according to the nature of the work done, that is to

say, work on production, repairs or' indirect labour, and,

secondly, such time must be further analysed on (1) work for

specific items of production, (2) repairs in specific departments,
and (3) different classes of indirect labour.

With regard to indirect labour the analysis provided

by the pay roll will not meet all requirements, and in such
cases where a more elaborate analysis is required, as with
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large works, the segregation of indirect labour is effected by
means of

''
standing orders or service orders/'

Expense Control. The expenses of a business are divisible

into two main groups, that is

—

1. Expenses that have been specially incurred for specific

orders and can, therefore, be charged direct to the specific

job, operation, or process ; and
2. Those expenses which have been incurred in running

the business, which can only be apportioned according to

some logical method.
Number 1 will not form part of the expenses now under

consideration, as these items will be charged direct to their

respective jobs or processes, and consequently will require

slightly different treatment so far as control " is concerned.

With regard to 2, the items which comprise this group are

known as establishment expenses, and these will again be

further analysed into

—

1. Factory expenses.

2. Selling expenses.

3. Administrative expenses.

This grouping assists in the control of all indirect expenses
in a similar manner, as did the subdivision of both materials

and labour in the principles of control already explained.

The control of expenses will differ slightly in detail from
that of materials or labour, as provision has firstly to be made
for their collection " and “ allocation " to sub-accounts.

This collection and transfer are effected by preparing in the

Cost Department a Journal entry of all items, as follows

—

Dr. Expense Control Account.

Cr. General Ledger Adjustment Account.

The Expense Control Account is the means of controlling

in total the exjx^nscs of a business, and all the debits to this

account must agree with the total expenses as sho\NTi in the

financial books. It must be noted, however, that the prin-

ciples of control will be differently applied to each factory,

and the above specimen entry is only given as a general

example. It is sometimes possible, for instance, to charge

the respective sub-expense accounts, which are described

below, with man}^ items direct from the financial books, and
in such cases the total credits to the Establishment Expense
Account will form the basis of reconcilement in total between

the financial books and Cost Department.
The credits to the Exjxnse Control Account mil be effected
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in a slightly different manner from that described for materials

and labour, as the amounts must now be transferred to their

respective sub-accounts, i.e.

—

Factory Expense Account.
Selling Expense Account.

Administrative Expense Account,

Before the function of expense control " can be completed,
it is necessary that the total expenses be “ allocated ” to their

respective sub-headings, and when this has been effected the

results as shown by the exjiense allocation statement are

journalized as follows

—

Dy, Factory Expense Account £
Selling Expense Account £
Administrative Expense Account

Cy. Expense Control Account £

(Note that Factory Expense Account has already been
debited with indirect wages.)

With regard to administrative expenses, when it is the

practice to proportion these over both the Factory and Selling

Departments, a further entry is made

—

Dy. Factory Expense Account £
Selling Expense Account £

Cy. Administrative Expense Account £

The effect of this entry is to close the Administrative

Expense Account, and during the period this account was in

operation there was effected reconcilement with the financial

accounts in the first place, and in addition such expenses are

controlled up to the point where the Factory and Selling

Departments are charged with th(‘ir due proportion.

The credits to the above accounts will arise in a similar

manner as was described for materials and direct labour, and
the amount of works expense recovered in costs is journalized

as follows

—

Dy. Work in Progress Account

Cy. Factory Expcn.se Account.

As and when each component, batch of work, or works order

is completed and passed into the finished stores (c), the value

of expenses is journalized in a similar manner as was done
with materials and labour, i.e.

—

Dy, Finished Stock Account £
Cr. Work in Progress Account £

and thus effects complete control with expenses as was done
with labour and materials.

Having dealt with each of the control accounts individually,
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we are now in the position to journalize the total value of

work, i.e. materials, labour, and expenses to the Finished

Stores Control Account. We now, therefore, arrive at the

point where the two previous entries can be combined with the

entry described above for expenses, and so complete the

working of all the control accounts up to the point where the

goods enter the finished stores.

This transfer is effected by combining the three Journal
entries given above for materials, labour, and works expenses

in the following manner

—

Dr. Finished Stock Control Account (c.) £
Cr, Work in Progress Account

—

Materials Section £
Labour Section £
Expenses Section £

The three entries referred to were given separately in order

that the control of each element of cost could be more easily

followed, as in practice the Finished Stores Account will only

deal with the tgtal cost of the products as illustrated in the

above entry. It will be noted that at this point we are only

concerned with the works or factory cost of goods made.
The exi)enses of selling and distribution do not form part of

the works cost or cost of production and their treatment

—

so far as cost control and reconciliation are concerned—will

take a slightly different form from that already described for

materials, labour, and works expenses.

In order to assist iii the description of a method of applying

the principles of cost control, as a means of reconciling the

workings and the result of a costing system, it has been
necessary to presuppose the existence of some form of financial

or works organization. In the many examples already given

it has been assumed that the function of production or manu-
facture is, from the point of view of “ cost,” treated separately

from selling and distribution. We have, therefore, provided
the basis for reconciling all the items which enter into the

works cost, or cost of production, with the total amount of

expenditure as shown in the financial accounts.

\Vhen dealing with the control of materials, all purchases

were subdivided into the three groups (a), (6), and (c), and a

Control Account provided for each group. The control of

raw materials ((i) by means of the Raw Materials Control

Account has already been effected, and there now remain

the Factored Goods Control Account (b) and Manufactured
Goods Control Account (c) to be dealt with.
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With regard to the Manufactured Goods or Finished Stores

Control Account, it will be noted that the entry given above
transfers the cost value of complete work from the factor3^
i.e. Work in Progress Account, to the Finished Stores, and
commences the operation of the section (c) referred to in

regard to control and reconciliation. The issue of goods for

packing and/or dispatch to customers will form the basis for

crediting this account. The system in use for the movement
of finished stocks will naturally differ with each factory, but

for the purpose of illustration it is assumed that the Sale

Department will issue an order or requisition to the superin-

tendent of the finished stores, authorizing him to '' move the

following goods to Packing and Dispatch Department, etc."

A stores requisition of a distinctive colour will be required

for this purpose in order to differentiate from the stores

requisition used in the factory, and also to facilitate the work
of the Cost Department.
From the summaries of the above issues, which can con-

veniently be prepared in the process of cost finding, the

Finished Stores Control Account is operated in a similar

manner as was done with the raw material stores, but in this

instance a " Cost of Sales Account " is charged in place of

the Work in Progress Account, as follows

—

Dr. Cost of Sales Account £
(Issues from Finished Stores)

Cr. Finished Stock Account £

The Finished Stock Control Account is the means of con-

trolUng in total the values of finished goods, and the balance

shown in this account at the end of each costing or financial

period represents the factory cost of goods on hand.
To reconcile in detail the balance of the Finished Stock

Account with the actual items in stock is very easily effected,

if a proper system of stores records is in use, as the stock

record cards (or ledgers) should provide the means of

reconciliation in detail.

Mention of a Factored Goods Control Account (6) has
already been made, and the entries in connection with the

movement of factored goods on this account will be made in

a similar manner as with those described above.

The Journal entries given above, which cover the final

movement of stocks, form the basis of charging a Cost of Sales

Account with the value of goods dispatched to customers.

In the case of manufactured goods, it will be remembered that

the Stock Control Account was debited at factory cost, but
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with factored goods the Cost of Sales Account must be debited

at purchase price. Control is now completed by debiting
“ cost of sales with the coiTect proportion of selling and
distribution expenses for the period under review.

Having ascertained the amount of selling expenses charge-

able to tlie Cost of Sales Account, the amount is journalized

—

Dr, Cost of Sales Account
(Selling Expenses) £

Cr, Selling Expense Control Account ^ £

Adjustments. The many differences and adjustments
that will invariably arise in practice have to be dealt with as,

for instance, the under or over absorption of works expenses,

etc., but as the precise nature of each adjustment will vary
with each factory, due to the varying types of organization,

it will only be possible to deal with those items that are more
or less of a general character.

The question of expense adjustment will usually arise at

the close of each costing period, and the method of dealing

with these items will depend upon the method in use for

allocating and recovering expenses in the cost accounts.

If the total factory expense for the year is assumed to be

£12,000, there will be a monthly quota of, say, £1,000, that

is, factory expenses should be alxsorbed at the rate of £1,000
per month, which is the basis of adjustment. It will, therefore,

be seen that the adjustment of factory expense will not

present any difficulty, as the difference between the monthly
(or other i)eriod) quota is dealt with by transferring this

difference to an Unabsorbed Factory Expense Account as

follows

—

Dr. Unabsorbed Factory Exptnise Account £

Cr. To Factory Exj^ense Account £
(Being amount of factory expense unabsorbed for

month ending
)

The object of treating the question of adjustments in this

manner will be obvious if it is borne in mind that the aim is

to reconcile costs with the actual expenditure incurred, and
as shown in bulk in the financial books. All differences

arising, therefore, between the amounts charged to or accounted
for by the control accounts (which it must be remembered
are simply summaries of the detailed costs as obtained in the

process of cost finding) and the total expenditure, as shown
by the financial accounts, must be dealt with in such a manner
;is will clearly indicate the cause or reason for the difference.
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In the case of selling expenses a similar procedure will be
followed, and a separate account opened for this purpose.

The method of treatment of any balance shown in the two
Unabsorbed Expense Accounts will depend upon the policy

of the management, but it is generally considered more correct

if the amount is ultimately charged to Profit and Loss Account,

and not charged as an addition^ expense to the factory cost.

It will be observed from the above remark that the alloca-

tion oU^actory expense, on the basis of the normal output

capacity of the factory, is advocated in preference to the

reduced output capacity that is usually arrived at by
estimating the amount of business that might be secured

during the period under review. The latter method is based
upon the fluctuation of demand or state of trade, and it will

readily be seen that such a method destroys any possibility

of comparison of costing data or efficiencies. If sufticient

orders are not secured to keep the factory running at full (or

ordinary) time, the fact must be borne in mind, and the

increased cost of production due to this cause should be clearly

shown by the cost accounts, a factor which is only possible

by the method advocated.

The adjustment of any differences arising with the Direct

Labour and Direct Material Control Accounts will be less

difficult than with expenses. With direct labour the details

can be reconciled with greater precision than is possible with
the various expense accounts ;

for instance, the exact amount
of labour chargeable to the respectiv^e production orders or

processes is easily ascertained by the aid of a proix*r system of

time booking, likewise direct materials should also be capable

of easy reconciliation by means of an efficient system of stores

accounting.

The detailed items that may arise for adjustment in practice

will vary according to the type of costing system in use, but
the majority of errors will generally occur through the under
or over charging of individual jobs or processes, and the

entries necessary in such cases will therefon* be obvious.

In conclusion it .should be stated that tlie above description

is only intended to explain the theory of cost control, and only

sufficient details have been given to enable the reader to

understand the ])rinciples involved. The actual method of

control that will l^e used by any concern will be determined
by tlie size of the plant, nature of the output, and tiie costing

routine in use. For instance, if a plant is employed in pro-

ducing standard products, the control will be comparatively
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simple as compared with another concern engaged in the

production of a variety of non-standard products. The use of

standard manufacturing specifications, such as a Bill of

Material, etc., greatly simplifies the routine of cost control.

A system of standard costing is perhaps the best example to

quote where the principle of control is fairly simple to apply,

as control is the foundation of the method. Standard costing

requires the use of standard specifications for materials,

labour, and production methods, and these specifications

provide a ready means of accumulating the values of materials

and labour consumed in production.

COST DEPARTMENT — EXPENSES OF. The total

expenditure incurred in maintaining the Cost Department,
which will include the salary of the cost accountant and
his staff, stationery, postages, telephones, etc., will form part

of the establishment ex|ienses of the business.

The expense of tliis department is best dealt with by
allocating direct to the administrative expense, although in

some instances it may be apportioned over the factory, selling,

and administrative sections of the business, according to the

extent it is estimated that each benefits from the costing

system.

In many instances the expense of running a costing system
is regarded as an expense which should be charged to the

factory, but such treatment of this item is not correct, as a

Cost l)epartment that is properly organized should be of

benefit to the three sections of the business, and from this

point of view the expense is essentially administrative in its

proper sense, and should be dealt with accordingly.

The total expense of running a Cost Department and a

costing system will usually be ascertained chiefly by direct

allocation, as the various items of expense can be collected

in this manner, but the sundry items of expenditure, such as

for general stationery, office cleaning, lighting, heating, etc.,

will require to be apportioned.

It will be noted from the above that a Costing Department
is essentially a “ service department, and differs from the

usual service departments of a factory in that it renders a

service to the business as a whole and not to one particular

section.

COST ESTIMATING. The predetermination of the probable

components of a cost when incurred under a given set of

conditions.

Cost Estimating is carried out in many different ways
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variation of method being determined by the nature of the

business and the kind of products manufactured or service

rendered. The more simple form of estimating is where one
or more articles have to be specially made to suit the require-

ments of a customer. In such cases, the estimate is firstly used

as a means to arrive at a selling price, and when the order is

secured it should be used as a means of checking and controlling

the cost during the process of manufacture. Cost Estimating

is also used when a new product is being placed upon tlie

market, the estimate providing the basis for controlling the

cost of production during the period the first batch is being

manufactured. The cost of subsequent batches is controlled

from the “Costs Finding” of the first batch, but the more
advanced form of Cost Estimating is where the probable

future costs of standard products are ascertained from the

previous cost records and the estimates or “Standards" so

arrived at used as a means to check and control production,

selling and other expienses over a long period. Such a method
of Cost Estimating when used in comiection with a proper

system of Cost Finding is often referred to as Standard Costing

or Budgetary Control.

COST FINDING—METHODS OF. The particular method
of cost finding used depends upon the nature of the industry

and the class of product made. The output has to be measured
and the mode of measurement depends absolutely on the form
of the product and its method of manufacture. The cost of

the output may have to be reckoned by the piece, pound,

dozen, barrel, yard, article, etc., and by taking one of these

classifications, and using arithmetical figures, the total can be
obtained. In some trades the unit might be the article or

batch of articles produced, a piece of machinery, a complete

job or order as in an engineering works or a general repair shop,

and in some cases in foundries. The unit in the case of

builders or contractors would be the completed job or contract.

An electric supply company would require the Board of Trade
unit, or kilowatt hour.

In other trades the unit may be related to the “ process," as

with chemicals, tanning of leather, flour, bricks, and
cement, etc.

Various methods of cost finding are used in practice, but these

may be conveniently grouped under three main headings, i.e.

—

(1) Job costing.

(2) Process costing.

(3) Operative undertaking costing.
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(1) Job Costing, which is very often referred to as the order

method, is used when all the various items are charged to a

specific order, which may be forone or a quantity of articles or

for a particular operation.

With this method the amount expended on labour and
materials is charged to a particular order number together

with its share of expenses, and the sum total constitutes the

cost of the job, order or operation.

(2) Process Costing is employed in cases where there is a

variety of processes or operations before a completed product

is turned out, and where it is necessary to find the cost of

each variety of operation. This method is particularly neces-

sary where by-products occur or where one article out of a

batch loses its identity during the process of manufacture.

By this method comparison of the costs of different operations

IS possible and prices at each stage can be fixed. Process

costing is used in most food producing factories, chemical

works, and in the manufacture of paint, etc.

(3) Operative Undertaking Costing is the essential method
where services arc rendered rather than goods produced. A
single measurement demonstrates the work performed, though
it may vary in kind as when a railway company reckons work
performed as per ton mile or per passenger mile, etc., or an
electric supply company per Board of Trade unit or kilowatt

hour. Operative costs render possible the costing of transport

undertakings and other public utility concerns, such as

water works and gas companies.
Many other terms are often used to denote a method of

costing, but all of them relate to one of the above, for

instance.

Single or Output Costing is a term often used to denote the

method of costing employed in such businesses as supply one

rather than many products, and where it is desired to find

the actual or average cost of one unit, weight, measurement or

container per ton, per yard, 1,(XX) bricks or a sack of flour.

Such a term, however, merely refers to the job or process

method of costing. Most manufacturing businesses use either

the job or process method or a combination of the two when
departmentalization or a division into processes is usual or

desirable.

Departmental Costing is a term used when it is desired to

ascertain the costof the output of each department separately.

The method used in such cases is also the job or process, or a

combination of the two.

5—(H. 1 965)
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Terminal Costing refers to the ascertainment of the cost of

carrying out a contract, such as the erection of buildings,

bridges or irrigation schemes, etc. This method of costing,

however is the same as the job costing system.

Multiple Costing relates to the system used in such businesses

as make a variety of goods which differ both in value, in kind,

and in the number or variety of processes necessary for

completion. These accounts, however, are based on the job

costing method.
Class Cost Method is another term that is often used to

denote the job costing method when applied to the costing of

goods by classes instead of the unit or piece. In place of the

cost being separately compiled for each aiticle or piece of

machinery, the cost will cover a group of orders of the same
class of product. Whilst the job covers the “class" instead

of the “piece," we still have the job costing method, but with

a different unit of output to that usually associated with the

more general form of job costing.

Operation Method of Costing is a term often used to indicate

the job costing method where applied to the costing of goods
by “operation" rather than by the piece or quantity. With
many engineering plants this method is used as it will some-
times be found more convenient to cost certain articles or

parts according to the operations performed on them, particu-

larly in such cases where certain articles or parts must be

stocked in a partly finished state for convenience in making
up special orders.

With the above method of costing, the “job" covers the

individual operation instead of the complete article or piece

of machinery, and we therefore still have the job costing

method, but with a different unit of output to that usually

associated with the more general form of job costing.

Elements of Cost. To employ any of the above methods of

costing it is necessary that money expended be analysed

according to its use. This analysis firstly takes the form of

segregating expenditure under the heads of

—

(1) Materials.

(2) Labour.

(3) Expenses.

Such are known as elements of cost and the sum of these

elements comprises the total cost.

COST OF PRODUCTION. (See Factory Cost.)

COST OF SALES ACCOUNT. An account which is used to

ascertain the amount of profit made on sales each month or
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other period. A Cost of Sales Account should analyse the

results either by departments or products and when used in

connection with a Work in Progress Account, they may replace

the orthodox Manufacturing Account. These two accounts
show in a summarized form the results of both the manufac-
turing and sales activities of a concern, and are more useful

in this direction than the general form of financial statement
usually prepared from the ordinary books of account.

The example of a Cost of Sales Account given below illustrates

the general principles of its construction only, as the actual

form and number of sections in which this account may be

drawn up in practice will depend upon the class of business

and the nature and numlxT of products sold, etc.

form No. 41

.

COST OF SALES ACCOUNT
For Month Ending 19 ... .

To Cost of G(jods issued

from Finished Stores

and Despatched to

Customers.

,, Carriage on Goods Sold
j

i

,, Sales Expenses .

.

j

,, Goods Returned by
j

Customers and placed '

into Finished Stores
.

|

,, Cost of rectifying Cx3m-
plaints of Customers.

Balance, being Net
j

Profit on Sales

H By Sale,s

I] Less Allowances .

'i
,, Factory Cost of Goods

I

Retiimed and Placed

!( into Finished Stores

(See also Cost Control Accounts.)
COST PREMIUM — METHOD OF REMUNERATING

LABOUR. This method gives the workers not only a direct

interest in the time saved, but also endeavours to induce them
to be economical in the use of raw material and to reduce

certain items which are materially affected by the care or

otherwise on their part ;
for example, lighting, repairs to

machinery and tools, and indirect material.
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In order to avoid frequent alteration to the standard cost

figure, the cost of raw material is calculated at a fixed price.

As an example, let us take a hypothetical case

—

Per Ton.
s. d.

Raw Material ..... 20 -

Average Day Wage .... 60 ~

Average lixpense of Selected Items 15 -

Total 95 -

The standard cost would then be considered to be 95s. per

ton. Assume now that the total cost be reduced to 90s. per

ton, the 5s. pcv ton saved forms the fund from which the

premium will be paid. In some cases both management and
workers share equally in the bonus, but in view of the fact

that the saving effected is entirely due to the operative, this

does not appear to be an equitable distribution.

Operatives are usually paid the premium in proportion to

their daily rates. Of course, the efficiency values of men
hardly ever coincide with their time rate's, and in some case's

age and length of service are taken into consideration, and to

get the best out of this method the distribution should be on

a scientific basis.

Charge hands and foremen are sometimes given special

consideration. Tlie method can be applied both on a time

rate and piece rate basis. "Tlierc are a number of ways in

which the distribution can be effected and also of calculating

it, but the above example will suffice to indicate the

principles.

COST SUMMARIES. A form on which the detailed

amounts of direct labour, direct materials, direct charges, and
the proportion of expenses are finally summarized in order

that a final or total cost of a job, order, or series of operations

can be ascertained.

The extent to which cost summaries will be used and the

form of ruling depends upon the method of cost finding, the

nature and size of a business, and the amount of information

required by the management. An example of summaries
wiU only be given, therefore, to illustrate in a general manner
their form and the amount and type of detailed figures

usually given.

With many systems of job costing the summary of the total
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cost of a job or works order is shown at the top of the sheet

which is contained in the Job Cost Ledger.

The two specimen forms given (42) and (43) are almost self-

exolanatory. The form (42) indicates the general layout of a

cost sheet suitable for summarizing the cost of works orders

that have not been split up into sub-orders. Form (43), how-
ever, illustrates the type of summary used when the main
works or production order has been analy.sed and sub-orders

issued for each operation or the manufacture of each component
part. In such cases the cost of each sub-order will firstly be

summarized on form (42). and the total cost of the complete
order obtained by summarizing the costs of all sub-orders

on a form similar to (43).

The foot of either of the above forms is generally ruled to

accommodate an analysis of labour, materials or time,

according to requirements.

In those cases where the works order covers a large quantity

of articles, it will sometimes be necessary to use separate cost

sheets for summarizing the labour cost and material cost in

addition to the final summaries referred to above. The
necessity for these additional summaries will usually arise

from the fact that a considerable number of items relating

to both labour and materials require summarizing before the

costs of a works order or sub-order can be completed, and in

such cases a labour collecting sheet and material collecting

sheet may be used.

The use of such forms, however, will be go\aTned entirely

by the actual routine of the Cost Department, h'or instance,

instead of summarizing the labour costs of each worker upon
the labour collecting sheets, it will sometimes be found more
convenient for the cards to be totalled by the aid of an adding

and listing machine, in which case the additional summary
will not be required.

Likewise the stores requisition, relating to the order, may
also be dealt with in this maniUT, and in such cases the cost

summary ruled similar to forms (42) and (43) will usually be

found sufficient for most purpose's.

For illustrations and further description as to the use and
compilation of labour cost collecting sheets and material cost

collecting sheets, see under their respective headings.

The above fomis of summaries are specially suitable for

the job costing method, and where a system of process costing

is in use a slightly different form will be needed. The illustra-

tion given (Form 44) is a process cost summary arranged to
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Form No. 42.
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sliow tlie cost of the article by process. (See also Comparative
Cost Statements.)

Form No. 43.

COSTING. A collective term implying the technical and
financial utilization of data obtained by the co-relation of

cost finding, cost control, and cost estimating.

COSTING TERMS. Costing terminology has been so loosely
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applied in the past that considerable difficulty often exists

when it is necessary to define a particular term.

For instance, the word cost is very frequently used and
it may refer to the cost of manufacturing only, the cost of

selling and distributing the goods, or it may be used to indicate

Form No. 44.

the total cost of manufacturing, selling, and distribution.

Owing, therefore, to the very wide interpretation placed upon
this word, it should never be employed unless qualified in some
particular way. Many other terms are given an equally wide
meaning, such as oncost,*' overheads," " burden," etc.,

but all of these relate to the one particular element of

cost. Such terms do not correctly indicate the nature of
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the item in question, and it is recommended that the

term “ establishment expense should, therefore, always be
used.

CRANES AND HOISTS—DEPRECIATION OF. (See

Depreciation, also Plant—Depreciation of.)

CRANES AND HOISTS—REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
OF. The expenditure incurred in the maintenance and upkeep
of all cranes and hoists, etc., is best collected by means of a
system of service orders. In the case of large concerns, par-

ticularly in the heavy engineering industries, where each
d(‘partment is provided with its own lifting devices, the
(‘xpense will be analysed to each department and included

among the department's expenses.

With the smaller concerns there may be only, say, one
electric crane provided for handling heavy raw materials and
for general stores work, in addition to the handling of work
in the heavy machine or erecting shops. In such cases the

maintenance charges are debited to an account which will

also receive debits for the power consumed, wages of crane

driver and assistants, depreciation, etc. The total of this

account is then apportioned over the respective shops accord-

ing to the extent it is estimated each benefit from this service.

In the case of very large firms the expense of “ material

handling ” will be dealt with in costs as a .separate item, and
it is then necessary to analy.se the repair and maintenance
charges of cranes, etc., according to their use. In those

instanced where cranes are specially used for material handling,

the segregation is a simple matter, but when a crane is used

for a variety of purposes the repair charges are best dealt with

upon the same principle as described above for small concerns,

i.e. logical apportionment.

There may. however, be isolated instances where each crane

driver can be provided with a time sheet on which to record

the various classes of work and the time occupied on each, and
this record may be used as a biusis for analysing the expenses,

but in practice this method will only be found practicable

when a crane is occupied on I'ach job for fairly long periods.

The cpiestion of depreciation will sometimes affect the

method of dealing with repairs and maintenance charges, as

it may be the practice to debit such charges to Depreciation

Account for the reason that when establishing depreciation

rates, the estimated cost of repairs and maintenance was
taken into consideration, (See also Repairs and Mainten-
ance, and Service Orders.)
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CREDIT AND STOWING MATERIALS. A description

often given to that phase of a storekeeper’s duties wliich relates

to the acceptvince from the producing departments of surplus

materials on an order and the replacing of them in their

respective bins, the issue of a stores credit note, and the

entering of the item on a bin card.

This phase of storekeeping may be said to follow that of

issue and recording. (See also Storks Routink.)

DAY RATE. (See Time Rate -Method of Remunerat-
ing Labour.)
DAY WAGE. (See Time Rate—Method of Remunerat-

ing Labour.)
DAY WORK. (See Time Rate -Method of Remunerat-

ing Labour.)
DEBENTURE CHARGES

.
(Sec‘ De be n ru r i: s—Interest

ON.)

DEBENTURES-INTEREST ON. The treatm(‘nt in cost

accounts of interest paid on debent iir(‘s will deptuul upon the

reasons for which the debentures are issued. The interest

charges payable upon debentures that have been issued for

short periods and for the spocitic purpose of providing extra

working capital to finance a special contract are a direct charge
to the particular job or work for which the money was
obtained.

If interest charges in such cases are included among the

establishment expenses and regarded as a general charge over
the whole manufacturing and selling activities of the bii.siness,

the ordinary output or work that has been performed, and
for which the money was not recpiired, will be carrying an
expense for which it has received no bciu'fits, whereas the

special contract or work will not be charged with its correct

amount of expense.

Debentures that have been Lssued to provide additional

working capital for the whole business may be dealt with l)y

either of the following methods

—

(a) As a general charge to the business and included among
establishment expenses.

(b) As a charge against gross profits.

{a) Charge to Establishment Expenses. The inclusion of

debenture interest among establishment expenses may be
dealt with by two methods

—

(1) To regard the interest as a general charge over the whole
business by firstly allocating it to administrative expense,
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and then arbitrarily to apportion it over the factory and
selling departments, alternatively.

(2) In cases where the money obtained from the debentures
has been spent in the extension or erection and equipment of

a new department or departments, to charge the interest to

the expenses of such departments only.

The actual treatment of debenture interest in the cost

accounts will not present much difficulty, as in the case of

method 1 above being adopted, the expense will have been
merged in with all other administrative expense items, which
will be dealt with in total and apportioned over the respective

departments or sections of the business upon some arbitrary

basis. Each case, however, must be considered upon its own
merits, as it may be that a larger portion of the extra capital

will be spent upon, say, advertising, and only a small amount
actually used in production. In such a case it would obviously

be incorrect to charge the interest to the Factory and Selling

Departments in ecpial proportion. On the other hand, if the

greater part of the money is expended in new plant, then the

factory should bear its correct share of the expense.

In the case of method 2 the interest ex})ense will be allocated

din^ct to the department or departments and not spread over

the whole factory, but if a machine rate is being used the

item can be dealt with more scientifically if the amount spent

in the purchase of new machine tools and new buildings is

separately ascertained, as this will then enable each machine
tool or group of machines to be charged its correct

amount.
(b) Charge Against Gross Profits. Wdien interest on deben-

turt's is regarded as a charge against the gross profits of the

business, the item will not appear in the cost accounts, but

will be dealt with at the end of each financial period by
transferring the amount direct to the Profit and Loss

Appropriation Account.
(For general consideration of interest charges see Interest

ON Capital.)

DEFECTIVE WORK—COST OF. The treatment of losses

arising from defective w’ork will depend upon the nature of

the products made, the amount of expense involved, and the

cause of such defects.

With some industries slight defects rectifiable at very little

expense arise during the course of manufacture. These may
be regarded as unavoidable wdthin limits, and in such cases

the cost may conveniently be charged against the product or
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process concerned, and providing some means be available of

checking the amount or quantity of the defects, no elaborate

system is needed, but with those concerns which make a
variety of products and which employ different grades of

labour, the expense incurred by defective work may be a

very serious drain upon profits.

Defective work will largely arise through carelessness on
the part of an employee, whether in setting up his machine,
performing a particular operation, or for any other reason.

On the other hand defective work may be caused by the

management or foremen if verbal instructions are given, and
in such cases the operatives must not be blamed. Th(‘

collection and summarizing of all expenses incurred through

defective work should, therefore, be carried out in such a

manner that the cause is shown as well as the total cost.

With some concerns a special staft may be engaged u])on

the rectification of spoilt work and the collection of the cost

then becomes a comparativTly easy matter. This method,
however, is only practicable in certain of t\ut process industries.

When a variety of standard products is being made, spei ial

service orders should be set up and the time and materials

relating to such defects or their rectification charged to them,
and at the end of a cost jx^riod tlu? total of such orders may be

dealt with V)y any of the following methods

—

1. Transferred to the Departmental Expense^ Account.

2. Spread over the cost of the products concerned.

3. Regarded as a loss, and after showing the expense against

the department or product concerned, the amount transferred

to profit and loss.

With regard to defects which arist! in coniu’ction with special

articles made against a customer's order, the cost should be

shown as a separate item against the order in question.

(See also Manufactured Goods^Kejection of.)

DELIVERY EXPENSE. (See SKLinNO Expenses.)
DEPARTMENTAL COSTING. (S(*e Cost Eindin(,~^

Methods of.)

DEPARTMENTAL RATE METHOD OF RECOVERING
EXPENSES. The term “ departmental rate " is generally

and erroneously used as indicating a particular method of

recovering expenses in costs in just the same manner as one
may refer to the direct labour hour method, the percentage on
direct labour method, the machine rate method, or the per-

centage on prime cost method. Strictly spe^aking, the term
has reference to the manner of application or operation of a
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‘‘ method rather than a method itself. For instance, there

may be used the direct labour hour method on the basis of

one general hourly rate for the whole factory, whereas on the

contrary a separate hourly rate may be used for each depart-

ment, and again- the percentage on direct labour method may
be applied as one general percentage rate or as a separate

percentage rate for each department. Whenever any of the

above or other methods are applied on a departmental basis,

the use of the term " departmental rate " is not only ambiguous
but liable to be very misleading.

The desirability of applying any method of recovering

expenses upon a departmental basis will depend upon the

nature of the articles or products made and the method of

manufacture. With those cases where the work performed
in each department is unifcrm in character, the several

methods may be applied as one general rate over the whole
factory, but where machinery is used to a varying degree in

one or more departments, or wlu‘n conditions throughout the

factory are not uniform, it is generally found necessary to use

different rates for each department.

The nature of manufacturing operations in almost every

factory is such that a general expense rate should rarely be

used, as one will seldom find that conditions are uniform

throughout all departments. With engineering works especially

the work jx'rformed will vary to a considerable extent, some
of the products requiring the use of machinery throughout,

whereas others will need the use of little or no machinery.

When such conditions jirevail, the recovery of the factory

ex[x*nses in costs on the basis of one general rate for the whole
factory will obviousl\' produce incorrect and misleading costs,

as the article or jirocess which requires the use of expensive

machinery should have chaiged to it a greater proportion of

the factory expenses than one which may be all hand work
or partly hand work and partly machine work.

When the process method of cost finding is used, the

(lepartmiuitalization of the factory (‘xpenses in the majority

of cases will follow as a natural sequence with the costing

ojK^rations.

Percentage on Direct Labour. The recovery of factory

expenses by this method, and using a separate rate for each

department, will be carried out in the manner indicated under

its title heading, excepting that in this instance the total

factory exjx^nse will be analysed to departments.

Assuming that the factory expenses total £151,050 and
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direct labour £159,000, the expense rate will be calculated for

each department as follows

—

Departments.

A. B. c. Etc.

Total Factory Ex-
i

£ £ / £ £ £
pense 151,050 25,000 40,000 30,000 56,050

Total Direct

Labour . 159,000 30.000 50,000 25,000 54,000
Expense Rate '— 83% 133% 120% 104% —

The amount of factory expenses to be recovered on each

job or process would, therefore, be ascertained by adding to

the amount of direct labour of a department a sum calculated

on the percentage rate applicable to the department in

question, as follows- -

£ s. d. i s. d.

Direct Materials . . . . .

Direct Labour—
123 '

Dept. A. . . . . , 50
Dept. B. . . . . , 45 -

Dept. D 12 “ -

107

Factory Expenses

—

230
Dept. A. 83% on /50 . 41 10 -

Dept. B. 133% on £45 . 59 17 -

Dept. D. 104% on /1

2

12 9 7

113 16 7

Total Factory Cost £343 16 7

(See also Percentage on Direct Labour Method of
Recovering Expenses.)

Percentage on Prime Cost. The application upon a depart-

mental basis of the percentage on prime cost method can

seldom be done, as the value of materials used by each depart-

ment will rarely, if ever, form an equal part of the cost of every
department through which the product passes. Furthermore,
as the costs of a department may only comprise labour and
expenses, the prime cost method can practically be dismissed

as a method not lending itself to departmentalization.
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Direct Labour Hour Method. The direct labour hour method
will usually be applied on a departmental basis, because the

use of a general hourly rate for the whole factory will not give

any better results than the percentage on direct labour method.
It should be noted, however, that in the majority of cases the

direct labour hour rate must be calculated separately for each

department, if greater accuracy than that given by the per-

centage method is desired. Departmentalization in this

instance is almost implied by the method itself, because the

time taken on the job is the basis of recovery.

The calculation of a departmental hour rate is very simple

and proceeds upon similar lines to that given above for the

percentage method, excepting that in this instance the number
of direct labour hours of all the direct workers engaged in each

department become the divisor as follows

—

Departments.

1

1

1

A. B c. D. Etc.

Total Factory £ £ i £ £ /

FxiK'iises . 151,050 25.000 40,000 30.000 56,050

Direct Lalx)UT

Hours . .
1

1

1

! 250,000 64(»,0<KI 248,276
^

373,666
1

ExiHMise Kate

IK'r H(;ur .

1

=/--

!

1/3 2/5 3/- —

The amount of factory expense to be recovered on each job

is ascertained bv multiplying the number of direct labour

hours spent on the job by the department's expense rate, e.g.

—

Direct Materials

l'>irect Lalx)ur -

Dept. A.

Dept. C.

Dept. D.

/ 5 . </. / s. ci.

105 - -

48
39 - -

15 - -

102 - -

r'aclory Expense—

>

Drpt. A. 491 hours at 2'

Dept. C. 280 hours at 2/5

Dept. D. 120 hours at 3/

207

49 2 -

33 10 8
18 - -

100 18 8

Total Factory Cost /307 18 8
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Machine Rate Method. The machine rate method can rarely

be used as the only basis for recovering the whole of the factory

expenses, as there will invariably be one or more departments
that will be all hand work or partly hand work and partly

machine work in addition to those departments that are

entirely composed of machine work. A separate method is

generally used, therefore, for recovering those expenses which
are not capable of direct allocation to the machines, and in

this direction the machine rate method is generally used in

conjunction with the direct labour hour method.
The use of a machine rate implies departmentalization in

most cases, especially when the departments coincide with

the various types or batteries of machine tools. With some
concerns, however, all the machines may be located in one
part of a building, and in such cases a '' department " may be
a group of machines. On the other hand, if a separate machine
rate is used for the individual machines, the (luestion of

departmentalization will chiefly affect the general shop expense
rate, i.e. the direct hourly rate.

The application of the machine rate method is fully described

under its heading, and reference should be made thereto.

DEPARTMENTS. The term “ department '' as usually

employed carries a somewhat loose* significance, and may
mean anything from a whole building down to a few squart*

feet in a small shed or room. It nuiy mean a division of

activity ; take, as example. Power Department or, in the case

of non-engineering industries, the R(*j)air Department, the

latter generally being a machine shop forming the head-

quarters of the repair staff. Generally, there is a Stores

Department in most works and this may, or may not, be
identified with a single building. Different productive shops

or the location wherein a particular process or operation is

carried on, are called departments, and it sometimes happens
that more than one such productive departmtmt are covered

by the same roof.

Such terms as “ Cash Department," " Purchasing Depart
ment," " Wages Department " have no otht^r signification

than to indicate clerical work connected with cash, purchasing,

and pay respectively. " Stores Department " similarly means
the whole system of handling, receiving and issuing, and the

keeping or storage of materials or goods. The " Cost Depart-
ment " means the whole of the activity covered by the cost

accountant. The Power Department " includes all activity

relating to the generation and transmission of power—steam
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or electric. These latter departments are called “ expense or
" service " departments, rendering service to aU, or any manu-
facturing departments. The cost of conducting them is

ultimately distributed over the production or manufacturing
departments. It is advisable to split up manufacturing
activity into as many departments as are reasonably required

by the natural processes of production. For this purpose it

may often be necessary to consider one building as containing
several departments.

DEPARTMENTS-CLASSIFICATION OF. Correct depart-

mentalization of a plant is important, and the chief matters
to be considered that affect the plant or manufacturing
departments are

—

1. The natural divisions into which the manufacturing
processes can be segregated.

2. The location of each division.

3. The pro[KT division of responsibility.

I. The natural divisions into which the manufacturing
processes can be segregated depend upon the type of industry

and the size of the pkuit. In some cases a plant will not lend

itself to correct dej)artmentalization owing to the buildings

being of unsuitable design or where a business has outgrown
its present accommodation and in such cases rebuilding is the

only correct ctjurse to follow, but where this is not possible

one must make the best use of the space available.

The process through which material will flow is more or less

similar in most industries. Raw materials must firstly be

purchased before production can commence and suitable

accommodation must be provided for their storage. We,
therefore, commence with a Raw Material Stores. The next

process is to i.ssue these materials into the manufacturing

departments for work to be jx*rformed on them : the issue of

such materials is to “Work in Process.*’ Some of this material

may be made up into parts and held for a time until they can

be assembled into the finished products and a “Finished Part

Stores” becomes necessary. These parts when required are

then issued from the F'inished Part Stores for assembly into

the complete product or article and the final product then

passes on to the “ F^inished Stock.” The process through which

a manufactured product will pass and as described above, is

the basis for “departmentalizing” the cost accounting records

for convenience of control, and this also provides the first

classification of production which is as follows

—

(i) Raw Material Stores.
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(ii) Work in Process (i.e. Manufacturing Departments).
(iii) Finished Parts Stores.

(iv) Finished Stores.

The first division of the flow of manufacture, and, incident-

ally, of cost accountancy also, is more clearly illustrated by
the chart on page 134.

The subdivision of the manufacturing departments or pro-

duction methods will j)rovide the basis for departments in

most cases, but the number and kinds of departments which
any one business can be divided into will not be the same in

every case, as each factory will require special treatment.

But, in general, manufacturing departments may be firstly

classified into three groups.

(i) Manufacturing (or Producing) Departments.
(ii) Service (or Non Producing) Departments.

(iii) Miscellaneous Departments.

The term “department*’ as usually employed carries a

somewhat loose significance, and may mean anything from a

whole building dow'ii to a few square feet in a small shed or

room. It may mean a division of activity
;
take, for example,

Power Department, or, in the case of non-engineering indus-

tries, the Repair Department, the latter generally being a

machine shop forming the headquarters of the repair staff.

Generally, there is a Stores Department in most plants and
this may, or may not, be identified with a single building.

Different productive shops, or the location wherein a particular

process or operation is carried on, are called departments, and
it sometimes happens that more than one such productive

department are covered by the same roof.

Such terms as “Cash Department,” “Purchasing Depart-

ment,” “Wages Department,” have no other signification

than to indicate clerical work connected with cash, purchasing,

and pay respectively. “Stores Department” similarly means
the whole system of handling, receiving and issuing, and the

keeping or storage of materials or goods. The “Cost Depart-

ment” means the whole of the activity covered by the cost

accountant. The “Power Department” includes all activity

relating to the generation and transmission of power—steam

or electric. These latter departments are called “expense”
departments, rendering service to all, or any manufacturing

departments. The cost of conducting them is ultimately

distributed over the production or manufacturing depart-

ments. It is advisable to split up manufacturing activity into
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as many departments as are reasonably required by the

natural processes of production. For this purpose it may often

be necessary to consider one building as containing several

departments.

(i) Manufacturing Departments may be said to be the

natural process division of any business, and, as the qualifica-

tion infers, cover the direct manufacture and such depart-

ments will therefore include those that are directly engaged in

the making of saleable products.

The activities of these departments embrace all work
performed, on materials that are converted or formed into the

finished product, as well as the work upon materials or com-
ponent parts that may be placed into the part -finished stores

and requisitioned at a later date for final assembly into the

complete product.

When deciding upon the classification of the j^roducing

departments due consideration must be given to the various

kinds of work performed on each article, the relation one
operation or process has to another, and the unit of output

that will be used as the basis for calculating its cost.

The actual number of departments and the designation given

to each will depend upon the size of the factory and nature of

the work done. The following e.xamples will be sutheient to

indicate in a general manner the principles of departmental

classification, but it sliould be noted that if two factories are

making the same product and botii use the .same process of

manufacture, each will require a different classification, as the

conditions that prevail at the one factory will not necessarily

apply to both.

Electrical Engineering

—

Machine Shops, such as Turning, Milling, Drilling, Planing,

etc.

Foundry, which may be further departmentalized into

Melting, Moulding, Coremaking, and f inishing Departments.
Winding Department, whicli may be further divided into

Coil Winding Department. Armature Winding D(‘partment,

etc.

Plating Department.
Paint Department.
Lacquer and Enamelling Department.

Hardening and Annealing Department.

Vulcanizing Department.
Assembly Department,
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Inspection Department.
Test Department.

Ready-made Clothing Business

—

Cutting Department.
Machining Department.
Hand Sewing Department.
Trimming Department.
Inspection Department.
Pressing and Packing Department.

Paint Manufacturing

—

Heavy Grinding Department.
Heavy Mixing Department.
Light Grinding Dejmrtment.
Light Mixing Department.
Thinning.

Tinting.

Filling De})artnient, which may be further department-
alized into Straining, Filling, Sealing Containers, and
Polishing.

D'llx^lling.

Cotton Spinning, and Weaving

—

Blowrooni (or Cleaning).

Carding.

Winding.
Warping.
Sizing.

Twisting.

WcNiving

.

Tin Box and ( anister Making

—

Small Box Work:
Stamping Department.
Beading Department.
Lipping Department.

(.an and Canister Work

:

Cutting Department.
Notching Department,
Folding Department.
Rolling Department,
(irooving Department.
Soldering and Embo.ssing Department.
Flanging Department.
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vStamping Department.
Double Seaming.
Beading.
Printing, comprising departments as follows

—

Coating.

Colour Printing.

Varnishing and Lacquering.
Stoving.

It will be noted from tiie above examples that a department
will generally coincide with the nature of the work performed,
although llie smaller plant may regard as a department a
section of the factory that contains more than the one process.

In a small plant manufacturing cans and canisters the Seaming
and Beading operations may be performed in the one depart-

ment, and in such cases it is necessary that the Cost Accounts
be arranged to separate the costs of each process within this

one department.

A department may be regarded as a "Productive Centre"
and the object in dividing a plant into depiirtments or pro-

duction centres is for the piirpo.se of supervision and control.

(ii) Service Departments. The term "Service" (or "Ex-
pen.se") Department implies that the function of such
departments is to render service to all, or an\', of the manu-
facturing departments. The exact .size and specitic functions

of these auxiliary departments will vary in ditterent industries.

Frequently it may lx‘ decid(‘d to amalgamate two or even more
functions into one department. A reasonahiv sized factory

engaged in engineering may havt* l^.\j)ense or Service Depart-
ments .similar to the following -

Planning Department.
Progress Department.
Drawing Office.

Millwrights' Department.
Plant—Engineers’ Department.
Welfare Department.
Tool Room.
Power Department.
Inspection or Viewing Department.

Receiving Department.
Stores Department.
F2stimating Department.

Cost and Wages Department.
Rate Fixing Department.
Employment Department.
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A brief outline of the functions performed by some of these

departments will be found helpful.

Costing and Wages Department. The main functions of this

(Icjmrtment are quite apparent. The cost accountant is

responsible for the operation of the entire cost system, in such
a manner that every expense of the business is properly and
automatically recorded on time cards, material sheets, job or
cost cards, etc. His duties are wide and he is called upon for

various figures covering every step in the process of manufac-
ture, sale, and distribution of the company's products.

Planning Department. This department is concerned with
the technical side of production throughout the factory. The
course of procedure in the various processes of production is

arranged and determined by this department. The issuing of

Production/orders (in conjunction with the plant manager) and
planning of work throughout the factory, may sometimes form
|)art of the numerous duties performed by the Planning
Department.

Kstimating Department. The main functions of this depart-

ment are quite apparent, and with most concerns it forms a
section of the Costing Department.

Progress Department. Responsible for the “progressing" of

the work throughout the various production departments,
riiis department will sometimes be combined with the

Idanning Department as the function of Planning and Pro-

gressing are closely related. Production is firstly “planned"
and then “progressed" through the factory in order to ensure

that the manufactured products are completed according to

schedule. These departments operate very closely to the

('osting Department as they are the pivot upon which the

whole production system revolves.

(iii) Miscellaneous Departments. In almost ever\’ factory

there will be one or more departments whose work will be

partly for production and partly for service
;

for example, the

tool room may manufacture small tools for general purposes

as well as special tools for use on individual works orders. In

the former case the cost is a charge to the factory expenses,

and the latter a direct charge to the particular works order for

which the tools were specially made. Other examples of

departments whose work is partly service and partly produc-

tive are the Carpenters' Department, Millwrights’ Department,

Repair Shop, Experimental Department, Blacksmiths' Shop,

Pattern Shop, etc.

The carpenters may be engaged in making packing cases for
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special orders iii addition to cases, etc., for general use, also

work on fixtures and fittings, benches, etc., which may be a
charge to repairs and maintenance or to capital; similarly,

the pattern shop may be engaged upon patterns both for

special orders and for general use.

Departments of this nature are best classified as miscellane-

ous departments, as the cost of maintaining them will require

slightly different treatment from either the producing depart-

ments or those that are purely service departments.

The materials used by miscellaneous depiirtments and the

wages paid, etc., will be charged either to service orders or

production orders, according to the nature of the work
performed. Work on service orders will then be charged to

the producing departments or to capital, if new plant, etc.,

has been made.
In some instances the departments mentioned above are

more conveniently classified as producing departments, and
in such cases care must be taken to ensure that they receive

credit for both direct and indirect work.

2. Location of Departments. The location of each divi-

sion or manufacturing department will need to be arranged

so that production routine is not delayed by the departments
being at too great a distance from one another. Material

Handling Expense is affected if work lias to be carried too far

or if a great deal of handling is necessary. The flow of produc-

tion or the natural sequence of operations will to a large extent

determine the location of departments. In cases where a

business has outgrow'n its present accommodation, how’ever,

this natural sequence of operations will be broken and most
departments will have to be located according to the space

available, but this arrangement will never be .siitisfactory.

In following the sequence of operations consideration must
be given to the nature of the work that is to Ix' performed as

heavy work is best done on the ground or lower flo<jrs and tlu;

lighter work on the uf)per floors. Certain types of work will

also need more light than others and unless the manufacture
is located in a building that has been specially designed for

the particular business it is practically impossible to obtain

correct departmentalization with the resultant efficiency and
economy.

3. Division of Responsibility. The proper division of respon-

sibility is equally as important as the correct departmentaliz-

ation of a plant if efficiency is to be attained. Responsibility

must be clearly defined for the physical movement of products
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as well as for the financial recording of such movements. The
Plant Manager and Cost Accountant must therefore, be
intimately related as regards their respective functions. The
Plant Manager will be solely responsible for the physical

aspects of production and for keeping his costs within the

limits specified. The Cost Accountant is responsible for the

accuracy of the figures he produces, and as this depends to a
large extent upon the efficiency with which the clerical routine

in the plant will operate it is obvious that both the Plant

Manager and Cost Accountant must co-operate very closely.

The division of responsibility within the plant will be
governed by the size of the business. In some cases a Plant

Manager is able with the aid of his foremen to supervise all

the workers employed, but with large concerns department
managers arc needed. Department managers .should never be
expected to perform clerical work. Their responsibility is for

the quantity and quality of production only. If clerical work
has to be performed, shop clerks should be pro\uded for this

[mrpose and in this direction it is preferable that any shop
clerks Ix^ either under the control of the Planning Department
or the Cost Accountant. If the shop clerks are recording the

production as completed, then the Planning Department are

the h)gical supervisors of such help as they reciuire accuracy.

Where a Planning Department is not operating, the Cost

Accountant should have control.

DEPARTMENTS-EXPENSE. (See Skrvice Dkp.\rt-

.MENTS.)

DEPARTMENTS PRODUCTION. (See Mam iacti ring

Departments.)
DEPARTMENTS- SERVICE. (See Service Depart-

ments.)

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS -INTEREST ON. (See Bank
Deposits - Interest on.)

DEPRECIATION. Tht‘ gradual decr(‘ase in value of an

asset from any cause. The amount of depreciation “ written

off " each war in tlie financial accounts will form part of the

(establishment exjxmses, and the allocation or apportionment
of the amount to the factory, selling, and administrative

sections of a business will di'pend upon the kind of assets and

their relation to the respiTtive sections. For instance, the whole

of the depreciation on producing machinery is a charge to

factory expense, whereas the amount relating to buildings

will be allocated to the three sections on the basis of space

occupied.
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Reference has been made to the amount of depreciation

written off
''

in the financial accounts each year, and in this

direction it should be noted that circumstances may alter

cases, as when a company has made large profits and a very
liberal amount of depreciation is charged to Profit and Loss

Account, while on the contrary an insufficient amount may
be “ written off *’ during periods of trade depression. When
such conditions prevail and also in those cases where the plant

and machinery assets, for instance, may be grouped into one

account and a general percentage rate used, it is desirable

that the various assets be classified and a correct rate fixed

for each class or piece of equipment.
In the majority of instances it is best to use the " straight

line ” method when calculating depreciation, and whilst the

question of depreciation cannot be considered separately from
that of repairs and maintenance, it will nevertheless be

desirable that the amounts relating to each be recorded

separately in the Costing Department.
When the amount of depn^iation included in the financial

accounts does not agree with the figures used in the cost

accounts, a Depreciation Adjustment Account should be

0{:)ened in the Cost Ledgers for convenience of reconciliation.

The nature of the plant assets belonging to some concerns,

however, may be such that one general rat(^ can be used

for each class, and in these circumstances the Adjustment
Account may not be necessary.

A detailed record of depreciation relating to each piece of

equipment .should be kept, and the form for this purpose may
be ruled similar to the plant record card shown under that

heading.

The incidence of depreciation is very .similar to that of

repairs and maintenance and the principles of allocation or

analysis will, therefore follow the lines already indicated

under that heading.

DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES. (See Expkri.mkntal and
Development Expenses.)
DIEMER COMBINED BONUS AND PREMIUM METHOD

OF REMUNERATING LABOUR. The daily rate is guaran
teed, and it is calculated by taking 70 per cent of the time

taken, adding to it 50 per cent of the standard time, and
multiplying the sum by the hourly rate. Bonus starts at

100 per cent when there is a “ step ” of 20 per cent. The
increase above this point is considerably lower than with

most other systems.
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It is not very strong in its effects, but if conditions are not
completely standardized, it is a comparatively safe and easy

plan to install.

The cost per piece produced is low—subject to it being pos-

sible to keep the workers from falling back on the guarantee.

(See also Remuneration of Labour—Methods of.)

DIFFERENTIAL PIECE WORK. (See Taylor Differ-
ential Piece Rate.)

DIRECT CHARGES. The total expenses of a business

which constitute the third element of cost are subdivided

into two groups
;

firstly, there are expenses that have been
specially incurred for specific orders and can, therefore, be
charged direct to a six'ciiic article, order or process

;
and

secondly, the expenses which have been incurred in the general

running of a business and which can only be dealt with as a
general charge over the whole business.

The former are known as direct expenses and the latter as

indirect expenses.

Direct expenses may include such items as the cost of any
assistance or facilities used for a special article, order or

process, h'or instance, special travelling and other incidental

expeiLses, heavy charges incurred for carriage on materials or

parts, or any expen.se incurred in the hire of special machinery,
such as a portable crane or an engine, are a direct charge to

an order or process.

Direct exptuises are .sometimes referred to as direct charges,

but the former term is preferable if uniformity of costing

terminology is desired. (See also Elements of Cost.)

DIRECT COSTS. (See Direct Expenses.)
DIRECT EXPENSES. Any expenses that have been

sjH‘cially incurred for sjxcitic orders and can, therefore, be

charged direct to the specific job, operation or process. Such
expenses will include such assistance or facilities used for a

special order or juocess, i.e. a portable crane or engine or

scaffolding may be hired for a particular job. Furthermore,

special charges are often incurred when carriage has to be paid

on sjxcial materials or parts obtained for an order. In such

ca.ses the caxriage, other than small sundry amounts, is a

direct charge to the job, order or process.

DIRECT LABOUR. The labour used in performing work
directly upon a saleable article, and which can be measured
and correctly allocated to the article, order or process.

The labour hired by a manufacturing concern will generally

be used in two ways. It may be employed in performing
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work directly upon a saleable article or product, or it may be
usefully employed on such work as sweeping and cleaning,

general labouring, carrying materials from the stores to the

work benches, repairing the plant and machinery, or in

supervising the workers of a department.

In the case of the former, the labour employed in j:)er>

forming work “ directly ” on a saleable product can be
measured and correctly allocated to the article. Such labour

is therefore classified as “ direct labour."

With the latter, however, it is not possible to charge it to

any specific article or order on the basis of the work done
towards its completion. Such labour is. therefore, classified

as " indirect labour."

DIRECT LABOUR HOUR METHOD OF RECOVERING
EXPENSES. The computation and recovery of expenses as

a rate per direct labour hour an‘ based on the time taken

to produce an article. This method is very similar to the

percentage on direct labour method, excepting that exj)enses

are recovered at a rate per direct labour hour instead of by a

percentage on the amount of direct wages ])aid
;

in other

words, the number of hours becomes the basis instead of the

amount paid for the hours.

The work involved in the calculation of an hourly rate is

represented by the following formula

—

Plstiiiiatecl t(;tal of exi>cnses for jx*rio(l

Estiriiatod total of direct latx>ur hours for |X’no<l

The estimate of exjx-dises and direct labour hours may be

prepared by using the figures of previous accounts or calculated

according to the maximum or reduce d output capacity of the

factory, and the principles involved in estimating tlie total

expenses for the year or other period an? fully dealt with

under the general consideration of “ establishment exjx'nses."

A close estimate of the total direct labour hours can only

be arrived at when all the factors which enter into the estimate

are dealt with individually and scicntificall}', and as the

correct application of this method depends upon the precision

with which this estimating is carried out, attention should be

given to every detail.

The direct labour hour method may be calculated as one
general rate for the whole factory or a .separate rate can be

used for each department. If a general rate for the whole
factory is used, however, the method off(Ts practically no
advantage over the percentage on direct labour method, but
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when applied on a departmental basis it will give more
accurate results.

The advantage of this method over the percentage on direct

labour or prime cost methods lies chiefly in the direction of

the time element between a fast worker and a slow worker
;

for instance, if two men paid by the piece work method are

engaged upon similar work and one completes his job in

30 hours, the other in 20 hours, the slow worker will use more
light, power, supervision, etc. The amount of expense
charged to each job under this method will, therefore, be more
in proportion to the extent to which power, supervision, and
the various facilities or services have been used, as shown by
the following examples --

WORKliR No. 1. Worker No. 2.

.Materials .

i
A

5. (I.

Materials .

/

3
s. d.

l)ir(‘Ct Labc^ur— Direct Labour

—

Piece Work Price .

o 10 Piece Work Price . 2 10 -

Time taken, 2U lirs Time taken, 30 hrs.

(5 lu LS 10 -

Factory Kx^ieiises-

20 lirs. at 2/(') jht hr. 2 10 -
h'aclory Exjx^nses

—

30 hrs. at 2/6 jxt hr. 3 15 -

Total ('osi /8 /9 5 -

If the percentage, on direct labour method had been used,

the percentage addition would be the same in each case.

It wall be seen from the above that providing the work
done in any one department is uniform in character, that is.

(‘ither all hand work or all machine work, this method wall

give accurate results when applied upon a departmental basis,

but in those cases where machinery is used to a varying degree

in one or more departments, the method makes no all.ow’ance

for a job that requires the use of machinery or one that may
be all hand w’ork. This is a serious fault, because an article

which will need the use of machinery should have charged to

it a greater proportion of the factory expenses than one which
K'quires the use of little or no machinery.

In order to overcome the one objection to the method, the

ex|X‘nses of those departments which use machinery ire

sometimes divided, and a separate rate calculated for both

hand work and machine work ; in other words, the factory

expenses are recovered by a combination of the direct labour

hour method and the machine rate method.

In some cases, however, the departmental expenses that
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go to make up the “ supplemental or super rate," that is,

the rates applicable to machine work only, may all be grouped
for each department, and a " general " supplementary rate

used for all the machines in the one department. This

method of fixing the supplementary rate, however, will only

completely eliminate the weakness mentioned above, if all

the machines in each department perform similar operations

and are of the same size and type, etc. With those factories

where a variety of machine tools are used in any one depart-

ment, the supplementary rate should be fixed on the same
basis as machine rates, and a separate rate used for each
machine or group of machines.

When applied in conjunction with a supplementary rate

for the machine expense, the direct labour method is

undoubtedly one of the best methods that can be used if both

hand work and machine work is carried on in the same factory,

as due allowance will then be given to all the varying factors

appertaining to the majority of such concerns—factors which
may be summarized as follows

—

(1) The time element of the job.

(2) Work which may wholly or partly require the use of

machinery.

(3) Work which is partly handwork and partly machine work.

(4) Jobs which are all hand work.

When the combined method is used, the factory expense
will be added to costs in two amounts, but the extra amount
of clerical work involved is much less than may appear at the

outset, because on the one hand the various rates will be

calculated only once in each year, if they are based on the

normal maximum output capacity of the factory, which it

may be noted is the correct basis.

On the other hand, the recording of the number of hours

against each job or order is quite a simple matter if the

routine in connection with the booking of time to jobs or

processes is properly carried out.

DIRECT MATERIALS. Such materials as are worked
upon for the specific purpose of changing the form or shape,

or combined with other materials in order to produce a saleable

product are known as direct materials, as the manner in which
they are used is such that they can be correctly measured and
charged direct to an article, order or process.

The materials consumed by a manufacturing concern are

classified under two broad headings, viz., " direct materials
"

and " indirect materials."
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DIRECT PURCHASES. Materials or parts specially pur-

chased for use on a specific job, order or process, are dealt

with as a direct charge to the job or order for which they
are required. Materials which are capable of this direct

analysis will not include general materials or stores items
that are required for general production purposes.

DIRECT WAGES. (See Direct Labour.)
DIRECTORS’ FEES. The fees paid to directors in connec-

tion with the attendance at board meetings form part of the

establishment expense, and are allocated to administrative

expense.

DIRECTORS’ SALARIES. The salaries paid to directors

who occupy a managerial position form part of the establish-

ment expenses of a business, and are allocated according to

the nature of the work done; for instance, if the work
performed is confined to the factory departments, it would
be a charge to factory expenses.

If a director’s activities refer to more than one section of

the business, the salary is apportioned over the respective

departments according to the extent it is estimated each
benefit from his services.

A salary or fee paid to a director in connection with any
special work which the board have requested him to carry

out, and which may extend over a long period of time, should

be dealt with upon the same principle as above, but any
special work of short duration is best charged to administrative

expenses.

DISCOUNTS ALLOWED. The total amount of discounts

allowed to customers on settling their accounts may sometimes
be deducted from the total sales for the period, in which case

the item will not affect the cost accounts. When discounts

allowed are shown separately in the accounts, however, the

item ma}^ then be dealt with by including it among the sale

expenses. Most concerns prefer that all cash and monthly
discounts allowed to customers be regarded as a deduction

from the sales, and this procedure is the more correct.

It must be noted that the item discounts allowed ” will

not include the ordinary trade discounts, which are deducted
from the sales invoices at the time they are made out, but

only such allowances as are made when paying accounts and
which are usually known as cash discounts.

With .some concerns a Discount Account is operated in the

financial books which receives discounts both allowed and
received, and in such cases the balance of the account will
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be carried forward to the Profit and Loss Account, and the

item regarded as a debit or credit to administrative expenses

in the cost accounts. The Discount Account may, however, be
analysed and dealt with by either of the methods described above

.

DISCOUNTS RECEIVED. The total cash discounts

received which are deducted at the time of paying the

various creditors’ accounts may be dealt with either

—

[a) As a credit to establishment expense.

(b) As a deduction from the total purchases.

When discounts received are credited to expenses, they

may be apportioned over the Factory, Selling, and Adminis-
trative Departments, according to the value of purchases

made on behalf of the respective sections.

If the expenses incidental to the handling and purchasing
of materials are recovered in costs as a separate item to the

remaining factory expenses, the amount of discounts would
then be credited to material expense.

With small concerns, and in all cases where the total

purchases and the amount of discount received an^ not large,

the item is best dealt with by being allocated in total to

administrative expenses.

The deduction of discounts from the value of purchases may
be the procedure of some concerns, but the u.se of Material

or Stores Control Accounts will render this method unsuitable.

With some concerns a Discount Account may be ()|KTated

in the financial books, and in such cases both discounts

received and discounts allowed will be transferred to this

account, and the balance carried forward to Profit and Loss

Account. The item may then be regard('d as a debit or credit

to administrative exjK*nse. Alternatively, the account must
be analyscxi and dealt with by either of the methods described

above.

Discounts received, and dealt with as above, only refer to
“ cash ” discounts which are deduct(‘d from the various

creditors’ accounts at the time; of payment, and not the

ordinary or trade discounts which are made on the purchase
invoice.

DISTRIBUTION COSTS. (See Skflinc; Kxfknsks.)
DIVIDENDS. The amount distributed by a company to

Its shareholders by way of dividends is an allocation of profits

and must not, therefore, be included in the cost accounts.

DRAUGHTING—EXPENSE OF. 'Die basis of distributing

the expense incurred in connection with draughting will

depend upon the total amount involved. With the small
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concern and in all cases where the amount of this item is not
large, the total may be apportioned over the factory and
selling expenses, according to the extent it is estimated each
benefits by the work of this department. If the drawing
office is only engaged upon the sketching of drawings for

the factory, the total amount should then be charged to

factory expenses.

With large concerns it may be desirable to provide the
means of obtaining direct allocation of this expense item, and
in such cases a method of booking time to the respective jobs

should be introduced. Draughtsmen engaged on special work
may book their time to the job number concerned, and
ordinary routine work to a service order number. By this

means the amount of time spent in preparing drawings for

the factory will be ascertained, as also time relative to drawings
for estimating for the Sales Department, etc.

The total expenses of the draw'ing office, which will

include all drawing materials, etc., in addition to salaries,

must be ascertained and a rate per hour calculated.

DRAWING OFFICE EXPENSES. (See Draughting—
Expenses of.)

ELEMENTS OF COST. A “ cost " is the sum of three groups
of components or elements, viz., the purchase price of materials,

the cost of the hire of labour, and the value of other disburse-

ments made or expenditure incurred in achieving the desired

product or result. The elements of cost are, therefore, classified

into three main groups and are known as

—

1. labour.

2. Materials.

3. Expenses.

The further analysis of the three elements of cost are grouped

under two main headings, namely

—

(a) Direct Labour. (b) Indirect Labour.

,, Materials. ,, Materials.

,, Expenses. ,, Expenses.

The sum total of group (6) comprises the Establishment

Expenses of a business. The elements of cost are again

grouped into prime cost, factory or manufacturing cost and

selling and distribution costs, and for this purpose the total

of group (b) is allocated or apportioned over the manufactur-

ing, selling and administrative sections of the business. (See

Classification of Cost for a detailed consideration of this

subject.)

6- (B.1W5)
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EMERSON EFFICIENCY BONUS. METHOD OF REMUN-
ERATING LABOUR. By this method the daily rate is

guaranteed. It is calculated by adding to the standard time

20 per cent of the time taken, and multiplying by the hourly

rate, and starts at 66-6 per cent of normal output.

Its principal disadvantage is that there is no special

incentive at the point of standard production, and that

workers other than the ambitious are inclined to fall back
on the guaranteed rate.

It is a very mild form of incentive payment and could well

be used as an intermediate step to the more advanced systems.

It is specially good in the attention it pays to the time saved.

The cost per piece produced is comparatively low, but, as with

all systems in which the daily rate Ls guaranteed, the

expectation of low cost is not always realized.

EMPLOYEES—RECORD OF. A complete record of each

worker's name and address, age, previous ex|)(‘rience, the rate

at which he is to be paid, etc., which is prepared at the

time of the engagement.
Tlie method of engaging labour will naturally differ accord-

ing to the nature and size of the business. With small

concerns the owner-manager will usually engage a worker as

and when the necessity arises, but with larger factories this

function is usually performed by a foreman or works manager,
whereas in other ca.ses there will usually be an EmplovmtMit
Department, whose chief duty is to ensure that a regular

supply of the right type of labour is always available.

With the small concern a detailed record of the workers

engaged may not be required beyond the usual wages book,

but when a large number of workers are employed a proj>ei

record is necessary on account of th(.* many changes tl)at

take place each week, both in regard to rates of pay and new
workers. The record of employees for the smaller or medium
sized concern need not be so elal)orate as that re(iuired by the

larger concerns. In the one case a n'cord either on an

8 in. by 5 in. card or loose sheet will meet all requirements,
whereas with others, and e.specially with large factories, it

will be necessary, on the engagement of a worker, to notify

the respective departments in advance, because provision

must be made for recording times and earnings, the payment
of wages, and also for the allocation of work.

In such cases the record of employees will usually be

arranged on the card system, the cards being ruled similar

to the specimen given. The main part of the specimen form
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serves as the permanent record and the two slips are detached,

the one being handed to the worker at the time of his engage-
ment, and the slip headed ‘‘ Planning Department " sent to

that department, so that the necessary arrangements can be
made in advance for the allocation of work.

The main part of the form, which is a card Sin. by 5 in.,

may either be retained by the Employment Department, or

if such a department does not exist, it should be kept by the

wages section of the Cost Department. Assuming the latter

to be the case, the wages section upon receipt of the employ-
ment form will prepare a gate card and send it to the gate-

keeper, so that it will be available on the day the new worker
commences. Upon the arrival of the worker at the factory,

he hands his engagement slip to the gatekeeper, who then
( onducts him to the card racks, points out the position of his

gate card, and instructs the worker how to register his time.

The worker is then handed over to his foreman.

The employee’s record card, retained by the wages section

of tin: Cost Department, may be filed alphabetically under
the name of the worker or numerically by clock number.
Whichever method is chosen, it is usually found more con-

venient if the cards are firstly filed according to departments,
and, secondly, by name or clock number. Whenever a worker
is transferred from one department to another, the use of a

card record method enables the worker’s card to be easily

removed and placed amongst those relating to his new depart-

nu'ut. Likewise as and when a worker leaves the services of

the coin])any, his record card can be removed and filed

separately amongst the cards relating to other workers who
have left the employ of tht‘ company.
On the reverse side of the record card is noted particulars

of any character given by the worker’s previous employer,

also details relating to National Health and Unemployment
Insurance cards, etc.

When the tunployee’s record card is retained by the Cost

Department, it is desirable that sutbeient space be given for

recording any changes in rates of pay, as they may be used

as the medium for preparing the gate cards each week and

in checking the rates of pay when calculating the amount of

bonus or wages earned from the various job cards or work
tickets.

On the other hand, if the record card is kept by the

Employment Department, it may not be necessary to record

the changes of rates thereon, as such information may be
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more suitably recorded on rate cards kept by the Planning,

Kate Fixing, Costing, or other department.

EMPLOYEE’S WEEKLY PAY- RECORD OF. A record

of the gross amount of weekly wages paid to each worker.
All classes of manual workers arc assessed for income tax

upon a quarterly basis and it is, therefore, compulsory for all

firms to make a return showing the total earnings of all

employees over the standard amount. To facilitate the

compilation of this return a record card similar to the illustra-

tion on page 154 is frequently used. A separate card is made
out for each worker, and the gross earnings entered each week
either direct from the gate cards or the pay roll.

The record cards an' usually ruled to accommodate the

thirteen weeks for (‘ach (juarter in column form, and as both
sides of the card can be ruled alike, tht*y may remain in use

for a period of two years.

Th(' record of W(*ekly pay can be put to many useful

purposes in addition to that required for the income tax

return. An examination of the cards, for instance, will

immediately show whether a worker is maintaining his average

weekly pa\', and in those cases where the record shows a

variation in the amount paid each week, the cause can easily

be ascertained (‘ilher by reference to the record of bonus or

piece work earnings, or to the record of lost time or absentees.

The many uses of the employee’s weekly pay record, however,

will depc'iul upon the amount of statistics obtained and
recordt'd by the costing system.

EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY INSURANCE. The amount of

the annual premiums payable in regard to Common Law,
Employers’ Liability Act and Workmen’s Compensation Act,

is an item of establishment expense and is analysed to

Factory, Selling, and Administratiye Departments.

The analysis of this item is sim])le, as the premium is

assessed on the amount of wages and salaries paid in the

respectiv'e departments, according to the nature of the
“ trades " of the respectiye workers and. in regard to the

clerical staff, the amount of salary paid to all employees

earning up to a maximum amount per annum.
ERRORS—COST OF. (See Defective W ork—Cost of.)

ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSE CONTROL ACCOUNTS.
(See Cost Control Accounts.)
ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES. The total ^exi^enses

incurred in running the business both of the factory and

offices, etc., which cannot be directly chargeable to any
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one product or process, but only apportioned according to

some chosen method.
Establishment expenses comprise such items as rent, rates,

taxes, postages, telephones, telegrams, salaries, repairs and
maintenance of buildings, plant and machinery, indirect

labour, indirect materials, depreciation, legal expenses, sundry
office and works expenses, etc.

The establishment expenses of a business are of two kinds,

viz., constant and variable.

Constant Expenses are those which do not vary directly

with the volume of output or trade, such as rent, rates and
taxes, fire insurance, depreciation of buildings, directors’ fees,

etc.
;
and

Variable Expenses are the indirect expenses which fluctuate

with the volume of output or amount of work done, and
include such items as indirect labour, indirect materials,

power, light and heat, repairs and maintenance, charges for

water, sundr}’ works expenses, works clerical assistance,

salaries, commissions on sales and output, stationery, etc.

No feature of cost accounting is more difficult than the

treatment of establishment expenses, and this item has

received the least attention on account of the general and
erroneous impression of its extremely elusive nature. If

these expenses are dealt with in a correct manner, very great

possibilities of savings are presented, as they can be calcu-

lated and scientifically controlled with a surprising degree of

accuracy.

The correct treatment of this subject in most systems of

cost accountancy will require that the total establishment

expenses lie subdivided, so that they can be dealt with in

three or more groups, viz.

—

(1) Factory expenses.

(2) Selling and distribution expenses.

(3) Administrative expenses.

This grouping of expenses is necessary, as by their division

the correct proportion of all the indirect items can be charged

to the respective departments, products or processes, and the

cictual cost of the Sales and Administrative Departments
ascertained separately from the factory (or works) cost.

The work entailed in the treatment of this subject in a

costing system will require to be done in the following

stages

—

(a) Collection, which refers to the collection and transfer
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of expenses from the financial or suspense accounts to the cost

accounts.

(d) Allocation, which is the work of analysing each item

of expense under its respective group (1), (2), and (3), as

mentioned above.

(c) Computation and Recovery, which refers to the method
by which the expense rate is calculated and recovered in the

individual cost accounts.

For a detailed consideration as to the items which are

chargeable to the factory, selling, and administrative groups,

also the various methods of collecting, allocating, and recover-

ing expenses in costs, see under their respective headings.

The principles which govern the apportionment of each item

of expense are dealt with under the title of the expense item.

Owing to the special nature of the items which comprise

the establishment expenses of a business, they are generally

dealt with by estimating the total for the year, and at frequent

periods this estimate is checked by comparing the amount of

expenses recovered in costs with the actual expenditure

incurred. The necessity for this predetermination of exjx^nses

is due to the fact that facilities are used before the amount
of the expense so incurred is known, and appears in the

accounts as a liability.

The principles upon which estimates of expenses are

generally prepared may be considered under three headings

—

(1) By using the total expenses as shown in the Trading and
Profit and Loss Accounts of the previous year.

(2) By estimating all expen.ses according to a reduced

amount of business it is expected will be done during periods

of trade depression.

(3) By basing the estimate of expenses on the full normal
output capacity of the factory.

(i) Using the Figures of Previous Accounts. Estimating
expenses by this method is extremely simple. For the very

small workshop it will generally provide a fairly close estimate,

as expenses are usually constant throughout the year.

Variations in volume of output do not affect expenses in these

cases to the same extent as with larger concerns, as the size

of the shop and the small number of machine tools, etc.,

available will not permit of sufficient increase to materially

affect expenses.

In the case of larger concerns, however, this method of

estimating expenses will not provide a reliable estimate, as

variations in trade or factory output will materially affect
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the total expenses to a far greater degree than would be the

case with small workshops.

With the small workshop, therefore, and in certain cases
where a seasonal trade is done, and when it is proved by
previous records that the output, sales, and expenses over a
period are fairly constant, this method may be adopted with
fairly good results.

(2) Estimates Based on Reduced Output. The basing of

expenses on an estimated reduced output is a method used

when it is considered that all expenses must be recovered in

costs irrespective of the amount of trade done
;
for instance,

during periods of trade depression, many concerns will assume
that the total business they hope to secure may not be suffi-

cient to keep their factory working at full normal capacity, i.e.

full ordinary time, consequently their expenses must be fully

recovered in costs by being spread over this reduced output.

WTien estimating the expenses under this method, it must
1)0 borne in mind that if it is assumed that the factory will

only be working, say, three-quarter time, it does not neces-

sarily follow that the expenses will be reduced in the same
proportion

;
for instance, the constant ” expenses will not

vary with the volume of output, therefore those items

which comprise the " variable expenses will only need

consideration.

Objections to Reduced Output Method. It is well to

note that whilst all the expenditure incurred for a financial

period will be charged against the total revenue obtained from
sales, etc., in the ordinary financial accounts during that

period, the treatment of establishment expenses in costs will

require consideration from different aspects to that of

purely financial accountancy.

The recovery of expenses in costs does not necessarily imply

that all the expense must be recovered in the cost of goods

produced for sale, but rather that the working of the costing

system should show how and why the exjx'nse was incurred,

and it is only by segregating all the unremunerative expenses,

waste, and other losses from those expenses that have been

legitimately incurred by actual production that the question

of expense control can be correctly dealt with.

The recovery of expenses by the above method has,

therefore, many disadvantages, and the chief ones may be

stated as follows

—

Efeect on Production Costs. One of the advantages

that should be derived from a good system of costing is the
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ability to compare the expenses against the volume of produc-

tion of one period with another, in order to ascertain whether
production efficiency is being maintained, increased or

decreased, whichever the case may be, and the general effect

upon the cost returns will be that during periods of active

production the costs of individual items will appear low, as

expense rates will be based upon the full output capacity of

the factory, whereas during periods of slack trade costs appear

high, as expenses will then be recovered upon a less volume
of production. Thus a varying output, which is beyond the

control of the factory executives and workers, is allow'ed to

affect the cost of work done by them.

Wlien the factor of varying production is allowed to iniluence

the amount of establishment expenst-s recovered in costs, it

will easily be seen that it destroys the value of the cost records,

and completely eliminates the possibility of comparison as it

is almost a general fact that during periods of trade d(‘pression

a factory is usually run more cheaply, comparatively speaking.

The supervision of workers becomes more strict, with the

result that operations performed or work done will be of a

better quality, and generally completed in less time than
when the factory is fully manned and supplied with more
orders than it can comfortably complete whilst running full

time.

Comparisons of Costs Spoilt. Comparisons of detail costs

of an article or operation cannot be properly made if there are

not taken into consideration all the three elements which
have entered into its cost of production, and it will therefore

be seen that if the factor of varying production is allowed to

affect the factory cost of an article or operation simply by
increasing or decreasing expense rates according to the volume
of output, the question of comparison of costs becomes one
that will mislead rather than assist the executives of a

business.

An example will assist to further explain this particular

point. In an engineering factory the machine shop will

always provide instances where a variable output will appear
to affect costs of production, despite the fact that the same
time and the .same quantity of materials are used for a

particular article. The actual method by which factory

expenses are recovered will not affect the position, as the

result will be the same in each case, therefore for the purpose

of illustration it is assumed that a machine rate is used and
that the expenses, etc., are as follows.
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MIIJJNG DEPARTMENT
Total Expenses ...... ^5,000
Total Machine Hours when working two-thirds

ordinary time ...... 40,000
Machine Hour Rate...... 2/6 per hr.

Individual Cost

—

£ s. d.

W.O. 4567. Labour 50 - -

Materials..... 45 ~ -

Machine ITate, 520 hrs. at 2/6 .

- -

65 .

- -

/160 - -

The same cost during a period of active production would
be

—

Total Exjxmses ..... . i:5,000
Machine llonrs ..... . 60,000
Machine ITate ..... . 1 '8 per hr.

Same Tndividi’at. C-osr - / 5. d.

W.O. 4567. Lahxnir .... . 50 - -

Materials. . 45 - -

/95 - -

Machine Rate, 520 hrs. at 1 8 ,.

"43 6 8

/1 38 6 8

The above illustration is suflicient to show that attempts
at comparison of costs under the circumstances stated will

not only be valueless, but the effect upon the future polic}^

of a business may be such as will render it exceedingly difficult

to obtain business.

Losses Directly Due to Short Time not Know^n.
During periods of slack trade the actual losses which are

directly due to the plant working short time will not be

known, as the expense which is actually incurred by working

plant is not separated from those expenses chargeable to

idle plant.

The extent to which individual and total costs may be

influenced by this cfiuse is clearly indicated by the above

example, and is sufficient to show that if manufacturing

efficiency is to be accurately measured and compared with

previous performances, the method provided must be such

as will eliminate the factor of varying production from

individual costs, so that '' imearned or “ unabsorlx'd
"

expenses are not allowed to disguise the real facts. Expenses

that are not chargeable or unabsorbed by current production
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represent the expense of maintaining idle plant, and are more
directly regarded as a charge to profit and loss and not to

production.

It follows from the above that if selling prices are based

upon costs, tenders will be too high during slack periods and
trade lost, whereas during periods of active production tenders

will be low and at a time vv'hen better prices should be obtained

owing to sufhciency of work.

(3) Basing Estimates on the Full Normal Output Capacity.

The estimating of expenses upon the full normal capacity

has many points of superiority over methods (1) and (2) above.

This method has the double advantage in that it not only

enables correct costs to be obtained, but that once the true

import of idle plant or unabsorbed expense is undersh)od, it

pro\’ides valuable information upon which the management is

able to formulate a more comprehensive policy regarding

manufacturing and selling, than is generally the case with

the other methods.
Predetermining Expenses. The predetermination of ex-

penses for the ensuing period will be based upon the reduced

or full normal output capacity of the factory, according to

which of the above methods is us(‘d, and a close estimate can
only be arrived at when all the factors which enter into the

estimate are dealt with individually and upon a scientific

basis.

The procedure to be followed in this direction will be very

similar to that given for estimating output, etc., and as givTn

in the description of the various methods of recovering

expenses in costs, such as the percentage on direct wages
method, etc. The basis of allocating each item of expense

depends upon circumstances, and details and examples of

these are given under the title of the individual items.

The detailed work involved in estimating expenses is very
similar to that which is used when collecting and allocating,

etc., the actual expenses each month or other period for the

purpose of checking the estimated rates, the only difference,

therefore, being that in this instance olie will estimate the

amount of each expense item, whereas in the other case

mentioned the actual expenditure for the period is collected

and allocated.

In dealing with the estimate, therefore, the items should

fir.stly be entered upon an expense allocation statement,"

and the amounts then allocated to sub-accounts in accordance
with the general principles outlined under that heading, and,
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lastly, the expense ratq ascertained so that expenses can be
recovered in costs upon this basis.

ESTIMATED COST. (See Cost Estimating.)

ESTIMATING DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES OF. The
total expenses of maintaining an Estimating Department,
which will include salaries, stationery, and the like, will

form part of the establishment expenses of a business. The
allocation of the amount depends upon whether the Estimating

Department serves both the Factory and Selling Departments
or the one section only.

In many cases the work of estimating, etc., will be carried

out by an individual or department attached either to the

Cost Department or Sales Department. If the former, the

expense may conveniently be dealt with in the accounts of

the Cost Department, but if the latter, the amount will be

automatically allocated to selling expenses.

With some concerns, however, a separate Estimating

Department will be maintained and the expense is then

a})portioned to the Factory and Selling Expense Accounts,

according to the extent each benelits from the activities of

the department.

ESTIMATING INDIRECT EXPENSES. (See Establish-
ment Expenses.)
EXPENSE ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control

.\ccoi:nts; also Collection of FIxpenses.)

EXPENSE ALLOCATION STATEMENT. A statement

showing how establishment expenses are debited to each

department of a business. For an illustration of form see

Allocation of Expenses.
EXPENSE ANALYSIS SCHEDULE. (See Collection,

also Allocation of Expenses.)
EXPENSE APPORTIONMENT. (See Allocation oi^

Expenses.)
EXPENSE CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control

Accounts.)

EXPENSE DEPARTMENTS. (See Service Departments.)
EXPENSE, ESTABLISHMENT. (See Establishment

Expenses.)

EXPENSE MATERIALS. A term that is sometimes used

when referring to those materials that cannot be easily

measured and charged direct to an article, order or process,

but only apportioned according to some logical method.

Expense materials may, therefore, include sundry items for

the maintenance of plant, machinery, and buildings, such as
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lubricating oil, belting, cotton waste,, grease, and spare parts

used in repairing the machinery, fuel, petrol, packing materials,

solder, Fluxite, emery paper, chalk for polishing, small

perishable tools, and all such items used in manufacturing.

In some instances the term “ expense material " may only be

used in connection with those items which solely relate to the

repair and maintenance of plant, and also as required by the

various service departments, such as spare parts for machines,

cutting and lubricating oils, paint, and the like for repairs

to buildings, fuel for heating, etc., petrol, etc. The remaining
items of this class of materials, i.e. chalk for pxdishing, flux for

soldering, solder and the like as used by most engineering

tirms, and ink, etc., by printers, etc., are then classified as

indirect materials. A distinction in this case is made between
those sundry materials that are directly used in production,

and which it will be noted cannot be directly allocated *to

individual jobs, processes or operations, and those items that

may be termed expense or maintt nance materials.

The necessity for this subdivision will only arise with very

large concerns, and where the expenditure in regard to this

class of material is exceptionally large. (See also Mati:rials

—Classific.-\tion of.)

EXPENSE RATE. The establislud measure used for

ascertaining the proportion of expense that is to be charged

to a particular process, operation, article or order. Tlu‘

measure u.sed may be a percentage rate or a rate per unit,

such as per article, per hour, per pound, etc.

The method of arriving at a rate will be determined by the

basis upon which the establishment expenses are rtH:overed in

costs, and which may be one or a combinatirm of the following

—

1. Percentage on direct labour.

2. Percentage on prime cost.

3. Departmental rate.

4. Direct labour hour rate.

5. Machine rate.

6. As a rate per article dispatched and invoiced to

customers.

7. As a percentage on the works cost of gcKxls dispatched
to customers.

8. As a percentage on the .sales value of goods dispatched
to customers.

Nos. I to 5 inclusive relate to the principal methods used
for recovering factory expenses in costs, and Nos. 6 to 8
inclusive to the recovery of selling expenses.
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EXPENSE SUMMARIES. (See Collection, Allocation,
also Computation of Expenses.)
EXPENSE SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control

Accounts and Collection of Expenses.)
EXPENSES. The expenses of a business are divided into

two main groups, that is

—

1. Expenses that have been specially incurred for specific

orders and can, therefore, be charged direct to the specific job,

operation or process.

2. Those expenses which have been incurred in the general

running of a business, and which can only be dealt with as a
general charge over the whole business.

The former are known as direct expenses and the latter as

indirect expenses.

Direct expenses comprise such items as the cost of any
assistance or facilities used for a special order or process, i.e.

portable cranes or special machinery may be hired for a

particular job, special travelling and other expenses incurred

or heavy items of carriage on materials or parts, special

draughting, etc., and all other items which are capable ol

being charged direct to the order.

Indirect expenses will comprise postages, stationery, tele-

phones, rates and taxes, clerical assistance, depreciation, and
all cash disbursements and book charges which cannot be

directly chargeable to any one process or order. Indirect

exjHUises, together with the indirect labour and indirect

materials, constitute the establishment exjx^nse of a business.

(See Estahlishment Expense.)

EXPENSES- ALLOCATION OF. (See Allocation of
Expenses.)
EXPENSES CLASSIFICATION OF. The expenses in-

curred in any factory or works comprise one part of the three

elements that together form the factory cost of a manufactured

article. These expenses are generally found to be so numerous
that correct classification in some definite form is absolutely

necessary.

It is not uncommon to find in highly organized factories, in

addition to the ordinary working expenses, that large sums

of money are sjx^nt on the latest types of machinery and

labour-saving methods, research and exjx'rimental work, well-

fare and recreation facilities for workpeople, etc., and the

total sum involved for expenses may, therefore, easily be

double or treble that of the total labour cost.

The classification of exi>enses will obviously differ with each
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factory, and no general form can be given that will be suitable

under many conditions, but to explain the general principles

underlying this subject the classification will be considered

under the following main headings

—

1. Labour (indirect).

2. Materials (indirect).

3. Administration expense.

4. Power expense.

5. Plant expense.

6. Building expense.

7. Miscellaneous expense.

8. Insurance.

9. Rent, rates, taxes.

10. Depreciation.

11. Fees, charges, etc.

12. Selling and distribution expense.

1. Indirect Labour. Refers to any work carried out in an

indirect manner by way of manufacture, such as handling
raw material into the various production shops, inspection

and viewing, supervision, etc.

2. Indirect Materials. In addition to the main manufac-
turing materials known as direct materials, a variety of other

materials are generally required in any factory to help com-
plete the many processes carried out in manufacturing. These
do not . however, form part of the actual finished products
and are, therefore, classified as “ indirect materials.’' Take,
for example, cleaning materials, oil, grease, cotton waste, etc.

3. Adrninistration. Administration expenses will be found
to vary in accordance with class and size of any factory. In

a reasonably large works the departments covered by this

classification would be

—

(1) General works office—including works manager and
staff—Wages office, planning, progress.

(2) Cost and estimating.

(3) Drawing.

(4) Stores and goods inwards.

(5) Laboratory and research.

(6) Welfare and canteen.

Wages, salaries, and all expenditure in any, or all, of these

departments would come under the heading of administration

expense.”

4. Power. There may be several kinds of power, such as
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‘‘ electricity,” ” steam,” ” hydraulic,” etc. Under this head-
ing would be included all wages paid to mechanics and
electricians, etc., employed in the generating station, boiler

attendants and stokers in the boiler house, and the like, also

all expenditure for coal, fuel, oil, water, repairs to plant or

buildings, insurance, depreciation, etc., and items expended
in the course of lighting and heating the factory, or any
department connected with the works, etc.

5. Plant. Plant expense includes all items of expenditure

on repairs and renewals throughout the works, administrative

offices, etc.

6. Building. Building expense includes all items of expendi-
ture on repairs to the various buildings throughout the works,

including all administrative and commercial departments.

7. Miscellaneous. Miscellaneous expenses are those which
cannot conveniently be classified under any of the main
headings and are, therefore, referred to as ” unclassified

expenses.” Such expenses may occur in any manufacturing
shop or administrative department.

8. Insurance. Most factories, large or small, generally take

precaution by covering the value of the works against the

risk of fire. All moneys paid in respect of premiums would
come under this heading.

9. Rent, Rates and Taxes. These items of expense occur

in all factories. The method of apportionment to the various

departments is considered under the heading of “Allocation

of Expenses.”

10. Depreciation. All plant and buildings throughout the

works decrease or depreciate in value year by year, and,

therefore, a certain sum has to be accounted for to cover

the value of depreciation, thus forming an expense termed
“ depreciation.”

11. Fees, Charges, etc. Under this heading would be direc-

tors' fees, legal charges, audit fees, and any other profes-

sional expenses that might be incurred.

12. Selling and Distribution. Will comprise all expenditure

incurred in the sale and distribution of the finished article.

Any item entering into the cost of manufacture would be

excluded. The items falling under this heading would be:

Salaries paid to sales manager and his staff, advertising,

catalogues, literature, etc., commissions to agents, travelling

expenses of Sales Department, discounts allowed, stationery,

and also a proportion of such items as rent, rates, taxes,

depreciation, heating, lighting, etc.
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Constant and Variable Expenses. The nature of the various

expenses may be said to be of two kinds, viz., ''constant'' and
"variable,” and a further analysis of the above classification

under these two classes will give the following result

—

Constant Variable

() Insurance.

() Rent, rates and taxes.

[c) Depreciation

—

Plant.

Buildings.

(d) Fees and charges.

(e) Indirect labour.

(f) Indirect materials.

(g) Administration

(h) Power.

(i) Plant.

(j) Building.

(k) Miscellaneous.

(/) Selling and distribution.

" Constant expenses ” are those which do not vary directly

with the volume of output or trade. " Variable expenses
”

are represented in the sum expended on all indirect expenses

incurred in the working of a factory, and these will be found
to vary or fluctuate with the volume of output or amount of

work done in any given period. The distinction is, therefore,

quite obvious, and it is a general practice to deal with expenses

under these two headings. The former are what might be
termed predetermined expenses, having to be met whether

the factory is working or not. The latter are those which
are made or occur during the process of manufacture, and as

such will vary according to the " services ” rendered.

Form No. 47 shows at a glance the general classification

of expenses and method of allocation to the various " service
”

and " production ” departments

—

The classification of expenses in the financial accounts

presents little or no difficulty, for they are generally analysed

at the time of posting invoices in the Expenses Journal.

These totals are collected and carried into a General Ledger
under such accounts as ” Repairs and Renewals Plant,”
" Repairs and Renewals Buildings,” " Factory Expenses
Power,” " Factory Expenses General,” " Rent, Rates and
Taxes,” " Depreciation Plant,” etc., the system being regu-

lated by the general requirements obtaining in each particular

business. Their collection from the financial accounts and
recovery in the cost accounts demand careful and more
elaborated analysis. In order to obtain the records under
the various columns shown across the table above, it is

evident that strict departmentalization of the factory is
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necessary and a system of routine in operation, whereby the

details may be easily collected and worked out. Recovery

of expenses in the various “ service departments will present

certain difficulties, and the cost accountant will frequently

be confronted with many problems. Much, however, depends

on the simplicity, or otherwise, of the system in operation.

These remarks also apply in connection with the recovery of

service departments’ expenses in the various manufacturing
or production shops.

The classification of expenses and their collection are further

dealt with under the heading of “Service Orders.” (See

also Classification of Accounts and Classification of
Cost.)

EXPENSES—COLLECTION OF. (See Collection of
Expenses, also Cost Control Account, Expense Section.)

EXPENSES DIRECT. (See Direct Expenses.)
EXPENSES INDIRECT. (See Indirect Expenses.)
EXPENSES—SELLING AND DISTRIBUTION. (See

Selling and Distribution Expenses.)
EXPENSES—UNABSORBED. (See Unabsorbed Ex-

penses.)

EXPERIMENTAL AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES.
The expense in connection with experimental and development
work may be divided into two general headings

—

1. Experimental work which has reference to the develop-

ment or improvement of a company’s standard or stock

lines.

2. Experimental work which will arise in connection with

a customer's special order.
*

1 . The experimental work which relates to the improvement,
etc., of standard lines may again be divided so that the

expense incurred by existing stock lines is shown separately

from that incurred by entirely new lines. All labour,

materials, and parts used on such work, together with a

proportion of the establishment expenses, .should be charged

to special service or standing works orders, so that the total

amount spent in this direction is easily ascertained. Separate
service orders may be allocated to the different kinds of

products. The total expense is in some cases included among
the factory expenses, but as the benefits derived from experi-

mental work may accrue to the business as a whole, it is more
correct to deal with the allocation of the item on this basis

and spread the cost over the whole business. Such treatment,

however, will depend upon the total expense involved.
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The cost of development, if large, should be spread over a

period of time.

2. The cost of experimental work which is carried out on
behalf of a special customer’s order should be charged or

shown against the cost of the order in question or spread over

a definite quantity of the goods if repeat orders will be
forthcoming. (See also Service Orders.)
FACTORED GOODS CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost

Control Accounts, also Stores—Financial Control of.)

FACTORY COST. The sum of all items of expenditure
incurred in the manufacture or production of any commodity,
i.e. prime cost (direct materials, direct labour, and direct

charges), plus factory expenses.

FACTORY EXPENSE ALLOCATION. (See Allocation
of Expenses.)
FACTORY EXPENSE CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost

Control Accounts.)
FACTORY EXPENSES. A subdivision of establishment

expcMises, comprising all the indirect expenses which are

incurred in running the works, the cost of all direct labour

employed, and the amount of indirect materials consumed in

production.

Factory ex])ensos include such items as the cost of repairing

and keeping in good order all plant, machinery, and works
premises, depreciation of plant, machinery and buildings,

works travelling expenses, works stationery, salaries of works
manager, works superintendents, and works clerical staff,

petty cash items and other sundry works expenses, wages of

foremen, charge hands, shop clerks, watchmen, caretakers,

shop sweepers and cleaners, enginemen and boilermen. crane

drivers, labourers, etc., also oil, waste, spoilt materials and
other miscellaneous factory supplies

;
light, heat and power,

charges for water, gas, and electricity used by the factory
;

proportion of rent, rates and taxes, cost of purchasing and
handling materials, and a share of the expenses incurred in

the general and financial administration of the business.

The work entailed in the treatment of factory expenses will

require to be done in the following stages

—

[a] Collection, which refers to the collection and transfer

of expenses from the financial accounts to the cost

accounts.

{h) Allocation, which is the work of analysing each item of

expense under its respective group.

(c) Computation and Recovery, which refers to the method
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by which the expense rate is calculated and recovered in the

individual cost accounts.

The general principles relating to the treatment of factory

expenses are very similar to those described for establishment

expenses, and as most of the important points are given under

that heading, reference should be made thereto.

There are a number of methods of recovering factory

expenses in costs. No one method can be regarded as suitable

under all conditions or even applicable to any one particular

class of industry, as the nature of the product or goods and
the conditions under which they are made will not be the only

deciding factors. The size of the factory and the volume of

production, etc., must to an equal extent also enter into any
consideration of this subject.

The various methods principally used for recovering factory

expenses are given below, and a detailed consideration of

each method will be found under its respective heading

—

1. Percentage on direct labour.

2. Percentage on prime cost.

3. Departmental rate.

4. Direct labour hour rate.

5. Machine rate.

PICKER. METHOD OF REMUNERATING LABOUR. A
Method of Sharing Savings in Time and Expense. By this

method the daily wage is guaranteed and it can be calculated

either on a time basis or piece basis.

On the time basis it is calculated from the following

formula

—

R, X Hi 4- i [fU H,) (/?, f R,)

Where 7?, — hourly rate

R^ = machine rate

Hj — time taken
Hj — standard time.

On a piece basis the formula is

—

N R + -H,)

Where N -- number of pieces

R = rate per piece

Ry = machine rate

H — .standard time
Hj = actual time taken.

Considerable clerical labour is required for this method,
and the calculations are too complex to be easily understood
by operatives. As in some of the other systems, the incentive
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will only ba.. attained by the ambitious. Inasmuch as there

is a sharing both of the saving in time and indirect expense

(oncost) it should be above suspicion on the part of employees.
It is somewhat more generous than a piece rate. It starts

at 100 per cent output, but there is neither step nor bonus
below standard. The cost per piece produced is low where em-
ployees are above the average, but under converse conditions

it becomes high. (See also Remuneration of Labour

—

Methods of.)

FINAL COST. (See Total Cost.)

FINAL COST SUMMARY. (See Cost Summaries.)
FINANCIAL CONTROL OF STOCKS. (See Cost Control

Accounts, also Stores—Financial Control and Perpetual
Inventories.)
FINISHED STORES CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost

Control Accounts, also Stores—Financial Control and
Perpetual Inventories.)

FIRE INSURANCE. The amount of premium paid in

connection with insurance against fire is allocated direct to

the Administrative, Selling, and Factory Expense Account.

Insurance of Buildings, etc. The premiums paid on fire

insurance to cover buildings will be apportioned according

to the space occupied by the respective departments.

Insurance on Plant and Machinery, etc. The premiums on
lire policies covering plant and machinery are allocated on
the basis of the total value of machinery in each of the factory

departments, whereas the amount of premiums on power
plant will require slightl}^ different treatment if the company
generates its own power. In such a case the amount of

premium is charged to the Power Department, and is appor-

tioned over the various kinds of power generated according

to the value of the respective powder plants.

With very large concerns the value of machine tools, plant,

etc., may be analysed into various groups, in which case

separate premiums may be shown for such items as patterns

and dies, loose tools, etc. When these accounts are segregated

in this manner, the amount of premium paid on patterns, dies,

etc., may be charged to a separate account, wLich will also

receive charges for depreciation, etc., and then allocated over

the respective factory departments using the patterns ;
alter-

natively the amount may be charged direct to the foundry.

The actual method of allocation will, therefore, depend upon
the size of the factory and the extent to which the factory

expenses are classified.
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Insurance of Stocks, etc. The premiums pcayable upon
fire insurance policies, which cover stocks of materials and
saleable goods, are chargeable as follows

—

Premiums on stocks of raw materials and parts held for

manufacturing purposes will be charged to Factory Expense
Account or Material Expense Account, whereas the premiums
on saleable stocks will be charged to vSelling Expense Account.

In some businesses, however, the amount of fire insurance

is regarded as a financial charge and allocated direct to

administrative expenses.

FIXED EXPENSES. (See Constant Expenses.)
FIXTURES AND FITTINGS. A term that is generaUy

used when referring to benches, racks, bins, desks, etc. The
fixtures and fittings of a business are usually analysed in the

cost accounts under the headings of works fixtures and
fittings and office fixtures and fittings, this analysis being

necessary when a separate expense rate is used for recovering

selling and factory expenses.

With large concerns the fixtures may be further analysed

into permanent fixtures and loose fixtures. Permanent fix-

tures are, as their name implies, of a permanent character

and usually form part of the main buildings, whereas loose

fixtures will include all movable items, such as desks, tables,

benches, when not forming part of main buildings or

structure, etc.

The actual items that are covered by all of the above
terms will vary in almost every case, as certain parts of the

lighting system, for instance, will be classified as fixtures,

e.g. lamp fittings, switches, wiring, arc lamps, rosettes, guards,

extension cord and, in the case of transmission plant, will

comprise pulleys, hangers, stringers, shafting, etc. Such items

as these, however, are more correctly classified as permanen
or loose lighting equipment, transmission equipment, etc.

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS—OFFICE. (See Office
Fixtures and Fittings.)

nXTURES AND FITTINGS—OFFICE—DEPRECIATION
OF. The amount of depreciation on office fixtures and
fittings is a charge to the selling and administrative sections

of the business, and the item may be either apportioned over

these two departments arbitrarily or in cases where the values

of fixtures, etc., are recorded separately, the amount is

allocated direct. (See also Depreciation.)

FIXTURES AND nTTINGS—OFFICE—REPAIRS AND
MAINTENANCE OF. The method used for ascertaining the
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amount of the expense of repairs and maintenance of office

fittings will depend upon the size of the concern and the

amount of work done. With the small business the expense
can conveniently be allocated to an Office Repairs and Main-
tenance Account, or included with the cost of repairs, etc., to

buildings. This account is then closed out at the end of each

month or other period, and the amount apportioned to the

Selling and Administrative Expense Accounts.

With large concerns, however, the cost of repairs will usually

be heavy, and a system of service orders must be used in order

that the amount of exp(‘nse incurred by each department can

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS—WORKS. (See Works
Fixtures and Fittings.)

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS—WORKS—DEPRECIATION
OF, Depreciation of works fixtures and fittings is included

among the factory expenses, and the amount allocated to the

respective departments 'according to the value contained in

each. With those concerns where the departmental method
of recovering factory expenses is not used, this further

allocation will not be necessary. (See also Depreciation.)

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS—WORKS—REPAIRS AND
MAINTENANCE OF. The cost of maintaining in good repair

the fixtures and fittings of the factory is a charge to the

factory expense. The actual method used for collecting the

various expense items will depend upon the size of the factory

and the amount of repairs done in a given period. With the

small concern such expenses can conveniently be allocated

either to a Fixtures and Fittings Repairs and Maintenance
Account or included with the cost of repairs, etc., to buildings.

The account is then closed out at the end of each month by
transferring the balance to the Factory Expense Account or

Depreciation Account in those cases where the rates for

dep^reciation include an aUowance for repairs.

The cost of repairs, etc., to fixtures and fittings will usually

be heavy with large concerns, and a system of service orders

must then be used so that this expense can be controlled and
allocated to the respective departments. (See also Repairs
AND Maintenance.)
FLAT COST. (See Prime Cost.)

FLUCTUATING EXPENSES. (See Variable Expenses.)
FRANKLIN METHOD. METHOD OF REMUNERATING

LABOUR. This is an example of one of the most advanced
American methods, and is a meritorious attempt at taking
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into consideration a number of factors not usually taken into

account when fixing rates of pay. It is somewhat complicated

and requires considerable clerical labour in handling. There
is a distinct incentive and not only is saving in time paid for,

but also such fixed charges as it is possible for the operator

to modify. The formula is as follows

—

r
K[B(l +i + m + ny) + R](l + ^e)\/

V (I + l-3£ - -3?) (1 + •35£a) + S J\

^

P<i(l+5c)^Jc

The definitions of terms follow

—

r = Base hourly rate man is to receive

K = A constant when V is 100% to bring worker under standard
conditions to standard rate

B = Fundamental base rate, temporarily that of 1905
i -= Percentage of increase in cost of living since 1905, taken on

the 15th of January, April, July, and October of (\ach year
m ~ Percentage allowed for each extra process known or learned
)i — Percentage allowed for years of connected service

Y = Years of such service
~ Fixed charges, rate per hour which man has chance to modify

e ~ Percentage of premium earned on time allowance
\' = 100, which is the .standard accomplishment per cent

F = Standard premium task time set

Pa = Percentage of time absent or late

S — Value of spoiled work per producing hours worked
Pt — Percentage of time under task
r\i = Percentage of time spent on non -task or straight time work
C = Co-operation and conduct.

The base rate is revised and adjusted where necessary every

three months, and a rather elaborate card is kepi upon which
are recorded all changes and also operatives' weekly earnings.

The labour and indirect cost (excluding materials) is

calculated from the following

—

a: (r{\ e) T R) t

where X — labour and indirect cost

t — time taken to do the work

Other symbols as previous list. (See also Remuneration
OF Labour—Methods of.)

FULL NORMAL OUTPUT CAPACITY- BASING EX-
PENSES ON. (See Establishment Expenses.)

GANTT TASK AND BONUS. METHOD OF REMUNERA-
TING LABOUR. By this method the daily rate is guaran-
teed. The basis of this method of payment in Mr. Gantt’s

own words is: The employee is not told in a general way
to do better, but has a definite standard set for him and is
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shown how to reach that standard for which he is awarded
compensation in addition to his usual day's pay." He prefers

to pay the bonus as extra time taken as a percentage of the

time allowed, usually between 25 per cent and 50 per cent.

The basis of this, as in most of the modern systems, lies in

the careful calculation of the standard.

The principal disadvantage is that only the most ambitious
workmen try to earn the bonus, others falling back on the

guaranteed daily rate. This can be offset by the u.se of the

charts devised by Mr. Gantt.

It is, however, a tactful way of adopting what has been
called the " step " incentive at the standard without any
temporary loss in earnings.

The cost per piece produced is usually low, but higher than

some other forms, because of the guaranteed daily rate. (See

also Remuneration of Labour—Methods of.)

GATE CARDS. Cards used for the mechanical recording

of the time of arrival and departure of workers. The rulings

of gate cards chiefly differ according to the type of time

recorder used. With some types of recorders the time is

printed in column form which allows an unlimited number
of time bookings, but with others which register in fixed

positions the number of printings is generally limited to eight

each day, that is four " in " and " out."

With both the above types two coloured ribbons can be

obtained, and enable all irregular times to be printed in red

and regular times shown in blue or black.

A specimen of both forms of gate card is given on pages 176

and 177.

GATE CARDS—USE OF. The record of time spent in

the factory which forms the primary basis of calculating

the workers’ pay each week is made quite separately from the

times spent on each task or order, and a mechanically printed

record is necessary if absolute accuracy is desired. Time
recorders will prevent disputes and establish confidence, as

an employee can see his registration when made. The cards

used by the men at the gates and known as gate cards are

essentially a record of attendance, as all time wages are

calculated therefrom. Each emplo3'ee is provided with a

gate card for each week, and the actual routine in connection

therewith will vary with the number of workers and size of

the factory
;

for instance, with the smaller concern the time

recorders and card racks will usually be placed in some con-

venient position in the factor}^, as the same time recorder may
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be used for booking time to jobs in addition to recording the

attendance at the factory. In such cases there is usually

provided four card racks, two of which will contain the

gate cards and the remaining two the job cards. The two
racks for the gate cards are placed one each side of the clock,

and are known as the '' in '' and out '' racks.

On entering the factory in the morning each worker takes

his gate card from the first rack, inserts it in the time recorder,

and registers his time by pressing a lever. On completing

this operation the gate card is placed in the second rack.

The former is the “out “ rack and the latter the “ in
“

rack.

On leaving the premises either at midday or evening, the

worker takes his card out of the “ in rack, registers his time,

and places it in me “ out “ rack so that it will be available

when entering the factory the next morning.

At the end of the pay week the gate cards are collected and
replaced with fresh cards for the ensuing week, which have
been previously made out by the Wages Department. The
number of hours each worker has attended the factory on
each day is now ascertained and entered by the wages clerk

in the columns provided. The summary at the foot of the

card is next completed, and any deductions for National

Health and Unemployment Insurances or subscriptions to

sports club, etc., made and the net amount ascertained.

Upon completion of this work the cards, which should be

retained in order of check or clock number, an^ next entcued

in the pay roll in order to ascertain the total amount of

wages payable for the week in question.

The above method will be found quite suitable for the

smaller sized factory, but with very large concerns it will

invariably be necessary that separate time recorders be used
for registering the attendance at the factory. In such cases

the clocks will be placed at or near the gates and in charge of

the gatekeeper or chief time clerk, as it is usual that a method
for supervising the men during the process of clocking “ in

“

and “ out “ be instituted. There are two general methods
of doing this

;
the first is to have locks affixed to each clock,

and the gatekeeper to open the recorders for use at stated times

and then to lock them up a few minutes after starting times.

Alternatively, locks may be fitted to the card racks which
are locked between starting and finishing times to prevent their

unauthorized use. In either case, however, the gatekeeper or

time clerk must be present whilst the clocks are being used.
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The procedure in regard to the “ in '' and out clockings

will be similar to that described above for small factories,

excepting that “ in and out card racks will contain

only gate cards and will be arranged in a manner that will

expedite the clocking '' process, as a greater number of men
must now be dealt with in a short period of time.

GENERAL EXPENSES. (See Establishment Expenses.)
GENERAL MANAGER—SALARY OF. The salary paid

to a general manager forms part of the establishment expen.ses

of a business and the amount is allocated to the administrative

expense. In some instances, however, a general manager may
devote more time to one or more sections of a business, and
in such cases the salary should be apportioned over the

Factory, Selling, and Administrative Departments according

to the amount of time it is estimated he gives to each
section.

GENERAL SERVICES. (See Service Departments.)
GENERAL WORKS RATE. A term sometimes used when

one general expense rate is applied to recover the whole of the

factory expenses in place of a separate rate for each depart-

ment. Such a term is ambiguous, as it does not indicate any
particular method of recovering expenses and should, there-

fore always be qualified in some special direction. (See

Computation and Recovery of Expenses.)
GOODS RECEIVED BOOK. (See Goods Received -

Records of.)

GOODS RECEIVED—INSPECTION OF. With certain

industries provision must be made for the inspection and test

of certain goods or materials received from outside suppliers,

in order to ascertain whether they comply with any specifica-

tion previously notified to the buyer on the purchase

requisition.

Insiiection of materials should be carried out immediately
upon receipt and before they are handed over to the store-

keeper. With large concerns it may be desirable to attach

to the Receiving Department a permanent staff of inspectors,

and when such conditions prevail the system required will not

present any great difficulty as the inspection and test can be

carried out at the same time as the receiving clerk is

unpacking. On the other hand, it may be more convenient

for the inspection of those materials which must comply
with any special conditions to be undertaken by the Works
Inspection Department, or view room, leaving the storekeeper

to inspect the remaining general stores items.
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The occasion will sometimes arise when part of a consign-

ment of goods must be rejected, and in such a case a rejection

note, ruled similar to the illustration given on page 182,

should be made out, stating the reason for rejection.

The distribution of rejection notes will depend upon the

system in operation, also the number of departments con-

cerned, and in view of this no definite routine can be given

that will be suitable under all conditions. The general

principle of the receipt and inspection of goods is, however,

dealt with mote fully under the heading of “ Purchasing."

(See also Goods Received—Rejection of.)

GOODS RECEIVED—RECORD OF. Upon the receipt

of any goods by a concern, it is essential that an accurate list

be prepared, otherwise there can be no check against the

supplier’s invoice or the stores records.

It is the common practice with some firms to record par-

ticulars of all goods received in a book and which may be

known as a “ Goods Received Book," or, in cases where carbon

copies are made for distribution to the departments concerned,

a “ Goods Received Sheet." A specimen ruling of such a

record is given, with the description of the routine in regard

to " purchasing." (See page 352.)

The objects and purposes of a goods received record may
be briefly stated as follows

—

{a) To provide a complete record of all goods and materials

received.

(b) To notify the storekeeper of the quantity of goods which

will be charged to the Stores Account, and which must be

ultimately accounted for.

(c) To provide a basis for checking the supplier’s invoices.

(d) To notify all departments concerned of the receipt of

goods in those cases where this is necessary.

With some concerns a Goods Received Book in duplicate

will serve most requirements, as the one copy may be torn out

of the book at the end of each day and passed to the buyer
for checking invoices, and then be sent to the Cost Department
for making the necessary entries on the stock record cards.

This method has its advantages for those concerns who only

receive a few consignments daily, but when a considerable

number of deliveries are made each day, the delay that usually

occurs in notifying the storekeeper or buyer of the receipt of

goods or in the writing up of the stock records, detracts

considerably from the advantages that the system may
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possess. The method generally used by large concerns, there-

fore, provides for the recording of each consignment of goods
on a separate slip or note. This system has many advantages,
and the small amount of extra stationery involved is negligible

when compared with its efficiency.

The specimen forms which are illustrated on pages 353 and
354 are an example, and may be known as a “ goods received

note " or “ inwards goods note." A detailed description of

the use of such forms has been given under the general

consideration of “ Purchasing," to which reference should

be made.
GOODS RECEIVED ^REJECTION OF. With most indus-

tries certain of the materials and goods received from outside

suppliers will require to be inspected or tested, in order to

ascertain whether tliey comply with any specification pre-

viously notified to the buyer on the purchase requisition.

When the whole or a part of a consignment must be rejected,

a note of the defective goods may be made on the goods
received record, when a separate slip is used for each consign-

ment
;

alternatively, a rejection note must be made out.

The rejection notes used in connection with inwards goods or
" bought-out supplies " will follow a different routine to those

issued for the rejection of goods made in the factory. With
" bought-out supplies " the rejection will primarily concern

the office departments, but if a Planning or Progress Depart-

ment forms part of the factory organization, this must also

be taken into consideration.

No definite routine can be given that will be suitable under
all circumstances, and the undermentioned methods and
specimen forms are furnished by way of illustration only.

The specimen form of rejection note (Form No. 50), quotes at

the top the words " Stores Inspection," as all goods received

are examined by a member of the works inspection staff in the

receiving section of the stores. The rejection note is made
out in triplicate and the copies distributed as follows

—

1. The first copy is attached to the third copy of the inwards
goods note (or goods received record) (see Purchasing,
page 356), when both forms are then sent by the storekeeper

to the buyer.

2. The second copy is sent to the Planning Department.
3. Third copy remains in the book.
1. Upon receipt of the rejection note by the buyer (also

third copy of the inwards goods note, which is the storekeeper's

receipt for the balance), he is able to take suitable steps for
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the replacement of the defective goods, and obtain credit for

the quantity in dispute before passing the supplier’s invoice.

It will be noted that at the bottom left-hand corner of the

form space is provided for noting the date, etc., when the

defective goods are returned either for credit or replacement.

2. The second copy, which is sent to the Planning Depart-

ment, serves as a notihcation to that department that the

goods have been rejected, and enables them to modify any
planning of work on the materials in question, should this be

necessary.

3. The third copy remains in the book and is retained by
the inspectors as a permanent record.

The above brief description is sufficient to indicate the

purpose that is served by the rejection note up to the point

of advising the buyer, but the extent to which a rejection of
“ bought-out supplies ” will affect the routine of the Costing

Department will depend upon the manner in which the record

of goods received is made out ; for instance, it may be the

practice for the storekeeper to state on his copy of the goods

received record the actual quantity he has accepted and
placed into stock and, providing there is some means of

reconciling this quantity with that stated on the supplier’s

invoice, the stock record cards and stores control accounts

should “ agree.” Such a method, however, will generally

entail a considerable amount of clerical work, and the matter
can be more easily dealt with by making use of the rejection

note when posting the ” receipt ” on to the stock record card.

With the method explained above the buyer’s copy of the

rejection note, which is received by him attached to the

inwards goods note, is sent to the Cost Department, who
enter on their stock record card the actual quantity received

and signed for by the storekeeper.

For details relating to the rejection of goods made in the

factory, see Manufactured Goods—Rejection of
;
Work

Ticket
; also Inspection Certificate.

GOODS RECEIVED SHEET. (See Goods Received

-

Record of.)

GOODWILL. The amount of goodwill written off in the

financial accounts at the end of a trading period appears to

present difficulties to many minds so far as the cost accounts

are concerned. The ” writing off ” of goodwill is a profit and
loss transaction, and the amount must not be included in the

cost accounts.

GROSS COST. (See Total Cost.)
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GROUP CENTRES FOR EXPENSE ALLOCATION. A term

often used when referring to the allocation of factory expenses

to individual machines or groups of machines, rather than
departments, when the machine rate method of recovering

expenses is operated.

HALSEY PREMIUM—METHOD OF REMUNERATING
LABOUR

;
ALSO KNOWN AS PREMIUM BONUS. The

most important item for notice under this method is that the

operator is guaranteed his daily rate of pay under any circum-

stances. In this it agrees with some other systems, but it is

a fundamental departure from the older practices and along

the right lines.

A standard time is set for the performance of the work to

be done, and the operator is paid for a fixed percentage of the

saving in time accomplished by him, usually 33J per cent or

50 per cent.

The fixing of ihe standard time is of the utmost importance,

but the method of doing so varies within wide limits. Often
the average time taken to do the work by day work is taken

;

not infrequently the shortest time taken is used. More rarely

a standard time in excess of the average is used
;

this is done
deliberately to encourage the operators. Wlien this method
is used for machine work, the setting up time of the machine
must be included, e.g,

—

Hrs. Min.
Setting up time . . . . . . 45
Operating allowance-— 10 pieces x 35 minutes . 5 50

Total . . . , 6 35

This method is advantageous where the rate-setting is of

the usual order, as there is not much risk for the employer.

Where it has been in operation it has been fairly successful,

but there has been criticism that while satisfactory for work
on which it has been established, there is evidence that

operators have manipulated day rate times in order to obtain

a high standard time when the occasion arises to place the

new work on a premium basis.

The most damaging criticism is that the standard times

are indefinite and lax. For a fuller discussion of setting

standards see Rate-setting.
The gains from the operator's point of view are the guarantee

of day rate when unable to achieve the standard time, and the

opportunity of extra earnings when saving in time is effected.
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There is no doubt that this method leads to better relations

between employer and worker and, while not ideal, it is a

long step in the right direction. The effect on the reduction

of cost per piece produced is not very dependable, and in

practice the cost is much higher than might be expected.

(See also Remuneration of Labour—Methods of.)

HEAD OFFICE ONCOST. (See Establishment Expenses.)
HEATING PLANT—DEPRECIATION OF. (See Deprecia-

tion, also Plant—Depreciation of.)

HEATING PLANT—REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE.
The cost of repairing and maintaining of the heating plant

in good order is a charge to the Heating Expense Account,
which is ultimately apportioned over the Office and Factory
Departments’ Expense Accounts on the basis of cubic area or

per foot of radiation in eacli department.
In those cases where the heating plant is very small, the

expense of repairs, etc., can more conveniently be charged

to a general Repairs and Maintenance Account for buildings,

and the cost distributed together with other building expense.

When the heating plant and the area to be heated are very

large, the cost of repairs will be collected by means of a system
of service orders, to which will be charged all labour materials

and other charges. By this method it is possible to ascertain

the cost for each department, but in general the expense of

maintaining the apparatus in good order is best dealt with

by collecting all repair charges into one account, and
distributing it together with the cost of repairs to buildings.

The choice of any one method, however, will entirely

depend upon the size of the heating apparatus, also buildings.

(See also Repairs and Maintenance.)
HOLLERITH ELECTRICAL TABULATING AND SORTING

MACHINES. Dr. Hollerith, who invented his machines to deal

with the United States census of 1890, was the pioneer of what
is now widely known as the punched-hole method of accoimting.

It is recognized that costing and general accounting involve

repetition of the same figure in various accoimts, both in the

posting and totalling processes, and the Hollerith solution to

this problem is that facts are recorded by hand in the form
of holes punched in significant positions on a card representing

each transaction.

The standard card is 7| in. x in. and contains either

45 or 80 columns. In the former case round holes are punched
and in the latter rectangular slotted holes. There is no differ-

ence in the two types of card beyond the fact that the
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80-column card contains nearly twice as much information as

the 45-column. A specimen 80-coiumn Dual Purpose Wages
Card is shown, Form No. 51.

Information is punched by one of several different types of

Key Punch. There is an entirely hand-operated punch; an
electrical model and a fully automatic model which feeds and
ejects the cards, as illustrated on page 187, can also be obtained.

For those cases where information is common to a number of

cards there are the Duplicating Punch, the high-speed Gang
Punch, and the Reproducing Punch.
The accuracy of the punching operation can be checked by

passing the cards through the Verifying Punch.
After the punched cards have been checked, the Horizontal

Sorting Machine is capable of classifying them according to

any predetermined groupings, e.g. by Job No., Operation No.,

Part No., Material No., etc. A '‘Group Selector" can be fitted

to this machine enabling any group number to be selected at

one operation up to a total capacity of 8 digits, all other cards

remaining in their original order.

The final machine in the series is the Tabulator, the function

of which is to sense the punched holes in the cards, total them
on one or more of several counters and finally print these

totals. In addition the machine is capable of listing every

individual card simultaneously with the totalling process.

A new type of machine known as the Rolling Total Model
will perform all the processes already described and in addition

can be made to cross total by rolling figures from one counter

to another.

Similarly subtraction can be done between one counter and
another, so that by distributing, let us say, Debits to one counter
and Credits to another, the machine is capable of showing
Total Debits and Total Credits and the balance either Debit
or Credit.

In the case of this machine the Print Units are not definitely

associated with any particular counters, and it follows that

statements can be prepared in a variety of forms within the

capacity of the machine.
Among recent developments in Hollerith equipment may be

mentioned the Multiplying Punch. In the past it has been
necessary to introduce a calculating machine for the purpose,

e.g. of working out a man's earnings say, six hours at lOd. per
hour == 5s. With the Multiplying Punch all that is necessary

is to punch into the card—six hours at lOd. per hour—and
feed this into the Multiplier. The Punch will then complete
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the calculation and punch the product into the card in the

appropriate space. It is capable of working either in decimals

Form No. 51.

Automatic Electric Key Punch

or in sterling currency. Its speed varies with the number of

digits in the Multiplier.

Another interesting innovation is a series of Junior machines
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Alphabetical Rolling Total Tabui.aior

Horizontal Sorter
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working on the Rolling Total principle, but using a half-sized

card consisting of only 38 columns. Appropriate Punches and
Sorting Machines are provided and the economies effected by
the reductions in size and capacity have made it possible for

smaller firms to take more advantage of the Hollerith method
than has been possible in the past.

The Junior Tabulator embodies a novel form of ledger

posting device.

A further innovation is the possibility of punching full

alphabetical descriptions into the cards, and provision is made
for 22 alphabetical columns.

Costs, Stores Control, Purchases, Sales, Budgetary Control,

Ledgers, Statements and Invoices are all well within the scope

of this system.

HOURLY BURDEJ^. (See Direct Labour Hour Method
OF Recovering Expenses, or Machine Kate Method of
Recovering Factory Expenses.)
IDLE TIME. (See Unallocated Time.)

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES. (See Establishment Ex-
penses.)

INCLUSIVE COST. (See Total Cost.)

INCOME TAX. The amount of tax paid by a business is

an allocation of profits and is not, therefore, included in the

cost accounts.

INCOMING GOODS—RECORD OF. (See Goods Received
—Records of.)

INDIRECT CHARGES. (See Indirect Expenses.)
INDIRECT COSTS. (See Indirect Expenses.)
INDIRECT EXPENSES. Expenses other than indirect

labour and indirect materials, but including cash disburse-

ments and book charges which cannot be directly chargeable

to any one process or product, but only apportioned according

to some chosen method.
The term indirect expenses is sometimes used to denote all

the indirect expenses of a business, i.e. establishment expenses.

(See Establishment Expenses.)
INDIRECT LABOUR. Labour which cannot be directly

measured or charged to a specific article, order or process, but

wlijch can only be apportioned according to some logical

method
The labour used by a manufacturing concern may be

utilized in two ways : it may be employed in performing

work directly upon a saleable article or product, or usefully

employed in such work as sweeping the shop floor, attending
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to the issue of materials from stores, repairing the plant and
machinery, or in supervising the workers of a department.

In the case of the former such labour is classified as “ direct

labour,” and the latter as ” indirect labour.” With indirect

labour it is not possible to charge it to any specific article

or order on the basis of the actual work done towards its

completion, although without such labour as this it is probable

thatThe direct labour would not have been applied with equal

efficiency.

INDIRECT MATERIALS. Such materials as cannot be

easily measured and charged direct to an article, order or

process, but only apportioned according to some logical

method.
Indirect materials may, therefore, include sundry items

used for the maintenance of the plant, machinery and buildings,

such as belting, oil, grease, cotton waste, etc., also solder,

Fluxite, emery paper, small perishable tools, chalk for

polishing, and other items *used in manufacturing.
INDIRECT WAGES. (See Indirect Labour.)

INSPECTION CERTIFICATE. A note issued by the Inspec-

tion Department, or view room, certifying that the goods

stated thereon have passed final inspection.

The use of such a form and the number of copies which
will be issued will naturally differ with each concern, as the

function of inspection will vary with the nature of the product
and whether it is made in large or small quantities.

From a purely costing point of view the inspection certificate

serves as a notification that certain work on the production

order is finished, consequently no further time or materials

should be booked against that order. With regard to the

stores records, the certificate may also serve the purpose of

an authority for the storekeeper to accept the goods into his

stock. In such a ca.se the inspection certificate may form the

medium for entering the stock record cards relating to the

finished stores, and also as a guide to the Cost Department
when crediting Work in Progress Account and debiting

Finished Stores Control Account with the value of the item.

In the case of special goods which are not placed into

stock, the certificate may be the notification to the S^es
Department that the goods named thereon are ready for

dispatch.

A specimen .set of inspection certificates is shown, which
relate to a method of inspection for all goods which are placed

in the finished stores, forms printed on a distinctive coloured
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paper being used for special items, and the top copy sent to

the Sales Department. (See also Manufactur?:d Goods

—

Rejection of
;

Goods Received—Rejection of
;

and
Work Ticket.)

INSPECTION OF STORES. (See Goods Received-
Inspection OF.)

Form No, 52 .

INSURANCE. (See Burglary Insurance, Employers’
Liability Insurance, Fire Insurance, National Health
Insurance, and Unemployment Insurance.)

INTEREST ON BANK DEPOSIT. (See Bank Deposit-
Interest on.)

INTEREST ON CAPITAL. A great deal of misappre-

hension exists in regard to the question of interest on capital.

The inclusion of such an item in costs is generally supported
on the grounds that a charge should be made against

production for the use of capital.

From a cost-finding ])oint of view, interest on capital as

distinct from interest on loans, such as debentures, mortgages,
or bank overdrafts, etc., is not an item of cost, since a “ cost

”

should only comprise expenditure actually incurred. On the

other hand, interest on capital may sometimes be taken into
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consideration when dealing with cost estimating for the purpose

of comparing the cost of one operation or method of manu-
facture with another if a change in such method is con-

templated.

With regard to methods of cost finding and the question

of interest on capital, the definition of the term “ total

cost/' also the principles of “ cost finding," definitely

exclude all anticipated expenses, and items of this nature

should not therefore be included.

With regard to interest on debentures, loans, etc., the

treatment of these items will vary according to the circum-

stances under which the liability is incurred, and reference

should be made to the respective kinds of interest, i.e.

“ Debentures—Interest on," " Mortgages—Interest on," etc.,

for information on these separate items.

INTEREST ON DEBENTURES. (See Debentures-
Interest on.)

INTEREST ON MORTGAGES. (See Mortgages—Interest
ON.)

INVENTORY—PERPETUAL. (See Stock Record Card.)

INWARDS GOODS NOTE. (See Goods Received-
Record OF, and Purchasing.)
ISSUING AND RECORDING. A term sometimes used

when referring to this particular phase of storekeeping, and
comprises the issue of materials or goods against a stores

requisition, and the recording of the issue upon a bin card.

The issue and recording of goods may be said to follow

that of storing and recording. (See Stores Routine.)

JOB CARD. A clock card used by direct workers for the

mechanical recording of the starting and finishing time on
each job, process or operation, and by indirect workers for

recording the time they spend on each service order or class

of indirect work.

The rulings of job cards for direct workers differ according

to the type of time recorder used, the method by which each

worker is remunerated, and the method of cost finding
;

for

instance, with the piece work method there are required spaces

for the quantity of work done, whereas with the day rate

method only the " times " would be necessary. For illustra-

tions of job cards, etc., see Booking Time to Jobs

—

Methods of; also Time Recorders.
JOB COSTING METHOD OF COST FINDING. The basis

of the job costing method is the costing of an individual job

or piece of work. The job may be an order for a large quantity
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of articles or for one only or for a particular operation. In

the engineering trades, for instance, the job may cover the

manufacture of 1,000 camshafts or one flywheel cast to a
special pattern

;
likewise in a carpentry and joinery business,

the order may be for 500 teak boxes or a single packing case.

Whatever the article or quantity may be, the direct materials,

direct labour, and its correct proportion of establishment
expenses are charged to the particular order number, and
the sum total constitutes the cost of the job, order or

operation.

With most industries the work performed can be classified

into two general groups, i.e. (1) work which directly relates

to the manufacture of goods for sale, and (2) that class of work
known as service or indirect.

The work performed in regard to group (1) will usually be
authorized by a works order, production order or stock order,

whereas with (2) the orders are known as service orders or

standing works orders.

With the smaller sized concern the costing of a job will not

present the same difficulties as with the larger concern, as the

production orders will usually cover a less quantity of articles,

whereas with the large concern, and especially those that

manufacture on the mass production principle, the method
generally becomes slightly more involved on account of the

large quantities of articles or parts which have to be made.
With the small concern one production order may be sufficient

to cover the completion of a customer's order, whereas with

the large concern the job will usually resolve itself into an
order for the parts or particular operations that have to be
performed in each department of the factory, instead of for

the complete articles. For instance, assuming an order is

received for 2,500-250 c.c. single cylinder petrol engines, the

job " will still be the 2,500 engines, but to assist production

control and the collection of the many items which go to

make up the cost of the completed order, the articles to be

made are divided into components or parts, and separate

sub orders issued.

In the case referred to, the main production order would be,

say, No. 3,750. The names of each part of the complete

engine are then listed, and the necessary quantity of each to

make up the 2,500 engines is ascertained and sub-orders may
not only be issued for each part, but also for the various

operations on each part.

In addition to the sub-orders for the manufacture of the
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various parts, there will be issued orders for assembling the

individual parts into units, and further orders for assembling

the units into a complete machine.
The assembly orders may therefore be of two kinds

;
firstly,

there is the sub-assembly, i.e. the assembling of several parts

into a complete unit, and secondly, the final assembly of these

units into a complete engine. In the case of petrol engines

there will be required further sub-orders to cover the testing

of each engine.

Each class of sub-order would, therefore, be coded or given

symbols to denote that they relate to the main order 3,7S0.

By splitting up the main order into the various parts of an
article or its appropriate divisions for manufacturing purposes,

and issuing a sub-order to cover each part or operation, it is

possible to ascertain the factory cost of each part by charging

all the materials and labour consumed to the respective

sub-accounts.

Furthermore, by summarizing the total cost of each sub-

order, it will not only enable the final cost of making 2,500

engines to be ascertained, but the cost summary can be

arranged in such a manner as will clearly show the extent to

which the various elements have entered into the final

product.

A system of job costing when applied to certain industries

is often referred to by different names
;

for instance, the terms
class cost method and operation cost method arc often used to

denote the job costing method when ap})lied to the costing of

goods by classes or operation, rather than by the individual

unit
;

in the case of the class cost method instead of the

cost being separately compiled for one piece of machinery
or article, the cost will simply cover a group of orders of the

same type of product. Whilst the job covers the “class"
rather than the " piece," we still have the job costing method,
but with a different unit or basis to that described in the

preceding paragraphs.

To give one more instance, when a works order or production
order covers an operation instead of a complete article or piece

of machinery, the method is often referred to as the operation

cost method. In most engineering works the operation method
of costing is used as well as the ordinary job costing method,
as it is sometimes found more convenient to cost certain articles

or parts by " operation," due to the fact that a number of these

articles or parts must be stocked in a part finished state for

convenience in making up special orders.
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With some industries many operations on a product are

entirely the same up to a certain point, when the goods are

then placed into stock in their semi-finished state. The
articles are then drawn from stock when the final operation
is performed to meet the special requirements of different

customers. In such cases the operation cost method is

necessary, as the finished state of the product cannot be
ascertained until after the receipt of the customer's

order.

It will now be observed that if a job costing method is to

be installed, the unit for costing purposes, i.e. whether one will

cost the complete article, the separate operations of

each article, by classes of products, or even by a com-
bination of all these units, will indicate the type of job

costing system.

A brief consideration of job costing methods may be divided

into four sections

—

1 . Accounting for materials, 3. Establishment expenses.

2. Accounting for labour. 4. Cost summaries.

I. Accounting for Materials. The routine that will be used

in connection with materials will, firstly, depend upon the

nature of the product and its method of manufacture, type of

organization in the works, and the method of stores control.

In many concerns the foreman of each department will

requisition on the stores for any materials required, but whilst

this method may work satisfactorily in smaller concerns, it is

a practice that should not be recommended with the larger

firms. To be effective it entails a considerable amount of

checking by the Cost Department and the storekeeper

;

alternatively, a vt^y elaborate system must be introduced in

order to avoid over-issues. With such elaboration, however,

it will rarely be possible to prevent the over-issue or

unauthorized withdrawal of materials, as this will not become
apparent until after the material has been obtained. To
avoid difficulties in this direction, therefore, the planning or

other department of the factory should be the only department
authorized to issue and sign stores requisitions for direct

materials or parts required on a works order. In the case of

sundry supplies for service orders, such as lubricating and

cutting oils, solder, emery paper, small tools, etc., stores

requisitions can quite conveniently be made out by the foreman

and for this purpose a distinctive coloured stores requisition

should be provided.
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With the smaller concern the Planning Department may
not form part of the organization, and in such cases the stores

requisition may conveniently be made out by the head
foreman or his assistant.

2. Accounting for Labour. The method used for booking

time to jobs will depend upon the nature of work performed,

the system of wage payment in use, and the nature and amount
of information required. There are numerous methods of

booking time to jobs, each of which has its special application,

but for convenience they may be grouped according to the

principles underlying each method as follows

—

Method No. 1. Combined job and gate card—each worker
provided with only one card for the pay week, and on which is

recorded the times he enters and leaves the factory, also the

time " on '' and “ off each job.

Method No. 2. Combinecl job and gate card—each worker
provided with only one card for the pay week as with method
No. 1. but in addition there is used a master card for sum-
marizing the labour cost of all the workers engaged on each

job or order.

Method No. 3. Combined job and gate card—each worker
being supphed with a separate card for each job or order on
which he is engaged throughout the pay week. The times

spent on each job and as shown by each card are entered on a

summary in order to ascertain the total time for the pay week.

Method No. 4. Separate gate card and job cards—each

worker provided with a separate job card for each job or

order on which he is engaged.

Method No. 5. Separate gate card and one job card for

week—each worker supplied with only one job card for use

through the pay week.

Method No. 6 . One job card for each order—one job card

used per job or order when a series of standard operations are

performed, used either with or without a gate card.

Method No. 7. Combined job card and machine running

card—one job card per machine tool per week for analysing

operator’s time to each job, which also shows “ time on
production ” and “ idle time ” of each machine tool.

Method No. 8 . Booking time direct on works instruction

sheet or work ticket.

Full details of each of the above methods are given under
the heading of Booking Time to Jobs,” and a selection of

any of these will entirely depend upon the points already

mentioned.
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3. Establishment Expenses. The method used for recover-

ing the establishment expenses in costs will depend upon the

size of the factory and the nature of the work carried on.

The methods most commonly used are known as

—

1. Percentage on direct labour method.
2. Direct labour hour method.
3. Percentage on prime cost.

4. Departmental rate.

5. Machine rate.

The choice of any of the above methods, which are con-

sidered in detail under their respective headings, can only be
made after a very careful investigation as the recovery of these

expenses in a job costing system will be determined by the

manner in which the costs are compiled, that is, by the job,

process or the operation, etc. (See also Establishment
Expenses.)

4. Cost Summaries. The method that will be used for

summarizing the individual costs will depend upon the nature

of the business, and the amount of information required by
the management. In some cases the summary of a complete

cost can conveniently be shown at the top of the Cost Account
which is contained in the Job Cost Ledger, whereas with

some industries it may be necessary to use special forms for

this purpose. For instance, those firms which continually

manufacture stock lines in either small or large quantities,

will generally require their cost statistics in a form that will

allow of easy reference. In such cases a card record system
is often used, which is arranged to show the total and detailed

costs of a complete order and the average cost of each

article.

On the other hand, for those factories where the works
or production order has been split up into sub-orders, a special

form of cost summary is necessary. The object of these special

forms will, firstly, be to summarize on one sheet the detailed

material, labour, and expense items of each component, and,

secondly, to arrive at the final cost of the whole order by
summarizing the cost of each sub-order on to a final cost

summary sheet. Specimen rulings of cost summaries are

given uuder that heading, and reference should be made
thereto in order to obtain an idea as to the general layout

of such forms—no special ruling can be advocated, as the

type of article and the method by which it is manufactured
will invariably decide the actual form of summary necessary.

The results obtained from any costing system should be
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reconciled with the total expenditure as shown by the financial

accounts, and for this purpose it is desirable that a proper

system of cost control accounts be instituted so as to enable

frequent and automatic reconciliation.

KNOEPPEL BONUS. METHOD OF REMUNERATING
LABOUR. The daily rate is guaranteed, and it is calculated

by adding to the standard time 25 per cent of the time taken
and multiplying by the hourly rate. The bonus starts at

67 per cent of normal output with a “ step ” of 5 per cent at

the standard, and the scale is slightly more liberal than the

Emerson bonus up to 95 per cent. The usual danger exists

in any system incorporating the guaranteed daily rate of the

less ambitious workers not trying for the bonus.

It is claimed to be very flexible in application. A mild
system and the “ step ” at standard output is a good feature.

The cost per piece produced is comparatively low, some-
where between that of the Gantt and Emerson schemes.

(See also Remuneration of Labour—Methods of.)

LABOUR CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control
Accounts.)
LABOUR COST COLLECTING SHEET. A form on which

the detailed amounts of direct labour are summarized in order

that the total labour cost of a job, order or series of operations

can be ascertained. The use of such a form is usually confined

to those industries where the works or production order covers

a large quantity of articles, or where a large number of workers
are engaged upon a particular operation or process. In such

cases a considerable number of items relating to direct labour

require summarizing before the cost of the production order

can be completed, and the use of a collecting or summarizing
sheet for each element of cost will sometimes facilitate this

process. The extent to which labour collecting .sheets will

be used and the form of ruling will depend upon the method
of cost finding, the nature and size of the business, and the

amount of information required by the management.
For instance, the summarizing of the labour amounts as

obtained from the job cards may sometimes be done with the

aid of an adding and listing machine, and the specimen labour

collecting sheet, on page 199, illustrates the type<.,of form
used under such conditions. The final compilation of the

labour cost of a job may be deferred until all the work on the

particular order is completed, and in such cases the job cards

when received by the Cost Department will be sorted and
filed according to job number, so that on completion of the
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job the whole of the cards can be taken from the files and
summarized by being passed through an adding or listing

machine.
Alternatively, it may be the practice to summarize the

labour cost each week, and in such a case the job cards will be

dealt with exactly as above, and the weekly amount entered

on the collecting sheet.

The illustration given overleaf allows for this procedure, as

the date of the pay week is inserted in the left-hand column,
and the amount relating to each operation entered in the

appropriate column.

By using separate collecting sheets for both direct labour

and direct materials, it enables the part cost of a job to be

ascertained at any time. The use of such forms, however,
wiU entirely depend upon the actual routine of the Costing

Department and the nature of the work performed. For

instance, instead of summarizing the direct labour as described

above, the nature of the industry may be such that the various

kinds of labour will require to be summarized in the manner
indicated by the further example of labour collecting sheet given

on page 34. The ruling of this form is arranged to summarize
the daily times of each worker and also give a weekly total,

and is specially suitable for summarizing the labour cost of

standard production, or where progressive totals are necessary.

The use of labour collecting sheets will usually be confined

to the job method of cost finding, although in exceptional

instances they will be found of advantage with process methods
of costing, and especially where a departmental analysis of

wages cannot be obtained from the pay roll.

LABOUR—INDIRECT, (See Indirfxt Labour.)

LAND—MAINTENANCE OF. The expense covered by
this item, which will usually include the maintenance of

all roads, paths, and fencing, etc., is collected through the

system of service orders. The analysis of such expense will

depend upon the nature of the work that is usually performed

and the size of the property. With the small concerns, for

instance, the expense is generally included with the main-
tenance and repair of buildings when the value of repairs to

roadways, etc., is small, but with larger firms it may be

necessary to segregate this expense from all building charges

by using a system of service orders.

The cost of repairing the main roads is apportioned over

all the factory departments, either arbitrarily or on the basis

of the number of men in each department. This latter
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method, however, is unsuitable if the roads are also used by
heavy traffic in delivering and dispatching goods or materials,

and in such cases a more equitable distribution will be arrived

at if the greater proportion of the expense is allocated to the

Stores and Shipping Department.

The maintenance charges of footpaths and fencing, etc.,

may be apportioned arbitrarily or on the basis of per

employee,** but in the majority of cases it will be preferable

to include it with the maintenance charges of buildings.

LEGAL EXPENSES. Legal expenses of a general char-

acter are a charge to administrative expenses, which are

ultimately apportioned over the Factory and Selling Depart-

ments, but those expenses which are incurred in the recovery

of accounts may be allocated to selling expense if the

amount involved should warrant it. (See Establishment
Expenses.)
LIGHTING. The expense of lighting is a charge to establish-

ment expenses, the amount being allocated to the factory,

selling, and administrative sections either (1) arbitrarily,

(2) on the basis of actual consumption obtained from meter
readings, or (3) calculated on the basis of the total watts or

candle-power or the number of lamps burnt in each
departmeut.

LIST PERCENTAGE PLAN—METHOD OF REMUNERA-
TING LABOUR. This is an American variant of the cost

premium. The foreman acts as a contractor and undertakes
to supply labour at a fixed cost per unit of product. The
labour cost is the equivalent of a percentage of the selling

price, and is arrived at after a careful analysis of the cost

figures
;

for example, a foreman in charge of a department,

where the normal labour cost per unit is 3 per cent of the

selling price, would be credited with his output at this figure

per unit. Any saving which he can effect is shared between
himself and his men.
The two principal defects are that it concentrates on only

one point of workshop efficiency—the efficiency of labour
;

and, secondly, that as the labour cost is based on the selling

price, there must necessarily be frequent adjustment owing
to market fluctuations. (See also Remuneration of Labour
—Methods of.)

LOANS—INTEREST ON. (Sec Debentures: Mortgages
—Interest on, also Bank Overdrafts.)
LONG TERM EXPENSES. (See Constant Expenses.)
MACHINE GROUPS. (See Group Centres for Expense
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AlIocation, also Machine Rate Method of Recovering
Factory Expenses.)
MACHINE RATE METHOD OF RECOVERING FACTORY

EXPENSES. In those industries where the manufacturing
processes wholly or partly require the use of machinery, there

may be used the “ machine rate method of recovering the

factory expenses in costs.

This method is based on the principle that with the class

of industry referred to, the total factory expense is made
up of two distinct kinds, and that all the expenses relating

to the general running and upkeep, etc., of the machine tools,

i.e. machine expense, should be recovered in costs separately

from the remaining expenses of the factory departments.

The basis of recovery of a machine rate is the length of time

each article, order or process has required the use of the

machinery, and this method differs from the direct labour hour
or percentage on direct labour method in that expenses are

recovered as a machine rate instead of a percentage or rate

per direct labour hour
;

in other words, the running times of

the machines form the basis of recovery and not the number
of hours of direct workers or the amount of wages paid

to them.
The machine rate method can rarely be adopted as the only

basis for recovering the whole of the factory expenses, as there

is usually one or more departments of exclusively hand work,

or partly hand work and partly machine work, in addition to

those departments that are entirely composed of machine
work. A separate method, therefore, must be used for

recovering those expenses which are not capable of direct

allocation or apportionment to the machine expense, and in

this direction a machine rate when used in combination with

the direct labour hour method, for recovering the remain-

ing departmental expenses, will undoubtedly give the more
accurate results.

The calculation of a machine rate is effected by analysing

the machine expense to each machine or group of machines,
and then reducing the total to a rate per machine hour, by
dividing it by the estimated number of hours each machine
or group of machines should run throughout the period, and
which may be expressed by the following formula

—

Total machine expense per machine
or group of machines Rate per hour per machine

Total machine running hours per~ or group of machines,

machine or group of machines
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The predetermination of the total machine expense may be
based upon the full normal running hours or upon a reduced
number of hours during periods of trade depression, and the

advantages of the former and objections to the latter methods
^re discussed under the general consideration of “ Establish-

ment Expenses.”

Classification of Factory Expense. The extent to which the

factory expense is classified into the two main groups of

machine expense and general shop expense greatly differs in

practice. In some instances the cost accountant will appor-

tion every item of factory expense over the two accounts and,

whilst such a detailed analysis is only necessary in a few

exceptional cases, it is a practice which should not be followed

indiscriminately, as needless elaboration renders the method
far too intricate and expensive.

The analysis of rent expense, for instance, on the basis of

floor space occupied by the machines is in almost every case

unnecessary, as the amount chargeable to a machine will be

found to be infinitesimal, as also shop cleaning and sweeping,

lighting, general labouring, etc.

The items chargeable to the machine expense should, there-

fore, be limited to those expenses which have a direct bearing

on the cost of running and maintaining, etc., the machines,

and such expenses will chiefly consist of

—

1. Cost of power.

2. Cost of repairs and maintenance.
3. An allowance for wear and tear and obsolescence.

4. Sundry supplies, such as lubricating and cutting oils,

cotton waste, etc

All the remaining items of factory expense are best dealt

with as a charge to general shop expenses, and recovered in

costs by the direct labour hour method on a departmental basis.

With regard to the few exceptional cases where a more
detailed apportionment is necessary, it may be desirable to

analyse the factory expenses, firstly, under the headings of

—

1. Machine expense.

2. Material expense.

3. General shop expense.

Secondly, to deal with groups 2 and 3 according to the basis

chosen for their r(*covery in costs
;

for instance, if the whole
expenses are to be recovered on tlie basis of a combined
machine rate and material expense rate, then group 3 will

require to be apportioned over groups 1 and 2. On the other
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hand, if the expenses are recovered as a combined machine
rate and a direct labour hour rate, then group 2 may either

be apportioned over groups 1 and 3 or the total included with
group 3.

Assuming the factory expenses to be classified into th^.

two headings of machine expense and general shop expenses,

the respective amounts are, firstly, analysed to departments,

and the departmental total of the machine expense is then

directly allocated or apportioned to the respective machines
or group of machines in each department as follows

—

1. Cost OF Power. The power consumed by the machines
is capable of direct allocation on the basis of kilowatt hours

consumed
;

alternatively, if the actual consumption of each

machine is not recorded, the amount can be apportioned on the

basis of the horse-power required whcTi running on full load.

2. Repairs and Maintenance. The expense of repairs

and upkeep, etc., which will include the maintenance of the

equipment and small tools used by each machine or group
is ascertained and analysed by means of a system of service

orders.

3. Wear and Tear, also Obsolescence. The amount of

depreciation of each machine is easily obtainable from the

plant or machinery record.

4. Sundry Supplies. The amount of sundry supplies

required for the machines is obtained through a system of

service orders, but in many instances the value of such supplies

may be small and it may, therefore, be desirable to charge

this expense to the service orders relating to repairs and
maintenance.

Classification of Machinery. The classification of machinery
for the purpose of using a machine rate will be more or less

arbitrary, depending upon the nature and size of the concern

and the class and type of machinery used. With well

organized factories a broad classification may already exist by
way of departments which may be sufficient for a small or

medium-sized works, but with the larger concern it will usually

be necessary to subdivide the machine tools according to

functions, for instance, the departmentalization of the small

factory may be such as will only give the classification of

machines as

—

Light machine shop.

Heavy machine shop, etc., etc.,

whereas with the larger concern the departments may be

arranged as follows.
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Lathe Department.
Milling Department.
Drilling Department.
Planing Department.
Grinding Department
Buffing and Polishing Department, etc., etc.

In the case of the former the machinery used in the light

and heavy machine shops will require subdividing, according

to functions, which may be

—

Light Machines. Lathes. Automatics.

,, Engine.

,, Screw-cutting.

,, Capstan, etc., etc.

Drills. Bench.
Single.

„ Multiple, etc., etc.

Milling machines, etc., etc.

Heavy Machines. Planing machines.
Boring machines.

Slotting machines.

Radial drills.

Grinding machines, etc., etc.

With the very large concern, and where the factory depart-

ments practically coincide with each kind of machinery used,

the sub-classification may, firstly, take the form of type, and,

secondly, the size or capacity
;

for instance, the Lathe
Department may- comprise a variety of different types of

lathes, such as capstans, engine, automatics, gear cutting, etc.,

and each of these types may then be classified according to

capacity. In the case of turret lathes, this sub-classification

may b(’

—

Svinl>ol. Swing, Le ngth of Be
TA 10-15" 4-7'

TB 12-16" 8'

TC 16-18" 7'-10'6"

etc., etc.

It should be noted, however, that the above remarks
regarding the classification of machiner}' are only given to

illustrate the variety of methods that are used, as the extent

to which the machinery will require to be classified in any
particular factory will entirely depend upon the number of

machine tools in use, their type, and size, etc.

Calculation of a Machine Hour Rate. Assuming that from
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the estimates prepared as above the expenses have been

analysed into a machine expense and general shop expense

as follows

—

Item. Total.

Light
Machine
Shop.

Heavy
Machine
Shop.

Fitting. Testing. Etc.

Machine Expense /28.965 £9,275 ^14,050 £3,732 / 1.908 —

General Shop
Expense £7,812 £4,025 £9.150 £7,500 —

Normal Maxi-
mum Machine
Hours . 138,600 50,000 ! 38,000 45,000 5,600

Direct Labour
Hours . 228,000 75,000 42,000 61,000 50.000 —

The above figures show the expense analysed to departments,

and in those cases where a variety of machine tools are used,

the next step will be to analyse the machine expense to the

respective classes of machine tools as follows

—

LIGHT MACHINE SHOP

Expense. Total.
Auto-
matic.

Engine.
Gear

Cutting.
Etc.

Machine Expenses . £9,275 £3,600 £675 /5,000
Machine Running Hours . 50,000 24,000 6,000 20,000 —
Machine Hour Rate — 31- 2/3 5/- —
General Shop Expense

.
j

£7.812 — — — —
Direct Labour Hours . ;

75,000 .

The general shop expense rate for each department will

next be calculated, and the direct labour hour rate for the

light machine shop, for instance, would be as follows

—

;f7,8I2 2/1 per direct labour hour for the

75,000 (direct labour hours)
~ light machine shop.

The machine hour rate to be added to costs would, therefore,

be at the rate of 3s. per hour for the number of hours the

automatics are used on an order ;
2s 3d. per hour for engine

lathes, and 5s. per hour for gear-cutting lathes, etc.

The direct labour hour rate for the department, i.e. 2s. Id.

per hour, will next be added to the cost by multiplying the
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total direct labour hours of the direct workers engaged in

operating the machines or performing other work on the job,

such as bench work, fitting, etc., which has not required the

use of machinery.
It will be seen that when the machine rate is used in conjunc-

tion with the direct labour hour method, the combination

provides for the varying conditions of production, and
especially in those cases where the machine tools used on each

order vary as regards type and length of period in operation.

For instance, one works order may require the use of expensive

machinery to a much greater extent than another, whereas

others may only partly recjuire the use of the cheaper rated

machines. Furthermore, due allowance will be made in those

cases where two or more men are in charge of the one machine
tool. As an example, assume one man in charge of a

planing machine and that the cost of the operation is as

follows— / . 7 r . ^
£ s. d. £ s. d.

Materials . . . . . J 5 - -

Direct Labour

—

One man, 13B lioiirs at 2/(-> per hour 17 - -

32 - -

General Shop ICxpcmse

—

Direct labour hours : 136 at 2/- per hr. 13 12 -

Machine h'xpense

—

138 hours at 3/9 per hour . . 25 10 -

39 2

Total Factory Cost . ;^71 2

Again, assume the same operation, but in this instance two
men are in charge of the machines

—

Materials ....
Direct I.abour

—

One man, 138 hrs. at 2/8
per hr.

One man, 136 hrs. at 1/
-

per iir.

272 hrs.

General Shop ILxpense

—

272 hours at 2/- per hour .

Machine ILxpense

—

136 hours at 3/9 per hour

/ 5. d. £ s. d.

. 15 -

£ s. d.

17 - -

8 18 -

23 16 -

38 16 -

27 4 -

25 10 -

52 14 -

Total Factory Cost £91 10
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It will be noted from the above that the machine hours

are the same in each case, but that the number of direct labour

hours has increased with the second example, owing to the

fact that two men are employed.
The advantage of this method, which provides for the

varying conditions, is clearly shown by the addition of an
extra amount of the general shop expen.se. The advantage
of a combined machine rate and direct labour hour rate for

general shop expenses over the direct labour hour method
wiU now be apparent, as the combined method makes every

allowance for a job that partly or wholly requires the use of

machinery, and one that may be wholly or partly hand work.

MACHINERY—DEPRECIATION OF. The amount of

depreciation which relates to producing machinery is included

among factory expenses. When a large number of machine
tools are in use, and the machine rate method for recovering

expenses in costs is employed, the depreciation charge will

require to be analysed either to departments, groups of

machines, or to individual machines, and for this purpose a

record of each machine, which may be ruled similar to the

plant record shown on page 310, must be used.

MACHINERY—RECORD OF. (See Plant Records.)
MACHINERY—REPAIRS AND ^INTENANCE OF. The

expenditure incurred in maintaining and keeping in good
order all producing machinery will be dealt with in costs

according to the amount of machinery used ; for instance,

with the smaller concern the repair and maintenance charges

may be debited en bloc to the factory expense, and recovered

as a general charge over the whole output, whereas with larger

concerns it is usually desirable, owing to the largeness of this

expense item, to analyse all expenditure by means of service

orders either to each department, machine tool, or group of

machines.
The method used for recovering factory expenses in costs

will also affect the method of analysing repair charges, as the

employment of a machine ra:te requires that expenses of each
machine or group be ascertained separately.

The analysis of repair charges by means of service orders

is regarded as the best method when a large number of

machine tools are in use, and in connection therewith there

win generally be used a machine record card, ruled similar

to the plant record card, for each machine tool, so that the

total cost of upkeep can be recorded together with other

charges for depreciation, etc.
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The expense of repairs and maintenance will generally fall

into two divisions

—

(a) Repairs which occur daily, such as to small tools,

miscellaneous equipment, belting, etc.

(b) Repairs of an extraordinary character, the cost of which
is more correctly distributed over a long period of time. This

expense may include the replacement of certain parts or work
done which exceeds a predetermined figure.

The question of depreciation may sometimes affect the

method of dealing with repairs and maintenance charges, as

it may be the practice to debit such charges to Depreciation
Account for the reason that when establishing depreciation

rates, the estimated cost of repairs and maintenance was taken

into consideration. (See also Repairs and Maintenance.)
MAINTENANCE. (See Repairs and Maintenance.)
MAN HOUR METHOD OF RECOVERING EXPENSES.

(See Direct Labour Hour Method of Recovering
Expenses.)
MANAGEMENT THROUGH ACCOUNTS. A term which

denotes a method of management where a standard of per-

formance in all departments of a business is predetermined
and maintained. Management through accounts must not be
confused with Budgetary Control, Standard Costing, or other

methods that simply provide for the predetermination of a

“cost “ and the checking of the actual with the estimated upon
completion of the job, order, or process. Management through
accounts is the modern and logical development of Budgetary
Control as introduced many years ago, it is an instrument of

control and direction for the whole business, and if applied

correctly enables management to function with the maximum
of efficiency and precision.

Budgetary Control has developed considerably during recent

years and now forms the basis of a method on which the more
successful concerns have built up their organizations. In

America, for instance, the method has been developed to such

an extent that it has ceased to be looked upon as a branch of

costing or accounting
; the manufacturing, selling and financial

activities of a business are definitely controlled and managed
on this basis and the system is now generally referred to as

management through accounts. In the author’s opinion the

term management through accounts more correctly describes

the subject as it has now definitely become a method of

management rather than a branch of cost accounting.

The older method, whereby a budget is set up and a
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comparison made at the end of each month or other period be-

tween the results achieved and the forecast, failed because of

the rapidly changing conditions of modern business and the

growing complexity of business management and adminis-

tration. It became less possible for an individual to maintain

proper control over a business simply by intuitive faculties

which had been developed over years of experience, or to wait

until the month end before knowing whether the budget had
been exceeded or achieved. A more definite form of manage-
ment was needed and which has been provided by the method
known as Management Through Accounts.

To install and develop such a method requires considerable

skill and managerial ability in addition to a comprehensive
knowledge of costing and financial accounting. A systematic

method of collecting information respecting the past and
present, of expenses, potential sales, production, fluctuations

in material prices, finance, etc., must first be established, and
from this, and other information, plans are formulated for the

future covering all divisions of the business. From the.se plans

each division of the business is directed and controlled whilst

the work is being perfoiTned.

Management through accounts does not imply the setting

up of elaborate and complicated systems whereby large quan-
tities of stationery are used for the recording of statistics, or

the employment of a large personnel or office equipment to

operate the system. The modern method will eliminate much
of the detailed routine that is usually carried on in most offices

to-day, as many short cuts in costing, accounting, and general

clerical routine will be made available. For instance, the

control of production “on the shop floor” eliminates many of

the details of cost finding. The control of sales in the field or

the control of finance in the office will also provide equal

opportunities for the removal of useless clerical operations

and systems.

Two of the most important considerations in the installation

of Management Through Accounts is the necessity of applying
the method to the whole business, and not simply to budget
for one or a few items only, and the fact that the active

co-operation of the entire personnel, is imperative for the

satisfactory operation of the system.

To describe the modern method of Management through
Accounts in all its details is impossible in a Dictionary, but the

author will endeavour to cover all the main features so far as

space will allow.
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Management or Budget Committee. One of the first matters
to consider is the organization necessary, and the formation

of a Management or Budget Committee is usually one of the

first moves in this direction. Management Through Accounts
is an executive function, and it is only logical that the Manag-
ing Director should take full responsibility for the budget
programme. Considerable detail is involved in the initial work
of preparing budgets, and in the later routine of enforcing the

budgets after they have been approved, and the formation of

a Budget Committee, consisting of the Managing Director as

Chairman and the heads of the major departments as members
should be the first step takdli.

Whilst the Managing Director is responsible for the entire

budget scheme, the heads of departments will be responsible

for the enforcement of the budgets and should, therefore, be

members of the Budget Committee.
Much of the detailed work of budgets will usually be dele-

gated by the Managing Director to the Chief Accountant, or

some other executive witli the requisite training and experience,

who should be known as the officer in charge of budgets. The
duties of such an officer are many and varied, and much
depends upon him for the smooth working of the budget
routine. He will sup^ply most of the information to the depart-

mental heads and give them all the assistance required in the

drawing-up of the estimates. He will also receive the com-
pleted estimates from all departments and present them to the

Budget Committee, and convey all decisions and discussions

of the Committee to departmental heads.

The chief function of the Budget Committee is to settle all

differences of opinion and to approve finally all budgets.

With some concerns, a Budget Department is set up to

handle all the details of the system, and in cases where this

method is adopted one must avoid placing too much respon-

sibility on the department as this may tend to relieve depart-

mental heads of their responsibility for the enforcement of the

budget. It is more satisfactory to form a Budget Committee
of the officials who will be responsible for the carrying out of

the budget programme.
Budget Periods. A very important item is the length

of the budget period, and this must be decided upon
before any of the preliminary work of preparing estimates

is commenced. Concerns in different industries will adopt

periods that are best suited to their business; likewise

the smaller concern will need to decide its budget period on a
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different basis from that of the larger concerns. A budget
period may be one, six, or nine months, or one year, or longer,

depending upon the class of industry and size of the concern.

Short periods are not suitable for concerns whose products,

or processes are, or can be, standardized, as they will not allow

production to be planned for a sufficient length of time to

obtain the best results. Long-term planning is therefore the

more desirable whenever it can be used. Many concerns

engaged upon non-standard production have, in the past,

chosen the short-term period when adopting a budget system,

believing this to be the most suitable method for their special

type of business.

Short-term methods are rarely successful, as short-term

planning of sales has many objections. With the older form
of budgetary control, short periods were used to a much
greater extent than long periods, for the reason that it was
considered easier to forecast a few months ahead instead of a

year or more. Modern planning and business forecasting has

developed considerably, and many concerns now plan for

future expansion and progress, for periods of two, three, or

five years ahead. It must not be assumed, however, that a

detailed budget is prepared for such long periods. Many
concerns may wish to occupy a prominent position in a certain

market, and in such cases the future is investigated and trends

ascertained over very long periods before a programme
extending over many years is embarked upon. When this

long-term period has been fully examined, a budget period of

a year is then adopted.

The extent to which a concern will explore any market will

differ according to the nature of the products made and the

resources available. Where expansion is to proceed slowly it

may be sufficient to concentrate on the immediate periods or

seasons and to budget accordingly.

Factors which affect the length of a budget period will vary
with each business and definite rules cannot be given that will

serve as a guide in all cases. Seasonal factors vary in each
industry, and must be examined from many different angles.

Some concerns may handle a variety of products, where one

kind will offset another and so stabilize production throughout

the year. In such cases seasonal peaks and valleys are counter-

balanced and a steady rate of production maintained. Plan-

ning at least one year ahead is usually necessary in this

instance so that a complete cycle of seasons can be included

in the budget plan.
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Where a concern has only one or a few products which can
only be disposed of during one selling season, production may
be carried on for a short period only and the budget period

may then be short term and cover the period of manufacture
only.

There is no fixed rule as to whether the production period

or selling period should be the deciding factor. Some firms

will "make to sell" whereas others will "sell to make." In

the former case, production may be the basis for planning,

and in the latter case sales may be the basis. Firms that make
to sell will usually have a standard product, whereas those that

sell to make will usually be engaged upon the manufacture of

non-standard articles; for example. Foundries, General

Machine Shops, Repairs, etc.

Sales Budget. The information which will form the basis of

sales planning will naturally differ with each industry and the

length of the budget period, but generally speaking one will

first require full information regarding the general policy of

the business. Details of sales over past periods and general

information concerning market or trade conditions will come
next in importance. Particulars of sales are readily obtainable

from the accounting records, whereas market conditions may
only be obtainable through research or by a special analysis

of all information available. In some instances the information

can be secured from an outside agency specializing in this class

of work, or from the trade association of the particular

industry.

The extent to which the record of past sales will be analysed

is determined by the class of industry carried on. In most
cases the information will be prepared under the following

headings

—

(a) By products or class of products. This information is

useful in planning production and material purchases, etc.,

and in directing sales effort.

[h) By districts and countries.

(r) By branches and sub-analysed by salesmen as a means
of controlling quotas and sales.

(d) By trades or class of customers.

M%ny other kinds of analysis are required by firms in differ-

ent industries, and the above list is only given to illustrate the

kind of information usually required. For instance, some
concerns will prepare their statistics by showing both quantities

and values together, whereas others will prepare a further
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analysis to those mentioned above based on terms of credit,

such a statement being also used in planning the financial

budget.

It is desirable that the Sales Budgets be prepared by the

Sales Manager or his departments, and this is best accomplished

by placing some of the responsibility of forecasting future

sales on to the branch managers, who in turn will ask the

individual salesmen in their territory to estimate their future

sales. Some guidance will be necessary, and the Sales Depart-

ment at Head Office should be in the position to gauge future

market trends fairly correctly and give an indication of what
is possible by suggesting quotas for each branch or district.

Quotas should be fixed for each product or group of products

and every assistance rendered to the branch managers and
salesmen to enable them to forecast their future sales on a

reliable basis.

When first introducing Sales Budgets it is necessary that

branch meetings of an educational nature be held and the

objects and advantages of Budgetary Control explained to all

salesmen. The complete co-operation of all salesmen is the

first essential to successful sales budgeting and no concern

should attempt Management Through Accounts unless its

employees have been sold on the idea. In some cases a budget
will be introduced by stages, and when this is done it enables

the staff to become acquainted with the idea and its method
of operation gradually. This method has many points in its

favour, as it enables one to avoid much of the psychological

effect that a new system will often create if the objects are not

fully understood. By discussing the subject from all angles

with individual salesmen, all objections should be removed
and the road paved for greater co-operation.

The information and assistance given to branch managers
and their salesmen will naturally vary according to the type,

size, and peculiarities of each business and a great deal will

depend upon the efficiency of the accounting and costing

departments and upon the ability and effectiveness of the

executive in charge of budgets. Much of the success of the

estimates depends upon the ability of the chief budget officer

to analy.se all conditions which enter into the preliminary

work of forecasting current and potential markets. »The
statistical and market information made available by the

office departments should firstly be collected by the executive

in charge of budgets, who, together with the officials directly

responsible for sales, should study these reports, and think
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carefully and fully regarding future sales. Such co-operation

will lead to a more efficient use of sales effort.

The estimates of sales must meet the needs of the factory

departments and proper co-ordination must be achieved
between these two divisions of the business.

The requirement of the Sales programme must be compared
with the output capacity of the factory, due consideration

being given to the dates upon which the quantities are required

for delivery. With some industries the sales delivery periods

will not be constant throughout the year, for example, in

seasonal trades, and in others deliveries may be wanted in a
more or less constant flow during the year. The Sales pro-

gramme may also fall short of the plant capacity, whereas in

other instances it may greatly exceed the capacity of the

present equipment. These and all other factors which will

arise in the course of budgeting for sales must be investigated

and the sales forecast adjusted so that the plant can be operated

in an economical manner. Any readjustment of plant equip-

ment to increase production should only be agreed upon if the

Sales Departments are able to show that their forecast is

reasonable and that there is every chance that the quotas set

will be achieved.

With some companies the plant capacity is first obtained and
from this estimate quotas are established for the Sales Depart-

ment. This method simply reverses the above procedure

where the Sales Departments firstly prepare their estimate

and the plant is then requested to supply the necessary

goods. In practice the effect is similar because the output
capacity of the factory is generally determined in the first place

after a study has been made of market conditions and of the

volume of trade already being done. This method is usually

adopted by companies making and selling proprietary articles

supported by an extensive advertising campaign, for example
vacuum-cleaners, refrigerators, patent foods and medicines,

cosmetics, etc. The application of Management Through
Accounts under these conditions is only undertaken after con-

siderable research has been made into present and potential

markets, as considerable capital outlay may be necessary as

well as a great deal of force behind the sales division and its

advertising campaign. Some very large concerns successfully

operate on this basis.

Final approval of Sales Budgets must never be given until

all other sections of^the business have completed their esti-

mates and the whole budget scheme has been fully discussed
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and examined by the Budget Committee. The Budgets of all

sections of a business must dovetail with each other, the sales

forecasts must therefore be considered in conjunction with
the production, financial, and profit budgets. When a budget
has been passed by the Budget Committee, it is desirable for

the whole scheme to be submitted to a meeting of the Board
of Directors for their final approval in order to give the budget
its stamp of authority and approval. When the Sales Budget
has been approved, it is returned by the executive in charge

of budgets to the Sales Manager, who will be directly respon-

sible for its enforcement. Branch managers should tlierefore

be advised by the Sales Manager that their budgets have been
adopted and they should inform the individual salesmen of

the final quotas which have been set.

Variations between the budget and actual sales will usually

develop and periodic statements must be prepared to give the

necessary comparisons. In some cases the variations may be

so slight that no change in the plans will be needed, but where
the difference is great, consideration must be given to the

cause and a suitable remedy discovered. Many concerns will

vary their estimates to take care of the fluctuations which
arise in the course of trading, but it should be remembered
that the nature of a business and the scope of the budget
system will decide whether this should be done. In the case

of a business selling, say, proprietary articles, and supporting

the sales organization with an extensive advertising pro-

gramme, its budget of sales will be based on the principle that,

given certain market conditions, a predetermined volume of

sales should be achieved during the budget period. Under
these circumstances variations to budgets should only be
made to meet some very special situation. Failure in this case

to make quotas over a reasonable period is more often due to

some weakness in personnel, and suitable measures can usually

be adopted to enforce the budget quotas.

The size and type of a business, its finances, and the general

policy of the management must all be taken into consideration

when deciding whether a sales budget shall be amended to

agree with the general fluctuations of actual sales. Owing to

the variety of circumstances that arise in connection with the

sales of every company, it is impossible to deal fully with this

particular matter in the short space available in a Dictionary.

Concerns manufacturing articles of a general nature which are

sold on a competitive market will find thjt fluctuations in the

market price are one frequent cause of variation between
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the estimates and the actual sales, and this difficulty can be
avoided by basing the budget on quantities for the purpose of

fixing quotas for salesmen. The values of sales can be dealt

with separately by the accounting department, and all

fluctuations controlled and adjusted in the financial budget, or

elsewhere as desired.

Unforeseen circumstances such as strikes, accidents, etc.,

may arise at times and an immediate revision of budgets may
then be necessary. The modern and highly developed system
of Management Through Accounts is designed to eliminate the

revision of a budget once the quotas have been fixed. A master
budget chart is prepared showing the cost of production, sales,

and expenses, etc., and the gross and net profit earned accor-

ding to the extent which the output capacity of the plant is

being used and the ratio of actual sales to the full plant

capacity. By having photostats of the chart made periodically

and plotting the actual production and sales vertically, one

can visualize the variations and relationships without the

necessity of preparing a large number of detailed statements or

making drastic revision in the budget programmes.
Production Budgets. The chief problems to be considered

in budgeting for production are, firstly, to ascertain the

quantity or amount of each article or product that is to be

manufactured during the budget period, and, secondly, to

plan production on a basis that will guarantee the deliv^ery of

finished goods in accordance with the requirements of the

Sales Budgets. Co-ordination of sales and production is

therefore necessary and the planning department will require

a complete copy of the Sales Budget on which to base its

estimates.

If standard lines are made the amount of the Sales Budget
will be adjusted by adding or subtracting the difference in

finished stock between ihe beginning and end of the budget
period. Budgeting of standard lines is comparatively easy but

in cases where a concern manufactures both standard lines

and for special orders, it is a good practice to reserve sufficient

of the plant capacity for the standard lines. Budgeting for

special orders is not always possible and full consideration

must be given to any special conditions that will determine

whether special orders or products .shall form part of the

budget sclieme.

In planning production to meet the requirements of the

Sales Budget a system of stores control must be in operation.

With most industries it is impossible to forecast correctly the
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actual quantities of products that will be required each day,

and a sufficient quantity of stock on hand must be carried to

guarantee deliveries to the Sales Department. Production
planning may therefore be largely a question of Stores

Control.

In most engineering industries much of the work in con-

nection with tlie Production Budget will fall on the planning
depart^ient and drawing office, as they will have all data

respecting the capacities of all machines and departments.

Specifications covering each product, operation, or process

will be prepared, and all detailed instructions made ready for

the budget period. The work of production budgeting should

be dealt with in two stages. Firstly, the main structure of the

budget is prepared and submitted to the Budget Committee,
together wath all other budgets. Secondly, after the Budget
Committee have approved the entire scheme the detailed

instructions covering actual manufacturing operations, etc.,

are then proceeded with. The actual procedure adopted will

naturally differ according to the size and nature of each
concern, but it will generally be found desirable to limit the

Production Budget entirely to the question of production
planning and to deal with materials, labour, and expenses
separately—and by the joint efforts of the Costing Department
and the works officials. The Cost Accountant .should be made
responsible for the predetermination of the total cost of all

activities carried on under the budget system
;
the estimating

of each element of cost therefore is dealt with under its

respective heading.

Materials Budget. Material budgeting involves production,

purchasing, and storekeeping, and full co-operation between
all these departments is most necessary. The actual method
of approach to the detailed routine of material forecasting

depends upon the size and nature of the industry. Concerns
manufacturing standard products may be able to employ
short cuts in their methods if the products arc made from one
or two basic materials, as the relation between the total pro-

duction and the basic materials used can be ascertained and
the estimates figured on this basis. With most concerns, how-
ever, production methods will be well organized, and standard
work instructions or standard material specifications u.sed,

and in such cases the exact quantity and kinds of materials

used in the manufacture of their products will be known.
Budgeting under these conditions will be chiefly a question

of calculation. (See Bill of Material.)
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The amount of materials required must be ascertained from
the production budget and an adjustment made to cover

existing stocks and purchase commitments.
Purchases of raw materials and parts are controlled by an

efficient stores routine, and minimum, maximum, and re-order

points established. Materials should be ordered and delivered

into stock as they are needed and every effort made to avoid

the tying-up of excessive capital. The fixing of re-order

quantities is therefore an important matter, and the use of a

Stock Record Card similar to the one illustrated on page 402
will be found very useful.

The routine to be followed in preparing material budgets will

firstly consist of listing all the items needed to carry out the

Production Budget. From this listing the purchasing is

planned, and as adjustments will have been made in the

production quantities to allow for stocks on hand, the final

quantities shown for purchasing will be different. With some
industries it is the practice to purchase certain materials

according to seasons or for other reasons, and further difference

will be shown between the two budgets. The work involved

in preparing the Purchasing Budget should be carried out by
the Purchasing Department in conjunction with the Planning
Department and when completed sliould be reviewed by the

Works Manager or other executive in charge of production,

before being finally passed on to the officer in charge of

budgets.

Labour Budgets. Whilst the Production Budgets will form
the basis for calculating the Labour Budget in the majority

of cases, many factors have to be taken into consideration

when dealing with this section of a budget programme. The
Production Budget is usually prepared showing a detailed

analysis of all operations both for hand labour and machine
labour and from this information the budget of labour costs

can be ascertained with very little difficulty
;

but in cases

where such detailed analysis of production is not feasible

other methods of estimating must be adopted.

The policy of a concern in regard to its personnel will affect

the method used, as some concerns operate on a basis that will

keep their workers regularly employed throughout the year,

whereas others will vary their pay roll to suit the budget
programme. In the banner case the total wages paid either by
trades or departments, and as shown by the wages records,

will be used as a guide when estimating, but in the latter case

a more accurate method must be found.
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Many of the objections raised against the old form of

Budgetary Control nearly always arise from the fact that a

concern is using a system of budgets that is only applied to a

part of the business and is based on estimates that have been
prepared in a very rough and ready manner, the general belief

being that too much detail and expense is involved in approach-
ing the subject in a scientific manner. Systems are in use at

the present time that are confined to the estimating of costs

and sales, in totals
;
such methods are very satisfactory for

the small concern and for certain of the larger companies, but
the method is not Management Through Accounts as described

in this article, and it should be referred to by another
name.

In the case of labour estimates, therefore, every effort should
be made to budget for the period by adopting a method that

will give good results. Labour estimates should always be

based on the Production Budget where operations are stan-

dardized. Management I'hrough Accounts is a method for

controlling operations, and unless this can be accomplished

all the work and expense of preparing a budget is lost.

Labour Budgets should show the hours and trades of direct

labour only, together with any other information needed, and
when the budget has been completed, it is handed to the Cost

Accountant or pay roll department for extension of values and
totals which will be shown per day, week, or month, according
to system.

Indirect Labour is best dealt with by the Cost Accountant
when compiling the Expense Budgets, but if it is desired that

it be included with the I^abour Budget, it will be necessary for

the Cost Accountant to be consulted and the work completed
with the close co-operation of the two departments.

The Labour Budgets, when complete, are passed to the officer

in charge of budgets for the consideration of the Budget
Committee.

Capital Expenditure Budget. The plant and equipment
needed for the Production Budget require careful consider-

ation, and the subject is generally dealt with under tliree or

more headings, namely, Repairs, Maintenance, and Additions.

The Repairs and Maintenance will mainly become a question

of estimate by the plant engineers, who will be guided by the

requirements of the Production Budget and previous costs of

Repairs, etc., as shown by the system of Service Orders. The
Completed Budget is then passed on to the Cost Accountant
to be included in the factory exj>ense budgets.
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The budget of additions to plant will form part of the

Financial Budget, for the reason that the cost of new plant

is a capital investment. The plant engineer and the production
engineer will co-operate and jointly prepare the estimate of

any new plant required. New plant may be an addition or a

replacement of an old and obsolete machine, and in the latter

case the necessary adjustment in the plant records will be

made.
The budgeting of plant and machinery has many advantages,

as it not only tends to keep tlie equipment in perfect order,

but safeguards the company against the unprofitable invest-

ment of its funds in equipment that may quickly become
obsolete or idle through insufficient work. Long-run planning

is usually adopted, as any new machines or equipment required

must be considered with the general growth of the business

as well as the present needs as indicated by the production

programme. It will be observed that the Production Estimates

form the basis upon whicli most of the forecasts are prepared

under the entire budget system.

Repairs, alterations and capital expenditure affecting other

assets, etc., such as furniture, buildings, and office equipment,
will be dealt with in a similar manner to the above by the

departments interested.

Establishment Expense Budgets. The budgets concerning

expenses will be pre])ared by the Cost Accountant from inform-

ation contained in the various budgets which have been
submitted up to this point. The procedure to be followed in

this case is slightly different from that described under the

heading of FZstablishment Expenses on page 153, where
ordinary cost finding methods are discussed and expenses
estimated from past records and without the aid of a Pro-

duction Budget. In dealing with Management Through
Accounts, the expenses are estimated on the basis of a pro-

duction and sales programme, and the methods must be

adjusted accordingly. Reference should be made, however,

to “Establishment Expenses,” and particular note made of

the advantages and disadvantages of the three methods
discussed. It is also important to note that, whilst all estimates

are based on a definite sales and production programme, one
must not overlook the fact that if the programme does not
make use of the full normal output capacity of the plant, that

this condition must be clearly shown in the cost records.

The treatment of expenses will fall under two main headings.

Firstly, the preparation of the estimates to cover the budget
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system, and, secondly, the recovery of expenses in Costs. To
estimate expenses from the budgets already prepared is fairly

simple if a business is efficiently organized and proper records

available, as most of the necessary information will be provided

by the costing, purchasing, and wages departments. Many
technical points will arise, but all of these are a question of

costing procedure and each has been dealt with under its

appropriate heading in the Dictionary.
It is desirable that the estimates should be prepared under

three main divisions

—

1 . Sales and Distribution Expenses.

2. Factory Expenses.

3. Administrative Expenses.

The individual items that go to make up the total of each

of the above headings should be shown separately in the

estimates to enable the control of expenditure to be more
easily effected. Sales Expenses should be analysed to show
separately the cost of advertising when large sums are being

spent in this direction, or a separate advertising expense
budget should be prepared by the Advertising Manager.
Where a concern has branch offices it is often desirable for

branch managers to be requested to prepare an estimate of

their expenses at the time they are dealing with the Sales

Estimates. This method has many advantages. A branch
manager .should be consulted when his standards are being set,

as this helps a great deal in the enforcement of tlie budget
system.

When this procedure is folfijwed, the branch estimates are

reviewed by the Sales Manager, and if any revision is necessary

the branch must be advised and reasons given for the change.

The main items that comprise the Sales Expenses should be
estimated by the Cost Accountant and the Sales Manager
jointly, as many of the items will be affected by the sales

policy of the company. Branch office estimates are combined
with the estimates prepared at Head Office and the final Sales

Expense Budget is then reviewed by the General Sales Manager
or other officer re.sponsible for the enforcement of this par-

ticular budget.

The actual routine to be followed in the preparation of Sales

Expense Budgets will naturally be a matter for each company
to decide, but it is desirable that Sales Expenses be dealt with

at the same time as all other Expense Budgets, otherwise

difficulty may be experienced when summarizing and balancing
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the total Expenses Budgets and in drawing up the Financial

budget, etc. Cost Accounting routine must also be kept in

mind and nothing done that will conflict with the principles

already established in regard to the treatment of expenses

generally.

h^actory Expense Budgets should be suitably analysed and
the items grouped according to their incidence. The complete
schedule must be drawn up in a manner that will facilitate

the control of expenses by frequent comparisons between the

estimated and actual. Factory Expenses are dealt with

differently by almost all businesses, and orthodox costing

routine should not be confused with Expense Budgets. Most
costing systems will record the actual expense whilst the work
is in process and so provide a means of compari.son with the

estimates in detail, but in dealing with budgetary control of

production the main object is to set a maximum time or cost

at which an article or process shall be i)roduced, and to force

the accomplishment of this objective by a system of control

at the centre of production. The problem therefore is, firstly,

the control of expenses expressed in amounts or values, and,

secondly, the control of manufacturing in units, which may
be the article, process, or operation, or pe*riod of time taken in

completing a given task, or a combination of the two. In the

case of Factory Expenses the control of amounts is relatively

sim])le if the estimates are drawn up in a manner that will

provide easy conifKirison with the actual expenses as shown
by the financial or cost accounts, and if the items are suitably

analx'sed by departments or sections to coincide with the

division of responsibility in the plant.

Variations between the actual and estimated expenses will

be recorded in the .system, but it is not desirable that budgets

be amended unless some unforeseen circumstances arise which
compel an entire revision of the system. Variations are more
easily and effectively dealt with as an adjustment to the

comparative statements, which should be prepared at frequent

intervals.

Factory F^xpense Budgets are usually prepared from the

information supplied by the cost accountant and in co-

operation with the heads of the departments concerned. The
completed budget should then be submitted to the Works
Management for approval before being passed on to the

ofiicer in charge of budgets.

The Budget of Administrative Expenses is the joint respon-

sibility of the Cost Accountant and the Managing Director.
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Expenses should be summarized on a departmental basis to

conform to the division of responsibilities of the Administrative

Departments. Control of expenses must be enforced in the

office if the entire budget programme is to be successful, and
each departmental head should therefore be given an oppor-

tunity to assist in the estimating of their expenses.

Financial Budget. The Financial Budget is the final step in

the preparation of the estimates, and its object is to provide

an estimate of cash receipts and disbursements for the budget
period and to serve as a guide in planning the finances* of the

company. Financial planning will follow the general scheme
of budgets and if long-term planning has been adopted for

Sales and Production, all financial requirements will be esti-

mated accordingly. Short-term planning of finances is not the

most satisfactory method to use under any scheme of budgets,

and in cases where Sales or Production have been dealt with

on a short-term basis it is desirable that the financial side of

the programme should be examined from the point of view
of long-run planning. Short-run planning will chiefly com-
prise the balancing of anticipated cash receipts against the

anticipated expenditure for a short period, whereas long-run

planning will take ihto full consideration all items of capital

expenditure.

The Financial Budget depends upon all the other budgets
for most of its information and is practically a financial

summary of estimated revenue and disbursements. A great

deal of re-analysing is, however, necessary before the final

estimate can be completed. The budgets prepared up to this

point will indicate the general source of income and expense,

but no record has yet been made of the sundry or miscellaneous

items of income, such as cash sales of sundries, scrap sales, etc.,

or of the miscellaneous items of expense such as interest on
overdrafts or bills payable, etc. The financial officer of the

business must therefore prepare his estimates of these items.

Many concerns will omit miscellaneous income from their

budgets, although this is not a good plan to follow. However,
it is recommended that miscellaneous items of expense should

be included.

The necessity for financial planning will be obvious to most
business men. The average business of to-day is operated upon
a close margin of working capital, and a company may
frequently call upon its bank to provide any necessary funds
during certain periods of the year. It is essential, therefore,

that the periods of borrowing should be known well in advance,
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so that arrangements can be made to guarantee that the funds
required will be available.

The preparation of the Financial Budget will be the respon-

sibility of the financial executive with the assistance of the

officer in charge of the budget system. All the budgets
prepared up to this point will be in the possession of the

budget officer, and from these the estimates of cash re-

ceipts and disbursements will be compiled and a finan-

cial programme drawn up for the consideration of the budget
committee.

The estimate of cash receipts will be based on the Estimate
of Sales and the exact procedure to be used will depend upon

Form No, 54.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
For Bcdget Period Ending

January February: March Etc.

Bank Balance at beginning of

period
*

Cash receipts during month

Cash disbursements during
month

Bank Balance or cash short-

ago

Overdraft Required
i

1

the nature of the business. In many cases, however, the

estimates will show the amount to be collected each month
during the budget period from the sundry debtor accounts,

Bills Receivables, and Cash Sales. With some concerns the

sundry debtors accounts will need to be analysed by class of

customers or on some other basis to provide the due dates of

accounts, etc.

Funds required to meet cash disbursements will be estimated

from all the budgets excepting the Sales Budget. Separate

estimates should be given for each budget and the statements

drawn up in a manner that will facilitate comparison between
the estimated and actual disbursements.

From the above estimates there should be prepared a final
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summary showing the financial requirements for the budget
period. These summaries show the estimated cash receipts

and disbursements, bank balances, and the plus or minus
figure at the end of each month. Forms for this purpose
should be ruled to show this information similar to the

specimen form No. 54.

The Financial Budget, when completed will be passed on to

the officer in charge of budget procedure and after it has been
considered and approved by the Budget Committee, it becomes
the financial programme of the company.
Budget of Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet. An

estimated Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet is the

final step in the process of budgeting and these statements will

enable the directors and other executives to see the effect of

the complete scheme and to decide whether the programme
as presented is desirable or whether modihcalions are neces.sary

.

If the scheme is approved, the necessary financial arrange-

ments will be completed and the various budgets will then

become the programme of operation for all manufacturing,
sales, and office departments.

In drawing up an estimated Profit and Loss Account, all the

estimates will be used and the figures of each transferred to

the summary. Some concerns will prepiire a Cost of Sales

Account in place of the ordinary Profit and Loss Account, and
to show the estimated gross profit on sales as a credit to a con-

densed form of Profit and Loss Account.
The total estimated sales for the budget p(,‘riod should be

adjusted to allow for returns and allowances if this item lias

not already been shown in the sales budget.

To estimate the Cost of Sales one will use standard costing

routine and utilize the figures of the production, materials,

labour, and expense budgets, etc.

The preparation of the Estimated Balance Sheet should not

present much difficulty as the various assets and liabilities

can be estimated by taking the previous Balance Sheet and
adjusting the figures from the information contained in the

various departmental budgets.

Estimated Profit and Loss Accounts and Balance Sheets

should be drawn up to show a comparison with the previous

year's figures.

Control of Budgets. A series of budgets without the effective

control and the means of enforcing them, is useless and a

waste of time and effort. No concern should attempt Manage-
ment Through Accounts unless they have the organization and
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the will to force the programme in all its details. The method
employed to enforce all programmes is very important and
serious attention must be given to this phase of the system
before any linal decision is arrived at. A company must be

well organized, and its administrative and departmental heads
must have initiative and vision

;
without all these qualilica-

tions satisfactory results cannot be achieved.

Control and enforcement of budgets becomes the major
objective once the estimates have been approved by the

Directors and their decision handed to the Budget Committee.

The officer in charge of budgets is the pivot on which all the

details of the budget procedure revolves and much of the

success of the system will depend upon liis ability to deal with

such an important administrative function. The actual

enforcement of the budgets is the direct responsibility of the

departmental heads, and tliey should be supplied with reports

showing the progress they are making. The Budget Controller

will be responsible for the preparation of these reports showing

what has been accomplished against the estimates, and in cases

where the actual performance is falling below the estimated,

intelligent advice must be given.

Reports must be made promptly and at frequent intervals,

which will vary with difterent departments. In the case of

reports for the Sal(‘s Executives, these may be prepared daily,

weekly, or monthh’, according to the nature of the business

and tlie standard of control that is needed. In the majority

of cases weekly reports will be the most desirable. The amount
and kind of analysis shown on reports wall also be determined

by the class of business.

Production reports wall usually be made up to show^ the

actual production in units or number of articles, etc., wath a

separate statement showaiig any fluctuation in manufacturing
costs, together wath suflicient explanation. With a w'ell-

organized business, th.e reporting of actual detailed costs

against the estimated is rarely needed excepting for isolated

cases, and a saving in clerical effort is thereby made.
Material and labour costs should only be reported in totals

if the production reports show that the actual production is

well within the budget. Variations in materials consumed and
labour used is an important item and its reporting should be

made very frequently.

Expen.se Reports should only be required in a summarized
form .showing the plus or minus over the estimated and the

reasons for the difference. Mostxoncerns will prepare expense
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reports monthly, finding this to be the most convenient

owing to the difficulty of controlling certain expenses on a

shorter period.

Owing to the wide variation in the detailed methods of all

businesses it is impossible to give specimen forms of reports

that would be suitable under all conditions, but sufficient

information has been given to enable the Cost Accountant or

Budget Controller to design forms to suit his own require-

ments.

Revision of Budgets. Many different opinions exist as to

when and the extent to which a budget should be revised

during a budget period. Conditions vary so much between
companies that it is impossible to deal with the subject in a

manner that will satisfy all points of view and meet every

condition. If it is considered necessary to revise constantly a
budget it can be taken for granted that the scheme was badly
framed in the first place or sufficient consideration or

research was not given to some important phase of the

business. It may also be due to the fact that the business was
not organized on a basis suitable for budgets, as in the case of

a company organized on a basis where responsibility has not

been properly delegated. Constant revision must be avoided
otherwise the system will become too cumbersome in operation.

There are many factors that will affect budgets and which
cannot be foreseen at the time the estimates are first drawn
up, such as strikes, accidents, etc. These factors will call for

an immediate revision, but the small and unimportant
differences that will arise almost each week should not be

allowed to interfere with the existing budgets; adjustments
in the weekly or monthly statements and reports will effectively

deal with these items.

Improvements in methods or procedure will be discovered

and adopted, and if these should materially alter the costs

then an adjustment in the detailed budget may be desirable.

Improved processes that affect the cost very little are best dealt

with by showing an adjustment on the periodical reports.

The application of Management Through Accounts in the

manner described above has produced results far beyond the

expectations of many business men and has been the means of

effecting expansion and consolidation of different comY)anies

in highly competitive fields. The complete scheme of Manage-
ment Through Accounts has been applied in all its details and
has repaid its users many times. The owners of a business,

whether small or large, who feel that a trial should be made in
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the hrst place, should not attempt to apply the highly developed
method described above, but should adopt the modified form,

namely, Budgetary Control, and prepare their estimates by
totals or groups of expenses, etc., and then concentrate on
the enforcement, of the budgets. A budget that is not, or

cannot be, enforced or accomplished is a waste of time,

MANUFACTURED GOODS—REJECTION OF. The routine

involved in connection with the recording of rejections or spoilt

work will not only vary with the class of trade that is being

carried on, but the volume of output, class of labour employed,
and internal production methods will demand that each con-

cern within an industry must have its special method.
For the purpose of collecting and tabulating the cost of

rejections, the “ rejection note issued by the Inspection

Department or view room may, in the majority of cases, form
the basis of compiling this record, but here again, the nature
of the industry may be such that a rejection note is un-

necessary.

In the manufacture of electric lamps, for instance, the

rejects are thrown out at the end of each operation or process

and the record appears on the “ control/’ a form similar to

the work ticket of an engineering factory, excepting that all

the processes are shown thereon. On the other hand, certain

operations in an engineering works are recorded on the job

card or work ticket, which also has spaces for noting the

quantities good and rejected. It will, therefore, be seen that

the problem of costing spoilt work or rejections is one that

can only be dealt with in general terms.

Most systems of costing must provide for the recording of

spoilt work at the completion of the individual operations,

and this can be effected in a variety of ways
;

for instance,

if the piece work or bonus methods of payment be used, this

record can easily be obtained from the job cards or work
tickets according to system, but with the process industries

the amount of spoilt work or rejects may not be ascertainable

until the end of a period such as a week or month, etc.—the

period depending upon the length of time it takes to complete
the process. In such cases the amount of rejects wall be
obtained from the Process Cost Account, and it may be

represented by the difference between the total materials put

into the process at the beginning of the period and the net

amount taken out at the end of the period. On the other

hand, the process may be such that other losses will occur

during manufacture as, for instance, losses due to evaporation
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and conversion, etc. The amount or value of spoilt work
could, therefore, only then be ascertained by actual counting
or weighing of the defects.

The recording of defective or spoilt work during process of

Form No. 55.

REJECTION NOTE Credit

Date Works

REASONS FOR REJECTION—

H
cu

(d

0

o
z

Return Goods to Rejected by

manufacture is extremely difficult, and great care must be

exercised in devising any system for this purpose, otherwise a

considerable amount of duplication of clerical work will result.

As a general guide in this direction, however, one may safely

weave the system with the method of inspection and viewing,
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also booking time to jobs (if day rate method of payment is

not used), as the point of inspection will invariably provide

the desired information.

The inspection of the completed article, however, provides

an easy means of collecting statistics in regard to defects or

spoilt work, and in tlmse industries where the article produced
is capable of (and requires) individual inspection or test before

being placed in the hnished stores, the use of an “ inspection

certificate, ” ruled similar to the specimen given under its

name, will generally be employed as a means of notifying the

departments concerned that the particular goods have passed

final inspection. Such a certificate also serves the purpose of

advising the Cost and Planning Departments when all work
on the production order is completed.

With regard to the rejection of those articles which do not

come up 'to the desired standard, a “ rejection note,” ruled

similar to the specimen given, will be made out in place of

the inspection certificate, and the copies thus distributed

—

i^rst copy may be attached to the rejected article and for

this purpose may be in the form of a tie-on label.

Second and third copies sent to Planning Department.
Fourth copy may be provided for the Inspection Department,

and will serve as their permanent record.

The object in sending two copies to the Planning Depart-

ment is to enable them to notify any other department
concerned. This method is to be preferred when the Sales

Department only require notification that certain goods have
been rejected, and the Stores Department of general stock

items. On the other hand, neither of these departments

may be concerned with the particular rejection, and in such

a case tin* Planning D(‘partment will deal with the matter
accordingly by sending the copy to the department interested.

The recording of rejected goods in the Cost Department is

important, and a copy of the rejection note may be provided

for this department
;

alternatively, the planning copy can

be passed to the cost office, who will note on their records that

a certain item has been rejected.

With some industries the nature of the articles produced
may be such that they will not lend themselves to rectification,

and the rejection will then be treated as a total loss. In other

cases the cost of rectifying, etc., will be recorded in the cost

accounts by either of the following methods

—

Standard Stock Items. The cost of rectification should be

charged to a special service or standing works order suitably
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analysed to show the cause of the expense. A reject may arise

through faulty design, faulty workmanship, faulty materials,

or unsuitable production methods, and the analysis of the

service orders may be arranged accordingly, as also to show
the cost incurred in each department.

Special Articles Made Against Customers* Orders. The cost

of rectifying faulty goods made to a customer's special order

should be charged to the production or works order on which
the articles were originally made, as the object now is to collect

all the information relative to the cost of the particular item,

so that sufficient data will be available in case a repeat order

is received and a revised" sales price is to be quoted.

The actual treatment of the cost of defective goods will

naturally differ according to the size of each concern and the

value of such defects over a period. The small concern may
not require the expense analysed to the same extent as the

larger concern. In either case, however, the system of
“ service orders ’*

will usually form the medium of collecting

all expenses in this direction. (See also Inspection Certi-
ficate, Work Ticket, also Goods Received—Rejection of.'i

MANUFACTURING COST. (See Factory Cost.)

MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENTS, or productive depart-

ments, may be said to be the natural process divisions of any
business, and, as the qualification infers, cover direct manu-
facture. There are three elements of expenditure in any
manufacturing department, viz.

—

1. Labour, being direct wages paid.

2. Materials—used in direct manufacture.

3. Factory expenses.

(See also Departments.)
. MANUFACTURING EXPENSE. A term frequently used

when referring to the indirect expenses of a factory, which
consist of all charges other than direct labour or direct

material. (See Factory Expenses.)
MATERIAL ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT. (See Cost Con-

trol Accounts and Pricing Stores Requisitions

—

Methods of.)

MATERIAL ALLOCATION CARD. (See Stock Record
Card.)

J^TERIAL COST COLLECTING SHEET. A form on
which the detailed amounts of materials are summarized in

order that the total material cost of a job, order or process

can be ascertained. The use of such a form is usually confined

to those industries where the works or production order covers
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a large quantity of articles, or where a considerable number
of items require summarizing before the material cost of a

works order can be completed. The extent to which material

collecting sheets can be used and the form of ruling depends
upon the method of cost finding, nature and size of the

business, and the amount of information required by the

management.
For instance, if bills of material are in use, a material

collecting sheet will rarely be necessary, as the summarizing
of the materials consumed can then be made upon the bill of

material, but in those cases where this procedure cannot be
followed, the material collecting sheet will often be useful,

especiaUy when it is desired to ascertain the value of materials

consumed on a part finished order.

The procedure to be used in writing up the material collect-

ing sheet will naturally depend upon the routine of the Cost

Department, as the cost of an order may not be compiled
until all the work on the order is finished. In such cases the

stores requi.sitions, when received by the Cost Department,
are sorted and filed according to the works or production order

number, and upon being notified that the order is completed,

the whole of the stores requisitions may be summarized with

the aid of an adding and listing machine, and a final total

obtained by the one operation.

With such a method in use, a material collecting sheet will

not be required, but in those cases where it is the practice to

summarize the value of materials issued against each order

each week, provision must be made for collecting the weekly
amounts.
The specimen material collecting sheet given is used with

such a method. The date of the week is entered in the left-

hand column, the total quantity and value issued for that

week inserted under the “ issued ” column, and the total
“ to date " then ascertained and extended in the third

column.

When the value of materials used on an order is collected

each week in the above manner, it is desirable that the day
of the week should coincide with that used for labour collecting

sheets. In other words, the date of the pay week should be

used in both cases.

MATERI^ REQUISITION. A term occasionally used

when referring to an order on the storekeeper to issue certain

goods for use in the works, also as advice to the buyer that

certain materials are re(|uired and that they must be
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purchased. The term “material requisition" should, there-

fore, never be used unless qualified in some particular

way as “material purchase requisition" or “issue re-

quisition."

The terms “ purchase requisition " and “ stores requisition
"

are to be preferred.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION. (See Bill of Material.)
MATERIAL SUMMARY. (See Material Cost Collecting

Sheet, also Cost Summaries.)

MATERIAL TRANSFER NOTE. (See Stores Transfer
Note.)

MATERIALS- CLASSIFICATION OF. In manufacturing
businesses materials—forming the basis of manufacture

—

comprise the greater portion of expenditure. Manufacturing
might be termed as the art of making changes in the substance

of material by the application of labour and machinery.

Alteration to, a combination of, or the reconditioning of

material are the chief functions in manufacturing, and the

aim in factory cost is concerned then with the determination,

in detail, of the cost of production of all articles, processes,

alterations, etc.

There are various kinds of changes performed in material,

viz.

—

(a) When material remains the same as purchased, nothing

being added to or taken from it, except the possibility of waste

caused by deterioration, shrinkage, etc., the materials being

changed in form or size.

(h) It may be split up in the process of manufacture, and
various by-products extracted from it.

(c) It may be added to other different materials in the

course of manufacture, or combined with the same material

in some other form or substance.

In manufacturing activity one is concerned generally with

materials under the following headings

—

1. Raw materials and components required for actual

manufacture.
2. Materials required for the manufacture of goods to

customers’ special requirements.

3. Sundry expense or indirect materials, machinery, and
spare parts for repairs and renewals to plant, fuel, oil, coal,

petrol, grease, packing materials, etc. ^

The materials referred to under I and 3 might be termed

as general stock materials, meaning that constant and ade-

quate supplies must always be kept in stock to meet the
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demand covered by the general policy pursued in the course of

manufacture in the factory concerned.

Regarding materials under 2, viz., those required for the

execution of customers’ special orders, they can be defined as

follows

—

[d) Raw materials and partly finished goods on which
further labour and machining have to be expended.

(e) Materials or goods resold to customers in the same
condition as purchased by the manufacturer.

(/) Sundry indirect or expense materials such as tools, spare

parts, fuel, etc.

In the case of [d] and {e ) ,
these materials would be purchased

as and when the demand necessitated, and the question of

adequate supplies would not apply under these headings.

Concerning (/) (sundry indirect or expense materials), these

would be drawn from the works' general supply.

Correct classification of all materials purchased is of para-

mount importance, and the accountancy involved will

obviously be complex, or simple, according to the amount of

details that it is desired to record.

With many concerns the nature of the trade carried on will

he such that a more detailed cla.ssification than that given

above will obviously be required, but owing to the great

diversity of methods and kiilds of materials used, etc., by the

respective firms, no form of classification can be given that

will be suitable under all conditions.

The broad groups given above, into which materials may be
classified, will, however, be sufficient to indicate the general

principles underlying the work of material classification, and
any sub-classification will be determined by the conditions that

prevail at each factory. For instance, with some concerns

the nature of the business carried on may require that the

raw materials and parts used for actual manufacture (group 1)

will be further analysed as

—

(i) Raw materials :

(ii) Bought out supplies ;

and each of these subdivisions analysed either according to the

class of material, such as brass: bars, sheets, etc. ; copper:
bars, sheets, etc.

;
steel: highspeed, tool, etc. Alternatively,

the main subdivision may firstly have regard to the form or

shape, and secondly, the class, i.e. bar metal, brass, copper,

etc., sheet metal, brass, copper, iron, etc.

With regard to (ii), the definition given to parts or bought
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out supplies is found to differ in practically each case, as some
firms will regard, say, screws, washers, nuts, and bolts, and
various other kinds of ironmongery or hardware, as raw
materials, whereas others will classify such items as bought out

supplies. The latter classification is the more correct if work
is not done on the act\ial items in question. Such parts as

screws, washers, nuts, bolts, and the like will usually be
assembled on the product and, whilst they may be regarded

theoretically as ‘‘ raw '' materials, they differ considerably

from that class of material which is formed or shaped into the

desired article. From both a costing and manufacturing
point of view, a clear distinction must be made between such

classes of materials, otherwise valuable information will be

merged with other figures which really have no inter-relation.

With some concerns, for instance, the total raw " material

consumption over a period may appear to represent a fairly

substantial amount of production, when compared with other

data, such as the direct wages paid, etc., but if the item of

raw material 'wore to include only such materials as are worked
upon for the specific purpose of changing their form or shape,

or combining with other materials in order to produce a

saleable product, and were all such items as washers, rivets,

screws, bolts, nuts, and the like classified as bought out

supplies, a very different statement for comparative purposes

might result. In such a case the comparison of the respective

totals of the two classes of materials consumed would obviously

require that the direct labour be analysed to show the amount
spent on assembling and fitting, etc., as distinct from the

labour performed on the purely manufacturing processes.

The distinction usually given to materials for purely costing

purposes, namely, direct and indirect materials, will not

necessarily affect the basis of material classification now under
consideration, because many of the items which will be

included in group 1 above will be drawn from stores for use

on service or standing works orders in addition to those

materials that comprise group 3. The quantity or value of

indirect or expense materials consumed during any period wall,

therefore, be ascertained through the system of service orders,

which can be arranged to give such further classification as

may be found necessary. (See also Classification of Ac-
counts and Classification of Cost.)

MATERIALS CONTROL ACCOUNT. (See Cost Control
Accounts, also Stores—Financial Control and Per-
petual Inventories.)
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MATERIALS—METHODS OF PRICING. (Stc Pricing
Stores Requisitions—Methods of.)

MAXIMUM OUTPUT—BASING EXPENSES ON. (See

Establishment Expenses.)
MAXIMUM STOCK. The term used when referring to the

maximum quantity of stock that should be on hand at any
time. The fixing of a maximum stock sets a justifiable limit

to the amount of stock which should be on hand.

In conjunction with the maximum stock there will always
be used a minimum stock, being the (juantity below which
the stock must not be allowed to fall.

For details as to the fixing of maximum and minimum
stocks, also the object of operating stocks upon a minimum-
maximum basis, see Minimum Stock.
MECHANIZATION OF ACCOUNTS. The tremendous ad-

vance in the development of accounting machines, particu-

larly during the past ten years, has enabled the mechanization
of costing and general accounting to proceed upon lines that

have revolutionized the costing and accounting profession.

To disregard this new mechanical aid and continue to design

and operate systems on the “pen and ink“ basis places any
cost accountant and his employer at a serious disadvantage.

Manufacturing concerns have been fully alive to the oppor-

tunities afforded them in this machine age
;
they have studied

labour-saving -machines and have aided in the design of

machines to meet the most exacting requirements in the

various processes of manufacturing. A machine which has

been designed for precision work and high production is not

.simply turned over to the mechanic selected to be its operator
;

he is first thoroughly trained in its operation, and after

completing a most thorough training, in which rhythm of oper-

ation has been developed and every useless motion eliminated,

he becomes the master, not the slave, of the machine. Produc-
tion standards have then been established and the new machine
placed under systematic production and efficiency control.

VVe therefore may well pau.se in wonder as we w^atch modern
machines in operation, accomplishing the seemingly impos.sible

tasks with a degree of perfection ajid precision which a few
years ago was declared to be the impossible.

Management in the past has been vitally C(mcerned in

attaining the ideal in mechanization of the factory. Newer
and better machines have been installed to turn out a more
perfect article and in greater volume, and so increase sales.

In the course of this pressure to attain their ideal in factory
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output at a competitive cost, management failed to realize

that the output of the office is an equally important consider-

ation in relation to profits.

The modern office of to-day is one that is mechanized upon
similar principles to the plant, and tlie cost accountant, in his

approach to the study of mechanization of accounting, might
with advantage take a walk through a model factory of to-day,

with the thoughts of the previous paragraphs in his mind, and
accept what he sees in the mastery of producing machines as

his challenge to the office of “to-morrow."
In considering the mechanization of accounts, it must be

borne' in mind that mechanization does not mean simply

posting a ledger by tlie aid of a machine. Ledger posting, or

book-keeping, was tlie extent to which “book-keeping"
machines were used in the old days and any concern which
could claim machine posting of its ledgers was regarded among
the efficient and up to date. Conditions have changed a great

deal during the past few years and the many improvements
in accounting macliines of all types have completely revolu-

tionized the subject, with the result that in modern systems

ledger posting is now only a by-product of other and more
important operations in the machine process of modern costing

and accounting.

The ideal machine installation of to-day is one around which
are built the ideal working conditions, in which the maximum
production is maintained with the minimum of manual and
mental effort and with all drudgery eliminated.

('ost accountants should have a thorough knowledge of all

types of office machinery and a complete understanding of

their uses, limitations and advantages, and be able to discuss

with facility the relative merits of the various types and makes
of machines. A great deal of practical experience of accounting

machinery will be required before one can do this, but this

sliould not prevent the student or business executive from
making a study of the subject from the wTitten information

available.

Mechanization of an office does not necessarily mean that a
machine is employed for the piosting of a ledger or the entering

of a journal. Single-purpose machines should be avoided
excepting in cases where a very large volume of entries have
to be made and a balance obtained at the end of the process,

such as with Sales Ledgers, etc., and all other kinds of ledger

posting is best arranged as a “by-product" of other processes

in the general routine, and when this is accomplished the full
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advantage of accounting machinery with its large economies

in the cost of operating an office will be achieved.

The subject of mechanization of an office cannot be dealt

with in complete detail in the limited space available in a

Dictionary, but sufficient information will be given to enable

one to understand the fundamentals of this subject and of the

various types of machines available.

No attempt will be made to list all the different makes of

machines, preferring rather to classify the wide range of

accounting machines available according to their various types

and to describe briefl}^ each of those groups.

The thought behind the treatment of this subject is to

encourage the cost accountant to make an intensive study of

the different types of machines that he may be enabled to

make an intelligent study of their application to the individual

problems which may confront him from time to time. Each
of these accounting problems requires an intensive study, and
to aid in this investigation it is suggested that the first thought
be given to the general style of the machine which should

receive special consideration for the immediate problem.

For the purpose of consideration, accounting machines may
be divided into tw'o main groups according to types. The first

group comprises machines with typewriting facilities and the

second group are without typewriters. Both of these groups

are subdivided into (1) machines with a full keyboard, and (2)

machines with ten or twelve keys only.

A brief discussion of the above types follows, and no attempt
is made to cover the many different makes of machines, but tp

give sufficient information to indicate general variations

between types only. In describing the various types it will be

necessary to use technical terms to describe special features or

attachments and a summary of the more general terms will

be given firstly.

The Crossfooter. This is the main accumulating section of

the accounting machine. The term is applied to distinguish

between the total accumulated for the individual line of

posting across the page, i.e. the crossfootcr, and the totals of

the vertical column postings, which are generally referred to

as Registers. In ledger posting, the crossfootcr accumulates
the old balance, plus debit postings, minus credit postings and
creates the new balance.

On a wide analysis sheet the crossfooter may be used to best

advantage in the accumulation of all debit postings and the

subtraction of all credits. In some instances manufacturers so
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construct the machine that if the crossfooter is not clear at the

completion of the individual line, the mechanism will not

function on the succeeding line. In other cases the crossfooter

will print a clear symbol at the completion of the line, this is

commonly referred to as “Line-Proof.''

More frequently still the crossfooter is used in the posting

of a ledger account which is inserted over a proof or journal

sheet and is utilized for building up the new balance on the

account as suggested above, the journal maintaining a com-
plete carbon record of all postings together with an original

type impression of such other distribution on the journal as

may be required.

Registers. Sometimes also referred to as Totalizers, Accum-
ulators, Counters, Adding Boxes, etc.

These are individual adding machines built into the account-

ing machine or in other machines, adding attachments located

on the carriage, and are used for the accumulation of vertical

columnar totals. For the column work, these registers are

usually selected by the location of the carriage.

On some machines there are two other methods of register

control

—

(1) “Keyboard Selection of Registers," where from one to

approximately thirty registers may be selected fronl a corre-

sponding register key on the keyboard.

(2) “Column Selector." On these machines the keys for the

amount are first depressed on the keyboard, then a key located

just in front of the column in which the amomit is to be

recorded. The depression of that key causes the carriage to

first tabulate directly to the required column, selecting also the

active register, recording the amount and adding it in both
crossfooter and register.

Automatic Column Tabulation. Where machines are con-

structed with automatic tabulation, the carriage will tabulate

automatically to the next column following the recording of

an amount. Without this feature, it is necessary to manually
depress the tabulating key to move the carriage from column
to column.

Skip Tabulation. With this feature it is possible to select

definite columns by the depression of a special motor-bar
which causes the carriage to tabulate through the columns
preceding the one in which an entry is to be made.
Figure Tabulation. This feature is confined to the typewriter

accounting machines in which the amounts are recorded from
the typewriter keyboard. On such machines, it is necessary
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for the operator to depress a tabulation key for the required

denomination, the key for thousands carrying the machine
into position for the typing of the digit in the thousandth
position. The unit tabulator would tabulate the carriage four

positions to the right for units.

Collation of Forms. Practically all accounting machines are

now built to handle three or occasionally more forms collated

so that the distance from their respective form headings may
vary in proportion to the number of preceding entries on each

and yet when the posting has been completed and the form
removed from the carriage it would be difficult to determine
whether the numerous postings on each form had been made
at one time or in separate operations each day. Usually one
of these forms, most frequently a proof sheet, is wound
around the platen with carbon paper above it and the other

forms are inserted under it, the pressure rolls dropping away
from the platen to permit free insertion of forms. Alignment
guides on the carriage indicate the printing line and also

guide the forms accurately to ensure perfection of printing in

respect of preceding postings.

Front Feed Insertion. Tliis is the fastest known method of

inserting forms in an accounting machine. With this plan, the

proof sheet (when used) is usually wound round the platen

as described above, pressure rolls bedding it firmly in position

while others arranged for the narrower forms drop forward

when the carriage is open, permitting the operator to insert

the new forms and align accurately below the platen rather

than around it. On many accounting machines the opening
and closing of the carriage for in.sertion and removal of forms
is performed automatically, thus reducing the manual effort

of the operator to a minimum.
Carriage Control. This lias direct reference to the setting

up of stops regulating the position of the carriage in respect

of the forms to be used and special blocks, cams or rolls which
provide automatic control of the operation so that in certain

columns the accounting machine will not add; in other

columns it will actuate both crossfooter and register
; in others

it will subtract in the crossfooter and add in the active register.

In other words, it is possible by this special arrangement of

stops and control devices to cause the machine to function

automatically in the various columns, leaving the operator

merely to tabulate to the proper column and depress the keys
for the amount to be recorded. The control mechanism has

such a wide range of usefulness that it is impossible to cover
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its possibilities in such a brief space. Many machines are built

to print the month, day and year. This date may be set up
each day and from “Carriage Control “ will print automatically
in the Date Column on the forms which are active for the day.
On other machines, carriage control will permit the automatic
recording of consecutive numbers or the repeat printing of

amounts on such forms as ledger and statement, including the

repeat printing of the balance on statement and ledger.

Proof of Posting. “Proof of Posting” on the average

accounting operation is obtained through what is usually

termed “Second Pick-up of old balance. “ In any ordinary

posting, the first operation is to pick-up the previous day's

balance, which is accumulated in the crossfooter only. In the

postings of debits or credits, the amounts may be accumulated
in registers for each of the classifications of postings or if a
larger break-df)wn of postings is required, this may be obtained

from what is termed “Keyboard Selection of Register.”

Following the completion of the posting to an individual

account, a total is recorded in the Balance Column. As the

carriage is returning automatically to ‘the left marginal

position, the form is removed from the machine, when the

operator again refers to the previous balance and records it on
the Proof Sheet, accumulating it in a special register provided

for that purpose. Upon the completion of all postings, the

machine will record the totals of the second pick-up of old

balance, the new balance, and the debit and credit totals. As
these totals are recorded on the paper, the amounts are auto-

matically transferred as positive or negative amounts into

the crossfooter, so that the net result should be a cipher,

thus proving the accuracy of the work. Where credit balances

occur the totals are reversed, that is to say, if the old balance

is a credit it is accumulated in the new balance register or if

a new balance is a credit it is accumulated in the old balance

register. On some machines, the reversal of this register

order is an operation performed automatically.

The above method of proving the accuracy of posting is

generally employed when the machines are first installed and
whilst the operators are becoming proficient in the operation

of their machines. Other and more useful methods are gener-

ally adopted as the staff become more experienced and pro-

ficient in their work, for instance another method of Proof
of Posting is that of “Direct Proof.” Under this plan, the old

balance is picked up and the postings are made as described

above. The balance is recorded as a “sub-total,” the amount
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being retained in the crossfooter. The operator again picks

up the previous balance which is subtracted automatically

from the new balance. The machine then records the difference,

which if the balance has been picked up accurately each time,

will represent the amount of the posted item. This amount is

accumulated in a register and upon the completion of the

posting, that total should agree with the predetermined total

for the amounts posted.

Still another method is the ‘‘Line Proof,” which is a plan

frequently used in ledger posting where a wide distribution

or journal sheet is placed around the platen and the amount
of the posting is distributed in the columns on the distribution

sheet. In such an operation, the posting of the account would
be made as described under ‘‘Direct IVoof.” Following the

second pick up of the old balance, the amount of the debit or

credit posting is distributed in to the related columns, the

debit being subtracted, and the credits added. When the

distribution is completed, the crossfooter should be clear. As
a proof of accuracy, a clear symbol is recorded in either the

extreme right- or left-hand columns, usually the latter as it

may eliminate a considerable amount of unnecessary carriage

travel to the extreme right-hand margin. Therefore, in a
properly constructed form, the columns will be arranged from
left to right in order of their activity.

The operation described above is frequently applied to

distribution on journals or registers where ledger posting is not

involved, the debit offsetting the credit entries, leaving the

crossfooter clear on the completion of the last item of analysis.

Some accounting machines are constructed with what is

termed automatic ” non-clear-lock” so that the mechanism
will not function at the commencement of the next line of

posting if the crossfooter is not clear.

The Old and New Balance Proof. In less expensive machines
the construction will not permit of the accumulation of more
than one register total, and in such cases the new balance

should be accumulated and the active accounts offset to the

right in the ledger binder or tray to indicate an active account.

When the posting has been completed, the operator will then
record the total of the new balances and then finger through the

active accounts, picking up yesterday's balances. This total sub-

tracted from that of the new balance should equal the difference

between debit and credit postings under any plan of operation.

The first pick-up of the old balance should never be accumu-
lated in a register, for if it has been picked up wrongly the
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register total will be incorrect. The only accurate method is

to pick up the balance the second time following the comple-

tion of the posting, accumulating that amount in a register.

The first pick-up should only affect the crossfooter total.

There is, however, one exception to the above. Where there

are comparatively few accounts to be posted and considerable

activity in each one, it may be advisable to eliminate the

additional operation of picking up the old balance the second

time, securing the necessary check ‘on the accumulation of the

work by taking a trial balance of all accounts. This total must
agree with the control account.

Proof Sheets. Usually accounting machine concerns will

recommend that either proof sheets or proof tapes be used.

The former would contain a complete carbon record of all

postings, whereas the latter would usually show only the old

balances and the proof of items posted. Where errors occur in

posting, the correction should be made on these records, noting

the name or number of the account. These proof sheets should
then be hied for a period of two or three months, or until the

annual audit has been completed. While errors in the trial

balance should be extremely rare, they may usually be

located where they do occur, by checking back on the proof

sheets, where it will be found that an error located by the

machine-furnished proof has not been properly corrected.

Proof sheets or tapes are not generally used once an operator

has become efficient as very few “pick up" errors are made in

actual practice.

Credit Balances. On practically all machines credit balances

are printed in oblique figures.

Accounting Machines. A general consideration of the

various types of machines will be made under three main
headings as follows

—

1. Accounting machines with typewriting.

2. Accounting machines without typewxiting.

3. Accounting machines, miscellaneous.

In the case of machines with typewriting facilities they are

generally speaking of two kinds, that is with “built-in"
Registers or with detachable Registers. Machines of the

built-in type have their registers constructed and assembled
within the machine and which are a permanent fixture or part
of the machine, whereas the machines with detachable
registers are constructed in such a manner that the registers

are separate units which can be added to or taken away from
the machine.

9—<B.196S)
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With both types, flexibility is easily obtained. The built-in

type provide a special control bar or plate on which stops are

fixed to regulate the adding or subtracting positions of the

carriage. Flexibility is achieved on machines with detachable
registers simply by sliding the registers along to the required

position or by adding more registers to the machine.
A further distinction has reference to the number of keys

used by the machine. With some machines there is provided

a full bank of keys for the amounts whereas in others only

twelve figure keys may be used.

Accounting machines without typewriters will also have all

of the above features. The main difference between group 1

and group 2 is chiefly a question of a typewriter for the

printing of descriptions in full. Machines without the type-

writer have provision for printing symbols only and which
is very often sufficient for certain operations.

The above brief remarks should be sufficient to indicate the

broad headings under which all machines are grouped for the*,

purpose of study when a selection has to be made of the most
suitable machines for any operation.

I. Accounting Machines with Tjrpewriters (Short Keyboard).
All accounting machines under this classification are con-

structed with the accounting, or adding, mechanism actuated

from a keyboard of ten or twelve keys. The argument
advanced by the manufacturers of tliis type is that the same
method of fingering the accounting machine as tlie typewriter

should be maintained in order to develop a perfect rhythm of

operation.

An illustration is given (Fig. 1) of an electrically operated

model and which will give a very good idea of this type of

machine, of which there are many different makes.
The machine consists of a standard typewriter equipped

with a mechanism built into the machine so that amounts
written on the machine can be added or subtracted as the

numeral keys on the typewriter are depressed. Registers or

Totalizers are attached to the machine for registering the totals

of amounts added, or the net difference between amounts
added and those subtracted, and one or more of these Vertical

Registers can be attached to the machine, depending upon the

number of totals required and the width of the carriage.

The machine illustrated is equipped with two crossfooters

to register two horizontal totals, each operating either inde-

pendently from or in conjunction with the other as desired.

Crossfooters may also be used to accumulate the grand total
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of all or some of the vertical totals, or to accumulate the net

difference between one group of vertical totals and those of

another group of vertical totals.

The vertical Registers being separate units, one or more
can be attached to or detached from the machine, or moved
from one column to another, by the machine operator. It is,

(Courtasy of Remington Typewriter Co. iMi.)

Tig. 1. An Electrically Operated Accounting Machine
WITH Typewriter

therefore, possible for the operator to adjust the totalizers

on a machine to accommodate more than one form on the

same machine. Vertical Registers can be obtained with from
v5 to 16 adding wheels each—for registering maximum totals

of from 9.19.11 to 9999999999.19.11. Machines may be

equipped with registers of different capacities (numbers of

adding wheels) : they do not have to be of the same capacity.

Registers are obtainable in various styles—sterling, decimals,

weights, measures, etc.

It should be noted that each vertical register will only add
or extend the net difference between amounts added and those

subtracted, as they are typed in the vertical column which it

controls.

Another style of machine available in this group has a flat

writing surface in place of the round or cylindrical platen of
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all other makes. An illustration of this machine is given in

Fig. 2
,
from which it will be noted that it has a movable head

which enables the operator to write in any position on the

flat bed.

The movable head is operated electrically eithet horizontally

or vertically, thus reducing the manual effort of the operator

Fig. 2. Illustration of Accounting Machine with
Flat Writing Surface, Crossfooters and Registers

to a minimum. The machine will accommodate up to twenty-
nine registers and two crossfooters, and eill addition and
subtraction, both vertical and horizontal, are automatically
controlled.

The keyboard consists of the regular ten-figure keys, the

usual alphabet keys, plus the recognized standard feature keys.

The flat writing surface permits the rapid insertion and
removal of forms and the alignment and registration of forms
of varying sizes, etc. Any size of form or thickness of paper
may be employed and the machine is particularly useful

where a large number of carbon copies is required.

la. Accounting Machines with Typewriter (Full Keyboard).
Machines of this class are constructed on a different principle

to those mentioned above, and have the full keyboard and
built-in registers.

The machine illustrated (Fig. 3) is equipped with the full

keyboard electric adding machine which provides a separate

key for each denomination, and enables all balances and totals
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to be printed automatically. The carriage is fully visible as

in the standard typewriter.

The addition or subtraction from the various adding regis-

ters, the column selection, the printing of whole numbers,
and many other features of the machine, are controlled

entirely by movable stops, ranged on a control bar at the front

Fi(.. Illustration of Accounting Machine with
Tvfkwkiter ano Full Keyboard, Front Feed, Built-in

Registers and Crossfooters

of tlie carriage. The adjustment of these stops will modify
the operation of the machine in any way desired. A still

speedier method of changing the set-up is available in the

provision of individual control bars for each of the various

types of work to be handled. This flexibility means that one
machine can perform accounting work of every conceivable

type, and in any way desired.

All tabulating movements from column to column are

automatic, as is the printing of ciphers and punctuation. All

balances and totals arc computed and printed automatically.

Dates and descriptive abbreviations are also printed auto-

matically wherever required.
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The machine is provided with a typewriter keyboard which
enables a full description of any item to be given where it is

required.

Machines of this type may be operated by what is termed
the “short cut*’ method. Briefly this has reference to the

simultaneous depression of keys. On these machines the

operator sees the complete amount and instinctively locates

Fig. 4. Illustration of Accounting Machink wrruoui
Typewriter—Full Keyboaro

the thumb and first two, and sometimes three, fingers over

the keys which the amount represents. These are depressed

together with the motor-bar, which is covered by the little

finger. The thumb usually covers the three lowest rows of

keys, i.e. if the amount to be posted is £6,277, the thumb
depresses the 2, and the first, second, and third fingers the

higher amounts, while the little finger covers the motor-bar.

Manufacturers of addirtg and accounting machines have
failed in the past to realize that it is equally important that

operators of these machines be trained in the scientific method
of operation as it is for typists to be skilled in the one method
of typewriter operation recognized as standard the world over.

The importance of having adding and accounting machine
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operators thoroughly trained in the recognized standards of

operation to-day is most important.

2. Accounting Machine without T5rpewriter (Full Keyboard).
These machines, of which Fig. 4 is an illustration, are not
equipped with typewriter mechanism but have what is known
as the “full keyboard “ of 13 to 17 columns of keys

;
3 columns

on the left sometimes being reserved for months and days,
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Fig. 5. Illustrating Full Keyboard of Accounting Machines

then one column for special codes of three letters each, some-
times a folio section of four columns, and the remainder of

the keyboard for quantity or value.

These machines are equipped with carriages which auto-
matically open and close for the insertion and removal of

accounts. They are very automatic in their operation, and are

equipped witli carriage-control or keyboard selection of

registers, skip-tabulation, automatic repeat of printed items,

and almost innumerable other features making that type of

machine adaptable for practically any type of accounting,

except where typewriter data or special computation is

involved. These machines have built-in registers of from one
to ten registers.

Fig. 5 shows very clearly what is meant by the full key-
board and how the rows of keys are split to suit any special

set-up. It will be noted that this particular keyboard is split

into four sections, i.e. calendar, or months and days, char-
acters, which are codes or abbreviations of the description of

the item, folio section, and amounts.
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Another type of accounting machine with a full keyboard

is illustrated in Fig. 6. The machine is equipped with a means
of selecting twenty-seven separate adding registers in con-

junction with the amount keyboard, so that it is possible to

take a batch of posting media and to record the various items

Fig, 6. AccouNTiNci Machine with Full Keyboard and
EQUIPPED WITH Twenty-seven Separate Registers

and allocate them to the appropriate dissection heads without

any pre-sorting.

Having recorded all items in this manner, the totals accum-
ulated under each of the various heads can be printed on a
summary sheet.

If it is required to obtain a sub-dissection then a small

ticket can be issued bearing the amount of the item, the main
dissection head, the item number, and also the sub-dissection

head number, which is entered from a reference keyboard
situated on the right-hand side of the dissection control keys.

The tickets can then at a separate run be re-analysed over the

dissection totals and a summary obtained in a similar manner
to the main dissection.

This type of machine can also be utilized for posting account
records, thus providing the double advantage of a speedy
posting medium with a rapid dissection. 1'he machine has a

positive aligning device and a flat bed printing table which
facilitate the insertion of the records. The selection of the
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column in which the amount is to be printed is effected auto-

matically by means of the dissection control key; and, after

posting, the balance outstanding is extended automatically,

and the card ejected into the hand of the operator. These
machines can also be supplied for the use of forms or sheets

in place of cards. A reference keyboard provides a means of

recording the descriptive matter against the posting.

Having posted the records, it is then an easy matter to

obtain the totals accumulated over each of the dissection

heads provided for on the machine.

An interesting application of this machine is the posting of

stores records, with an automatic analysis of the value of sucli

goods posted over a number of main heads. The machine
illustrated has provision for the posting of a Stores Record
Card similar to that illustrated (Fig. 7), which enables the

entering of the receipts and issues in both quantity and value

and the automatic computation and extension of a balance in

stock for both the quantity and the value.

It will be seen that the Record Card has provision for all

relevant detail, such as the suppliers’ code, stock reports,

maximum and minimum stocks, bin number, unit of supply,

and that it forms a neat and compact record while omitting

none of the essential information. When posting issues, for

instance, the operation will be to bring fon\^ard the balance

on the card for both quantity and value, record the quantity

and value of the goods shown on the requisition in conjunction

with the appropriate Departmental Dissection keys and the

Requisition number, and then extend the balance in hand of

the quantity and of the value.

The selection of the appropriate issue and balance columns
is effected automatically by the machine both on the record

card illustrated, and also on the continuous checking sheet

which is prepared in original print automatically during the

posting operation to the various accounts.

On completion of the account posting described above, the

various Departmental totals are provided automatically by
the machine and can be printed on Departmental Record Cards,

which thus form a complete day by day record of stores

allocated to the different heads.

2a. Accounting Machines without Typewriter (Short Key-
board). The short keyboard machine is similar to most other

types, the chief difference being in the employment of twelve

numeral keys only. Speed in figuring is claimed for these

machines and the method of operating the keyboard is as
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follows. Fig, 8 illustrates the keyboard and the position of

each key and from which it will be noted that only three

fingers are used in the operation of the figure keys. If £2. 17. 9
has to be written the operator simply depresses the keys
2. 1.7.9 and the machine automatically selects the correct

Fig. 8. Sundstrand Keyboard

column for each figure. This method of operating is known
as the touch method and the arrangement of the numeral
keys in natural order enables an operator to acquire the touch
method in a very short time.

The fourth, or little finger is used for deprevssing the operating

keys, which cause the figures which have been listed to add,

subtract, non-add, or total. The small operating area elimin-

ates hand motion with the consequent reduction in fatigue.

An illustration of the complete machine is shown in

Fig. 9, which embodies all the usual features. The machine
is fully electrically operated and has automatic control of

eighteen different functions. It has a control plate at the back
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which provides the necessary flexibility for regulating the

adding and subtracting positions of the carriage. Three rows

of keys on the left-hand side of the keyboard are provided for

printing the date and a bank of ten keys for folios.

3. Accounting Machines, Miscellaneous Types. Under this

I 'lG. 9. I LLUSl RATION OF ACCOUNTING MACHINE WITH
Short Keyboard and without Typewriter

heading a large number of different types of machines will

appear, simply because of the difficulty of classifying all

machines under their appropriate heading. For instance, the

machine illustrated in Fig. 10 is one of the most remarkable

accounting machines. Incorporated in its construction is a

complete typewriter accounting machine, and a complete

computing mechanism. This machine is so constructed that

multiplication is directly performed by the mere depression

of multiplier keys, unlike many calculating machines on the

market to-day, wliere the multiplication is merely repeated

addition. In other words in multiplying 2345 by 55 in the

majority of calculating machines, 2345 is first added live times

and then 23450 five times, whereas, in this accounting compu-
ting machine, any multiplication from 2 to 9 is performed by
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the mechanism stroking twice, mathematical tables having
been built into its construction to produce direct multiplica-

tion.

Amounts for quantity or value may be recorded on the paper
and extended into the multiplying section of the machine and

{((mrte^y of Burroughs Adding Machine Co., Ltd.)

Fig. 1(). Illustration of a Complete Calculating Typewriter
Accounting Machine

as the multiplier keys arc depressed tlie product is built up
in the crossfooter.

If the multiplier is a decimal, a key is depressed which
automatically points off the proper decimal point. Where a
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fraction is over one-half it is raised automatically to a whole
number and the final product of such calculation is auto-

matically recorded on paper by the depression of the Product
Key/’ Where whole numbers and decimals are involved in

the multiplication, the operator depresses a point off key the

{Courtt'sy of ISurrou^hs Machine Co,, Ltd,)

Fig. 11. A iMuLTiPLE-roTAL Accounting Machine

required number of times in relation to the number of decimals
involved.

This machine will perform all the operations of the account-
ing machines as described under (1) above, and in addition

computes ordinary extensions and percentages, etc., in whole
numbers and decimals only.

Another type of accounting machine illustrated in Fig. 11

is used for distribution and analytical work, and for the

consolidation of cost ligures
; it combines full typewriter

keyboard with automatic accounting mechanism.
Yet another type of accounting machine, known as the

punched card system, makes use of cards in which small

holes are “punched” in definite positions or fields. Such
methods are more generally known as “Hollerith” or

“Powers,” and a full description of these machines will be
found under their respective headings.

There are numerous machines on the market and it will be
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appreciated that all of them cannot be mentioned in a work
of this description. The illustrations given of the various types

were selected quite haphazardly from the many photographs
available, and it must not be assumed that they represent the

only machines available or the best of each type. Each make
of machine will differ from the remainder in some respect and
in studying the subject one should bear in mind that it is far

preferable to consider each machine as a whole and not sim-

ply one special feature only. With certain operations a

special feature may be an advantage, but this should not be
allowed to detract from the mechanical operation of a complete
proce^ in the system.

Mjun Consideration in Planning a Machine Installation. The
first consideration in the work of installing accounting
machines is to simplify the costing or accounting routine by
eliminating all unnecessary operations and to employ every

possible shoYt cut.

Each study of what appears on the surface to be a most
complicated accounting problem frequently reduces itself to

a comparatively simple one when it is realized that practically

all accounting or costing is merely the obtaining of a debit

posting to one account and a corresponding credit to another,

of items singly or en masse. To accomplish this, there has

been a tendency toward the use of wide journal sheets in which
these related entries may be extended into vertical columns
under the columnar heading of the accounts effected. The
wider the spread of these journals the greater the difficulty

in the distribution of these items into so large a number of

columns. The wider the form, the fewer number of entries

usually appear in either any one line or column, necessitating

carrying forward many totals, some of which are not even
active on the entire page.

While accounting machines are designed to handle forms as

wide as 30 inches, it is suggested that special consideration

be given to the importance of simplified accounting records.

Wide, cumbersome forms are too frequently found in our
offices.

Until recently the trend was definitely toward substituting

narrower forms, perhaps maintaining a columnal distribution

for the more active accounts, with a miscellaneous column in

which are carried all of the less active accounts, both the

amount and the corresponding account number or code being

shown for the miscellaneous items, it being more practical to

post directly from this miscellaneous column to the accounts
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affected than to attempt to keep accurate record of them on
the wide columnar form.

To-day the trend is toward the elimination of all journals,

both wide and narrow, as methods have developed for the

more rapid accumulation of the necessary debit and credit

entries directly into the accounts effected and by various other

methods. Journals are simply a legacy from old-fashioned

methods and should have no place in modern systems.

The designing of a machine accounting plan is comparable
to the erection of a building for which architects have carefully

prepared plans covering all of the services which the building

must render. Upon completion of the plans they are turned

over to the contractors, who must follow most rigidly every de-

tail of the architect’s plans and in the erection of the building.

And so in planning for the accoimting machine installation,

the accountant is wise who first sits down and lays out on
paper the results which are to obtained from the machine
installation. Too many err through merely planning to change
ledgers, journal sheets, and other records over from “ Pen-and-

ink” to accounting machines without due consideration being

given to the possible change of forms and methods.
The better plan is to reverse the picture and give special

consideration to the statements, summaries, or reports which

are the final objective. Spreading out these final forms, the

next question is how can the necessary figure facts be brought
together to serve every final objective with the minimum of

clerical or machine recording.

Having determined fairly definitely as to the type of

accounting machine which will most probably meet the

requirements, the next step will depend upon the individual

making the installation. If one has a thorough knowledge of

accounting machines and is familiar with all types, and their

special features and method of operation, etc., one can proceed
as described below, but in cases where one’s knowledge of

machines is limited, it is advisable to call in the accounting

machine representative who will concentrate upon acquiring

knowledge with reference to the customer’s accounting
practices and needs with more particular reference to the

accountant’s analysis of the immediate job for which account-

ing machines are to be installed. Together with the accountant,

they should prepare an accurate picture of the present account-

ing plan. The second picture to build up is that of the

proposed plan, including the equipment required and the

economies to be effected.
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The success of the installation depends very largely upon
the work that is done prior to the actual machine installation.

When the detailed analysis has been carefully prepared and
the proposed plan of operation established covering all phases

of work to be handled, the installation may be considered

already better than 80 per cent completed. Any oversight in

making the analysis, designing the new plan or formulating

the specifications for the machines is bound to result in delay

and difficulty in making the installation. These will, too,

more than off-set any time which it was desired to save by
hasty analysing and planning.

Just as every detail in the new plan must be carefully worked
out before the machines are ordered, so must every detail of

the installation be worked out before the machines are

delivered. It is in the use of the equipment that all of the

theory of the economies to be effected must be proven in

actual practice.

A very high standard of performance of the new installation

should be anticipated, and the manufacturer of the accounting

machines informed that the sale is only completed when the

machines are turning out the actual work scheduled day after

day on a production basis which measures up to that high

standard.

A most noteworthy achievement which was due to this

careful method of analysis and planning of details before work
is started on the new machine basis was in the national instal-

lation of over 800 billing machines by American telephone

companies. In each installation the entire load was trans-

ferred from the old '‘Pen-and-ink"' system to the new
accounting machine plan without any upheaval in the working
routine in these various centres. In nineteen out of twenty
installations there was no occasion for overtime and in

every instance the invoices were mailed to the customer
according to schedule. This achievement was due to five

factors which should characterize every accounting machine
installation.

1 . A clearly defined, practical machine accounting method.
2. Accounting machines built from accurate specifications

to meet the requirements, the number of machines supplied

being based upon accurate data carefully analysed.

3. Careful planning and high-grade supervision.

. 4. Proper course of instruction covering a thorough but
short training of operators.

5. Full co-operation between the cost accountant and the
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manufacturers of the accounting machines during the entire

installation programme.
The actual signing of the purchase order for the equipment

should be regarded merely as the authority to proceed with the

preparation for the installation. The accountant has the task

of the revision of certain accounting methods, the local

accounting machine organization concentrating on plans for

operator training and actual installation. The two groups

should harmonize their efforts, but at the same time appreciate

and accept tlieir individual responsibilities. The accounting
machine representatives will be required to confer with those

responsible for the installation in reference to the changes

necessary in the accounting procedure, probably as to the

organization of the staff and routine and certainly as to the

obtaining of forms and other equipment. The selection of

those who are to carry the responsibility for the execution of

the plans is a very important question which too frequently

is entirely overlooked.

Supervision. The accountant depends entirely upon the

manufacturer to build accounting machines properly to the

specifications agreed upon, and he should also look to them to

properly instruct his operators. This, however, is not sufficient

to ensure a successful installation. What is needed most is for

the management to select vSomeone in whom they have confi-

dence to take charge of changing over to the new system. The
one who is to supervise the installation, should be informed
of the importance of this problem and that the responsibility

for its success is on his shoulders. He should be relieved of

other duties as far as possible.

If an important change is made in accounting methods,
those responsible for the installation should have a clear

understanding of the new plan prior to making the change.

The installation of the machine plan is one of the milestones

in the progress of any concern in accounting methods, and the

individuals who have the supervision of so important a tran-

sition are fortunate indeed. There are many young men and
women to-day who look back to an accounting machine
installation as the commencement of their success. They
were given the responsibility. They planned every detail

carefully in advance of the arrival of the machines, and inspired

the machine operators with confidence, so that the installa-

tion was a happy e^erience for themselves and for their

organization. The accounting machine representatives should

work quietly behind them in offering ideas, and in assisting
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them to understand accounting machines so that they can do
much of the work themselves in connection with the drafting

of the forms.

Whilst those in charge of an installation should receive full

credit for everything that is accomplished, they should also

be held responsible for the proper execution of the predeter-

mined plan in every detail. Overtime on the part of the

machine operators or those balancing their work should, in

the majority of cases, be considered a serious reflection upon
those in charge of the installation. In practically all cases the

installation should be planned and managed so that overtime
is unnecessary. In the few cases where overtime is necessary

it should be foreseen before the installation starts and be made
part of the schedule.

To ensure that nothing be overlooked, those who will have
charge of the installation should prepare a work sheet. This

consists of a list of every item which will need attention, and
the date on which each item must be completed should also

be noted to permit of effective follow-up. The items on the

work sheet will usually be grouped under the following

headings

—

1. Preparing all necessary forms, equipment, and supplies.

2. Re-arranging the office.

3. Selection of machine operators and delegation of duty to

other clerks.

4. Details of the operators’ training.

5. Scheduling of the final installation.

The above few remarks in regard to the planning of a

machine installation should be sufficient to guide the executive

who has not had any previous experience in this work of the

method of approach and of the sequence with which each item

must be dealt. The subject has been discussed from the angle

of mechanization as correctly applied, and not simply the

change over of a hand-posted ledger to machine posting,

which cannot be regarded as mechanization in its true sen^e.

A further point that should be kept in mind is that mechan-
ization does not necessarily imply that all clerical operations

have to be mechanized and that the staff must be reduced to

achieve efficiency and economy. The most economical method
is the one where machine work and hand work have been
blended in correct proportions into a system, and when this

has been accomplished the results will more than pay for the

time and expense that have been expended on the installation.

As regards the question of staff, this entirely depends upon
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the conditions existing in any business, and if it is desired that

the staff shall not be reduced, it is still possible to effect

considerable savings in expenses; on the other hand, if the

office is considered to be overstaffed, or that reduction in

expense is necessary, then mechanization will make these

savings possible. Mechanization should not be looked upon
as a method for saving expenses simply by the reduction of

stall, but rather as a method of increasing efficiency in the

office and of reducing other incidental items of office expense.

It has been the author’s experience that the correct applica-

tion of accounting machines has invariably given a very high

percentage of saving in expense over former methods.

MERRICK DIFFERENTIAL OR MULTIPLE PIECE RATE.
METHOD OF REMUNERATING LABOUR. The daily rate

is not guaranteed under this method of remunerating labour.

There are three piece rates, the first of which is a straight

piece rate which is applicable up to 83J per cent standard of

output at which point there is an immediate increase of 10 per

cent, which is added to the straight piece rate, and is the

second piece rate used and is effective to 100 per cent output.

At this point there is a further 20 per cent increment, and
this forms the third piece rate beyond the 100 per cent

standard. This multiple piece rate method can be adjusted

almost indefinitely
;

for example, the first step can be an
increment of 5 per cent and the second increment 15 per cent,

in which case there is a much stronger inducement to attain

standard output. Owing to it being based on very accurate

time studies, it is rather complicated and slow in installation

and perhaps not easy for the worker to comprehend.
Furthermore, unless some form of arithmetic slide rule be

used, extra clerical help will be required. Its principal

advantage is that it is not so harsh as the Taylor differential

on operatives of low efficiency.

The effect on the cost per piece produced is as marked
as in the latter. (See also Remuneration of Labour

—

Methods of.)

METAL CHECKS. With small factories a record of the

attendance of employees is sometimes obtained by the use of

metal checks. Each worker is provided with a brass check on
which is stamped his number, called a check number. The
checks are hung on boards in numerical sequence and placed

at or near the entrance to the factory. As each worker enters

the premises, he lifts his check from the board and drops it

into a box and proceeds to his work. At predetermined times,
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usually a few minutes after starting times, the time clerk or

gatekeeper removes the checks from the box and enters their

numbers on to a sheet or time book The checks remaining
on the board are next entered on a “ Late or Absentee

Report/' and the two records then passed on to the wages
clerks, who write up the pay roll from these lists.

The above method offers very little advantage over the

Time Book ” method. Disputes will arise in many instances,

and these can rarely be settled to the workman’s satisfaction,

owing to the absence of a reliable written record. It is not

uncommon also for a workman to lift
’’ his absent friend's

check from the board and drop it into the box with his own,
thus registering the attendance of absentees.

Metal checks are sometimes used in connection with other

methods of time recording, particularly when a worker has a

fail distance to walk between the gate or time office and his

bench or machine. In such cases the worker will clock “ on
"

his card at the gate and then lift his check from a board. On
arrival at his department or bench his check is dropped into

a box. The foreman or his clerk collects the checks at stated

times. The object of this method is to check any waste of

time through loitering, etc.

Checks are also used by some concerns as a means of

identification on pay days. Each workman takes his check

from a board which is placed in his department, and proceeds

to the pay clerks, handing the check to th(‘m in return for his

pay envelope.

METHODS OF COST FINDING. (See Cost Finding-
Methods OF.)

METHODS OF REMUNERATING LABOUR. (See

Remuneration of Labour—Methods of.)

MINIMUM OUTPUT—BASING EXPENSES ON. (See

Establishment Expenses.)
MINIMUM STOCK. A term used to denote the quantity

below which the stock should not be allowed to fall, and the

limit below which the normal demands of the factory could

not be met.

The fixing of a minimum stock figure will be determined by
the nature of the item, the rate of consumption, and the

longest period required to obtain an economical quantity.

With regard to the nature of the item a minimum quantity

can only be fixed for those materials which will be in con-

tinuous demand by the factory for general production, as other

items which may be required to complete a customer's special
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order will only be purchased as and when required. The
minimum stock figure will, therefore, only relate to standard

raw materials and parts for manufacturing and for general

use on service or standing works orders.

In conjunction with a minimum ^ock there will be used a

maximum stock, which sets a justifiable limit to the amount
of stock which should be on hand at any time.

The object of operating stocks of materials on a minimum-
maximum basis is twofold, namely, to prevent the holding of

excessive or inadequate stocks, and as both are inter-related

they may be considered simultaneously. One of the greatest

forms of waste in industry is the uneconomical and excessive

buying of materials which invariably results in the “ locking

up ” of too much capital and the " writing off " of losses at

the end of each financial period through obsolescence and
falling prices. On the other hand, the failure to stock an
adequate supply of materials, sufficient to meet general

manufacturing requirements, leads to unnecessary and costly

delays in the factory. The need for some means of controlling

the quantities of standard materials that should be held in

stock at any time is, therefore, evident.

The rules to be obser\x‘d in the calculation of minimum and
maximum quantities are simple. Firstly, the average rate of

use is considered, and secondly, the period of time required

—taking the longest period, not the average—to obtain the

economical quantity. The minimum stock or quantity below
which the stock should never be allowed to fall is then repre-

sented by the quantity (plus a margin for safety) of the article

which will meet the normal demands of the factory whilst

the quantity ordered is being obtained.

The “ maximum stock is taken at something above the

totals of these tw^o, but it may be limited by financial

considerations.

Great care is needed when fixing the above limits, as it will

be seen that if the minimum figure has been set so as to be
certain that sufficient material will be always available, there

may be an inclination to over-stock, whereas if the minimum
is fixed with a view to keeping stocks as low as possible, there

may be periods when consignments will be delayed. To
overcome the possibility of this trouble arising, a “ re order
point may be fixed which corresponds to the minimum
quantity. When the stock of any item falls to the “ re-order

quantity,"' therefore, a purchase requisition is then issued

instead of waiting until the quantity falls to the minimum.
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The minimum stock is set below this “ re-order quantity/*

and then becomes the real danger point.

The minimum, maximum, and re-order figures must be

noted on the bin cards and stock record cards.

MINING COSTING. (See Single or Output Costing
;
also

Cost Finding—Methods of.)

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENTS. (See Departments,
also Service Departments.)
MORTGAGE CHARGES. (See Mortgage—Interest on.)

MORTGAGES—INTEREST ON. The treatment of interest

on mortgages in cost accounts will depend upon the actual

circumstances of each case ; for instance, where a business

requires a loan for a short period in order to complete some
special or specific contract, the interest payable thereon must
not be allocated to establishment expenses and recovered

amongst the various indirect items over the whole output

of a factory, but should be a direct charge to the job or

contract for which the money was specially requinnl.

In those cases where a business issues a mortgage on its

factory and office buildings and land for the purpose of

obtaining additional working capital, the interest charges

thereon may be dealt with by either of the following

methods

—

{a) To regard interest as a general charge to the business

and include among the establishment expenses.

{b) To regard the interest payable as a charge against gross

profits and exclude it from the cost accounts.

As a Charge to Establishment Expenses. When this method
is used the amount of interest is firstly allocated to the

administrative expense, which, in turn, is then ar])itrarily

apportioned over both the Factory and Selling Departments,
according to the extent it is considered each will benefit

therefrom.

Each case, however, must be considered upon its own
merits, as it may be that a larger portion of the extra capital

will be spent upon, say, advertising, and only a small amount
pxtually used in production. In such a case it would obviously

be incorrect to charge the interest to the Factory and Selling

Departments in equal proportion. On the other hand, if the

greater part of the money is expended in new plant, then the

factory should bear its correct share of the expense.

As a Charge Against Gross Profits. When mortgage interest

is regarded as a charge against the gross profits of a business,

the item is transferred direct to the Profit and Loss
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Appropriation Account, and does not appear in the cost

accounts.

The treatment of mortgage interest should be regarded from
a different viewpoint to interest on capital or on debentures,

as a business that has sufficient working capital will rarely, if

ever, issue a mortgage upon its premises. It may, therefore,

be safely assumed that the issue of a mortgage will usually

follow on the failure to raise addition^il working capital by
the more general manner, i.e. by the issue of shares.

From the above it will be seen that the correct treatment
of interest on mortgages depends upon the circumstances

under which they are issued. The interest payable on mort-

gages that are issued for long periods, and for the purpose of

providing finance for the business generally, is more correctly

a charge against the gross profits of the business and should

not, therefore, appear as an item among the establishment

expenses.

The treatment of mortgage charges in the manner indicated

may appear a controversial point to some minds, but it is

argued that the circumstances which necessitate the issue will

decide the method of treatment in the cost accounts.

When money is raised by this means, and simply because
the working capital of the business has been reduced through
the purchase of additional assets, or dissipated through losses

made in previous years, the increasing of the cost of manu-
facture by charging interest to costs is not justified.

For a general consideration of “ interest as an item of cost,’'

see Interest on Capital.

MOVE TICKET. (See Work Ticket.)
MULTIPLE COSTING, (See Cost Finding—Methods of.)

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE. The amount of the

employer's contribution forms part of the establishment
expenses of a business, and the amount is allocated direct to

the Administrative, Selling, and Factory Departments. This
analysis is very easily effected, as the salaries list or pay roll

will give the actual figures each week. In those cases where
the factory expenses are analysed by departments, the pay
roll should be arranged departmental!y wherever possible, so

that the amount of the employer’s contribution per
department will be easily ascertained.

When departmental analysis of the pay roll is not possible,

the amount is sometimes apportioned arbitrarily, but with
large concerns actual analysis must be made of this expense
item.
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NORMAL MAXIMUM OUTPUT CAPACITY— BASING
EXPENSES ON. (See Establishment Expenses.)
OBJECTS AND ADVANTAGES OF COST ACCOUNTANCY.

If a system of cost accountancy is to be of any real value to

the manufacturer, it must be far more than a mere branch of

ordinary financial accounting. Ordinary accounting deals with
the external transactions of a business from a purely financial

point of view, and in all cases in bulk and in terms of cash
;

whereas cost accountancy deals with the internal transactions,

and from the point of view of manufacture and distribution.

A costing system must accommodate many other problems
besides purely monetary values. It must deal in terms of

efficiency, time, weight, volume, etc., and connect the manu-
facturing operations with the financial transactions by inter-

preting the former in terms of cash.

The objects of costing may, therefore, be stated as

—

1. To determine the actual cost of each article, process or

operation.

2. To compare the actual cost with the estimate or standard.

3. To provide statistical data in the form of reports and
statistics so that a factory can be managed on the basis of

facts.

4. To reconcile with the financial accounts in terms of true

cost the expenditure incurred and charge it to production,

distribution, and management.
The advantages derived from the use of a good costing

system are

—

1. The amount of profit or loss on the manufacture and sale

of different products can be ascertained and localized.

2. By making it possible to compare the actual cost with

the estimate, it enables future estimates to be prepared with

more reliance, and provides a sound basis for establishing

sales policies and prices.

3. The management of a business is aided by the information

made available by a good system of costing, as the efficiency

of each department can be examined and compared with
that of others.

4. The provision of accurate and detailed costs enables the

business to be managed and controlled efficiently, as exces-

sive costs, waste, and unremunerative expenses can easily be
detected and eliminated.

Three clearly defined branches of cost accountancy have
now been indicated, namely

—

I. Cost Finding, which relates to the method used to
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ascertain the detailed and total cost of any desired article,

process or service.

2. Cost Control, which provides, firstly, the means of con-

trolling in detail and total all expenditure incurred in

connection with production, distribution, and management
;

and, secondly, the basis for reconciling the total cost with the

financial accounts.

3. Cost Estimating is the predetermination of the probable

cost of an article, process or service when incurred under given

conditions.

OBSOLESCENCE. (See Depreciation.)
OFFICE EXPENSES. (See Establishment Expenses.)
OFFICE FIXTURES AND FITTINGS comprise such items

as di'sks, tables, slu'lves, racks, and partitions, etc., when not

forming part of the main building structure.

The \'alue of office fixtures is part of the capital assets of

the business. The cost of their repair and maintenance is

charged to establishment expenses and allocated direct or

apportioiu'd to the Administrative and Selling Departments’
Exp(*nse Accounts.

When the amount expended on repairs is large, the cost is

then collected by means of a system of service orders which,

as far as possible, should show the expense incurred by each

department separately. In the case of small concerns, it is

often more desirable to regard hxtures and fittings as part

of the main building and to include tht^ repair charges

among the repairs to buildings. (See also Fixtures and
Fittings.)

OFFICE ONCOST. (See Establishment Expenses.)
ONCOST METHODS. (See F^stablishment Expenses.)
ONCOSTS. (See Establishment Expenses.)
OPERATION METHOD OF COST FINDING. The opera-

tion method of cost finding is a term that is very often used to

indicate the job costing method when applied to the costing

of goods by operation ” rather than by the piece or quantity.

With many engineering works this type of costing is used as

well as the ordinary job costing method, as it will sometimes
be found more convenient to cost certain articles or parts

according to the operations performed on them, and par-

ticularly in such cases where certain articles or parts must be
stocked in a partly finished state for convenience in making
up special orders.

With some industries many operations are the same up to

a certain point, when the goods are then placed into stock in
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their semi-finished state. The articles are then drawn from
stock when the final operation is performed to meet the special

requirements of the different customers. In such instances

the operation cost method is necessary, as the finished state

of the product cannot be ascertained until after receipt of

the customer’s order.

In certain kinds of wood-working plants, especially those

that machine small quantities of timber to customers’ require-

ments, the operation method can be used to advantage, as

the cost of most operations, such as planing, sawing, moulding,

etc., is more easily figured by the lineal foot or other suitable

basis, owing to the small amount of machining required.

The use of special purpose machinery is another instance

where the “ operation ” method of costing is specially suitable

due to the uniformity of the work performed, and in this

instance it should be noted that an operation need not

necessarily be restricted to the one kind of material, provided

the nature of the operation is such that the cost can be calcu-

lated on the basis of speed or stroke, and by the quantity, such

as per lineal measure, per piece, etc. In the manufacture of

rivets, for instance, the special machines used for this purpose

may turn out a complete rivet at each revolution. The
cost of the operation may, therefore, be figured on the basis

of the number of revolutions per hour, as the operating

efficiency of the machine is governed by the number of

revolutions. The variation in speed of output brought about
by the use of different kinds of materials would, therefore, be

taken into consideration.

With the above method of costing tlie " job covers the

individual operation instead of the complete article or piece

of machinery, and we therefore still have the job costing

method, but with ^ different unit of output to that usually

associated with the more general form of job costing. (See

also Cost Finding—Methods of, and Job Costtng Method
OF Cost Finding.)

OPERATIVE UNDERTAKING COSTING. Where services

are rendered rather than goods produced, this method of cost

finding will generally be used. A single measurement demon-
strates the work performed, though it may vary in kind, as

when a railway company reckons work performed as per

passenger mile or per ton mile, etc., or an electric supply
company per Board of Trade unit or kilowatt-hour.

Operative costs render possible the costing of transport

undertaking and other public utility concerns, such as
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electricity supply, water, and, in some cases, sewage and gas

companies, etc.

One of the outstanding features of operative costing is a
comprehensive classification of all expenses. In the case of

a tramway company, a distinction is first made between
maintenance charges and those expenses which directly relate

to the running costs
;

also general administration, and each
of these main groups is again analysed according to the size of

the undertaking.

Maintenance charges, for instance, may be classified to

show in the first place

—

(a) Maintenance of permanent ways.

(b) Maintenance of overhead equipment.

(c) Maintenance of buildings.

(d) Maintenance and repairs of rolling stock.

Each of these main headings may be further analysed to

show the amount expended on the respective kinds of assets

as follows

—

(a) Maintenance of permanent ways

—

I. Ordinary maintenance. 2. Renewals.

(h) Maintenance of overhead equipment

—

1. Overhead equipment. 3. Section boxes.

2. Cables. 4. Sub-stations and plant.

(c) Maintenance of buildings

—

1. Car sheds. 3. Stores.

2. Repair shop. 4. Offices.

(d) Repairs and maintenance of rolling stock

—

1. Car bodies. 3. Axles and wheels.

2. Motors and controllers. 4. Lighting equipment.

The costing routine and the detailed work involved will

not be so extensive as with the job or process methods of

costing, as the operation of the method will be almost limited

to the analysis of stores consumed and expenditure direetty

connected with the running of the cars, etc. Repair and
maintenance work, however, may be dealt with on the job

costing principles
;

and all time, materials, and direct

expenses booked to each repair job, the total of such job

costs being closed out to the respective maintenance accounts

as above.
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The analysis of wages other than those of the men engaged

on repairs will be allocated direct by means of an andysed
form of pay roll, suitable columns being included for such work
as cleaning car and track, pointmen, drivers, conductors,

inspectors, etc.

The collection and summarizing of the expenditure, either

weekly or monthly, are a comparatively simple matter, if the

classification of expenses has been effected in a methodical

manner in accordance with the principles given under
'' Classification of Expenses,” also ” By-product Costing.”

The following comparative statements clearly indicate the

principles involved with this method of costing

—

Form No. 57.
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DETAILED COST STATEMENTS AND STATISTICS
FOtfnNo.QO. FOR ENDED IQ..

^ ;
.

Por Car Mile.

Description.
I I

I

< ' ^ year. year.

(a) Operation—*
Inspector’s Wages .

.

Clerks’ and Storekeepers’ Wages .

.

Drivers’ and Conductors’ Wages .

.

Point Boys’, Car and Track Cleaners’, and other Wages
Salaries

Stores
Water
Light
Sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

{f»

Total

Generation

—

Wages
Salaries

Fuel .

.

Oil, Waste, Water, and Engine-room Stores

Repairs and Maintenance

—

Power Station Buildings—Wages
Stores

Engines and Boilers—Wages
Stores

Dynamos, Transformers, Motors, etc.—Wages
Stores

Other Machinery, Instruments, etc.— VN'ages

Stores

Accumulators— Wages
Stores

Sundries , . . . . .

Total

Purchase or Energy

—

(Particulars.)

Total

Distribution

—

Wages
Salaries

Stores
Repairs and Maintenance

—

Sub-stations and Plant— Wages .

Stores .

Overhead equipment— Wages .

Stores

Cables and section boxes— Wages .

Stores .

Sundries

Total

Buildings (excluding Power Statkiu)—
Wages
Salaries

Stores

Permanent Way

—

Salaries

Ordinary Maintenance

Renewals

—

Total

Forward .

.
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Form No, 60 (contd.).

Description.

Forward
Cars and Car Equipments

—

Wages
Salaries

Repairs and Maintenance—
Car bodies—Wages

Stores

Motors and Controllers— Wagt
Stor(

Trucks and Gear— Wagt
Stor<

Axles and Wheels— Wag(
Ston

Trolley Poles and Wheels— Wag(
Stor<

Lighting Equipments— Wag(
Stor(

Sundries

1

i

Per Car

j

This
1 year.

1

Administration Charges—(chief office)

(Particulars.)

Total

Aggregate for period

This Year. Last Year.

Route mileage of Wires operated
Number of Car Miles run

,, Hours
,, Service Hours

Receipts per Car Mile .

.

,, ,,
Car per day

,, ,, Route Mile

,, ,, Messenger
Expenditure per Route Mile .

.

,, ,, Car Mile

,, ,, Passenger
Units generated and/or purchased

13. sent out from Station .

.

M. used in Offices and Works
15. used in Street Lighting .

.

16. sent out to Cars .

.

17. per Car Mile
18. maximum demand (k.w.) of traction

19. per Mile
Car Milos

ao. No. of Car Miles per hour, i.e.
C.ar Hour?.

3 r. Lost Mileage

No. of Passengers carried at each Fare. This Year. Last Year.
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ORDER METHOD OF COST FINDING. (See Job Costing
Method of Cost Finding, also Cost Finding—Methods of.)

ORGANIZATION—PRINCIPLES OF. Cost Accounting is so

intimately related to organization and management that it is

most difficult to discuss costing unless one has a thorough
understanding of the principles of organization and manage-
ment. To install or even operate a costing system satisfactorily

without this knowledge is impossible.

The necessity for this knowledge wall be appreciated when
one considers that in most cases the basis of a cost is a unit of

output and that the costing of a unit will require that the

output of a plant be analysed or departmentalized so that the

individual units or operations can be separated. A plant must
be well organized if it is to function efficiently, and if w'e are to

be in the position to analyse and connect the function of

manufacturing with the selling and administration divisions

of a business it follows that a thorough knowledge of organiz-

ation is a necessity. However, all that can be attempted in the

small space available is to briefly outline the broad principles

of organization and management, as to deal with the subject

fully would require the space of a whole book.

Industrial concerns may be divided into three classes as

regards the basis upon which they will expand. In one class

we have what is known as the '‘Horizontal" and in another

class the "Vertical." In the case of the former the expansion
of the business will proceed in a horizontal manner, products

of a similar nature being added to the existing lines. For
instance, a concern manufacturing a certain product that is

seasonal may only be selling this product during the winter

months and rather than have their plant idle or on short time

during the remainder of the year will generally take up the

manufacture of another product that will have a sale during

the summer months. By this means their expansion is what
might be regarded as taking place upon a horizontal plane and
the expansion of a business of this kind may go on almost

indefinitely so long as the variety of the products can be

increased. In the case of the manufacture of silk underwear,

a lightweight garment may be made during the winter for

summer sale and heavy weight garments made in the summer
months for winter sale. The natural expansion in this case

would be the manufacture of suitable garments for the spring

and autumn trade. Food products offer another good example
of the horizontal class of concern. Certain food products

are perishable and they cannot be manufactured in large
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quantities and stored for future sale, products of a similar

nature are therefore made and sold in the different seasons.

The object of concerns of this class is to round off their line

of products so that a continuous manufacturing and selling

activity is maintained throughout the year and the plant kept
on a regular or steady production. The selection of new lines

for expansion must have reference to the type of selling

organization in use as the same selling staff must be able to

handle the additional products. Manufacturing processes

must be similar or of such a nature that most of the existing

plant and machinery can be utilized.

A business that will expand in a vertical manner will include

such industries that manufacture a product requiring

machinery or methods that cannot be adapted for other kinds

of products. The growth of such businesses will be in the

direction of increased output in these products only, rather

tlian an increase in the variety of products. An example of

this type of business is the manufacture of motor car tyres.

The machinery used in this instance cannot be used or adapted
for other products, as the moulds and curing equipment, etc.,

are unsuitable for other kinds of rubber products. Expansion
in this case is practically limited to increasing its sales and
output up to the point where the plant will be fully employed
throughout the whole year in producing tyres for sale during

the spring and summer season. This process is followed until

the sales equal the full capacity of the plant,when additional

machinery is obtained and the plant enlarged to take care of

further expansion.

The manufacture of paint and varnish is another example
of the vertical class of industry as expansion is confined to the

increasing of sales in the one line of products only.

Certain industries are of such a nature that they will expand
both horizontally and vertically, such as the manufacture of

rubber goods cited above, and whilst the expansion in regard

to motor car tyres will be vertical, the expansion in regard to

other kinds of goods will be in a horizontal manner, as they

will mostly consist of seasonal lines. Rubberized fabric used
in the manufacture of mackintoshes or waterproof garments is

purely a seasonal line, as also rubber footwear and garden hose,

etc., and we, therefore, have industrial concerns that are

divisible into three groups, i.e.

—

1. Horizontal.

2. Vertical.

3. Combination of 1 and 2.

10—(B.1965^
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Types of Organization. The type of organization that will

be employed by any business will to a large extent be deter-

mined by its size and the nature of the products manufactured
or the service rendered. For instance, with the very small

concern the question of organization will not present much
difficulty as one will usually find that the owner-manager is

able to effectively control all sections of his business with the

help of a junior or perhaps one clerk. With the larger concern

employing 1,000 or 2,000 workers, an organization is needed
that will accommodate all the peculiarities of the business.

Some industries require a larger office staff than others, whilst

the size of the clerical staff in the works will be smaller in one
plant than another. In some instances, one may also find that

the clerical staff in the plant will be much larger than the

clerical staff in the office. Variations in almost all directions

will, therefore, be encountered and each business must be

considered by itself.

The basis upon which the plant or manufacturing depart-

ments will be organized depends entirely upon the size of the

business, and the nature of the manufacturing processes.

Engineering is perhaps the most difficult type of industry to

discuss in this direction, as almost each plant will require

different treatment due to the great variety of manufacturing
processes that will be carried on, also the variation in the

number of workers employed. Two plants each making a
similar type of product and each of the same size will invariably

be organized on a different basis. The use of different types of

machinery, different lay-out of departments and variations in

the types of labour employed, will affect the methods of organ-

izing in the plant. For instance, an electrical engineering

concern whose output chiefly consists of special machines will

require different treatment to another electrical concern whose
entire output consists of standardized products made on a
quantity production basis. In the former case there must be
provided a routine that will handle the bulk of the output
against special orders, whereas in the latter case the standard
products will enable standard manufacturing processes to be
used and in place of the special orders there will be a standard
formula or instructions that will control production in large

quantities.

The type of supervision required by both these businesses

will differ as the plant that is producing special machinery will

need a different kind of supervision to the plant operating upon
a quantity production basis. This difference in supervision
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will also require a different form of plant management and
plant office organization. In the one case, special production

orders will be issued for each special machine, whereas, the

plant engaged upon standard production will be able to issue

standard instructions and which may be permanent in

character.

The above few remarks are sufficient to show that no
standard instructions can be given regarding the best type of

organization that should be used in any one case. Consider-

ation must be given to all the peculiarities of each business

before one can decide how' to set out the organization.

General Organization. The types of organization usually

applied to manufacturing concerns are divided into three

groups or classes, i.e.

—

1. Functional Organization.

2. Line Organization.

3. Combination of Line and Functional.

The organization of the small business needs little discussion

as most businesses of to-day have developed from the small

concern of about forty or fifty employees. It is in the expan-

sion and development of small concerns that the Cost Account-
ant is able to exercise a most useful influence upon the future

operating efficiency of the Manufacturing, Selling, and Office

Departments, as without proper organization no business can

hope to withstand the severe competition of to-day.

1. Funxtional Organization. This type of organization

makes the greatest use of the knowledge of experts in their

respective fields. Manual and mental WT)rk is subdivided to

enable expert knowdedge on the important matters connected
with the industry to be transmitted to the respective depart-

ments or individuals. As an example, if this type of organiza-

tion is applied to the manufacture of, say, paint, there would
be made available the expert kiiowdedge of a chemist, and an
engineer, as well as a production manager to the foremen of

the manufacturing departments and who in turn would trans-

mit such information to the workmen.
The chart overleaf illustrates the principles of this type of

organization.

This type of organization has many advantages, but they

are more than outweighed by the disadvantages. It encourages

weak discipline and makes it almost impossible to co-ordinate

the many separate functions of a business. One will rarely

find this type of organization in use.

2. Link Organization. This is sometimes called the
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“Military Type" and is perhaps the oldest form of organiz-

ation in existence. It is claimed that clear definition of duties

and responsibilities and its simplicity are the advantages of

such an organization. The principle of Line Organization is

that the work of administration is performed by those in

higher command and that all other duties are delegated to

subordinates. Authority is clearly defined from the manage-
ment down to the worker. The responsibilities and duties are

delegated from the management to the foremen and from the

foremen to the workers, but no foreman has any control or

authority over another foreman, neither is a worker responsible

to any foreman other than the one immediately above him.

The disadvantages of this type of organization are that it is

inflexible. In the case of the large and more complex type of

business it is most difficult to operate. It has a tendency to

overload some employees with responsibilities and may
encourage inefficient methods. Another serious objection is

the disorganization to the business that invariably follows

when the chief executive is lost. The Chart on page 282
illustrates the principles of Line Organization.

3. Line AND Functional Organization. The best features

of both types 1 and 2 have been developed into a method to

combine all the advantages of each, the general principles being

to divide a business into its primary functions which in the

case of an average size engineering concern would probably be

:

(1) Manufacturing, (2) Selling and Distribution, (3) Accounting
and Finance. In the case of the larger concern the division of

functions would be more detailed and may comprise in

addition to the above, Purchasing, Chief Engineer (for design

and tests), Advertising, if considerable sums are spent upon
this item, and Secretarial, etc.

The executives in charge of each functional division are equal

in authority and each has definite duties mid responsibilities.

Expert advice is also provided for under this method, and the

Chief Engineer, Sales Manager, and Comptroller will each give

advice to the Plant Superintendents, etc.

It is this type of organization that is chiefly used as a basis

for describing the various methods of Cost Accountancy in

this Dictionary and a proper understanding of the general

principles is necessary. It is regretted that the space available

does not permit of this subject being dealt with in greater

detail, but it is hoped that sufficient has been given to enable

one to obtain a general knowledge of the principles of organiz-

ation and management.
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A more detailed consideration of the manner in which
manufacturing departments are dealt with will be found under
the heading “Departments—Classification of/’ Correct

departmentalization is a necessity for all types of Cost

Accounting Systems. The organization of the office depart-

ments will not present any difficulty if it is realized that an
office is a necessary link between the manufactmring, selling,

and financial divisions of a business, and that no one division

can function properly without it. All the details of a business

are worked out in the office, yet an office can only function

properly if it realizes that its object is to render a service to

the manufacturing, selling, and other divisions and not to

control or to determine policies for them. Office Managers can

only be efficient if they realize that their ability to originate

ideas is not to be directed towards the determination of policies

for the business, but towards the invention of ways that will

aid them in rendering better service to the management and
the various divisions of the business.

OUTPUT—BASING EXPENSES ON MINIMUM, MAXI-
MUM, NORMAL OR REDUCED. (See Establishment
Expenses.)
OUTPUT BONUS. (See Bonus on Output.)
OUTPUT COSTING. (See Single or Output Costing,

also Cost Finding—Methods of.)

OUTPUT STANDARDS. (See Standard Costing.)

OUTWORKER^S TIME SHEET. The nature of some
industries is such that employees are sent away from the

factory to work upon a customer’s site, and in these cases an
outworker’s time sheet, ruled similar to the specimen given,

will be used. The use of an outworker’s time sheet is neces-

sary when the work to be done on the customer’s site is of

short duration, and where only a few men are required, but

with large contracts, extending over a long period of time and
requiring a large number of men, it will then be desirable to

install time recorders on the site and for the men to use clock

cards as would be done in the case of a worker engaged in

the factory.

When outworkers’ time sheets are used, they will be sent

to the Wages Department of the factory at the end of each

week and dealt with there in a similar manner as the gate

cards, excepting that in this instance the workers may be paid

on the site instead of at the factory.

In the case of a large contract being carried out which will

extend over a long period of time, a time clerk is usually
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Form No. 61 (Front).

[OUT

OUTWORKER’S TIME SHEET
No.

Name l^atc

W.O. No Week Ending

Particulars of Work. ..

Friday

11

1 On.
!i I

i

Foreman's
Signature.

Ordinary'

1

Time.
Over-
time.

i

!

Saturday.

Sunday .

Monday .

Tuesday , .
!|

Wednesday . !l

Thursday . !|

Total for Week

!

i

Hours.
1

1

Rate,
j

Ordinary Time
1

i

1

1

Overtime 1

1

i

Extras per Other Side

Deductions

—

Health Unempyt

Total . . . . £
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Form No. 61 {Bach),

[OUT

OUT WORK EXPENSES SHEET

Job W/O

Week Ending 19

Railway Fares from

to

Out Door Allowance..

Stamps, Telegrams, etc.

Extras (if any) to be stated in detail and
Receipt for same attached

Signature..
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stationed on the site to supervise the recording of time. In

these instances the time clerk will calculate the times and
amount of pay, etc., and prepare a statement of the total

wages required, which is sent to the factory. The amounts
will then be made up and placed in their respective envelopes

or pay boxes, and the workmen paid on the site. The back
of the outworker’s time sheet may be ruled to accommodate
a statement of the travelling and incidental expense incurred

by each worker.

OVERDRAFTS—EXPENSES OF. (See Bank Overdraft.)
OVERHEAD EXPENSES. (See Establishment Expenses.)
PARAMOUNT SORTING SYSTEM. The Paramount sort-

ing system is a simple and most inexpensive method of sorting

and classifying all forms of data, from small job tickets,

time cards, and stores requisitions to the comprehensive
analysis cards essential to the present-day methods of scien-

tific management. Whilst the method is worked on the

punched card principle, it differs considerably from the
“ Powers ” and Hollerith ” systems

—

1 . The cards are provided with a series of holes perforated

adjacent to the edges, each hole representing a definite value

in the group allotted to a certain classification. The holes

vary in number according to the number of classifications

into which it is desired to assemble the cards, and the par-

ticular hole or holes, corresponding to the information to be
indicated, is slotted away to the edge of the card, this

slotting being equivalent to the punching of holes in the body
of a card by the Hollerith ” or Power ” system.

2. No machinery for sorting is necessary, as this operation

is carried out by hand, and at more than twice the speed of

machine sorting.

Paramount sorting is effected by taking a stack of cards

which have been slotted into various classifications, and pass-

ing a stiff wire, such as a knitting needle, through the holes

in the cards, corresponding to the classification (Fig. 12), and
raising the wire ; those cards in this classification having
nothing to support them, fall clear of the remainder. This

is a very rapid process, as a large numberof cards fall together

;

the cards being sorted at the rate of 60,000 per hour.

3. The system provides an absolute and visible check on
the accuracy of sorting—^when cards of a given classification

have been separated from the remainder, and are tapped
into alignment with each other, the slotted holes show up
as grooves cut along the edge of the stack, as shown in the
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illustration (Fig. 13). Any card of a different classification

which may accidentally have got into the stack is therefore

immediately disclosed by breaking the line of the groove

—

thus providing the visible check.

4.

When cards are filed away in numerical sequence or

code order, the slottings which show up as grooves auto-

matically provide a visible index, as will be seen on reference

to Fig. 2—guide cards being unnecessary, as the position of

the grooves indicates the separate divisions.

5. No special tabulating machinery is required for sum-
marizing or tabulating the results, as this can be done either

by hand or with the aid of any existing adding or listing

machine.

6. There is no restriction as to the size or shape of the forms
that can be used with this method, or even the quality or

class of material from which they are made ; for instance, cards

as small as railway tickets or sheets of paper—size 10 in. by
8 in. and over can be used : furthermore, the system can be
utilized for the sorting of metal or fibre pay and time checks,

etc.

The slotting of the cards or forms may be done in various

ways, the simplest form being the ticket nipper, similar
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to those used by railway ticket inspectors, or letter perforators,

which can be set to cut out definite codes of one or more
figures, and are suitable to issue to workers for the purpose
of slotting their identity codes in piecework or job tickets.

Where the cards have to be slotted in large quantities, and
can be brought to a central point, it is preferable to have a

multiple key punch. By this means cards may be slotted

into six or seven classifications at a speed of 1,200 per hour.

When the system is used in connection with time cards,

job cards, or piecework tickets, it is in many instances

possible to slot the cards with the workers’ codes before they
are issued to the workers. For this purpose a simple form of

grooving machine—namely, a single knife driven by a foot

or hand lever, can be used to groove 200 cards at a time.

This machine is capable of slotting 110,000 cards per hour
with single figure codes.

In certain instances the holes or perforations may be slightly

nicked towards the edge of the card, and in such cases the

slotting is then effected by placing the point of a pencil in the

hole and pulling away the nicked portion of the card, thus

opening out the hole for the purpose of sorting.

The Paramount method of sorting requires the use of

codes for each classification, and the material which has to

be sorted and tabulated can be coded by either of the following

arrangements

—

1. By allotting a series of 10 holes for the units, tens,

hundreds, thousands, until the desired limit is reached : each

series bearing the numbers 0 to 9 under the respective holes.

If the size of the card or form to be sorted will not permit of

this arrangement, the following may be used

—

2. A scries of six holes, numbered 0 to 5 inclusive, are

allotted for the units, tens, etc., the numbers 1 to 5 being

indicated by single slotting, and the numbers over 5 by double

slotting
;

for instance, the holes 5 and 1 both slotted out

indicate 6 : likewise 5 and 2 = 7, and so on. This does not

involve extra labour in sorting, as by passing the needle

through the 5 hole in the first instance, the stack is auto-

matically divided into numbers over 5, and 5 and below.

3. Another variation of the above is to have six holes, five

of which are numbered 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, the sixth being lettered X.
A slotted hole being normally read as the odd figure printed

below it, but when the X hole is also slotted the hole is read

as the even figure next below : e.g. X9 = 8, XI = 0.

4. By having a series of 12 holes, 10 of which are numbered
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0 to 9, and two lettered N and R/D, to denote the order of

reading, as follows

—

o oooooooooo o
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ON K/D.

a complete range of numbers from 0 to 99 is possible.

N '' indicates normal reading.
“ R/D denotes—in the case of double slottings read

from right to left,'' and in the case of single slottings “ read

as though the figure has been written twice "—see following

examples.

A single hole slotted in conjuhction with the " N " will,

therefore, be read as the figure printed below normally
indicates

;
if, however, the “ R/D " hole is slotted then the

figure will be read twice, e.g. 5 R/D = 55.

Double figures slotted in conjunction with the “ N " hole

should be read from left to right as written figures thus,

8, 5, N == 85 ;
on the other hand, if the R/D " hole is

slotted in place of the '' N," the 8 and 5 would be read in the

reverse way (right to left), viz., 58.

This can be extended to a second series of 12 holes, making
24 in all, covering hundreds and thousands, which then

gives a complete numerical sequence from 0 to 9999.

If the codes need not be kept in strict numerical sequence

as identity codes for workers, articles, or for any other purpose
which does not necessitate codes running in consecutive order,

with 10 holes the following codes may be used

—

Single Figure Code. By slotting each hole out individually

0 to 9—a code with a series of 10 index figures is provided.

2-

Figure Code. By reading the left-hand hole of the two
slotted away as the ten and the right-hand hole as the unit

—

a code of 45 figures may be used, e.g. 10, 20, 21, 30, 31, 32,

40, etc.

3

-

Figure Code. Reading in the same manner from the

left-hand hole as the hundred, the middle hole as the ten,

and the right-hand hole as the unit—a code consisting of

120 figures is available—e.g. 210, 310, 320, 321, 410, etc.

4-

Figure Code. In the same manner a code of 210 figures

is possible, e.g. 3210, 4210, 4310, 4320, 4321, and so on.

If a still larger range is required the above figures may be

squared by using a double code, making 20 holes in all, e.g.

—

A single-figure code in two series 0/0 to 9/9 gives a code
of 100 index figures.

By extending the code to two figures in the two series from

0/0 to 98/98, we get 3,025 index figures.
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By using three figures in two series it is possible to obtain

30,625 index figures.

Four figures in two series will give 148,225 index figures.

The Paramount method is applicable to all classes of

clerical work requiring the collection of details into classified

form. The work of sorting time cards, job cards, stores

requisitions, work tickets, is reduced to a minimum, and by
re-sorting into different classifications the laborious process of

hand analysis, with its consequent checking, is eliminated.

The procedure followed with regard to the sorting and
analysing is very simple, as will be observed from the

description which follows of a Costing System used in a large

machine shop.

Each works order is given a serial job number, which is

entered on a card similar to the specimen given (Form 62), to-

gether with the sanction number or departmental code number
to which the job is chargeable. These numbers are then

slotted along the top and bottom edges of the card, together

with certain other information such as date of order and class

of work, which is expressed by the code F B C D E S in top

left-hand corner
;
F B C representing orders received during

the years 1924, 1925, and 1926 ; and D E S which relates to

orders on the pattern shop, experimental orders, and capital

expenditure respectively. The card illustrated relates to

job number S 4059, and this reference number is slotted with

the **
S,*' indicating that it is a sanction order covering capital

expenditure, together with 405 on the principle referred to

in number 3 example of coding, and described on page 290,

the unit figure of 9 in the job nimiber S 4059 is not provided
for, it being unnecessary to carry the sorting by mechanical
method beyond the tens.

With regard to the holes along the bottom edge of the card.

These refer to “ M "—work done for a branch factory
;

** W works or departmental order ; S " sanction order
;

5, 4, and 3, additions, replacements, and alterations to plant

respectively. 2 miscellaneous, and 1 general sanctions, the

remainder of the bottom edge being reserved for code numbers
also arranged on the principle set out in the paragraph
numbered 3 on page 290, but in this instance the slottings

are read as hundreds, tens, and units, in connection with
sanction orders, or^s tens and units plus tens and units for

the two series of numbers which constitute the works code.

It will be seen that in order to arrange the holes in series

suitable for both codes that the 2 holes reserved for the tens
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in the second series of the works code have been placed to

the right of the units.

In the case illustrated the S has been slotted out to

represent sanction order, 5 to denote that the order covers

an addition to plant
;

the 3, X5, X3 to denote sanction

number 342,

The values of the materials used on all orders are obtained
from the stores requisitions, and the amounts posted each

week
;

likewise the labour expended is posted from the job

cards, and the value of the labour balanced with the pay roll

weekly.

The costs have now to be analysed according to chargeable

codes for the purpose of debiting the Work in Progress Account
of each department, with the amount of labour expended and
material used during the week in question. This is effected

by sorting the cards into chargeable code order, when the items

will be automatically assembled ready for totalling, after

which the cards are re-sorted into job number order for

subsequent postings.

Under the old method this analysis was done by hand

;

the stores requisitions and time cards being posted to indi-

vidual job numbers, and an abstract prepared by the use of

analysis paper.

The method of sorting is as follows

—

The cards are lirst tapped lightly into alignment and a

stiff wire is passed through the “ S ” hole to divide the cards

into sanctions and departmental orders
;
on raising the wire,

all those slotted away at this hole fall clear, and the remainder
are carried away on the wire. If the two stacks are now
tapped into alignment there will be an unbroken groove
running through each stack at the W and S holes

respectively
; thus proving that the cards have been accu-

rately sorted into their respective classifications, viz., works
code and sanctions. ^

Each stack is then sorted into numerical order, starting

with the X hole in the hundreds, thus dividing the stack

into odd and even hundreds, as already described ;
the cards

are then sorted into the respective hundreds by passing the

wire first through the 9 hole and then through the 7 hole,

and so on through each of the stacks ;
the process being

repeated through the tens and units, by which time the cards

will be arranged in correct numerical order of sanction numbers
and works codes.

The above description chiefly shows how the work of
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analysing the details into classifications is simplified
; the card

in this instance is made out in the cost office, and does not
leave this department.

There has yet to be described the internal routine of the
factory, in so far as it relates to the costing system, and in this

direction the ticket is usually a form that is very easily adapted
to any existing costing system in connection with repetition

work. The form illustrated (Form 63) is a job ticket used by

a large manufacturing firm. It covers two repetition opera-
tions, and forms the basis for calculating piecework earnings,
and compiling of job costs and progress reports.

The filers’ codes are slotted in advance on the tickets and
issued in bulk. Upon completion of each unit of work, the
filer^ass the work, together with a ticket to the next operation,
viz., truing. The truer, after completing his work, slots his

code in the ticket, and passes it on with the work to the
inspector. After passing the work, the inspector clips the
ticket through his letter code with a special design of ticket

nipper, which does not leave bis possession, and drops the
ticket into a box, the box being cleared periodically throughout
the day by the departmental clerk.

The tickets are first checked to see that all have been
clipped by the inspector, any not so clipped being rejected.

They are then sorted into size and customers’ code order, and
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the progress record written up. The tickets are then sorted

into operators' code order, and the number of pieces credited

to the workers
;
the total of pieces and value forming the basis

for costing each job or process.

Comer Sorting. In practice the cards or forms may
occasionally be received into the office in such disorder or

disarrangement that they have first to be placed in correct

position or relation to each other for sorting.

For example, the tallies may arrive at the office some with

the fronts turned round the wrong way
;

others turned top

downwards, and so on. There are four possible positions,

but the arranging of cards into their correct position is

speedily accomplished in the following manner

—

One corner of each card is cut away, and at each of the other

three comers is provided a hole. It will, therefore, be seen

that by tapping the cards into alignment all those cards which
are not correctly positioned will project beyond the cut away
corner of the correctly positioned cards, as shown in Fig. 14.

By passing the sorting wire through the corner hole in the

projecting cards, such cards are taken away on the uire, and
the correctly positioned ones left behind. By repeating this

process through the remaining corners the cards are very
speedily brought into the correct arrangement for sorting.

PARCELS POST. (See Postage.)

PATENT FEES. The expenses relating to patent fees and
renewals form part of the establishment expenses of the

business, and are allocated to administrative expenses. In

many instances this expense item is allocated direct to the

Factory Expense Account, but such procedure is not correct,

as the charges incurred in connection with patenting a com-
pany’s products are essentially an administrative expense,

and not a direct charge to the Factory or Sales Department.
PATTERNS—RECORD OF. In many industries, particu-

larly in the case of foundries, engineering concerns, etc., pat-

terns, moulds, dies, etc., constitute an important item among
the assets, and a complete record of these articles should be
maintained in a similar manner as for machine tools, etc.

Depreciation charges are usually heavy, as also the cost of

repairs. Patterns, therefore, should be classified on the same
principle as plant, and depreciation rates established for each
class.

A card similar to the plant record card is used for recording

values, etc. In cases where patterns and dies are sent to

outside foundries, etc., an additional record is necessary, so
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Form No. 64 (Front).

PATTERN RECORD
Title

Drg. No. Patt. No.

Core Boxes i No. Parts in Patt.

Parts
!

Wood
Metal

Bin

Foundry. Casting
Material.

Pattern
Issued.

Pattern
Retnd.

1

1 i

Size S'' by 5"

Form iVo. 64 (Back)

Foundry.
Casting
Mati‘rial.

Pattern
Issued.

Pattern
Retnd.

1

ALTERATIONS.

Date. No. Date. No. Date. No.

i
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that a complete record of the location of each pattern is

obtained. A record card for this purpose is given on
page 296, which is self-explanatory.

PAY ROLL. The primary object of a pay roll is, firstly, to

provide a medium for summarizing the amount of wages
payable to each worker in order that a “ total can be
obtained

;
and, secondly, to form a permanent record of all

wages paid each week.

The pay roll, however, can be arranged to provide useful

statistics in addition to the above
;

for instance, the nature
of some industries is such that the total wages can be analysed

to show tlie amount per article or the total paid to direct and
indirect workers, whereas in the process industries, the

analysis may be arranged to give the wages paid for each
process and service department.

The illustration given is a pay roll which has been designed

for use on the loose-leaf principle, and can be arranged to

give either a departmental or process analysis as well as the

wages paid to each service department. When this form of

pay roll is used, a separate sheet will be required for each
department or process, and the total of each summarized on
a separate sheet.

From this summary numerous statistics can be compiled
;

for instance, the average number of hours per worker is

obtained by adding the hours in the “number of hours”
column and dividing the total by the number of workers on
the pay roll, such a figure being calculated per department or

process, etc., according to the information desired The
average earnings per worker can also be ascertained by
dividing the total wages by the number of workers. This

average figure can be calculated either for ordinary wages,

overtime, bonus earnings or gross or net amount of wages
paid.

With those concerns which employ a large number of youths
and apprentices, etc., it is desirable to use a separate sheet

for each class of worker if the above or similar average figures

are to be calculated.

The choice of any ruling of pay roll will naturally depend
upon the amount of information required from this record,

and also the extent to which the wages are analysed by the

system of service orders. For instance, if the pay roll cannot
conveniently be arranged to give the desired analysis, it will

then be necessary to obtain this analysis by means of a system
of .service orders. In such cases it is then usual for the pay roll
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to give a more or less general analysis of direct or indirect

wages, departmental or process, etc. (See also illustrations of

pay roll on pages 319 and 335.)

PERCENTAGE ON DIRECT LABOUR METHOD OF
RECOVERING EXPENSES. The computation and recovery

of expenses on the basis of direct labour value is perhaps the

most common method used, and its popularity is no doubt
due to its extreme simplicity. With this method the expenses

are recovered as a percentage on the direct labour cost of each
article, order, or process, and the calculations necessary to

arrive at the percentage rate to be used may be expressed

by the following formula

—

Estimated total factory expenses for the period x 100

Estimated total direct labour for period

The principles involved in estimating the total expenses

for the year are fully dealt with under the general consideration

of establishment expenses.

The predetermination of the total direct wages for the year

or other period is based upon the normal maximum output
of the factory, and a close estimate can only be arrived at

when all the factors which enter into the estimate are dealt

with individually and upon a scientific basis.

1. Estimating Output. The normal maximum output is the

total output that should be obtained, assuming that the

factory will be working full ordinary time throughout the

period and at a reasonable rate of efficiency. The estimate

in the first place will require that the plant be examined and
a standard rate of output fixed for each department, process

or group of machines on this basis. This examination of the

plant, etc., may not be necessary in all cases, as most factories

will have been correctly departmentalized, but in those

instances where a factory is not well organized, it will necessi-

tate that each operation or class of work be listed together

with the number of machine tools, etc., available in each

group, and the possible output capacity ascertained in

consultation with the works manager or production engineer.

2. Estimating Number of Direct Workers. The lists pre-

pared in connection with 1 above should be arranged in order

of department, operation or process, so that the next step,

which is to estimate the number of direct workers necessary

to give the required output or to man the respective

machine tools, can be dealt with as a natural sequence to the

figures obtained from 1 above.
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3. Estimated Wages of Direct Workers. The lists being

arranged in order of departments or operations, they will

automatically give the trades of the respective workers, and
the estimate of the total direct wages can now be completed.

The average weekly pay for direct workers engaged in the

respective trades is easily ascertained from the pay roll, if

ruled similar to the specimen given on page 298, and the

final estimated figure is now obtained by multiplying the

number of workers as ascertained under 2 above by the

average weekly pay for the normal working week.

When estimating the number of working days in a costing

period, due allow'ance should be made for holidays and time

lost for various reasons. The general practice in this direction

is to regard a year as 50 weeks of 5i working days each, less

an allowance for lost time.

The time lost for various reasons should be obtainable from

the pay roll or other record, and expressed as a percentage

rate on the total possible number of hours.

It will be seen from the above that the correctness of the

percentage rate which is finally arrived at will depend upon
three factors, namely

—

1. The estimate of the factory expenses for the ensuing

period ;

2. The estimate of the quantity of goods that will be
made and their factory cost

;

3. The estimate of the amount of direct wages ;

and unless these estimates are prepared scientifically, serious

errors may occur. In some instances, however, the expenses

and direct labour of the previous year are taken as a basis

for the ensuing period, but this method cannot be seriously

recommended.
Assuming that from the estimates prepared as above the

total factory expense is ;fl51,050, and that direct labour

amounts to 159,000, the expense rate would therefore be

—

j:i51.050 X 100 _
59,000

The amount of factory expenses to be recovered on each
job would, therefore, be ascertained by adding a figure

which would be equal to 95 per cent of the direct labour as
follows

—
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£ s. d.

Direct Labour 107 _ _

Direct Materials 123 - -

Prime Cost 230 _ _

Factory Expenses

—

95% on Direct Labcjur 101 15 -

Total Factory Cost
• £331 15 -

This method is extremely simple to operate and if all the

workmen are paid a uniform rate and if they all work under
similar physical conditions, it will give fairly accurate results,

as the workers’ earnings are the basis of calculation, and not

the time taken or equipment used to complete the work when
machinery and equipment are used.

One of the main objections to the method is that no
allowance is made for a job which requires the use of expensive

machinery, or for a job which may be all hand work. This

is a- serious fault, because the article or process which requiies

the use of machinery should have charged to it a greater

proportion of the factory expenses than one which requires

the use of little or no machinery.

A further objection to this method is that no allowance is

made for the time taken to complete a job, as the following

examples will show

—

Assume a department where all bench w^ork is carried out,

and that the workers are paid by the piece work method.
Two men are each given a job, the piece work price being 25s.

for the job in each case. If worker No. 1 completes his task

in 10 hours and worker No. 2 in 15 hours, the amount of

factory expense to be added to the cost will be the same for

both jobs, despite the fact that worker No. 2 made use of his

bench, tools, and supervision, etc., for a longer period than
worker No. 1. However, had these men been paid by the day
rate system, a difference in cost would be shown in each case

—

Worker No. 1, Time Taken, 10 Hours

Piece Work Method. Day Rate Method.

i S. d. £ d.

Materials . . . 1 10 - Materials . . . I 10 -

Direct Labour . .15- Direct Labour at 2/6
Factory Expenses (say per hour . .15-
100%) . . . 1 5 - Factory Expenses

J00% . . .15-
^4 - - £i - ~
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Worker No. 2. Time Taken, 15 Hours

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Materials . . . 1 10 - Materials . . . 1 10 -

Direct Labour . .15- Direct Labour at 2/6
Factory Expenses— per hour . . 117 6

100% . . . 1 5 - Factory Expenses

—

100% . . . 1 17 6

£^ - - £^ 5 -

The above examples clearly illustrate that the results

obtained from this method are very inconsistent.

As a further illustration, the manufacture of paint offers a

very good example. In a certain process the quantity of raw
materials used is absolutely fixed, and any variation of the

purchase price on the materials is easily computed. The
workmen in charge of the machines regularly produce 12 cwt.

per hour and are paid on a piece work basis. The direct

labour cost amounting to 5s. per cwt., factory expenses are

fairly heavy at 150 per cent on direct labour. The cost may,
therefore, be stated as follows

—

Per Cwt.

£ 5 . d.

Material . . . . . . 1 17 6
Labour ...... 5 -

Factory Expenses .... 76
£2 10 -

A time study was made and it was found possible to reduce

the running time per machine by 20 per cent. Under these

new working conditions the raw materials and direct labour

were as before, but, owing to the fact that less time is now
taken, the factory expenses are reduced by about Is. 6d. per

cwt. If expenses are recovered as a percentage on direct

labour, no alteration in the cost of this particular process will

be shown, in spite of the fact that the output is increased by
reducing the time taken for the operation.

The basis of the percentage on direct labour method being

a worker's earnings, and not the time taken or equipment
used, reduces its value considerably, because accurate results

are only obtainable under very exceptional circumstances.

Uniformity of pay and working conditions rarely exist through-

out any one factory and the method should, therefore, only

be used for those departments of a factory where the special

conditions justify its adoption.
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The examples given above clearly illustrate that the special

conditions of each factory will require the most careful

consideration before any particular method or methods can
be finally selected.

PERCENTAGE ON PRIME COST METH9D OF RECOVER-
ING EXPENSES. The method of computing and recovering

expenses on the basis of prime cost is very similar to the

percentage on direct labour method, excepting that the

expenses are calculated on the total direct labour and direct

material costs of each job, operation or process, instead of

on the amount of direct labour only.

The calculations necessary to arrive at a percentage rate

may be expressed by the following formula

—

Total factory expense x 100

(Total direct labour -f Total direct materials)

The accuracy of the prime cost method depends upon the

correctness of the percentage rate established, and the rate

may sometimes be calculated upon the actual expenses and
costs of previous years, or an estimate prepared either upon a

reduced output or the full normal output capacity of the

factory. The advantages and disadvantages of each of these

methods of estimating expenses are dealt with under the

heading of estimating expenses," also " establishment

expenses."

As an example, if the total factory expenses over a period

were estimated to be £85,200, and the total direct labour used

and direct materials consumed in production were £69,300
and £72,700 respectively, the percentage to be used for

recovering expenses in costs would be

—

£S5,200 X 100 _

I'he amount of expense to be recovered on each cost would,

therefore, be ascertained by adding a figure which will be

equal to 60 per cent of the prime cost, as follows

—

£ s. d.

Direct Labour . . . . . 98 - -

Direct Materials . . . . . 95 15 -

193 15 -

Expenses (60%) . , . . . 116 5 ~

Total Cost . . . ;^310 - -

With small manufacturing concerns the prime cost method
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is often used owing to its simplicity, but in the majority of

cases the percentage rate is fixed more by business custom,
consequently the amount added to prime cost depends largely

upon what figure a competitor is using in the same line of

business when arriving at a selling price rather than upon the

actual facts.

In those cases, however, where a standard article is made
and the labour and material costs are constant, and the process

of manufacture is such that an equal value of the materials

enters into the article at each stage or department, the method
may be used with a fair amount of success. With those

concerns making a variety of articles, however, and where
certain of these articles only pass through a few departments,
whilst the remainder must proceed through all processes of

manufacture, the resultant costs will be very inaccurate, as

no allowance will be made for the time taken to complete each

process or article, or for those departments that use machinery
and those which do not.

Tliis method can seldom be applied on a departmental

basis, because the value of materials used by each department
will rarely form an equal part of the cost of every department
through which the product passes ; furthermore, the costs of

a department may only comprise labour and expenses, and
in such a case the prime cost method could not be adopted.

It will, therefore, be seen that this is perhaps one of the

most inaccurate methods, because expenses rarely, if ever,

have any direct relation to the value of materials used, and
possesses in addition to the above faults all the disadvantages
which attach to the percentage on direct labour method.
PERCENTAGE ON SALES VALUE METHOD OF RE-

COVERING SELLING EXPENSES. (See Selling and
Distribution Expenses.)
PERCENTAGE ON WORKS COST METHOD OF RE-

COVERING SELLING EXPENSES. (See Selling and
Distribution Expenses.)
PERPETUAL INVENTORIES. (See Stores—Financial

Control, Stock Record Card, also Record of Bin
Inspection.)

PIECE RATE. (See Piece Work—Method of Remuner-
ating Labour.)
PIECE WORK EARNINGS—RECORD OF. The piece work

earnings of employees are usually recorded in such a manner
that any abnormal earnings on the part of individual workers
in respect to identical operations can be notified to the
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Planning, Progress or other Departments. The reporting of

abnormal piece work earnings is important, as it enables the

departments concerned to investigate such items with a view
to taking the necessary steps for the rectification of any
errors that may have been made in the fixing of the original

times ond rates, etc.

The ruling of such forms will be very similar to the illustra-

tion given in connection with the record of premium or bonus
earnings, excepting that the headings of the various columns
will be arranged to suit the piece work method of payment.
F6r instance, it may be necessary to show the number of pieces

that should be completed within the stipulated time the

actual quantity finished, and the piece work rates.

In addition to the above, suitable space should be provided
for noting any changes made either in regard to the time

allowed, number of pieces or rates, or method of manufacture,

in order that a complete history is obtained. Separate cards

may allocated to each article or component or to each
operatibn, according to requirements.

The information posted to this record is obtained from the

respective job cards or piece work tickets.

PIECE WORK—METHOD OF REMUNERATING LABOUR
(also known as Piece Rate, Straight Piece Rate). The essential

difference between this method and payment by time is that

here there is a bargain between the employer and the

worker that in return for a specified payment the worker will

perform a definite quantity of work. He is not paid for his

idle time, unless he is idle because of shortcomings on the part

of the management, such as non-provision of the necessary

material for carrying out the worker’s part of the bargain, or

no work ready for him to do. The worker is expected to

conform to the usual works routine and regulations, but there

does not appear to be a legal right on the part of the employer
to fine him for tardiness or absence. The piece rate does take

into consideration varying standards of accomphshments,
the industrious worker being rewarded in exact ratio to his

increased effort. There is also a distinct tendency to increased

output because of the incentive now offered. The employer
benefits by a decreased cost, his expenses being distributed

over a greater output, resulting in a lower unit cost. Again,
there is an improvement in quality, as the worker being paid

only for that work which passes inspection, he is more careful

in his scrutiny of the materials supplied to him, enabling

faulty material to be rejected at an earlier stage. In his desire
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to increase his output, the worker frequently devises quicker

and better methods of carrying out the process upon which he

is engaged. Where piece rates are in force, the manufacturer
is in a happy position in knowing his labour cost, and thereby

in a better position than under the time rate in making
quotations for contract. One other advantage is that once

again we have a simple method for computation.

As a set-off against the foregoing advantages, there may be

stated two serious difficulties which are inter-related—they

are the questions of rate setting and what is known as
“ cutting.'' It will be convenient to deal with these simul-

taneously. One of the gravest criticisms that can be levelled

against this method of remunerating labour, as usually

employed, concerns the fixing of a just and equitable rate.

The usual method of fixing a rate has been to turn up past

records, and to find something as nearly as possible the same
as the process to be rated, and then frankly to guess at what it

is considered the worker wilL accept. For new work irhich is

outside the experience of the employers or their rate fixers,

the guess is an absolute leap in the dark. It can readily be

imagined that in these circumstances the chances are even
that the rate will be too high or too low. Where the rate is

too high, the workman makes so much money as to startle

the employer, who has the feeling that there is an upper limit

to a worker’s earnings. At this point comes the “ cut,” that

is the piece rate is reduced. The worker sets out at the new
rate, again based on little or no information, and by dint

of hard work or, perhaps, through having discovered a quicker

method of performing the operation, once more makes high

wages. Yet again the cut, and so on ad nauseam. There
comes a point when the worker realizes that no matter how
hard he may work, or how inventive he may have been, it

is not intended to allow him to earn more than time and a

quarter or at the very outside time and a half. The inevitable

consequence follows that, no matter what piece rates are set,

workers spin out their time and never attempt to earn more
than time and a quarter or time and a half.

The fault lies entirely with the rate setting, a discussion on

which will be found under that heading.

There is one other circumstance in which piece rates are

unfair to workers, who often suffer through no fault of theirs.

Material may be faulty, machinery in bad condition, or

poor management may cause long delays and stoppages.

It is evident that if an employer accepts the principle of
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piece rates, it is his duty to see that there is no waiting for

material, that his organization is effective, eliminating all

delays, and that all tools and equipment are maintained
in the best possible condition.

Given these conditions and with rates scientifically, accu-

rately, and justly set, the straight piece rate would be an
excellent system in those industries where the nature of the

products made justifies its adoption. (See also Remuneration
OF Labour—Methods of.)

PLANT. The term “ plant,’' also plant and machinery,”
is very often used when referring to the various assets of a

concern other than tools and buildings. The plant assets

will, therefore, comprise producing machinery, i.e. machine
tools which are permanently fixed in position as distinct from
bench tools, etc., also power plant, heating plant, and other

forms of special plant such as case hardening plant, drying

ovens, smithy, compressed air plant, etc.

With most concerns a distinction is necessary between
plant and machinery, and that given above will be found
suitable for the majority of factories.

F'or a classification of both plant and machinery items, see

Service Orders.
PLANT ADDITIONS. (See Service Orders.)
PLANT AND MACHINERY ACCOUNT. (See Plant

Records.)
PLANT—DEPRECIATION OF. The amount of deprecia-

tion on all kinds of plant is a charge to establishment expenses,

and the item dealt with in detail according to the kind of

plant and the method of costing in use. For instance, the

amount which relates to the plant used for the generation,

supply and transmission of powder may be charged to the

Power Department, if the object is to ascertain the total

expense of that service department.
When the plant assets consist only of electric motors or

other forms of prime movers, the amount of depreciation will

be charged to the departments where they are installed
;

alternatively, the expense is apportioned on the basis of

horse-power consumed when one power unit serves several

departments.

Heating Plant. The depreciation on this kind of plant is

usually charged to the one account, which also receives debits

for the various other expenses incurred by this service depart-

ment the object being to ascertain the total cost of heating,

this being finally allocated to the respective departments
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on the basis of cubic area. With small concerns the amount
of heating plant in use may not warrant this treatment, and
the amount of depreciation is then dealt with according to

the method of recovering expenses in costs
;

for instance, if

the percentage on direct labour method is used, the deprecia-

tion charge is simply apportioned over the Factory and
SelUng Departments, whereas with the machine rate method
the amount will require to be further analysed to the respective

producing departments.

The treatment of depreciation in the cost accounts follows

on very much the same lines as for repairs and maintenance
charges, to which reference should be made respecting the

various other forms of plant. (See also Depreciation.)
PLANT RECORDS. The amount of expense incurred in

connection with the repair and upkeep of all plant and
machinery will be a ver}' big item with some concerns, and a

detailed record of each piece of machinery is desirable. The
amount of capital expended in the purchase of plant is usually

debited to one, or perhaps two accounts in the financial books,

and a complete inventory of each item should be made by
means of a ‘‘ plant record card.”

The advantage of using cards is that it enables the in-

ventory to be arranged and kept by departments or other

form of division so that when machines are transferred from
one department to another or to a different part of the factory,

the record card can be moved accordingly
;
likewise when a

piece of machinery has become obsolete, its card can be re-

moved from the drawer and filed among other “obsolete” cards.

The advantages obtained from the use of plant records

may be summarized under the following headings

—

1. Shows the book value of the individual items of plant.

2. Provides a check on the total capital value of assets

which apj>ear in the financial accounts.

3 Provides a .system for recording the repairs maintenance,

and depreciation charges.

4. Enables depreciation rates for each class of machine to

be accurately ascertained.

5. Provides the basis for gauging the efficiency of the

respective types of machine tools when considered in

conjunction with production statistics.

6. Enables correct values to be fixed in connection with

insurances and the assessment of losses due to fire, etc.

When detailed records of plant have not been maintained,
it will be necessary to prepare a complete list of all machinery
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and to classify and value each item, numbers and symbols
being then assigned and painted on each machine tool. A
plant record card is then made out for each item, and full

particulars entered thereon as to the makers, date received,

total cost, location, and depreciation rates, etc., and the card

hied in order of machine number under its respective de-

partment or group.

A specimen plant record card is shown on page 310, and
which is designed to contain the above particulars, also the

cost of all repairs, etc.

The cost of repairs and maintenance when done on the

premises, will be ascertained by means of service orders, or from
the maker's invoice if carried out by them, and the total each
month posted to the respective record card.

Depreciation will be entered upon the card each month or

other period, according to system, the “ total '' columns
added and the balance carried down. The repairs and main-
tenance, also depreciation, columns are not added until the

end of each year, as it will be necessary to ascertain the total

amount that has been posted to each card for the purpose
of making any adjustment that may be necessary between
the actual amount of repair charges and depreciation as

obtained from the cost records, and the amounts included in

the annual Frolit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet.

Similar records to the above should be kept for all other

assets, including large tools, but records of small perishable

tools, such as tiles, hammers, small drills, etc., should be
separately maintained by the tool stores.

(See also Repairs and Maintenance.)
PLANT—REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE. The total

expense of maintaining and keeping in good repair all plant

used for the generation, supply, and transmission of electric

or other power is a charge to the Power Department, the

object being to ascertain the total expense of this service

department, so that the producing and other departments
of a business can be debited with the cost of power, etc.,

consumed by them.
On the other hand, if electrical energy is purchased outside

and the plant assets only comprise electric motors or gas
engines, etc., the cost of maintenance may either be charged
to the departments where the power units are installed, or,

in cases where one motor serves more than one department, the

expense is apportioned on the basis of horse-power consumed
by the respective departments.

309
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Repairs and maintenance charges are sometimes taken into

consideration when establishing a depreciation rate for the

power plant, and in such cases the repair expense will be
charged to the Reserve for Depreciation—Plant Account. (See

also Repairs and Maintenance and Service Orders.)

PLANT-UPKEEP OF. (See Service Orders.)
POSTAGE. Expenditure in connection with the postage

of correspondence, also parcel post, is included in establish-

ment expenses. This item is then apportioned to factory,

selling, and administration, according to the extent to which
it is estimated the expenditure is incurred by each section of

the business.

In cases wIkto separate mailing departments are used, the

actual exp<‘nse for each section is ascertained and charged
direct to the Factory or Selling, etc., FIxpense Accounts.

Parcels post should be treated (]iiite separately from the

money expended on letter post, and the expense in this

direction transferred to “ carriage outwards ” and included

among selling expenses.

POWER EXPENSE. The total expenditure incurred in

the generation, supply, and transmission of power.
The power expense of a factory may be subdivided according

to the kind of power gencTated or used, such as

—

Steam—
Raising.

Distribution.

Electricity

—

Generation.

Distribution.

Transmission.

Compressed Air, etc.

The various items which go to make up the total power
expense of any business will depend upon the kinds of power
generated and the type and amount of machinery used, and
the following statement will give a general idea of the expense
items that may be included

—

F'UEL—
Coal.

Cartage on coal.

Wharfage on coal

Oil.

Water.
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Miscellaneous Supplies—

Oil.

Waste.
Sundries.

Salaries and Wages—
Chief engineer.

Assistant engineer.

Firemen.

Boilermen.

Oilers and wipers.

Attendants.

Coal handling.

Ash removal.

Administrative Expenses (portion transferred from

administrative expense).

Repairs and Maintenance

—

Boilers.

Conveyors.

Condensers.

Economizers.
Electric generating plant.

Electric transforming plant.

Electric distribution system.

Transmission plant.

Compressed air plant.

Electric lighting system.

Hydraulic system.

Depreciation on Each Kind of Plant.

Insurance

Rates and Taxes „ „

The apportionment of certain of the expense items, such as

depreciation, rates, etc., can only be dealt with on a logical

basis if the capital value of each type of plant is kept
separately or classified accordingly.

It is important that a true cost of the respective kinds of

power generated and used be obtained, as it will not only
form the basis for charging the Producing and Service Depart-
ments with the power consumed, but will enable a business

to compare the cost of its own power with that of outside

services.
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The distribution of the power expense to the respective

Service or Producing Departments is usually made at the end
of each month by ascertaining the total cost of each power
service and charging the departments according to the actual

consumption.

The charges to the respective departments may be trans-

ferred direct from each of the Power Expense Accounts, or

the total cost of the various forms of power entered on a

combined statement, and a summary of the amounts charge-

able to each department or service shown at the foot of the

combined statement. (See also Service Orders.)

SUMMARY OF POWER EXPENSE

Steam Raising .... 3,500
Steam Distribution.... 250

3,750

Electricity Generation 2,900
IClectricity Distribution . 750
Electricity Transmission 1,500— 5,150

Compressed Air .... 500 500

Total Power ILxpense £9,400

DISTRIBUTION OF STEAM EXPENSE

Description. Lb. of Steam.
1

/ s. d.

Electricity Generation, etc . 6,750,000 ! 2,812 10 -

Heating ...... 400,000 1 166 13 4

Drying Ovens . . . . .
j

230,000 ! 95 16 8
Baking Ovens . . . .

.
j

300,000 : 125 - -

Steam Hammers. . .
j

.S2o,ooo
:

216 13 4

Pumps, High lYessure . . .
^ 490,000 1| 204 3 4

Pumps, Foundry. .... 280,000 ij 116 13 4

Miscellaneous 30,000
j|

12 10 -

9,000.000
i

£3,750 - -

DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY EXPENSE

E.lcctric Power Ex|x?nse
Service Charge—Steam

i
5,150 --

2,812 10

Total £7,962 10 -
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Description
Kilowatt
Hours. i s- d.

Machine Tools (analysed to each group of

machines or departments) 15,288.000 6,370 - -

Compressed Air Plant.... 1,528.800 637 - ~

Lighting (analysed to departments) .
j

764,400 318 10 ~

Electric Cranes . 1,320,000 550 - -

Electric Welding. .... 348,000 87 - -

19,249,200 £7,962 10 -

DISTRIBUTION OF COMPRESSED AIR EXPENSE
/ s. d.

Coin])resse(l Air Expense . . 500
Service Char^^e— Electric Current . 637 -

- -

(The distribution of compressed air is usually noted at the

foot of the account summarizing the cost, as the total is

charged to machine tools or Tool Expense Acc ount.)

POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINES. THE PUNCHED
CARD METHOD. The Powers Punched ('ard Accounting
System is a completely mechanized system, in which machines
perform the three fundamental operations inv^dved in all

costing and accounting work, viz. the recording of the original

data; sorting such data to the various kinds of classified

groups; printing the data into the appropriate account. In

the Powers system the recording of the original data consists

of translating infcj>rmation from the original documents into

a form in which it can be handled mechajiically, i.c. the Powers
card. This is a thin flexible card of standard size and quality

in which the infcjrmation is represented by holes punched in

it, the po.sition of the holes determining the infcjrmation it is

desired to record.

These Powers cards, having been punched, are then perma-
nent records which can be mechanically sorted, printed and
added ;

and since the punched holes tannot vary their

position, the cards must always reproduce accurately the

figures and information they contain.

Two ranges of Powers equipment are available : the Powers-

Four machines, which employ a card 4}/, in by 2 in., and the

Powers-Samas machines employing a card 7| in. by 3^ in.
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These two ranges provide punching capacity of from 36

columns to 90 columns.

Specimen cards are given, Forms Nos. 67 and 68, from which

it will be seen that the columns on the cards are divided into

groups of one or intjre columns, each group representing an

Form No. 67.

Illustration of Powers-Four Card with 36 Columns

accounting fact. This grouping of columns can be varied

according to the requirements of the particular user and the

nature and extent of the information to be recorded.

i'orm No. 68.

Illustration of Powers-Samas Card with 65 Columns

If desired, cards can be used for the dual ]nirpose of original

document and punched record. In such cases provision is

made for writing on the card the information which is sub-

.sequently punched into it. Such dual-purpose cards are

frequently used as Material Requisitions, Job Tickets, etc.

The initial ojxTation of punching the cards and of verifying

is the only manual operation in the Powers System.
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Two main types of machines are available for this work:
hand punches in which the operator siipj)lies the energy for

perforating the card, and automatic punches with which the

perforation is mechanically performed.

Powers Hand Punches. The operation of this punch is

extremely simple. A Powers card is inserted in the carriage,

Powers-Samas Model "E" Hand Punch

which is then moved along to the first punching position, riie

appropriate keys being depressed, the carriage moves to the

left as the card is punched—and the card is taken out by hand
at the completion of the process. Although with this type of

Powers-Samas Automatic Visible Key Punch

punch the depression of the key perforates the card, the touch
is extremely light and very high speeds of punching can be

attained.

Powers Automatic Punches. These punches, by reason of

their automatic features, possess advtuitages which cannot be
incorporated in the hand punches. TJic card is fed into

position, pimched, and ejected from the machine automatically,

thus enabling the maximum speed of output to be obtained.

The depression of the keys does not perforate the cards, but
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*'sets up'' the individual punches for each column. Then on
depression of the “Punch" key, the whole card is automatic-

ally punched and ejected. As no perforation is made in the

card until this final operation, there is the minimum of fatigue,

and wastage due to spoiled cards is practically eliminated.

Another special feature of the machines is the repeat-punching

facility, which permits of extremely rapid automatic punching
of quantities of similar cards—a valuable consideration when,

say, card-per-unit stock control is contemplated.

Powers Hand Verifier. The correct punching of the cards,

which is vital to tlie success of the Powers system, is ensured

Powkrs-Samas Automatic Sorter

witli the Powers Hand Verilier. This provides a check on the

accuracy of the jiunching—double as well as single punching.

All types of error are discovered by this verifier—wrong
positions punched, positions punched but not requii*ed and
omissions to punch required positions.

The machine is similar to the Hand Punch in appearance and
is as simple in operation. The o^x^rator places the punched
card in the Hand Verifier and, reading from the original

document, repeats the punching operation. Whenever the

second operation differs in any way from the first, the card is

locked in the machine, thus compeliing the operator’s attention

to the mistake. In addition, a distinguishing mark is made on
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all cards which are placed in the Hand Veritier, thereby visibly

proving that the cards have undergone a verification process.

For mechanical verification the Powers Automatic Verifier

is recommended. This machine meclianically verifies the

punched cards and inserts a specially coloured card wherever
there is an incorrectly punched carch

POWKRS-SaMAS ALeilA-NOMERlCAL I A lU : I. ATOR

Sorting. The mechanical classification of the punched cards

is performed by the Powers Automatic Sorter. The cards are

placed in batches in the magazine and a pointer is set against

the column on which the sorting operation is to take place.

The machine is tlien set in motion and the sorting proceeds

automatically, the machine stopping as soon as a receiving

box is full or when the supply of cards is exhausted.

Tabulating. The punched cards having been sorted into the

required classified groups, it is then necessary to extract from
them the information they contain. This final operation is
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performed by the Powers Printing Tabulator, which auto-

matically interprets the information punched in the cards and
prints it in statement form. Words as well as figures can be
printed, the tabulator adding or subtracting and producing
sub and grand totals and balances whenever required.

The working of the Powers Tabulator is entirely automatic.

I’'orm No. H9, It.i.usthation ok Pay Roll rRonncEn on Powers
Alphabetical Printinc; Tabulator

By a system of positive mechanical contacts tlirough the holes

in the cards, the machine is enabled to list and add or subtract
all or any part of the information appearing on the cards as

they pass through the machine. Quantities or varying cur-

rencies, weights or units can be added or subtracted; the

tabulator automatically sensing the different groups of cards

and taking off totals and balances at the predetermined point.

Powers Tabulators are fully equipped for all the operations

connected with general and cost accounting. Alphab<dical
printing is provided by the Numoralpha unit of twenty-live
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sectors capacity, which prints alphabetical and/or numerical

characters as required according to the punching of the cards.

This is of particular interest when the tabulator is being used
for the preparation of a pay roll, or for invoicing or statements

which require the customer’s name and address to be printed

as well as the description of the goods supplied.

Powers machines are now being used for such purposes as

—

Pay Roll.

Labour and Material Costs.

Production Control and Work in Progress.

Plant Inventories, Transport Records.

Stores Accounting, General Accounting.

Ftc. etc.

PREDETEi^INED COSTING. (See Standard Costing
and Budgetary Control.)

PREDETERMINING INDIRECT EXPENSES. (See Estab
lishment Expenses.)
PRELIMINARY EXPENSES. The expense incurred in

connection with the formation, etc., of a company is not

included in the cost accounts, as this item relates entirely to

a Profit and Loss Account transaction.

PREMIUM OR BONUS EARNINGS—RECORD OF. The
premium or bonus earnings of employees are usually recorded

in such a manner that any abnormal earnings on the part of

individual workers in resjpect of the same operation can be

notified to the Planning or Progress Departments. The
reporting of abnormal bonus earnings is important, as it is

then possible for the departments concerned to investigate

such items with a view to taking the necessary steps for the

rectification of any errors that may have been made.
A specimen record card is given. Form No. 70. It will be

.seen that any alterations or modifications following an investi-

gation are noted in the remarks column, so that the cards will

contain a complete history of any changes made either in

regard to the time allowed, rates, or method of manufacture.
A separate card should be allocated to each article or to every

single operation on such article, and filed either under the

name of the article or component, name of operation, or

symbol number.
The information posted to this record is obtained from the

respective job cards or work tickets and the name of the

operator, rate, quantity passed and rejected, and the rate of

bonus entered in the appropriate columns, together with the

time allowed and time taken.
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The record of premium or bonus earnings as described above
is arranged and indexed under the name of the article or

operation and, in addition, or in place of this record, it may
sometimes be desirable to prepare a record of the total amount
of bonus earned by each worker from week to week. In such

a case the record may take the form of cards or loose sheets, of

which the illustration shown, Form No. 71, is an example. In

this instance the records are indexed either under the name of

the worker or clock number, and at the end of each pay week
all the job cards relating to the one worker are collected and
entered thereon. When such a record is used it provides the

management with useful information in regard to the amount
of the bonuses earned, also whether each worker is maintaining
his rate of output, especially when engaged upon standard

production.

For instance, the figures in the column headed “ amounts
earned ” will immediately show the variations, if any, of bonus
earnings, and when workers are performing standard opera-

tions any fluctuations in earnings can be investigated and
suitable action taken where necessary.

With such a record, therefore, it is possible to gauge the

efficiency of each worker in so far as it relates to his increased

output or bonus earnings.

PRICE LISTS. (See Catalogues—Cost of.)

PRICING STORES REQUISITIONS—METHODS OF. The
pricing of stores requisitions usually presents some difficulty

in cases where the purchase price of materials fluctuates or

where a number of separate consignments of an article are

received at varying prices. The nature of the industry which
is being carried on will to a great extent determine the basis

of material pricing, whereas the method of cost finding and
the detailed system in use will usually determine at what
point and by whom the prices are inserted on the requisition.

For instance, with some concerns, stores requisitions are priced

by the Cost Department from a record of prices kept by them,
or the requisitions may be sent to the Purchasing Department,
who price them from their records, whereas in other cases the

stock record clerk may carry out this work.

From the above it will be seen that a consideration of this

subject will fall into two categories: firstly, at what figure

shall issues of materials be priced ; and .secondly, by whom
shall the requisitions be priced ?

The various methods of pricing material issues are as follows -

1 . At actual purchase price.
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2. At average purchase price.

3. At present market price at time of consumption.
4. At purchase price of highest price stock.

I. Actual Purchase Price. The pricing of materials con-

sumed in production at their original purchase price is the

best method to use whenever conditions will permit of its

adoption. With this method it is necessary to keep a record

of prices by lots,” so that when each issue is made it can

be priced at the original figure, i.e. at the price of the oldest

stock on hand. The method is best illustrated by the

following statement

—

Receipts. Issues from Stock.

Date.
1

,

Quantity. Price. Date.
!

1

Quantity.
1

Price.

July 29 500 2/6 each July 30 250 2/6

.. 31
i 1 .000 2/3 each Aug. I 200 2/6

.. 3 300 50 at 2/6
250 at 2/3

4 500 2/3

It will be seen from the above that two prices are inserted

on the stores requisitions whenever the balance on hand of

the one lot is not sufficient, necessitating a quantity being

drawn from the next lot to till the requisition. This method
of pricing by ” lots ” does not require that the stock be kept

by ” lots ” also, as the record of prices can easily be noted

on the stock record card.

The advantages of this method may be stated as follows

—

(a) It provides the only means of ascertaining accurate

material cost, as an estimated or average price is not used.

{b) It avoids the accumulation of obsolete stock, since

materials are presumed to be used in the order purchased.

(c) A company is able to safeguard its profits when tendering

and accepting a contract on the basis of current material prices

by contracting for materials. Any rise or faU in prices would
not then affect costs.

The original purchase price method is specially suitable for

almost all kinds of stores items and particularly in those cases

where prices fluctuate violently, but with such staple materials

as scrap and pig iron for foundry work, etc., the difficulties

of storage and handling, etc., may render the method
unsuitable.

When this method is adopted it is good practice to record
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the purchase price of materials on the stock record card, which
is usuadly kept by the Cost Department, and in advocating
this it does not necessarily imply that the stock record card

must show the values of stocks on hand as well as quantities.

Provision can be made for noting the purchase prices of

materials simply by allowing three or four columns on the

left-hand side of the card, as shown on page 326.

With the above ruling of stock record card the values

of stocks on hand are ascertained through a system of stores

control accounts.

2. Average Purchase Price. This is a method that is some-

times used when pricing certain bulk materials such as pig

iron, coke, sand, etc. A considerable amount of clerical work
is involved with this method, as every change in the purchase

price of each consignment received requires a recalculation of

the average figure which is used for pricing stores requisitions.

Clerical errors are therefore frequently made with this

method, unless an elaborate system of check is provided.

The average price of each item is calculated by adding the

quantity and value of each consignment received to the

balance of stock on hand, and dividing the total value by the

total quantity, e.g.

—

Assume an item of stock to be | in. He.\ brass rod, and
on 1st Tune the balance on hand is

—

/ 5. d.

3,400 lb. at 6d. lb. . . 85 - ~

On 2nd June there is received

2,500 lb. at 8d. Ib. . . 83 6 8

= 5.900 1b /1 08 6 8

therefore —

—

^
== b*84Sd. per lb.

All issues of materials would now be priced at 6.848d. per

lb. until the next consignment is received, when the price is

again recalculated as follows

—

L d.

June 3rd. I.ssucs . . 4,425 lb. at 6*848vi. per lb. . 126 5 2

Balance on hand, 1,475 lb. at 6*84Sd. per lb. . 42 1 6

„ 5th. Received . . 3,025 lb. at 9d. per lb. . 113 8 9

Balance on hand, 4,500 lb. . . . . ,^155 10 3

therefore
£\S5 10s. 3d.

4,500
= 8*294 d. per lb.

In order to reduce the amount of clerical work entailed by
this continual averaging of prices, it is sometimes the practice
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to calculate all prices at the end of the month and to use this

figure throughout the ensuing period ;
alternatively, to average

the price for the month during which the issues were made,
and to price the stores requisitions accordingly. With the

latter method it is necessary to hold up all stores requisitions

until the month end—a practice which cannot be recommended
in many cases.

The use of the average method of pricing requisitions will

generally lead to great differences when an attempt is made
to reconcile the cost accounts with the total purchases and
stocks on hand, etc,, for any long period, and in those instances

where the average material price is used for estimating pur-

poses, there is always the danger that materials will be figured

at a higher or lower rate than the actual purchase price.

3. Present Market Price at Time of Consumption. The
]iricing of stores requisitions at current market price is a

method mere usually adopted by concerns who purchase

large supplies of ra\v materials well in advance of their

requirements.

A “ Materials ” or '' Stock ” Adjustment Account for each

class of materia] is us(xl with this method, so that the difference

between current market price and purchase price can be

ascertained. The balance of the account is transferred to

Profit and Loss Account at convenient periods.

Assuming that six months’ supph' of pig iron is purchased
for the foundry under contract at Gd. per lb., and that during

this period the market price was

—

1st month
2nd
drd

4th
5th
6th

. dpi. lb.

6.U1.

7d. ..

62d. ..

8d. ..

7kl.

the pricing of all issues and adjustments would be dealt with

the following manner-

Delivcrie.s— 1st month, 5,000 lb. at 6d. per lb.

i
125

S. d.

2iul ,, 5,000 .. 6d. 125 -

3rd ,, 7,500 „ 6d. ,. 187 10 -

4th „ 5,000 ,, (xl. ,, 125 _

5th „ 10,000 .. 6d. 250 -

6th ,, 2,500 6d. 62 10 -

35,000 /875
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/ s. d.

Issues— 1st month, 4,000 lb. at per lb. . 104 3 4

2nd 3,500 >. 6id. . 94 15 10

3rd 9,000 .. 7d. . 262 10

4th ,, 4,500 .. 6Jd. . 126 11 3

5th 9,000 .. 8d. . 300 - -

6th „ 3,500 7Jd. . 109 7 6

33,500 ^997 7 11

The issues during the period are charged to the foundry

(i.e. Cost of Melt Account) at market prices and a Pig Iron

Adjustment Account credited. The Stores or Material Con-

trol Account is then credited at the actual purchase price,

the corresponding debit going to the Pig Iron Adjustment
Account.

JOURNAL ENTRIES
I

Dr.
I

Cr.

(
21

)

Cost of Melt Account.
Issues of Pig Iron

—

£ s. d.

(March) 4,000 lb. at 6Jd. 104 3 4

(April) 3,500 „ 6id. 94 15 10

(May) 9,000 „ 7d. 262 10

(June) 4,500 6}d. 126 11 3

(July) 9,000 „ 8d. 300 -

(August) 3,500 „ 7Jd. 109 7 6

To Pig Iron Adju.stment Account

^ d.

997 711

Journalizing value of Pig Iron issued

at current market price at time of

consumption.

(
22)

Pig Iron Adjustment Account
To Raw Material Stores Control A/c

837 10

837 10 -

Being transfer of Pig Iron issued from
stores during six months ending
31st Aug., 19 at purchase
price, i.e. 33,500 lb. at 6d. lb.

(23)

Pig Iron Adjustment Account
To Profit and Loss Account

159 17 11

159 17 11

Transferring balance of former ac-

count to the latter account, being

difference between the actual pur-

chase price and current market
price of pig iron consumed during
six months ending 3lst Aug, 19....
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COST OF MELT ACCOUNT
Dt. Cr.

£ 5 . d.

19 _ Pig Iron-— JE.
.Mar. 31 4,000 lb. at 6id. . 21 104 3 4

Apr. 30 3,500 „ 6tcl. . 21 94 15 10

.May 31 9,000 „ 7(1. . 21 262 10 -

]une 30 4,500 „ fifd. . 21 126 11 3

July 31 9,000 „ 8d. . 21 300 ”1 -

Aug. 31 3,500 „ 7id. . 21 109 7 6

(Note this account will also contain particulars of other

metals used, etc., also labour, and may not be in the form
of an ordinary I.edger account.)

PIG IRON ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT
Dr. Cr.

1

1 £ s. (/.'! 19 £ s. d.

ToPig Iron issued JjMar. 31 By Cost of Melt
from stores at I 1

1
Act. Pig Iron

puroliase price. 1 ii issued at market
i.e.— .1 E.j

li
price— JE.

33,500 lb, at 6d.lb 22 1 837 10 4,0001b. at Bid. . 21
i
104 3 4

To transfer to
1

i'.Apr. 30 3,.500 „ Bid. . 21 94,115 10

Profit and Loss I

1

j!

i

.May 31 9,000 „ 7d. . 21
I

262 10 -

Account . 23
I

isol 17 llii June 30
j1

4,500 ,, BJd. . 21 126: U 3
1

J 1 July 31 9,000 „ 8d. . 21 300 -

|j 1

jl.Aug. 31 3,500 „ 7id. . 21 109 7 6

1^997 liTij

i

£997 11

RAW MATERIAL STORES CONTROL
ACCOUNT

19.

_

1 f s. 19-.. J E.* £ S. d.

Mar. 31 To Purchases 125 - .Aug. 31 By Issues . 22 837 10 -

Apr. 30 125 -
,, Balance c/d.,

May 31 187 10 l>eing balance
June 30 125 - on hand at

July 31 250 -
-1 this date

1

10

Aug. 31 62

1^875 -
1

\£B75 - -

Aug. 31 To balance b/d. . £37 10 j

1—

—

—
j ;

(Note the debits and credits to this account will include

the value of all purchases and issues of raw materials such as

tin, copper, lead, etc., in addition to pig iron, etc., as the object

of such account is to control the values of all raw material

stock (see Cost Control Accounts). In the example given
only the amounts are given which are represented by the

issues of pig iron.)

4. At Purchase Price of Highest Priced Stock. The only
advantage claimed for this method is that of precaution, as it
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is presumed that its adoption will safeguard a manufacturer
against a decrease in the market price of materials. Reconcilia-

tion of costs with the total purchases and stocks on hand, etc.,

is only possible if a Materials Adjustment Account is used in

a similar manner to that described for method No. 3, but the

great amount of extra clerical work entailed will rarely justify

the adoption of this method. When estimates are prepared,

and the purchase price of the highest priced stock is used for

figuring the material costs, business may be lost because
tenders will be too high.

PRIESTMAN METHOD OF REMUNERATING LABOUR.
Co-operative production, introduced by Messrs. Priestman
Bros., Ltd., Holderness Foundry, Hull, is a method designed
to bring about a better feeling in industry by creating con-

fidence between the workers and the employers, and by
rewarding the workers according to their increased energy

and the exercise of their intelligence.

Tlie system of co-operative production replaces individual

work by team work and co-operative effort, and, as all con-

tribute to the improvements that are made under it, all share

in the benefits that accrue from it. It, therefore, includes all

employees without exception—managers, clerks, and labouri^rs,

as well as those engaged more directly on production.

The principle of the method is very simple. If 100 men
working 100 hours produce 10,000 articles, then if on another

occasion these men produce 12,000 articles in a similar time,

they have done 20 per cent more work, and hence receive

20 per cent more wages. Under this system everyone receives

his increase on his salary or wages.

The standard of output which forms the basis of calcula-

tions under this method is arrived at by finding what has

actually been done during a certain period. The output
during any subsequent period is then compared with the

standard, and if there is an increase the percentage is calcu-

lated and each employee receives a similar percentage of

increase on his wages or salary for that period. In general,

the standard is obtained by taking the output over a normal
period, the longer the better, allowances being made for

abnormal conditions, such as short time, and averaging the

output in relation to the hours worked.

In the majority of cases, however, this simple basis cannot

be used : the point or “ unit method must then be
applied. This consists in allotting values to the various

products, after which the total production may be obtained
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by multiplying the value of each part of the product by the

quantity produced and adding the results together. This
method is exceedingly flexible, and no matter how much the

different classes of product vary in quantity, the output

figures bear a true relation to the standard when the correct

values have been assigned.

When once a standard has been fixed, it should not be
altered, except by mutual consent of the management and
employees, but that it must be altered on occasions is obvious

;

for instance, if improved methods of production are intro-

duced, such as the installation of labour-saving machinery,

the standard must be altered accordingly.

It is important that the works committee or other repre-

sentative of the employees should agree the standard of out-

put, as confidence is essential to the success of this scheme.

For this reason, the employees must be satisfied that the

figures are correct, so that there can be no complaint after-

wards of unfairness
;

furthermore, their representatives

should have the right of inspecting the periodical figures of

output on which the amount of bonus is payable, and also

have access to the books so far as output is concerned.

The authors of this method claim that it is by this right of

inspecting books and agreeing to the standards that

confidence in the system is created.

It will be noted from the above that the Priestman system
has nothing to do with wages rates, except to use them as a

basis on which to pay bonus. (vSee also Remuneration of
Labour, Methods of.)

PRIME COST, Part of factory cost, and is the sum of

direct materials, direct labour, and direct expenses.

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION. (See Organization-
Principles OF.)

PROCESS COSTING. There are several methods of costing,

viz., job costs, multiple costs, terminal costs, single costs,

operating costs, process costs, etc., and the method best

suited to any particular business is decided by the nature
of manufacturing activity and the lines of organization in

operation. In considering which method is applicable to a

certain trade or business, it is necessary to classify industries

ui accordance with their lines of organization and product.

By so doing it becomes possible to indicate the methods which
are specially applicable to any particular organization.

Costing by the process method is considered much simpler

than most other methods, inasmuch as in the majority of
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instances it does not entail the same amount of routine and
the variety of forms, etc., as are required in other methods.
The process method is adaptable to any trade where uniform
and continuous manufacture is carried on, and where one

or more articles of a batch lose identity in the process of

manufacturing and ultimately becomes part of a larger volume
of production ; or, in other words, form part of the actual

finished article. This method is largely used in the chemical,

paint, varnish, printing inks, canning, biscuit, mining, quarry-

ing. and tanning industries, also in food products, gas and
electricity undertakings ; indeed, it is used to advantage in

any trade whose business is concerned with the production

of a definite article, be it liquid, solid or gas.

It is to be observed, however, that there are certain manu-
facturing businesses that owing to the special nature of their

organization, although coming within the above, exempt
themselves from this categor3^ The character of their

production constitutes the only basis of decision as to which
method is best suited to them.

The principal function in process costing is to arrive at the

cost of each variety of operation or process
;
a process cost

account is kept for each process and it is del)ited with the cost

of materials, labour employed, and also a proper percentage of

expenses. Any credits arising from the sale of by-products
or disposal of waste, etc., are credited to the process in which
the credit occurs, and the balance shown represents the cost

of the quantity produced.

Direct Materials—^Treatment of in Process Costing. In a

works manufacturing a standard article the general practice-

pursued is to work to a recognized formula or definite works
order. The method of procedure is similar to that described

concerning job costing. Such formula, or works order, serves

as instructions to the various production departments
throughout the factory. The works order should contain

full particulars of the materials required, quantities, weights,

etc., and a copy would be handed to the Cost Depart-
ment. This copy acts as the basis for charging the various

processes with the materials, and also gives the necessary

details for finally ascertaining the cost.

Regarding the issue of materials from the stores, it is not
always necessary or advisable with a system of process costing

to issue these in small quantities by means of a stores requisi-

tion as is the case with job costing, as they may be delivered

in bulk to the various manufacturing departments against the
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Form No. 73.

[PRO

TIME SHEET

Name.,

Trade.

Clock No.

Week Ending 19

Dept. 1.

j

,

!

Dept. 2. Dept. 3. Dkpt. 4.

1

1 1

1

Daily
Total.

M.

On. Otf. Tot.il. On. Otf.j Total.' On. Off. Total, On.

1

Off. Total.

T.

!

W.

i

1

1

Th.

!

1

Ft.

i

1

i

i

I

i

1

i

1

S.

1

i

1

For Wages Department Use.

Approved by..

Foreman.
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issue of a definite formula or production order. Exception

would, however, be made in the case of bulky or weighty
materials and where it might be inconvenient for a department
to receive more than a given quantity at one time, owing to

lack of space for storage.

As manufacturing proceeds in the various production shops,

and the materials having been worked on are transferred

from one department to another, the process accounts in the

Cost Ledger will require to be written up, ruled off, and the

balance carried forward " and charged to the department
receiving the article (or material) for the next operation or

process, as will be observed in the accounts which follow.

The routine of issuing the materials from stores against the

production order, or formula, will provide the necessary data
for crediting the Stores Control Account and charging tlic

respective process accounts. In the case of materials found

to be faulty, these would be returned to the stores, and the

department or proce.ss concerned would receive credit in tlie

usual way, i.e. through the medium of a rejection note.

Direct Labour—^Treatment in Process Costing. So far as

regards direct labour, this represents wages paid on dir(‘ct

manufacture, whether paid on piece work basis or by fixed

weekly sums. It may happen that all the workpeople in each

department are continuously engaged on one process, and the

charging of direct labour to each process will present little or

no difficulty, as the depaitmental pay .sheet can be so ruled

and arranged to give the desired information.

On the other hand, where the course of manufacturing
necessitates two or more operations in the same department, or

it may be where a workman is working in one department and
then another, it is essential that daily or weekly time sheets be

put into operation, so as to obtain the analysis desired. These
time sheets are ruled to suit the requirements of the business,

but the .specimen given is sufficient to indicate what is required.

The starting and finishing time expended on any job or

process are entered on this time sheet by the employee (or in

some works the method is to clock on and off), and the foreman
of the department is responsible for checking and vouching
these records. At the end of a given period, either daily or

weekly, the time sheets are passed into the Wages Depart-
ment, where they are checked and compared with the workers'

gate cards, and the pay roll made out from the information
and records so obtained. The necessary credit entry required

for the Wages Control Account is taken from the totals of
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the pay roll, and the corresponding debit to the individual

process accounts created.

Expenses—^Treatment of in Process Costing. The principle

involved in the collection and allocation of expenses is similar

to that employed in materials and labour, viz., on the depart-

ment basis. An expense allocation statement is worked out

and prepared for a given period of either six or twelve months,
and a division of the total made so as to produce a daily,

weekly, or monthly figure, i.e. if the custom of the works is a

weekly basis, one-fiftieth part of the yearly total of the expenses
in each department would be charged to the Departmental
Process Cost Account in total, or in detail if desired. Should
there be more than one process carried out in any one depart-

ment, a further division of the total departmental expenses
would require to be made, and each definite process charged

with its proper share of expenses, and these amounts
journalized as a credit to the department’s Expenses Control

Account and debited to the various Process Cost Accounts
in such department,

As the materials in course of manufacturing pass through
the various stages of making into the finished article, they will

increase in value, i.e. further material, labour, and expense
will have been added to them. As an example, assume an
article entering the Packing Department, the cost of the

various packing materials used—may be wood boxes, paper,

string, labels, etc.—also labour and expenses incurred in the

Packing Department, will be added to the value of the article

under consideration.

Upon the article reaching its final stage and being ready
for sale, the various process costs are summarized and the

final cost obtained.

Work-in-Process—^Treatment of in Process Costing. With
some industries there will always be a certain quantity of the

product that will only be partly manufactured at the time the

Process Cost Account is made up. This partly finished product
is known as Work-in-Process and in the case of the cost account
being prepared, say, at the end of a month, the value of the

carry over or work-in-proce.ss must be credited to the process.

This valuation may take the form of a stocktaking and the

unfinished work listed and priced at an estimated figure. On
the other hand, where a system of process costing has been in

use for some time there will be available the actual costs of

the products in question, and in such cases an average actual

cost will often be used.
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The example of process costing described below does not

present much difficulty in this regard, as the process of manu-
facture is not complicated, there being only one product made

;

each process is separate, and the items that constitute the cost

of each of these processes can easily be ascertained and charged
to the accounts. The work of valuing the inventory at the

time the Process Accounts are made up will not, therefore,

be difficult. As a matter of fact, the plant in which this

particular method is used has a proper system for the control

of production, and the production orders that are issued cover

a quantity that can be completed within the accounting period.

A carry over of unfinished work from one month to another

is, therefore, eliminated.

The intimate relation between the work of cost accountancy
and plant management is clearly shown in the above remark.

Had proper co-ordination been ignored, the system of costing

the output of the product would have been made more difficult

by the fact that a stocktaking would be necessary before the

Process Cost Accounts could be completed, and the costs

rendered inaccurate by the introduction of an estimated figure

for work-in-process.

Losses Due to Spoilt Work, etc. Spoilt work due to bad
workmanship, faulty materials, etc., will arise in most indus-

tries, and the treatment of such losses in a system of process

costing will depend upon the nature of the defective work.

For instance, if the defective work is caused by faulty mate-
rials, the value of the material may be credited to the particular

process and charged to a special account called ''Faulty

Materials.” If the loss is due to bad workmanship, the value

may be charged to the department or product at the time a

further quantity of the materials is drawn from stock to replace

those spoilt, the issue from stores being a debit to the depart-

ment and a credit to stock.

The routine involved in connection with the recording of

spoilt work, or the rejection of faulty manufactured goods,

will not only vary with the class of trade that is being carried

on, but the volume of output, class of labour employed, and
internal production methods will demand that each concern

within an industry must have its special method. For further

consideration of this subject plea.se refer to "Defective Work
—Cost of.”

The object being to ascertain the cost of each process, it is

necessary to consider the nature of the procedure in manu-
facture in order that some kind of classification can be given.
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Assume, therefore, an ordinary sized factor}", comprising, say,

ten departments, four of which are manufacturing or producing
departments and the remaining six “expense” or “service”

departments.

Manufacturing Departments

—

1. Tinplate printing.

2. Tin box making.
3. “ Liquid paste ” making.
4. Card box making and })acking.

Service Departments

—

(a), {h). (c). {d), {e), and (/).

Further assume a factory making a “ liquid,” filled in tin

boxes, packed in cartons of standard size, and sold in packages
of grosses.

The procedure in manufacture may be said to be as follows

—

1. Tinplate printing.

2. Tin box making.
3. “ Liquid paste ” making and filling tins.

4. Card box making, labelling, and packing.

Having received a works order for 622 gross of a certain
“ liquid ” in tin boxes and parked in cardboard boxes
complete, the operations or processes will be as follows.

Tinplate printing in the usual way constitutes two processes,

viz., printing and/or varnishing and stoving. The sheets of

tinplate pass through a printing machine, and each colour

as printed entails a further operation or process, viz., stoving

(being a technical term used for drying). The sheets ui)on

leaving the printing machine are placed into racks and put
in a hot air oven and dried. This is necessary before further

colours are printed thereon. It will be gathered, therefore,

that there are two processes, viz., printing and/or varnishing

and stoving, and the process accounts would be worked
out in accordance with the specimen Process Accounts
Nos. 1 and 2.

The printed sheets of tinplates are next sent into the Tin
Box Department, where the operation of stamping out and
making the tins is performed. As will be observed from the

Process Accounts Nos. 3 and 4, further materials are issued

to the Tin Box Department, viz., tinplate required for

stamping out the “ bodies ” of the tins (the “ lids ” only
being printed). There are two processes effected in this
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Form No. 75.

TINPLATE PRINTING DEFf. Process No. 1.

_ Printing W.O.
PROCESS GOST ACCOUNT uds. No 84

Dr.

Date.
i

!'

1

Date.
1

19..
I

I
L s. d. 19 .

July 9 To .Materials

—

1 July 9 By Balance c/f.

40 boxes of
1

to A/c, No.2
Tinplat(‘ atj 1

45/ perbox' 9<j - ~

,,
Inks and var -

1

lUsheS . .
1

•1 -

,, Direct Labour 1

and Super-!
vision 20 - 1

,, DiroclChar^esji 10
i

„ D 1 re 0 t Ex- 1

1

]

1

!

peuses .
i|

i

3
j

,, Indirect Ex-
i

1

i i !

pens<‘S
1

1

1

j

i

1

1

'

Cr

£ s. d.

127

-1
- -

Form No. 78.

TINPLATE PRINTING DEPT. Process No. 2.

PROCESS COST ACCOUNT
Stouing W.O.
Lids. 84

Dr. Cr.

Date. ! - Date, i

! d 1 1

19...

July 9 To Process No. 1

£ s. d. 19 .

July 9 By Balance c/f.
£ s.

b/£ . 127 - - to .A/c No. 3 142 -

,, Direct Labour 10 - -

„ Direct Ex-
penses 5 - -

£142 - - £H2 -

department, viz., (1) stamping out, and (2) lipping and
beading, and the accounts will appear as follows

—
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Form No. 77.

TIN BOX DEPT. Process No. 3

PROCESS COST ACCOUNT
Stamping out

Lids & Bodies
W.O.
84

Dr. Cr.

Date.
i

(

'I

Date.

!

19_.
July 10 To Process No. 2

b/f. .

,, Direct Mate-
rials

—

44| boxes
Tinplate at

50/-

,, Direct Labour
„ DireetCharges

„ Direct Ex-
penses

£

142

in
4

3

5

5 .

5

d. 19 .

JulylO By Product (A/c,

No. 7)—Tin
plate Cut-
tings 30 cwts.

at £3 pertoiP
,, Balance c/f.

to A/c No. 4

£

4

260

s.

10

15

d.

£265 £265 1
1

'

^ See By-products A/c, No. 7.

Form No. 78.

TIN BOX DEPT.
1 Process No. 4.
1

PROCESS COST ACCOUNT
Lipping &

Beading Lids
6- Bodies.

W.O.
84

Dr. Cr.

Date. Date. 1

1

1 !

1

!

19_.
JulylO To Process No. 3

b/f. .

„ Direct labour
„ DireetCharges

,, Direct Ex-
penses

£

260
6
2

1

s.

15

10

d. 19 .

JulylO Uy B.ilance c/f.

to a/c. No. 5

£

270

s.

5

d.\

£270 5 - £270 5 -

i

““l

It will now be realized that the tin boxes are complete and
ready to be filled with liquid paste and packed. The
empty tins are, therefore, delivered to the Paste Department,
and the process performed in this department is : Making
paste, filling and lidding tins, and the Process Cost Account
will appear as follows

—
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Form No. 79.

LIQUID PASTE MAKING DEPT.
(Filling and Lidding Tins)

PROCESS COST ACCOUNT

Process No. 5.

Making
Liquid W.O.
& Filling 84

Tins.

Dr. Cr.

1
1 ‘i

Dale.

i"
c. L.

;

I

Date.
j

1

19 .
1

1 £ s. J.l 19" £ s. d.

Julyll lo Proa'ss No.

4

Julyll By Balance r/f

b/f. .
1 270 5 -! to A/c No.6 325 5 -

,, Materials .

,, Direct
i

1

10 - -!

Labour
,, Direct 1

25 10 -

Charfies

,, Direct
i

1

1
!

14 10 -

Expenses .
'1

11
1

5
i

L
i

!

1

:£325

r
J

u
£325

.L
i

_

r
From this department the filled tins are sent to the Card-

board Box Department, where they are packed in cartons,

labelled and completed for dispatch, the Process Account
showing as follows

—

Form No, 80.

CARD BOX DEPT.

Card Box Making
Labelling and 1’acking

PROCESS COST ACCOUNT

Dr.

Process No. 6.

Card Box 1

Making, W.O.
Labelling 6- 84
Packing.

C>.

Date.
ll 1

11 T.j C. 12
I

!

19_.
Julyll To Process No.

5

£ s. d.\
1
19_,

IJuiyl 1 By Procluct(.'\/c
< s. d.

b/f . 325 5 -1 No. 7)

,, Materials Card Waste

.

- -

(Cardlward,
,, Balance, 1

etc.) . 30 - being fac-

,, Direct tory cost of

Labour
„ Direct

Charges

24 10 - product 392 5 -

7 10 -

„ Direct
Exi>enses . 6 - -

„ Indirect

Expenses . 4 - -

£397 5 £397 5

1

12-(IJ.1965)
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Form No. 81.

DICTIONARY OF COSTING [PUN

No. 7.

BY-PRODUCTS ACCOUNT
Dr. Cr.

Date. Details.
Ij

Date,
j

Details.
jj

19_. £ S. d.

July 10 By products from
Process A/c
No. 3, Tin-

plate Cuttmgs 4 10 ~

11 ,, products from
Process A/c
No. 6, Card-
board Waste 5 - -

£9 10
I

Memorandum

—

112 sheets = 1 box of tmplate.
40 boxes stamped out for Lids, each shecd of which produces

20 lids.

/. 40 boxes of tinplate = 622*22 Gross Lids.

44i boxes stamped out for Bodies, each sheet of which produces
18 bodies.

44^ boxes of tinplate == 623*00 Gross Bodies.
For accounting purposes, 622 gross of completed article.

There is no hard and fast rule in process casting so far as

actual routine or the ruling of forms are concerned. The
foregoing description, however, is sufficient to indicate the

general principles of the process system of costing. (See

By-product Costing, also Cost Finding—^Methods of.)

PRODUCTION EXPENSES. (See Factory Expenses.)

PRODUCTION ONCOST. (See Factory Expenses.)

PRODUCTIVE DEPARTMENTS. (Sec Manufacturing
Departments.)
PRODUCTIVE HOUR METHOD OF RECOVERING

EXPENSES. (See Direct Labour Hour Method of
Recovering Expenses.)
PRODUCTIVE WAGES. (See Direct Labour.)
PUNCHED CARD METHOD OF COSTING. All statistical

work in costing and other bu.siness procedure consists of

adding together the same original entries under diffen^nt

groups and sequences. These entries of facts and data are,
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however, subjective things, which are normally represented

by symbols
;

they are not material things which can \>e of

themselves mechanically handled.

The Hollerith, Paramount, and Powers systems make use

of a method of controlling the above operation by means of

holes punched in a card, and a full description of each of the

above systems will be found under their respective headings.

PURCHASE ORDERS. (See Purchasing.)

PURCHASE REQUISITION. The ''originator’^ of a

purchase is equally important as the placing of the actual

order, and only responsible officials should, therefore, be given

the authority to instruct the buyer that a purchase is to be

made. A form known as a " purchase requisition,” and
ruled similar to the spc^cimen shown on page 344, is therefore

brought into use to serve as the official notification that

certain goods are required.

The authority to originate a purchase will be invested with

different officials, according to the nature of the goods which
have to be purchased. For instance, the storekeeper may be

authorized to issue purchase requisitions for the replenishing

of his stocks of general materials immediately he observes

they have reached the minimum or re-order quantity, hkewise

the works manager. Planning Department, or drawing office

may recpiisitioii any special materials required for a production

order, whereas general stationery and sundry office supplies

may be requisitioned by the secretary or departmental head,

arid factored or mcrchanted goods by the Sales Department.
The specimen purchase requisition given contains spaces

for inserting the production or sales order number for which
the goods are required, or in the case of sundry expense items,

the service order number. If, therefore, the requisition is

issued by the Planning or other Works Department, the works
order number will be quoted. On the other hand, requisitions

issued by the Sales Department would have the sales order

number inserted on them. The necessity for quoting such
references will be apparent when it is remembered that the

goods must be identified upon receipt.

When the storekeeper is given authority to issue purchase

requisitions for general stores items, it is desirable that some
ffirm of check be provided, and this may conveniently be
arranged by the storekeeper sending his requisition to the

Cost Department, so that it can be compared with the stock

record card. Furthermore, if a storekeeper is instructed to

check the quantity of articles or materials in stock at the
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time of making out his requisition, his bin card and the stock

record card of the Cost Department can be reconciled and the

purchase requisition then '' O.K/d '' and passed on to the

buyer.

PURCHASING. The purchasing routine will necessarily

differ according to the trade and the amount of materials

consumed in production, consequently there can be no standard

method or system that can be applied to this branch of a

business.

In small businesses, for instance, the purchasing of materials

is generally carried out by the proprietor, his works manager
or chief clerk. The ordering of materials would not be a big

job and the routine involved would, therefore, be of a simple

nature. An official order, however, is essential, and with the

class of business now under review this may quite conveniently

take the form of a duplicate order book.

Whereas this method may be all that is necessary to the

small “ one man business, a large manufacturing conccTn

will require a more elaborate system on account of the

numerous items of materials that must be purchased. H
therefore follows that the function of buying must be properly

delegated and reduced to method, as only one department or

individual should be authorized to do the actual purchasing.

With most manufacturing concerns the amount of work
entailed in regard to buying is such that a separate department
will be required. The chief of this department is usually

known as the " buyer," or purchasing agent, and his duties may
be to keep in touch with sources of su})ply, markets, be familiar

with prices, specifications, quotations, and deal with the

manufacturers and merchants in regard to placing of orders.

All requirements for goods would come through the channel
of this department by means of what is known as a purchase
requisition, made out by responsible officials of the staff.

For instance, a works manager or departmental foreman
might be authorized to requisition orders for raw materials

;

likewise a storekeeper for such indirect materials as tools,

nuts, bolts, utensils, etc. Similarly, the draughtsman for

drawing materials and the chief clerk for stationery, etc., the

actual issuing and placing of orders, however, being carried

out by the Purchasing Department. Whenever technical

points arise concerning any goods requisitioned, the buyer
would consult with the departmental chief.

Upon receipt of a purchase requisition the Purchasing
Department will at once take the necessary steps to obtain
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quotations if desired, or order the goods immediately. In the

case of quotations being obtained the buyer must satisfy him-
self that the materials offered will comply with any special

requirements, and be assured that the price is a fair one. The
ordering of the goods having been sanctioned by the buyer,

an order with the requisite number of copies is made out on
an official form, which may be ruled similar to the illustration

given on pages 348 and 349.

The loose-leaf principle of order book is advised and apj^eals

to most firms inasmuch as it offers many advantages over the

ordinary fixed-leaf books. There is no reason why orders

should not be typed, thus making clear and distinctive records.

They should be signed by the buyer or his authorized assistant,

and the number of copies required wall naturally depend upon
the routine of each concern, but for the purpose of illustration

four copies are here dealt with

—

Original, This is dispatched to the supplier.

First Copy. Retained in Purchasing Department for check-

ing invoices w'hen received.

Second Copy. Handed to the storekeeper as a notification

that the goods are on order. After making the necessary

rec ord, he passes it on to the goods receiving clerk, who retains

same for the purpose of checking goods when received.

Third Copy. This is retained by the buyer for the purpose
of follow’ing up the order, etc.

When it is eJesired that the second copy should not contain

the prices at w'hich the materials or goods have been purchased,

the price columns an* usually ruled for the purpose of recording

some useful data for either the storekeeper or goods receiving

clerk, and the prices omitted from these columns by the means
of inserting a small piece of carbon paper.

With regard to the first cop3% which is retained by the

buyer, it wall be observed that a space is provided for noting

on the stock record cards in the Cost Department. This copy
is, therefore, passed into the Cost Department where the

necessary records are made concerning the purchase, and the

price at which the materials are bought. This is necessary

for the pricing of materials in connection with costs, etc.

(See Pricing Stores Requisitions—Methods of.) After

v'ompleting these particulars, the copy of the purchase order

is returned to the buyer.

It is a custom in most factories not to insert prices on the

copies distributed, excepting that wffiich is retained by the

buyer, the prices being treated as confidential. In the author’s
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Form No, 84.

Telephone Nos. PURCHASE
Telegtams... ORDER

No 1865

It is essential that

this Order No. be

Codes used..

FROM quoted on all

hivotces, .Advices,

The Pioneer M.\nl facturing Co., Ltd.,

(^LORK Works,
Bradford, Yorks.

etc.

Reqn. No. 3G4.. .

To— W.O. No. 7:iG.

Messrs.
1 ^

i

1

Date ... 19

Please supply the f<jllo\ving (toods in acconlanee with the Terms
and Conditions stated on the back hereof, and didiver same to our
Works, Carriage . .. p<‘r

iQuantityl Description.
I

KaU*.
i

/ :
.s. i d .

’

I

'

I
!
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Form No 85.

[PUR

Duplicate
Copy

PURCHASE
ORDER

No. 1866

Keqn. No. 364...

W.O. No.. 733...

! )ate 19

R(h onlud in

('ost Dept.
Order Invoice Passed

('oinpleted. for l^ayment.
Kern arks.

Item
No.

iOuantitv Description. Kate.

X.H.— O;? the back hereof suit

able columns are printed for

recording such particulars as

are required. These details

are i nsertedby the Purchasing
Dept. OH receipt of invoices,

Inwards Goods Notes, etc.,

and cover Item No., I.G. No.,

Invoice No., with Dates
Received, Defective, Date
Cleared, Remarks, etc.)
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opinion the treating of prices as confidential is simply a carry-

over from old-fashioned methods and is unnecessary in the

modern business. However, ignoring the controversial question

as to whether the storekeeper and others should be informed

of the purchase price of materials, the space can be very

profitably utilized for recording particulars required by the

various departments concerned. In the specimen form illus-

trated, the Receiving Department copy could be specially

ruled with columns to allow the receiving clerk to enter against

each item the quantities received, weights, condition of goods,

etc., and the initial of the individual counting or weighing,

etc., this information often proving very useful.

Regarding the third copy, retained by the buyer for the

purpose of following up and urging delivery, etc., on the

reverse side will be ruled columns for the following informa-

tion: (a) Item No.,” (6)
” Urged,” (c) ” Date promised.”

Columns (b) and (c) are repeated across the sheet, and the

last column on the right-hand side headed “delivered.”

This copy is filed under due date of delivery promised, and
the clerk will take out of his file each day copies of those orders

which are due for delivery, and if no advice is to hand from
the supplier stating that the goods have been dispatched, he

will take steps to urge delivery.

As already stated, a buyer will only purcliase goods against

a purchase requisition, and therefore before proceeding with

a description of the routine involved, attention must be given

to the information contained in the requisition.

A specimen purchase requisition is illustrated on page 344,

from which it will be observed that a space is provided at the

top right-hand corner for the production, works, or sales order

number. If the requisition emanates from the planning or

some other department in the works, the works order number
for which the purchase is required must be stated, together

with full particulars of the goods, etc.

This reference number, together with the serial number of

the requisition, is inserted in the space provided on the order,

and the requisition is filed under the works or sales order

number in the buyer's office, being available for future

reference. When goods are purchased for resale only, the

purchase requisition will be issued from the Sales Department,
who will quote the sales order number in place of the works
or production order number. In such cases it may be
necessary to provide the Sales Department with a copy of

the purchase order.
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By following this method of reference it will be seen that

the goods are easily identified when they are received.

Upon the receipt of any goods into the factory it is essential

that a proper record be made, otherwise there can be no check

against suppliers' invoices.

It is a common practice in some factories to record the

receipt of goods in a duplicate book ruled somewhat as

shown on page 352.

The duplicate page is torn out, either when filled or at the

end of each day, and passed into the buyer’s office. This

system has its advantages in the smaller factory, where a

few items daily might be received, but when a considerable

number of deliveries are made each da}^ the delay that occurs

in the writing up of the stock records and more particularly

in notifying either the storekeeper or buyer of the receipt of

goods, more than outweighs any advantages that the system
nia}^ possess.

Another method is that of recording the receipt of each

consignment of goods on separate slips or notes. This system
has many advantages, and its extra cost in stationery is

negligible comj'jared with its efficiency.

The form illustrated, which may be known as a goods

received note ” or “ inwards goods note,” gives an example.

The number of copies required will depend upon how many
departments are concerned with the receipt of goods, but for

the purpose of explaining the principles of the method under
review it is assumed that three are sufficient immediately to

notify those concerned with the receipt of goods, instead of

waiting a day or more, as in the case of the former method.
It is important that the Receiving Department be instructed

to sign for all goods as ” unexamined,” except in the case of

small parcels which can be verified at sight, and when making
out the ” inward goods note ” to state thereon the condition

in which the case or package was received.

It is usual for an advice note^to be sent by the supplier

of the goods at least a day before the goods are received,

and the fact that the goods have been dispatched will be noted

in the buyer's office on their copy of the order, and the advice

note passed on to the Receiving Department. This serves to

warn the receiving clerk that the goods may be expected, and
enables him to make any sp)ecial arrangements that may be

necessary for their storage, etc.

Upon receipt of the goods the receiving clerk will enter on
the inwards goods note full details of each item, and for this
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purpose he will use the copy of the purchase order already in

his possession. The quantity received must not be copied

from this purchase order, but only inserted after an actual

count or weighing of the materials. Particular care should

be exercised in noting the condition of the goods and state

of packing, etc., also the name of carrier or railway company,
and whether consigned carriage paid or forward. The pur-

chase order number will also be transferred from the copy of

the order, together with the production or sales order for which
the goods are required. The second and third copy of the

inwards goods note is then torn out of the book, one copy
being handed to the buyer and the other attached to the

goods. The buyer on receipt of his copy will duly enter

against the particular item in his records that the goods have
been received, at the same time noting any remarks regarding

their condition, etc. The quantity received and the quantity

ordered should then be compared, also the method of transit.

Should the buyer already be in possession of the supplier’s

invoice, this is not passed for payment until after re-

ceipt from the storekeeper of his advice that the goods are

delivered into his stores. The importance of this will be seen

later.

The next step is the removal of the goods into the stores,

but before this is done provision has to be made for the

inspection or test of the goods, in order to ascertain whether
they comply with any specification previously notified to the

buyer on the purcha.se requisition. With large concerns it is

sometimes necessary that a permanent inspection staff

be attached to the Receiving Department, and when this is

found desirable the system required for the inspection of goods

will not present much difficulty, because this function can

be discharged at the same time as the receiving clerk is

unpacking, counting or weighing, etc. However, with smaller

firms it is usually found more convenient for the Inspection

and Test Department in the works to undertake the inspec-

tion of those goods received which must comply with some
special requirement, leaving the storekeeper to inspect most
of the general stock items. The system used in connection

with the inwards goods notes illustrated conforms with the

latter, and with this method the receiving clerk will notify

the Works Inspection Department whenever any goods are

received which must be subjected to a special test.

After testing and inspecting the materials the inspector

will initial the third copy of the inwards goods note in the
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space provided, and the receiving clerk will then pass the goods
over to the storekeeper, who, after signing for their receipt,

jdaces them into their correct position in the stores and enters

the item on the bin card.

It will be noted that the third copy of the inwards goods

note is perforated across the top portion, and that the inwards
goods number is repeated on both portions. This top portion

serves as a receipt from the storekeeper that he has duly

received the goods into stock and is, therefore, sent to the

buyer as a notification to him that the goods have also passed

inspection.

Rejection of Faulty Goods. Sometimes an occasion will arise

when part of the goods or materials are rejected, and in such
cases the inspector will make out a rejection note for such

items, stating the reason, and attach same to the copy of the

mwards goods note, which is sent with the remainder of the

goods to the storekeej'>er. This rejection note is then passed

on to the buyer with the top portion of the inward goods note.

It is stated above that the buyer will not pass tlie supplier's

invoice for payment on receipt of his copy of the inwards goods
note, but will wait until he receives the notihcation from
the storekeeper that the goods have been received by him,

and that they have passed inspection. The necessity

for tliis procedure will now be apparent, as there will always
exist the possibility that a part of a consignment may l)e

rejected.

The buyer is only now in the position, therefore, to check
the supplier’s invoice and pass to the Accounting Department
for payment. The buyer’s copy of the inwards goods note,

together with the storekeeper’s receipt and rejection note,

if any, is now handed to the Costing Department for

recording on the stock record cards which are kept in that

department.

PURCHASING AGENT. (See Buyer.)
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES OF. The total

expenses of the Buying or Purchasing Department will form
part of the establishment expenses of a business, and treat-

ment of this item in the cost accounts will depend upon the

manner in which all expenses incidental to the purchasing
and the handling of materials are dealt with. The general

practice may be considered under two headings, i.e. (1) the

total of the above expenses is segregated from those which
relate solely to production and allocated to a Material Handling
Expense Account, and the amount recovered in cost separately
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as a percentage on the value of materials consumed in produc-

tion
;
and (2) the total expense is not separated from the

other items of establishment expense, but included with the

factory and/or selling expense rate.

In those cases where a merchanting business as well as

manufacturing is carried on, it will be necessary with either

(d the above methods to apportion the amount over the

Factory and Selling Departments.

With regard to (1) the expense of storekeeping and material

handling, etc., should be dealt with separately from those

items which relate solely to ])urchasing, as the apportionment

is effected on two different bases.

The expenses of tlie Purchasing Department are allocated

to the Factory and Selling Departments cither on the basis

of the value of purchases made or arbitrarily apportioned,

according to the extent it is estimated these two sections

of the business benefit by the activities of this department.

In regard to storeke(‘])ing and material handling expenses,

how(*ver, it is more* equitable to allocate this item on the basis

of the average value of stocks or merchandise held rather than

tlu‘ value of purchases made, on account of the fact that mer-
chandise may be shipped direct to customers or re-dispatched

the same date as received.

With regard to (2) the expense of the Purchasing Depart-
ment is included amongst the establishment expense and
allocated to the Factory Fhxjiense and Selling Exjiense Account
on the basis of the value of jnirchases made, i.e. merchanted
goods and materials, etc., or direct to factory expenses if no
mert'hanting business is carried ('ii.

h'or a detailed consideration as to the treatment of material

handling expense, see under that heading.

RATE CARDS. Cards used for recording the rates of pay
of each worker. With manv of the large concerns there will

usually be an Fanphn'ment Department, whose chief duty is

to ensure that a regular supply of the right type of labour is

always available, and in such cases it will usually retain

the “ employee’s record card,” which may also contain

particulars relative to the rates of pay of each worker. In

these circumstances the wages section of the Cost Department
may require a separate record for the purpose of checking

the wage rates, etc., when issuing oi: calculating the times on
the gate cards, job cards or work tickets. Alternatively, in

those cases where the checking of rates is carried out by some
other department such as the Rate Fixing Department or
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Planning Department, etc., the rate cards will be required

by them in place of the Cost Department.
A specimen ruling of rate card is given, from which it will

be noted that beyond the information contained at the head
of the card, there will only be required columns to denote the

commencing and subsequent rates of pay. It should be noted

that when separate rate cards are in use, care must be taken

to ensure that any change of rate is duly notified and entered

thereon, and in those cases where the employee's record

card " forms the master card for such records, it is usually

the practice that the rate cards be frequently checked with

them
;

alternatively, the Employment Department may at

frequent periods check the rates entered upon the gate or job

cards. Tlie actual method of check, however, will be governed

by the type of organization and the number of time cards

dealt with throughout a period.

RATE PER ARTICLE METHOD OF RECOVERING
SELLING EXPENSES. (See Selling and Distribution
Expenses.)

RATE SETTING. Rate setting is the operation of fixing

a time or price for the performance either of an operation or

cycle of operations. There are two or three generally accepted

methods.

The first consists of looking back through records to see if

the operation or one similar has been done before. Then by
taking into consideration the rate of wages paid when last

done and the current rate, an approximate time or price is

fixed which it is anticipated will be acceptable to the

operative.

Another method adopted consists of timing the operation

by means of a stop-watch concealed on the person of the rate

setter. A time is secured, which is scrutinized by the rate

setter, foreman, and other people concerned, and again an
approximate time or price is fixed as above.

Yet again the foreman or rate setter is consulted and, based
upon his experience and judgment, another approximation is

made as before.

All these methods suffer from the same defect
;
they are

—

and can only be—approximations, sometimes good, at others

bad. They all lead to the evil of rate cutting.

Sharply distinguished from these methods are two of

outstanding importance : the stop-watch time study and
(iilbreth’s method of the chronocyclegraph.
The first method consists of sphtting an operation up into
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its elements and finding the time for each element. For
example, suppose the work to be done is a planing operation,

the following elements would be timed

—

Time to lift work from floor and place on planer table.

Time to level and set work true on table.

Time to put on stops and bolts.

Time to rough cut J in. thick, 24 in. long, 4 in. wide.

Time to finish cut in. thick, 24 in. long, 4 in. wide.

Time to remove stops and btflts.

Time to remove work to floor.

Time to clean machine.

It is evident that all classes of work can be reduced to

elementary operations, each of which can easily be timed
;

and that in course of time a valuable amount of information

will be compiled to which reference can often be made to

avoid repetition of time studies. It should be noted that

allowances are made for fatigue and other unavoidable delays,

and in many cases a further flat percentage is added for

contingencies. For the machine work it is of vital importance
that speeds and feeds should have been standardized and
tables compiled, and from these the times are computed and
checked by observation.

Needless to say, time study of this description can only be

carried out with the co-operation of the worker, and it is

just here that tact, knowledge, and a due sense of human
relations is called into play.

The second method differs completely. Small electric lamps
connected through an interrupter are attached to the worker's

arms, head, etc. Behind the worker and machine or bench is

erected a screen marked in squares of a known size. At a

suitable distance a stereoscopic camera is set up, and a photo-

graph of the whole or part of the cycle of operations is taken.

This is really time and motion study combined. Knowing
the size of the .squares in the background and the number of

interruptions per second, we are in a position not only to

eliminate wasteful movements, but also to fi.x a time in which
an operation should be carried out. In many respects this

method is superior to the foregoing, as there can be no personal

error in the observation. It can also be accomplished by
means of the ultra-rapid kinema camera.

RATES. Tlie amount of rates paid is included among the

establi-shment expenses of a business.

The rates payable to local authorities are invariably assessed

on “ values," and the respective amounts are therefore capable
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of direct allocation. In the case of rates levied upon property,

the basis of allocation to the Factory, Selling, and Adminis-
trative Departments will be the space occupied, whereas the

rates assessed on machinery, etc., are allocated direct to

factory expense and apportioned over the respective depart-

ments on the basis of the total value of machinery in each

department.

Rates are classified as a constant " expense.

RAW MATERIAL CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost
Control Accounts, also Storks—Financial Control of.)

RECEIPT AND INSPECTION. A term often used when
referring to the particular phas(‘ of ston^keeping relative to

the receipt and inspection of materials or goods. The work
of receiving and inspection entails the checking of the quantity

and quality, etc., of goods, and the recording of these upon a

goods received sheet or inwards goods note. The work of

stowing and recording immediately follows that of receipt and
inspection. (See Storks Routink.)

RECORD OF BIN INSPECTION. (See Bin Inspection.)

RECORD OF MACHINERY. (See Plant Records.)
RECORD OF PLANT. (See Plant Records.)
RECOVERING SALES EXPENSES. (See Selling and

Distribution Expenses.)
RECOVERY OF EXPENSES. (See Computation and

Recovery of Expenses.)
REDUCED OUTPUT-ABASING EXPENSES ON. (See

Establishment Expenses.)
REFERENCE RATE. METHOD OF REMUNERATING

LABOUR. This is a variation of the Halsey premium.
Instead of a standard time, a reference rate is fixed for each

operation, and is rather more generous than the average cost

at time rate. The premium is one-half the difference between
the wages cost and the reference rate.

The effect is the same as the Halsey premium with a

generous standard time. (See also Remuneration of
Labour—Methods of.)

REJECTION NOTE. A note or certificate intimating that

the materials or goods which are stated thereon have been
rejected for a specified reason. A rejection note may refer

to incoming materials (i.c. goods received) or to goods made
in the factory. (See Goods Received—Rejection of, also

Manufactured Goods—Rejection of.)

REJECTION OF INCOMING GOODS. (See Goods Received
—Rejection of.)
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REJECTION OF MANUFACTURED GOODS. (See Manu-
factured Goods—Rejection of.)

REMUNERATION OF LABOUR—METHODS OF. There

is a great variety of methods of remunerating labour, most of

which are successful under the special circumstances in which
they are used. Some of them are very elaborate, such as

that used by the Franklin Motor Co. in America, others

extremely simple, such as the ordinary or straight piece

rate/' Fundamentally, they are all divisible into two
classes

—

1. Payment by time or the time rate.

2. Payment per piece or the piece rate.

Co-partnership, profit-sharing, premium bonus, etc., and
any variants of these are not strictly methods of remunerating

labour, but are ancillary to the two main divisions. It is,

however, convenient to consider them under this heading.

All devices involving payment by results are variants of class 2,

and it should be carefully borne in mind when comparing the

various methods of rewarding labour that, with the exception

of the ordinary day or time rate, they are based on a pre-

determined standard and payment is made on a basis of

attainment.

The subject is one of extreme difficulty and somewhat
contentious. Many of the ablest minds in this and other

countries have been engaged on this subject for a considerable

period up to the present without any degree of unanimity.

The only point which apj^ears to be common ground is that

the reward should be commensurate with the effort expended
and the efficiency attained, and that there must be a

guaranteed minimum wage.

The following is a list of the different ways of remunerating
labour, and a description of each appears under its respective

heading

—

1. Time rates or day work, day wage, time work, day rate.

! 2. Piece work, piece rate, straight piece rate.

|3. Halsey premium.

If
4. Rowan premium.
5. Barth premium.
6. Taylor differential piece rate.

7. Merrick differential or multiple piece rate.

8. Gantt task and bonus.

9. Emerson efficiency bonus.

10 Knoeppel bonus.
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11. Diemer combined bonus and premium,
12. Picker (a method of sharing savings in time and

expense)

.

13. Cost premium.
14. Reference rate.

15. List percentage plan.

16. Priestman system.

17. Franklin method.
18. Contract system.

19. Co-partnership and profit-.sharing.

20. Bedaux system.

The above list comprises the better known methods. It

will be realized that as systems vary, not only from industry
to industry but also from plant to plant even in the same
locality, the task of tabulating every known method would
be enormous.

RENT. The money paid for the use of land and buildings,

etc., forms part of the establishment expenses of a business.

The actual amount paid is allocated to the Administrative,

Selling, and Factory Expense Accounts on the basis of space

occupied by the respective sections of the business.

In those cases where the factory expenses are analysed by
departments, the amount of rent chargeable to each is

apportioned on the basis of the space occupied.

Rent is classified as a ‘‘ constant " expense

RE-ORDER QUANTITY. A term used in conjunction

with the operation of stocks upon a minimum-maximum
basis, and indicates the point at which further stocks must
be re-ordered. (See Minimum Stock.)

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE. The cost of keeping in

good order the various properties, tools, etc., of a business

may be debited to a “ Reserve for Depreciation " Account
when the depreciation rates include an allowance for main-

tenance charges, otherwise the expense is a separate charge

to the Factory Expense Accounts.
In large factories the cost of repairs and niaintenance for

each department is separately ascertained by means of a system

of service orders. This departmental analysis of expenses is

also necessary when certain methods of recovering expenses

in costs are used, such as machine rates, departmentaJ rates, etc.

Repairs and maintenance charges are of two kinds

—

1. Repairs which occur daily, such as to small tools,

miscellaneous equipment, belting, etc.

2. Repairs of an extraordinary character, the cost of which
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is more correctly distributed over a long period of time. This
expense may include the replacement of certain parts or work
done which exceeds a predetermined limit.

The method of costing the work done on repairs and main-
tenance will depend upon the size of the factory and the works
routine. With small concerns repair expenses are usually

allocated direct to a general Repairs and Maintenance Account,

or the cost of the work done charged to a “ standing " or

service ” order. At the end of the costing period the costs

of each service order are ascertained and debited to either the

tieneral Repairs and Maintenance Account or to each depart-

ment, and by this means they are included in the factory

expense.

With larger concerns the cost of n‘])airs will be dealt with

according to their nature, and all labour, materials, and other

expenses on sundry repairs which occur daily and which do
not amount to more than a ft‘W shillings in ( ach case, will be

charged to a service order, but for repairs of an extraordinary

character a sj)ecial order should be issued.

A Plant Department or Repair Department will usually be
maintained for this class of work, which will receive credit

for the work done.

In arriving at the cost of each job a proportion of the

Plant or Repair Department’s exjxmses must be included

in the cost summary, otherwise a triu* cost will not be shown.

Repairs and maintenance charges are classified according

to the type or kind of asset similarly to tlu; following, and
may again be further cla.ssihi'd as “ fixed " and “ loose ”

—

Plant-
Power.
Heating.

Compressed air.

Hydraulic.

Machine tools.

(paries, hoists, etc.

Conveyors.

Buildings.

Land.
Fixtures and Fittings. Works.

,, ,, ,, Offices.

REPLACEMENT OF DEPLETED STOCKS. A term which,
when used in connection with the store's routine, refers to the

replacement of general or standard stores items, when the
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quantity on hand has reached the re-order or minimum stock

limit. With most concerns the procedure in regard to the

replacement of standard materials and parts is for the store-

keeper to notify the buyer that certain goods require ordering,

and this may be done by making out a purchase requisition.

(See Stores Routine.)
REQUISITIONS- PRICING OF. (See Pricing Stores

Requisitions—Methods of.)

RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF STOREKEEPER.
(See Storekeeper—Responsibilities and Duties of.)

RETURNS TO STORES. (See Stores Credit Note or

Rejection Note.)

REWARDS FOR GOOD TIMEKEEPING. Any reward or

bonus paid to the factory employees for good timekeeping is

an expense from which the factory will benefit and is, therefore,

charged to and included in the factory expense rate. The
amount of reward or bonus paid should be allocated to each

department of the factory.

When rewards or bonuses are given to members of the

oflice staff the amount is allocated to the administrative or

selling expense
ROWAN PREMIUM—METHOD OF REMUNERATING

LABOUR. Under the Rowan method the worker's day rate

is guaranteed. A standard time is fixed and if a saving is

effected by the worker, a percentage equal to the percentage
of saving is added to the time taken, e.g.

—

Standard time
Time taken .

Percentage saving
No. of hours paid.

100 hours.
vSO hours.

50%
50 -F 50% of time taken, i.e. 25

hours, “75 hours.

It is very important to consider carefully Mr. Rowan's
definition of standard time, which follows

—

“ The standard time or time allowed is the average time

which the average workman—neither the quickest nor the

slowest—takes to do the job under ordinary time rate condi-

tions, ivhen giving a fair rate of output for his time wages—no
more and no less." (The italics are mine.—Author.) This
time standard is as indefinite as under the Halsey premium,
and in view of the controversy which is still raging over the
question of what is a fair day's work for a fair day's pay, the

importance of the italicized part of the above definition will

be appreciated. (See also Remuneration of Labour-
Methods OF.)
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ROYALTIES. The amount paid by way o4 royalties may
be dealt with either as a direct charge or included amongst
the establishment expenses.

The actual basis of allocation and its treatment in the cost

accounts, however, may depend upon the size of the business

and the nature and amount of the royalties paid. If the

royalty is a definite amount per article, it may be treated as a

direct charge in costs, but in those cases where the royalty

payable is calculated upon goods sold, the necessary adjust-

ments will require to be made at stocktaking periods if the

stocks are priced at factory cost.

Alternatively, the amount may be dealt with as a direct

charge to the Cost of Sales Account, or the total royalties

paid over a period included in the establishment expenses

and allocated to the Administrative Expense Account.

In the majority of cases it is preferable to deal with this

item by regarding it as a direct charge to the Cost of Sales

Account, as by such means the amount of royalty is shown
separately in the cost accounts, and not merged with the

incidental expenses of manufacturing and selling which is the

case if either of the other methods are chosen.

SALES EXPENSES. (See Selling and Distribution
Expenses.)
SALES EXPENSES—CONTROL OF. (See Cost Control

Accounts.)

SALES MANAGER—SALARY OF. The salary paid to a

sales manager is one of the items which comprise the establish-

ment expense of a business. When the selling and distribution

expenses are recovered separately in costs, the amount is

allocated accordingly.

SECRETARY—SALARY OF. The amount of salary paid

to the secretary is included among establishment expenses of

the business. The allocation of the item will depend upon
the duties performed by this official, as in many instances

work which is not purely secretarial in nature will often be
carried out by him.

With small concerns a secretary may be responsible for the

general management of all office departments as well as attend

to all correspondence and other sundry matters, in addition

to the work of his own and the Accounting Department, but
as the size of such a concern may not warrant the subdivision

of expenses under the headings of factory, selling, and
administrative, the allocation of the item will not present

any difficulty, as all expenses will be grouped and recovered
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in costs as one total. In some instances, however, a secretary

may perform all or some of the above duties in fairly large

concerns, and in such cases the salary is apportioned over tlie

respective sections of the business, according to the amount
of time given to the respective functions.

With the very large concern the duties of the secretary will

usually be confined to work of an entirely secretarial nature,

and the amount of salary may then be allocated to the

administrative expense or apportioned over the Factory,

Selling, and Administrative Departments. The former method,
however, is preferable.

SELLING AND DISTRIBUTION EXPENSE. Subdivision

of establishment expense and comprising all the expenditure

incurred in the sale and distribution of a firm’s products, but
excluding those items which enter into the cost of manufacture.

Selling expenses embrace such items as the salaries of the

sales manager and selling staffs and branch offices, discounts

allowed, cost of advertising and catalogues, commissions to

agents, travelling expenses of sales staff., etc., stationery, and
also a proportion of lighting, heating, depreciation of buildings,

etc., and share of the expenses incurred in the general and
financial administration of the business when these are

recovered separately in costs.

Examples of expenses that can be allocated direct are

—

Salaries of sales manager, publicity manager, and Sales

Department staff, travellers, etc.

Advertising and literature, catalogues, blocks and electros,

circular letters, pamphlets, etc. •

Commissions to salesmen and travellers, etc.

Discounts Allowed. Carriage Outwards.
Branch or District Office Expenses. Rent and rates,

lighting, cleaning and caretaker’s wages, local travelling

expenses, commissions to district salesmen and travellers,

postages, telephones and telegrams, salaries of typists, clerks,

engineers, and inspectors, etc.

Examples of expenses that are usually allocated ” by
apportionment

—

Lighting and heating of head office, if forming part of

general office and works buildings.

Repairs and maintenance of buildings, if forming part of

general office and works buildings.

Expenses of the general and financial administration of the

business.
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Postages, telephones, transport expenses, etc., if not

separately recorded.

With some industries the cost of packing and cases, etc.,

will be charged to selling expenses, and for a detailed

consideration of such items, also those enumerated above,

see under their respective headings.

Selling expenses are dealt with in costs, upon similar

principles to those employed for works expenses, but the

actual method used for recovering the expenses upon individual

products, orders or processes will differ according to the

nature of the industry. A great div^ergence of opinion exists

as to what is the correct method of dealing with selling

expenses in costs. It is contended on the one hand that

selling expenses are incurred on orders secured and not on
orders filled or completed by the factory, fhe correct treat-

ment in such cases, therefore, requires that expenses be

recovered by apportionment over the value of orders secured,

and not expressed as an amount on the value of goods
dispatched.

From the point of view of theory, this argument may be

correct so far as it concerns any business that sells and
delivers goods ex stock and at a fixed price, but considerable

difficulty will immediately arise when an order is modified

and necessitates an adjustment of the sale price. If an order

were cancelled or the quantity reduced, the whole or a portion

of the expense on the particular order would require to be
written back, and the effect of such adjustments would render

the cost accounts useless, as any possibility of comparison
would be completely eliminated. To avoid this perpetual

adjustment, and the carrying forward of expenses that . have
been allocated to an order secured but not yet delivered, the

expenses of selling and distribution are best dealt with by
recovering them by one of the following methods

—

(a) As a rate per article dispatched and invoiced to

customers.

{h) As a percentage on the works cost of goods dispatched

to customers.

(c) As a percentage on the sales value of goods dispatched
to customers.

(a) Rate per Article. The choice of any one of the above
methods will naturally depend upon the nature of the industry
which is carried on. For instance, if the business is engaged
in making only one article, the selling expense can be dealt

with easily by dividing the estimated total for the period
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by the number of articles sold and so arrive at a rate per

article. This method could also be used with advantage
when one or a few articles of the same kind are made in a

range of sizes, as relative unit values can quite easily be fixed

for each size. In those cases where this method can be used

it will give more accurate results than (b), as the correctness

of the figure used will only depend upon two estimates, viz.,

the estimate of the selling expenses, and the estimated number
of articles that will be sold for the period.

(b) Percentage on Works Cost. Most firms will be engaged

in the manufacture of several articles of var3'ing sizes which
have no relativ(? values, and in sucli cases selling expenses

may then be dealt witli by either (b) or (c) abov^e. The
formula for ascertaining the percentage rate on works cost

is as follows

—

Fstiniatod selling cxpeiisos for }X.‘ri(>d y lOQ

estimated works cost of goods sold for period

W’ith this method the eleiiKuit of chance is introduced to

a gn^ater extent than with either (^/) or (ch as it will be .seen

that its accuracy d(*pends upon correctly estimating not only

what the selling expenst*s should be for the period and the

(piantity of goods to lx* sold, but the works cost of such goods.

The method, howt'ver, is speciallv suitable for businesses

engaged upon non-standard work, such as a repair shop,

certain kinds of foundries, general engineers, cabinet making,
and the like.

(c) Percentage on Sales Value. The method of recovering

.selling expen.se as a percentage on tlie sales or invoice value

of goods sold will giv(‘ verv accurate results if used in those

( ases wlu’re a firm’s products are standard, and sold more or

less at fixed ]M'ices or at Wxed discounts. The formula for

a.scertaining the rate' at which expenses will be recovered

under this method is—

ICstimuteil selling expense for period x 100

r^stimated value of sales for period

The basing of rates upon the estimated normal maximum
out])ut or sales and using a standard rate for the period is

preferable to the method of adjusting the rate from month
to month to meet fluctuating demands, as all statistics in

regard to expen.ses are then based upon standard performances.

Any difference between the standard and the actual amount
of selling expenses recovered in costs will indicate the loss
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to the business through insufficiency of orders. (See also

Establishment Expenses.)

SELLING EXPENSE CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost
Control Accounts.)
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS. The term “Service" (or

“ Expense ") Department implies that the function of such

department is to render service to all, or any, of the manu-
facturing departments. The exact size and specific functions

of these auxiliary departments will vary in different industries.

Frequentl}' it may be decided to amalgamate two or even

more functions into one department. A reasonably sized fac-

tory engaged in engineering may have Expense or Service

Departments similar to the following—

1. Planning Department.
2. Progress Department.
3. Drawing Office.

4. Millwrights’ Department.
5. Plant—Engineers’ Department.
6. Welfare Department.
7. Tool Room.
8. Power Department.
9. Inspection or Viewing Department.
10. Receiving Department.
11. Stores Department.
12. Estimating Department.
13. Cost and Wages Departments.
14. Rate Fixing Department.
15. Employment Department.

A brief outline of the functions performed by some of these

departments will be found helpful.

Costing and Wages Department. The main functions of

this department are quite apparent. The cost accountant is

responsible for the operation of the entire cost system, in

such a manner that every expense of the business is properly

and automatically recorded on time cards, material sheets,

job or cost cards, etc. His duties are wide and he is called

upon for various figures covering every step in the process of

manufacture, sale, and distribution of the company’s products.

Planning Department. This department is concerned with

the technical side of production throughout the factory. The
course of procedure in the various processes of production is

arranged and determined by this department. The i.s.suing

of works orders (in conjunction with the works manager) and
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planning of work throughout the factory, may sometimes
form part of the numerous duties performed by the Planning

Department.
Estimating Department. The main functions of this depart-

ment are quite apparent, and with most concerns it forms a

section of the Costing Department.

SERVICE ORDERS. The principles involved in the

accounting and control of indirect expenses may be considered

under two broad headings
;

firstly, the accounting and control

of expenses in total by means of a system of expense control

accounts, and secondly, the accounting of such expenses in

detail.

A system of expense control accounts will only control the

expenses in total, and whilst this is necessary the control

accounts alone are of limited managerial use, as they do not

show in sufficient detail why or how the money has been
sjxBiit. A system of service orders is therefore brought into

use, so that the amount spent on each “ service " or class of
“ indirect " work can be ascertained.

The problem of accounting for direct labour and direct

materials does not present the same difficulty as the accounting

for indirect materials, indirect labour, and indirect expenses
With the former it is possible to measure easily the quantity

consumed in production and to deal with each item at the

time it is used or paid for. With the latter, however, most
of the facilities will be used before the amount of expense so

incurred will be known and apj^ear in the accounts as a

liability. Such items are, therefore, dealt with on the basis

of estimates, and at frequent periods the amount of expenses

which will be recovered in costs is compared with those actually

incurred.

A system of service orders will, therefore, play a very

important ]\art in any method of costing, as through them
the cost of each class of service or indirect work is ascertained.

Before the system of service orders can be brought into use

the indirect expenses of a business must be properly classified,

and in this direction it is not unusual for the items to be

divided into two main groups, viz.

—

1. Capital expenditure.

2. Revenue expenditure.

The service orders relating to capital expenditure will only

include the cost of making and the installation of new plant,

machinery, buildings, and ecpiipnuuit, etc., whereas the orders
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relating to revenue may comprise the expenditure on repairs,

maintenance and upkeep, rearrangement and alterations, etc.,

and on all service departments, such as transport, supervision,

storekeeping and material handling, inspection and viewing,

general labouring, cleaning and sweeping shops, rectifying

defective goods, attending to complaints of customers,

experimental work, etc.

The division of the expense accounts into the two groups

already mentioned clearly indicates the nature of the two
forms of expenditure usually incurred by all manufacturing
concerns. In the case of capital expenditure the total, other

than small sundry amounts, will be transferred to the asset

accounts in the financial books, whereas the total of the second

group is a charge to Revenue Account.

The subdivision or sub-analysis of the two groups of

expenses for the purpose now under review will usually follow

somewhat on the lines already indicated, viz., firstly, in

accordance with the nature of the expense, and secondly, the

cause. In other words, the first step in the process of analy.-is

is to summarize the exjxuises under the headings of repairs,

maintenance and upkeep, rearrangement and alterations,

supervision, general labouring, inspection and viewing, etc.,

and the next process is to sub-analyse each of these items in

order that the amount incurred ])y each department is

separately ascertained. In the case of repairs, maintenance
and upkeep such analysis will, firstly, relate to the kind of

asset, i.e. whetlier plant, machinery, buildings, tools or equip-

ment, etc., and .secondly, each of these divisions will be further

analysed to show the amount of the expen.se incurred by eac h
department. For instance, the analysis of the repairs,

maintenance and upkeep expense of the plant may he

sub-analysed as follows

—

REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE. AND UPKEEP— PLANT
Symbol.

Steam rai.sing ..... /1 1-1

Steam distribution . . . . /1I-2
Electricity generation .... /I2--1

Electricity distribution .... /1 2-2
Electricity transmission .... N2-3
Compressed air ..... N3-1
Hydraulic . . . . . .-141
Heating. . . . . . /15 1

Gas . . . . . . . NG'I

The sub-analysis of each item will naturally depend upon
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the size of the factory and the nature of the plant used and
in those cases where a company generates its own electricity,

the cost of repairs and maintenance of the generating plant

will naturally be a charge to the cost of electrical power. On
the other hand, if the electrical energy is purchased, the

maintenance charges may only comprise the cost of upkeep,

etc., of motors and power transmission system, and in such a

case the expense may be sub-analysed on a departmental
basis.

With regard to the repairs and maintenance of machinery,
this item will generally be analysed either according to the

type of machines in use or by departments. By classifying

each Expense Account in the manner indicated, it is not only

possible to ascertain the total amount expended upon each
expense item over a given period, but the total amounts are

analysed to show the proportion of the expense incurred by
the respective departments

;
in other words, the cause of the

expense is ascertained.

The allocation of serial numbers to the respective service

orders requires careful consideration, as the method of

numbering must be sufficiently elastic as to allow of new
service orders being added as the occasion demands, and
without disturbing the sequence of each group or subdivision.

To facilitate this work it is desirable that symbols or letters

be allocated to each group of ex})enses
;

for instance, the

letter “ A " may be allocated to all service orders relating to

new plant, and “ M " to repairs and maintenance
;

the letter
“ R " to the rearrangement and alterations of plant, etc., and
G ” to cover all items of general shop expense, etc.

By such means the class of work that is being performed
is denoted by the symbol letter, and the serial order number
the sub-classification.

There is, however, a variety of methods of allocating

symbols and numbers to service orders, two of which are

illustrated below in connection with the detailed consideration

of the more general items which are usually included among
service orders. For a general discussion of symbols see also

('lassification of Accounts.
.Service orders relating to capital additions are usually dealt

with in such a manner that the cost of the work done on each
piece of new machinery can be separately ascertained.

The collection of the individual cost can be effected by the

issue of a separate order for each job, and allocating a separate

serial number to each order. For instance, if the serial order
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number, “ S.O. 40," is allocated to machine tools, the first

order issued for any work to be done can be numbered
"S.O. 40/1." The number 40 indicates the nature and
account classification of the work to be performed, and the

stroke 1 the separate account to which the cost is to be

charged. The times of the men engaged upon the work, also

all the materials issued from stores, will therefore be charged
to this account number. When the next piece of machinery
is made or delivered and ready for installation, the service

order number issued will therefore be " S.O. 40/2," and the

work entailed in connection therewith charged to the

sub-account No. 2.

The ascertainment of the cost of any work done on each

piece of new machinery is important, as without this analysis

it is not possible to maintain a correct record of all assets.

Similarly to the above, the work in connection with the repair

maintenance, and upkeep of plant, machinery, and buildings

should be analysed to show the expenditure incurred on bt^half

of the machine or group of machines and each l)uilding, etc.

Many other items of exfxuise will require similar treatment
;

for instance, the total amount of " idle " or " unallocated

time," when collected by means of service orders, will require

to be analysed in order to show the cause. This analysis may
be effected by allocating a separate service order number to

each subdivision ; alternatively, one service order number is

given to " unallocated time " and the subdivision, obtained

by means of stroke numbers or symbols, as follows

—

UNALI.OCATKD TIMK

Machine breakdown
Waiting for tools .

Waiting for materials
Belt breakdown
No work

Etc.

Alternate Methods of \ umbering.

S.O. 406/ 1 GiioA.
,, 406/2 GI-6B.
„ 406/:i G1 6C.

406/4 G\ 60.
„ 406/5 G\6i:.

The letter G indicates the main classification, i.e. general shop
expenses; the figure I, the nature of the expense item, i.e. indirect

labour
; and the figure -6, the subdivision of the main expense item,

i.e. unallocated time
;
and the letters A, B, C, etc., the cause.

When a list of service orders are issued to the factory

departments, they should always be accompanied by full

instructions as to their use and the nature of the items to be
charged against the respective numbers, as some orders will
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STANDING INSTRUCTIONS—Service Orders

The attached list of service order numbers will come into operation
on all previous lists being cancelled.

The attached is based on an entirely different principle from all

previous lists, and it is therefore necessary that the following instruc-

tions be thoroughly understood and adhered to by all concerned
;

particular attention is drawn to the detailed description 'which is

shown against each service order with a view to assisting you in

quoting the correct order number to all work carried out under the
above heading. Should, however, any doubt exist as to the correct

service order number to be used, kindly take the matter up with the
cost accountant, who will give any further explanation necessary.

Work Done on a Service Order the Estimated Cost of

WHICH WILL NOT EXCEED 5/ (Five Shillings) in Value

Materials for this purpose will not require an official works
instruction sh(‘et, but can simply be drawn from stock on a blue
stores requisition. The exact purpose for which the material is

required for the department where it is going to be used must be
stated.

All stores n*quisitiuns must be signed by a foreman in reference to
works matters, or other^vlse by a departmental head.

Labour will be booked to the same service order number on which
tin* above material is drawTi.

Work Done on a Service Order No. the Estimated Cost

OF WHICH WILI. EXCEED 5/- (Five Shillings) in Value

An olficial works instruction sheet must first be obtained from the
Planning Department, and on this will be quoted a service order
numb(‘r.

Applications for works instruction sheets must be made out by

—

1 . I'or work to be done for \ The foreman of the department
any IForA’s Department. > c^incerned.

2. For work required to be \

done for commercial ( By the departmental head.
departments. )

The special duplicate lx3oks are provided for this purpose, and full

description of the work must be stated. These applications w’ill then
be sent to

—

(See above.) 1. The works manager, who will initial same as
authority for the work to be put in hand.

(See above.) 2. The commercial manager, who will initial same as
authority for the work to be put in hand.

Applications will then be passed on to the Planning Department for

issue of works instruction sheet as mentioned above.
Materials required for carrying out the work mentioned must be

drawn from stores on a coloured stores requisition (blue), quoting the

Order No. and signed by the foreman.
Labour must also be booked to the same service order number on

which materials are drawn.
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have booked to them both labour and materials, whereas
others will only comprise labour.

On the other hand, certain work, such as the cleaning and
sweeping of shops, oiling and cleaning down the machine
tools, supervision, etc., will be performed as and when
necessary and as part of the daily routine, whilst other work,
as, for instance, special repairs to plant and machinery,
rearrangement and alterations, etc., will only be carried out

to special instructions, and at less frequent periods. With
the former class of work an official works order or instruction

sheet is not required for the individual jobs, since the various

workers will be more or less permanently allocated to the

respective tasks. With the latter, however, special orders

are necessary.

An example of the instructions usually attached to the list

of service orders is given on page 375.

The extent to which all expense accounts should be classified

into groups will depend upon the nature and size of the

business, and no attempt will be made to give a list of service

orders that will be suitable for any or every factory. In the

circumstances a detailed consideration of the more general

items which may be included amongst service orders will

serve a more useful purpose.

SHOP COST. (See Factory Cost.)

SHRINKAGE IN STORES. (See Stores Losses and
Shrinkage.)
SINGLE OR OUTPUT COSTING. A term often used when

referring to the method of costing employed in such businesses

as supply one rather than many products, and where it is

desirable to find the actual or average cost of one unit, weight,

measurement or container, such as per ton, per yard, per

1,000 bricks, per barrel or a sack of flour. For the purpose
of explaining the principles of this method of costing a
description of the coal mining system is chosen.

Coal Mining Costs. In any system of cost accounting for

this industry the following considerations have to be borne
in mind before proceeding with the first development
operation, namely, the sinking of the shaft

—

1. That development, equipment, and plant are a first

expenditure before coal mining can commence and are,

therefore, a capital cost.

2. That this cost is not a permanent asset, as it depreciates

as the coal is won and must, therefore, be provided for by
being included in the cost of operating. This provision is
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Form No, 90.

CONSTRUCTION OF SHAFT feet deep

For the CoUiery Company.

COST for ending 19

feet excavated.
^

1

Per Foot
of Depth.

Per Cubic
Yard.

Sinker and his men ....
Blacksmiths and fitters....
Boilerman, enginemen, and labourers
Superintendence

—

Concreting : Material and labour.
Stores, timber, etc, ....
Repairs ......
Coal and power .....
Insurance and depreciation
Office and administration expenses.

Total cost per foot and cubic yard .

made by dividing the capital cost by the estimated tonnage
underground, which gives a rate per ton necessary to redeem
this cost.

3. That capital cost ceases after the mine has been developed
and equipped, and operating charges commence when cosJ is

being won.
4. That additions and improvements after a period of time

should be capitalized and recovered in costs as a charge on
the estimated tonnage of coal remaining underground as

2 above.

5. That ordinary repairs and replacements are an operating
expense.

When shaft sinking is proceeding, care must be taken that
the estimated costs are not being exceeded. Weekly costs

should, therefore, be made up showing labour, stores, and
material expended, and depth of shaft sunk during the week.
This will vary with the conditions met with, and Form 90
is a specimen account which shows the ordinary items
occurring in shaft sinking.

Output of Coal. When operations have commenced all

coal brought to bank should ^ weighed, averaged, and totals
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sent to the wages office, as the weight is the basis of the

Wages Book entry.

Wages Bill. Wages are made up from the particulars

supplied of the weight of coal brought to bank, and from the

timekeeping particulars relating to men employed on an
hourly basis. The sheets should provide for all necessary

information, and have columns tp show all the off-takes.

Separate wage sheets should be used for production wages,

and maintenance wages to get the actual cost of these groups.

Where a maA has been working in different parts of the pit,

the total amount of wages due to him should be brought
together in the sheets by a transfer column, which will allow

the totals to balance.

When the pay sheets are completed the total amount pay-
able is divided into the weekly output of disposable coal and
a wages pit head cost found ; a summary should then be
made up and sent to head office for the purpose of issuing

the wages cheque, the wages, of course, being paid by a
staff sent from head office.

Stores. When a mine has reached its full operating capacity

it is a big consumer of stores and materials, which are subject

to destructive wear and tear by reason of the heavy work they

are called upon to perform. Furthermore, all the equipment
and plant must be kept in good repair to maintain the

necessary output for the successful working of the concern.

As the workings advance and the length of haulage increases,

more tracks have to be laid and maintained, tubs wear out
and have to be replaced, roads must be timbered—all an
increasing expense, which has to be met. In time a period

will arrive when very heavy expenditure must be incurred

by the replacement of equipment, which cannot obviously be
charged against the cost of obtaining the coal in the period

in which this expense is incurred. An estimate of the life of

the equipment should, therefore, be made and the cost spread
over this period and a weekly or monthly charge made to the

cost of coal produced.
A proper method of handling stores should, therefore, be

in existence, minimum and maximum quantities fixed, and
no stores issued without a stores requisition signed by a
responsible official. To afford a check upon the Stores

Department bin cards should be provided, and stock record

cards kept by the Cost Department, so that comparisons can
be made periodicaUy.

Bulky and heavy items of stores, such as rails, timber, etc.,
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which cannot easily be taken into the stores, are generally

stacked around the pit mouth. They should, therefore, be
treated in a similar manner to the other and less bulky items,

and nothing allowed to go down the shaft unless a stores

requisition is produced.

With regard to old pit props, rails and tracks, etc., it should

be the duty of an official to see that all of these items are

brought to bank to be disposed of as scrap, as there may be

a very heavy loss in this direction if discarded plant and
material are allowed to remain in the mine.

The consumption of stores in a colliery being of a very

wasteful character, comparisons should be made week by
week and any increase questioned.

Steam and Power. Steam and power are an expense which
is difficult to allocate, and care should be taken to see that the

allocation is as near as possible, and that a fair price is charged

to this department for the coal used. The layout of the

plant of any colliery will depend on the available land, but
care should be taken that steam is not carried too far a

distance from the boilers to the plant needing it, as there is

always a tendency for uncontrollable waste to occur when
carrying steam any distance through pipes.

The coal consumed by the boiler house is naturally the

produce of the mine, and the quantity often used is unsaleable,

and for this reason is sometimes not charged to costs. This
practice is obviously wrong, because if the coal was not avail-

able, better coal would be used or other coal purchased. The
coal which cannot be sold should be charged to the boilers

at the cost of production based upon the average cost of the

preceding month. On the other hand, if saleable coal is used,

it should be charged at cost or market price, whichever is

lower.

Coal at a colliery is naturally plentiful and easy of access.

There is a tendency, therefore, to waste coal by burning it

under uneconomical conditions and by bad firing of the boilers,

and the result is an excessive cost of generating steam.
Electrical energy is now generally used in the mining

industry, and may be either generated at the colliery or

purchased from an electric supply company. In such cases

the allocation of electrical energy is not as difficult as with
steam. If meters are installed about the mine, the trans-

mission of power to the pumping gear, haulage gear, screens,

washery, ventilating, fans, etc., can be checked at frequent
periods, and the actual con.sumption of electricity b}^ each
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COST

OF

COAL

PRODUCTION

AT

PIT

HEAD

Percer.tagc.

This

Year

to

Date.

Amount.

1
Cost

per

Ton.

!

Current

Week. Cost

per

Ton.

Amount.

Description.

Underground

labour.

Surface

labour.

Engineers

and

mechanics.

Timber
Stores

and

materials

Electricity

....

Boiler

coal

....

Horse

keep

....

Health

and

unemployment

insurance

....

Royalties

....

Welfare

levies

....

Maintenance

reserve

Surface

damages

Supervision

and

mine

office

expenses

....

Sundries

.....

Total

....
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section of the plant ascertained and charged to it in the

weekly costs. If electrical cutters are used in the mine, the

energy consumed should be charged as an underground cost

and not as a mine overhead expense.

Form No. 94.

COST OF SALES AND INCOME ACCOUNT
For Month of 19....

Current
Month.

This Year
TO Date.

Average
per Ton.

L s.-i.

Average
per Ton.

Sales—
Shipping coal .

Landsale coal .

I.X)comotive coal

Boiler coal

Miners' coal

Coal to washery

.

Miscellaneous

Gross sales (coal produced)

Less—
Railway leadage
Wagon hire

Commissions
Wayleaves
Other surface royalties

Total deductions . ^

Net receipts for coal at
mine

Less total of operating
and selling costs

Net profit on coal .

Add—
Sundry income .

Brickworks
Dwelling houses
Washery, etc. .

Total Income for month
and year to date
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Other Colliery Costs. The remaining expenses chargeable

to production are timber, haulage, ventilation, screening,

washing, ponies, mine office expense and management,
together with expenses incidental to coal getting. These
expenses should be shown separately on the cost sheet,

together with the cost of stores, welfare, levies, and the

provision made for surface damage or subsidence.

Final Items in Coal Mining Costs. After a pit head cost has

been arrived at there will be other items that go to make up
the total cost figure

; these are depreciation, depletion,

obsolescence, insurance, compensation, general charges, rent

and rates, selling expenses, and contingent reserves. These
items are better treated by making a monthly cost return, and
arrangements should be made for the transfer from weekly
to monthly costs, which should be planned to fit in with the

financial accounts at head office.

Statistics. The coal industry lends itself very well to the

compilation of statistics relating to the cost per ton of coal

produced, and every opportunity should be taken of placing

before the management statistical matter relating to coal

produced, coal sold, shipped, and the comparative costs of

maintenance, power, sales, etc., for any given period.

SPECIFICATION OF MATERIALS. (See Bill of
Material.)
SPOILAGE LOSS. (See Defective Work—Cost of. also

Stores Losses and Shrinkage.)
STANDARD COSTING. A method of predetermining costs

and the comparison of the actual with the estimated costs

during process of manufacture. Standard costing is often

referred to as '‘predetermined costing.''

Fundamentally there are two different methods of costing.

The first is to ascertain the cost of an article, order, or process

after the work is finished, the second is to estimate the cost

before the work is commenced with the object of “ controlling
"

expenditure during the period the work is in progress. The
former methed is attained by adopting one or a combination
of the various methods of cost finding, described on page 116,

and although of long date is still used by the majority of

manufacturers. The latter method, however, is more modem,
and is now generally in operation among the larger and well-

organized concerns, where more constructive cost data is

needed, which cannot be obtained by the use of ^he older

method.
A standard cost is a predetermined cost based upon the
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presence of a given set of conditions, and the application of

this method is accomplished in the comparison of the actual

with the standard, which may be done in the aggregate,

or by process, product or department. Standard costs may,
therefore, be figured for specific operations such as plating,

lacquering or refining, or for the manufacture of individu^

articles such as screws, nuts and bolts, ingots, castings, boots

and shoes, etc., and for the generation of electricity, steam
or compressed air, etc.

The question of comparison as referred to with standard

costing is a very different thing to comparing the actual job

costs singly with the estimates. With standard costs a

comparison of detailed operations is made on the exception

principle, and the great advantage of this method is that

tendencies are disclosed, thus enabhng the pohcy of a business

to be determined rapi^y and with greater precision than is

possible with the older method of costing.

When standards are being set, which should be done on
the basis of the factory operating at its full normal output

capacity, and at a reasonable rate of efficiency, a basis of

measurement or unit of output must firstly be agreed, and here

one of the advantages of a computed standard cost becomes
apparent. It conveys far more to the directors that their cost

is represented by 140 for June, 138 for July, and by 141 for

August than to be informed that the cost for June was 92 per

cent of the corresponding cost of last year, for July 88 per cent,

and for August 95i per cent of August last year.

Standard labour costs, which are the costs of the standard
time required to perform the operation, may be set up on
the basis of past cost records, provided that the conditions

under which they were obtained are recorded. On the other

hand, they may have to be modified to suit new or anticipated

conditions, \\ffiere piece work, premium or bonus methods
of remunerating labour are in use, these may be taken as

standards.

Standard material costs are more easily established than
labour costs, as past records usually exist which are very
reliable, both as to quantity and price.

The fixing of standard expense rates is comparatively easy,

and the first step in this direction is to estimate the standard
direct hours or total direct labour on the basis of the factory

working at its full normal maximum output capacity and at

a reasonable rate of efficiency. With such a figure as the basis

a standard is set for all items of expense, but for the
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convenience of control all expenses are grouped, firstly, accord-

ing to fixed and variable items, and secondly, by class, i.e. in-

direct materials, indirect labour, depreciation, rates, taxes and
insurance, power, light and heat, etc. Such grouping, how-
ever, will be determined by the nature and size of industry

which is being carried on.

When a production or works order is issued to the factory

the standards for labour, materials, and expenses are stated,

so that the managers of the respective producing departments
are informed of the maximum amount and quantities allowed
on each operation or piece. The actual cost of each operation

or piece can, therefore, be compared with the standard and
the reason for any excessive costs showti. By this means
preventable losses can be reduced to a minimum, or entirely

eliminated whilst the work is in progress.

The final cost of a particular job, order or operation is only

compiled for those orders which do not come within the

predetermined limits, and the total of such costs indicates the

exact amount of exj)ense incurred by inefficient working.

On the completion of each cost period, which may be weekly
or monthly, efficiency statements are prepared. The number
of statements and the amount of detail to be shown will vary
with each factory, but the following list indicates the various

kinds that are usually prepared. The separate statements

may be compiled for individual articles, by class of product,

or for each department.

I. Variations in Factory Cost—
Direct Labour due to

—

(a) Change in rates of pay.

(b) Efficiency of operations.

(c) Unallocated time (i.e. idle time).

(d) Other causes.

Direct Materials due to

—

[) Change in price.

() Consumption.
{c) Spoilt work.

Factory Expenses due to

—

(a) Indirect labour—change in rates of pay.

(b) Indirect labour—unallocated time.

(c) Indirect materials—change in price.

(d) Indirect materials—quantity consumed.
(e) General shop expenses—suitably analysed, etc.
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2. Variations in Selling and Administrative Expenses

—

Salaries due to (a) change in rates paid.

[b) number employed.

3. General Summary

—

[) Actual cost of actual output.

() Standard cost of actual output.

[c) Standard cost of normal output.

[d) Increase or decrease of actual cost {a) to standard

cost (6).

[e) Ratio of actual (a) to normal output (c).

The difference between 3 (a) and (6) is shown in 3 {d) and
the details of this amount given in statement 1 above.

Standard costing is simply a special method of applying the

principles of cost accountancy to industries where the methods
of production have been standardized, the probable cost of

each process ascertained, and the figures used to control

production. This form of control enables a plant to regulate

its daily and weekly output so that the actual costs are kept

under control and within the limits of the estimate.

Use of the more advanced form of cost accounting, known
as “management through accounts,” is to be desired, and
when such a method is employed it will include all the

advantages of standard costing.

STANDING EXPENSES. (See Constant Expenses.)
STANDING WORKS ORDERS. (See Service Orders.)
STOCK APPROPRIATION. (See Stock Record Card.)

STOCK BALANCE CARD. (See Stock Record Card.)

STOCK CARD. (See Stock Record Card.)

STOCK CONTROL CARD. (See Stock Record Card.)
STOCK RECORD CARD. A record card generally kept

by the Cost Department of all items of materials and goods
in stock. A stock record card will serve a number of

purposes, the chief of which may be given as

—

1. It enables a perpetual inventory of all stores to be

maintained of quantities.

2. Provides a basis of check upon the stores.

3. Facilitates the pricing of stores requisitions.

4. Greatly assists in the control of stocks.

5. Enables the purchasing of standard materials to be
carried out with greater certainty and regularity.

Whether all or only a few of the above advantages wiD
accrue to any firm depends upon the standard of efficiency

attained in regard to the organization of the stores and
399
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production methods, and also the nature of the trade carried

on. With some concerns, for instance, the small amount of

materials stored or consumed may be such that an elementary
form of material control is all that is necessary. A simple

form of stock record will, therefore, be used and which may
be ruled to show only receipts and issues of materials with

the balance on hand. Such a stock record card is illustrated

on page 407, and will be found very useful, as it provides

information regarding the quantity of stock on hand and the

means for pricing stores requisitions. With large concerns,

however, a more detailed record may be required on account
of the large quantities of materials consumed, and the necessity

of providing suitable data on which to anticipate future

requirements and the placing of orders. The ruling of the

stock record card in such circumstances will vary with each

concern, but in most instances there will be four essential

items to be recorded, namely,* (1) materials purchased,

(2) balance in stock, (3) appropriations or required for orders,

and (4) balance available.

A specimen stock record card, size 8 in. by 5 in., is shown
from which it will be noted that the elementary type of

perpetual inventory, referred to above, is represented by the
“ balance in stock " column, and that the remaining columns
relate to the other information stated above.

The work of entering all receipts and issues, also quantities

purchased, etc., is the same as described for the more simple

form of card, illustrated on page 407, but the additional

information in regard to appropriations, etc., will be made at

the time the production order is issued to the factory. The
object now being to reserve sufficient material for the par-

ticular order, the quantity is entered in the “ appropriations

(quantity) column and deducted from the “ balance

available column.
The size and form of rulings for stock records will vary

to a great extent, and the illustration on page 402 is a

specimen record sheet, size 10 in. by 8 in., used by a
Planning Department in place of the Cost Department.
When such a department keep the stock records, they will

price all stores requisitions before being passed on to the Cost
Department.
The method of entering up the ** record of material ” form

is briefly as shown on next page.

Particulars of all purchase orders placed are entered in

columns 1, 2, 3, and 4. The quantity delivered and placed
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in stock is inserted in column 5 and added to the balance

of columns 6 and 10. Issues of materials to the shops are

entered in column 7 and deducted from column 6. Materials

appropriation or reserved for orders are entered in column 8.

This quantity is then deducted from the figure shown in

column 10, and the difference which represents the balance

available for future appropriation is then entered in column 10.

In the event of insufficient material^ being available, and as

shown in column 10, the difference or shorts '' are inserted

in column 9.

STOCK RECORD SHEET. (See Stock Record Card.)

STOREKEEPER—RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF.
The responsibihties and duties of a storekeeper will be onerous

in a well-organized stores, and the necessity of employing a

thoroughly capable storekeeper will be apparent. The
operations of storekeeping may be regarded as commencing
with the receipt of goods or materials, and his status may be
likened to that of a cashier. He is responsible for the whole
of the goods delivered to him, and this responsibility continues

until he has issued them against authorized deUvery notes

or vouchers.

The duties of a storekeeper may, therefore, be briefly

summarized as follows

—

1. To accept only materials or goods into his store when
accompanied by a written record stating the quantity and
description of the various items, also a note of the purpose
for which they are required, and to sign for their receipt from
the Receiving Department. (See form of Inwards Goods Note,
described on page 351.)

2. To keep all items of stock in their correct positions.

3. To keep the stores clean and tidy.

4. To prevent any unauthorized person from entering the

stores.

5. To issue materials against a written authority only,

which should be properly and correctly made out.

6. To check all requisitions he receives, which have
been issued against a bill of material, production order,* or

service order.

7. To check at frequent periods the quantity of goods
contained in each bin, or rack, etc., with the quantity stated

on the bin card.

8. To watch the stock levels and jeport—according to the

recognized routine of replenishing stock—when the minimum
is reached.
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STORES BALANCES^VERIFICATION OF. (See Record
OF Bin Inspection.)

STORES CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control
Accounts, also Stores—Financial Control of.)

STORES CREDIT NOTE. Materials issued to the works
for manufacturing purposes will sometimes consist of items

that cannot be conveniently measured into the exact quantity
that will be required for a particular operation or process,

and in such cases it may be the practice to issue an item of

material in bulk, such as a reel of copper wiife, and on comple-
tion of the work the balance remaining is returned to the

stores. The issue of the bulk supply is made against a stores

requisition, and the total quantity credited to stock on both
the bin cards and stock record cards. Upon the return of the

balance the stores assistants weigh or count the quantity and
make out a stores credit note,"' which then forms the medium
for crediting the job and debiting the stores.

Stores credit notes are, therefore, entered upon the bin

card and stock record card as a receipt," but as a " credit
"

to the job number or process from which the materials have
been returned (see Form No. 97.)

STORES DEPARTMENT—EXPENSES OF. The items
which comprise the expenses of a Stores Department will vary
with each business and may, therefore, include such expenses

as salary of the stores superintendent or storekeeper and his

assistants, wages of labourers engaged in moving materials,

cost of any facilities, such as lifting tackle, etc., sundry supplies

required by this department, also a portion of depreciation,

etc., of buildings and fixtures, light and heat, etc., and in

some cases the premiums paid on insurance of stocks against

fire. (See Fire Insurance.)
The treatment of this expense item in the cost accounts

will, firstly, depend upon whether a merchanting business is

carried on in addition to manufacturing, and secondly,

whether the expense incidental to the storing and handling

of materials is recovered in costs separately from the factory

expenses.

Merchanted Goods and Raw Material Stocks. In those cases

where a merchanting business is also carried on and stocks

are held of such items, it will be necessary to apportion the

expenses of the Stores Department either on the basis of

purchases made, or the value of the respective stocks held

over a definite period.

The amount allocated to merchandise is a charge to the
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Selling Expense Account, whereas the amount relating to raw
materials, etc., is a charge to the Factory Expense Account.

If items of merchandise are purchased and shipped direct

to customers or redispatched the same day as received, the

apportionment should be made on the basis of the value of

stocks held and not on purchases.

When the expenses incidental to the storing and handling

of materials are segregated from those which relate to produc-

tion or manufacturing only, the total amount of stores expense
is allocated to a ‘‘ Material Handling Expense Account,"' and
the item recovered in costs as a separate percentage to the

factory expense and selling expense rates.

In those cases where a merchanting business is not carried

on as described above, it is preferable that the expense of

storekeeping be allocated to the factory expense and recovered

in costs with the expenses of manufacturing, but if this

method is not adopted the amount is charged to a Material

Handling Expense Account, which is dealt with as a separate

item to factory expenses.

STORES—FINANCIAL CONTROL AND PERPETUAL
INVENTORIES. The importance of proper control in a stores

cannot be over-estimated, especially where stocks are very
large and run into many thousands of pounds in value.

It is not uncommon to find, however, that laxity in the direc-

tion of stores supervision and control is still very pronounced.
With some firms the annual or half-yearly stocktaking becomes
nothing less than a time for making huge adjustments, much
to the astonishment and annoyance of the management and
officials generally. Furthermore, when stocks are proved to

be hopelessly out " it necessarily follows that most, if not

all, of the costs furnished in the interim period are false,

because the accuracy of cost accounts depends chiefly on true

records in this direction. It is, therefore, quite evident that

proper control becomes absolutely necessary.

Tlie principles involved in purchasing and storekeeping

have been dealt with under their respective headings, and
consideration is now directed to the method of control of the

stores as carried out by the Cost Department. A.storekeeper

is generally supplied with “ bin cards ” in order that a com-
plete record can be made of all

** receipts " and issues."

These cards automatically provide him with a detailed account
of the whole of the materials under his charge. The Cost

Department, on the other hand, should also keep a separate

set of stock cards, the records on which are kept in such a
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manner that a complete and perpetual inventory of the stores

is available at any desired date. These cards, or stock records,

are in the majority of instances best dealt with in the Cost

Department, owing to the fact that this department must be
acquainted with all movements connected with materials and
stock, as they will require copies of all stores requisitions,

credit notes, etc., also particulars of prices of all materials,

all of which are necessary for compiling job, process, or any
other costs.

The ruling of a stock record card must be arranged to suit

the requirements demanded by individual factories, but the

following explanation embodies the essential principles that

are applicable to most industries.

Under the heading of purchasing the routine in connec-
tion with the purchase order is explained, and the first copy
of this form was described as being sent to the cost office for

stock record purposes. Purchase orders should be dealt with

immediately, and on receipt of the copy in the cost office a

clerk will post particulars of the order on the stock record

card, filling in details under the columns headed purchased."'

The copy of the order is then initialled and returned to the

Buying Department. The next step is in connection with the

receipt of the goods and either a Goods Received Book or

''goods received note" (see page 351) will be used as the

medium of recording all items placed in stock. With the

system described in connection with inwards goods notes the

third copy is sent to the cost office by the buyer, so that the

quantity and details of the goods under review can be entered

in the columns marked '' received " and added to the '' balance

in stock " column. Further, as and when goods are issued

from stock, the storekeeper or his clerk signs the stores

requisition and passes same on to the Cost Department. On
receipt of this form a clerk in the Cost Department will deal

with it in a similar manner, entering up the details under the

heading '' issues," and carrying down the stock balance. Con-
cerning surplus goods returned to the stores from the works,
the particulars obtained from the stores credit note are entered
under '* received " column, and the balance struck accordingly.

Upon reviewing the whole procedure it will be observed that

the Cost Department are in possession of sufficient information
to enable them to see at a glance the stock or balance in hand
of any particular materials in the stores, and furthermore, are

consequently in a position to verify the '' bin cards " as

submitted from time to time by the storekeeper. In the case
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of “ standard '' stock materiak becoming exhausted or

reaching the minimum or re-order quantity, the storekeeper

may notify the buyer by means of a purchase requisition
"

that further supplies are needed. In this special instance

the requisition form should firstly be sent to the cost office

in order that the depleted or minimum stock under considera-

tion may be verified, i.e. compared with the details on the

stock record card kept by the Cost Department.
If found to be correct, the requisition number, date, etc.,

are noted in the purchase column on the stock record card,

and the clerk initials the requisition and passes same on to

the buyer for his attention. When differences arise, and this

may often happen, between the stock record cards in the

Cost Department and the bin cards, steps should be taken to

locate the error before passing the requisition.

It is advised that the stores record clerk shall make periodical

comparisons of the record of bin inspection with the stock

record cards, and if any differences are shown the matter
should be investigated before obtaining sanction from his

superiors to make any adjustments. These adjustments are

generally dealt with when balancing the stock control accounts,

either monthly, quarterly, or at any specially agreed time in

keeping with the general policy of the business.

When goods are manufactured in bulk according to a definite

.schedule, a list of all materials required for each batch of work
may be prepared by the Planning Department or works
chemist, etc., and in such cases the Stores, Cost, and the

Production Departments concerned should be provided with

copies to acquaint them of the various kinds of materials

required, and the maximum quantities to be used in any
specific job or order The list of materials so used and
generally referred to as a “bill of materiar' or “material
specification'’ is a very useful document in any cost system.

In such an instance the storekeeper is able to check all issues

with the list, and the form should therefore be ruled so that a

note of all particulars required may be recorded thereon.

When bills of material are in u.se the rulings of the bin card

may need to be slightly modified so as to include a column for

“appropriations.”

The stock records kept in the Cost Department may also

require a little adjustment, and on page 410 an illustration is

given of the ruling needed for that purpose.

When dealing with materials under this heading the stock

record clerk will note from the Cost Department’s copy of
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the bill of materials the goods, or materials, to be appropriated

for definite production orders in a similar manner as described

for the storekeeper. After a careful study of what has been
said relative to purchasing, stores organization, and stores

routine, it would be followed that complete supervision in

routine and physical control has been accomplished simul-

taneously. The next step, therefore, is to show how the

physical control is interlocked with financial control, and in

such a manner that the existing routine may be operated to

gain' these objectives.

The necessity of proper financial control is of fundamental
importance, since it is the determining factor in the accuracy

of final records, both in the commercial and manufacturing
accounts.

The grouping of materials under suitable headings consider-

ably facilitates the financial control of stocks, and the

following main classification is therefore advised

—

{a) Control of standard raw materials (i.e. those which
comprise the output of the works).

(b) Control of completely manufactured goods bought
outside and resold in the same condition as purchased.

(c) Control of goods manufactured in the works which
are ready for resale.

With regard to (a) and (b) the accounting transactions of

these items in the commercial accounts are

—

Dr. Purchases Account.
Cr. Sundry Creditors.

In the cost accounts the control is effected as follows

—

() Dr. Raw Materials Control Account.
Cr. Purchases (Raw Materials).

() Dr. Factored Goods Control Account.
Cr. Purchases (Factored Goods).

The total value of the stores requisitions, less the amount
of stores credit notes, which represents the net value of raw
materials issued from stores during a period is then journalized,

from summaries prepared in the process of cost finding, as

follows

—

(a) Dr. Work in Progress Account.
Cr. Control Account (Raw Materials).

As and when components, or each batch of work, are com-
pleted and passed into the finished stores {c), the value of the

work will be journalized as follows—

Dr. Finished Stock Control Account.
Cr. Work in Progress Account.
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We now have the saleable product in the finished stores,

and issues for dispatch to customers will be dealt with by
journalizing the values represented by these stores requisitions

as follows

—

(fe) and (c)

—

Dr, Cost of Sales Account (or Trading Account),
(b) Cr. Factored Gkxxls Control Account.
(c) Cr. Finished Stock Control Account.

The above Journal entries should be made at frequent

periods, which may be weekly or monthly, according to the

requirements of the business, and at the end of the accounting
or financial period, the following adjustments are made

—

Losses and wastage in stores as disclosed by the periodical

inspection of stocks carried out by the storekeeper, which
will be obtained from the record of bin inspection,” will be

summarized, and a Journal entry prepared in the Cost

Department, thus

—

Dr. Stores Losses and Shrinkage Account.
Cr. Raw Materials Control Account.

It is sometimes the practice to debit any losses in the stores

to the Work in Progress Account, and to close the account
periodically by transferring from the Work in Progress

Account (at the same time that completed work is transferred)

to the Manufacturing or Trading Account in the financial

books.

With some concerns it may be desirable to subdivide losses

and shrinkages under all or some of the following headings

—

1. Shrinkage.

2. Losses due to evaporation.

3. Breakages.

4. Loss in turnover (i.e. weighing, counting, etc.).

5. Faulty materials rejected by the works.

6. Obsolete stock, etc.

In conclusion, it will be seen that any of the above forms
of stock record cards provide a perpetual inventory of all

stores items, either in quantities or weights, and that the

Stores Accounts (a), (b), and (c) provide a perpetual inventory
in terms of money ;

furthermore, the stores control accounts

form the medium for reconciling the values of all purchases

as shown in the financial accounts with the cost accounts.

It will now be perceived that full control over all material

has been established, and its use to the various jobs, processes,

or operations can be traced, thus completing the first step

in founding the materials section of a costing system.
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This method of stores control cannot be employed and
maintained satisfactorily unless the administration of a works
is properly developed. It certainly necessitates proper super-

vision, and some kihd of planning throughout the course of

production, and unless such conditions exist a different form
of control should be adopted.

STORES—INSPECTION OF. (See Record of Bin Inspec-
tion, also Stores—Financial Control and Perpetual
Inventories.)

STORES ISSUED BOOK. (See Stores Routine, also

Stores Requisition.)

STORES LOSSES AND SHRINKAGE. The losses which
arise within a stores may be divided into five groups

—

1. Losses due to breakages.

?. Losses due to deterioration or evaporation.

3. Losses due to pilferage.

4. Losses due to the breaking up of bulk materials for issue

in small lots.

5. Losses due to obsolescence.

It is sometimes the practice to include among the establish-

ment expenses an arbitrary amount to cover all losses in the

above directions, but unless some form of control or perpetual

check is exercised by the management, any pilferage and
carelessness in handling materials will not only continue

throughout the year, but may increase to such an extent that

considerable losses will be incurred.

Stores losses are of two kinds, namely, preventable and
unavoidable, and both of these will occur in each of the

groups 1 , 2, 4, and 5 above ; for instance, the losses or

shrinkage caused by the breaking up of bulk materials for

issue in small lots are unavoidable up to a certain point, but
carelessness on the part of the stores assistants will often be
the cause of excessive waste in this direction. Again, a

certain amount of breakage cannot be avoided when handling
certain kinds of materials, but carelessness will account for

unnecessary wastage. *

Pilferage, on the other hand, should be detected and the

losses in this direction reduced to a minimum.
A form of bin inspection or perpetual check should be

provided in order to obtain a record of all stores losses, and
the method described under the heading of bin inspection will

generally be found suitable for most stores.

The treatment of stores losses in the cost accounts will vary
considerably in practice, as the method of recovering expenses
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in costs may determine the procedure. On the other hand,

many concerns transfer the amount direct to Profit and Loss

Account. When the expenses relating to the handling of

materials are recovered in costs separately from the general

shop expenses, the value of stores losses will be charged to

that account ;
in other cases the amount may be included

in the general factory expense rate. Any losses arising

on factored goods or finished stocks, if stores are under control

of Sales Department, should be charged to selling expenses.

(See also Cost Control Accounts (Materials Section).)

STORES ORGANIZATION AND LAYOUT. Storekeeping

involves not only a very large number of transactions, but
each of these transactions is in itself manifold, and although

not all of them come under the heading of accounting, they
are in entirety reflected in cost accounts. It is, therefore,

quite evident that the organization of the Stores Department
should be thoroughly efficient and well equipped. The
purchase of materials will entail the provision of a suitable

place for their storage. Sometimes in a small business very

little heed is given to this important matter, and perhaps
a disused shed or some comer of the works is all that is con-

sidered necessary, the turnover in stock being so small. A
junior is placed in charge and it is considered unnecessary to

employ a more responsible assistant, or to adopt a better

system. This is not, however, the case in reasonably large

businesses, where the stores may run into many thousands
of pounds sterling per annum. Considering that each item

of stock is represented by its equivalent amount of cash, the

necessity for a properly constructed and organized stores is of

paramount importance. Another important point not to be
overlooked is the services of a thoroughly capable storekeeper.

The operations of storekeeping begin with the receipt of goods
or materials, and the status of the storekeeper may be likened

to that of a cashier. He is responsible for the whole of the

goods delivered to him, and this responsibility continues until

he ha% issued them against authorized delivery notes or

vouchers. It will be observed, therefore, that his duties will

commence with a careful record of what he receives, and he
must also be convinced that what he actually receives coincides

in every detajl with what he is supposed to receive. All goods
should conform with orders. The storekeeper must neces-

sarily be experienced and should have supreme control of his

department. He should be held responsible for the whole
of stock involved.
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In the organization of a stores, provided it is to be efficient,

due consideration must be given to the fact that all items of

materials represent money, and that the records kept should
“ balance '' in a similar manner to “ cash/' It should not,

however, be assumed that by balancing stock means account-

ing in detail for the last pound of material in the stores
; this

is sometimes impossible, for allowances of some kind may have
to be provided for such contingencies as shrinkage, waste,

deterioration of certain materials, etc.

The location and size of the stores will vary, according to

requirements, being governed by the class of business carried

on and the nature of materials concerned. The stores should

be of a commodious structure, and large enough to meet all

requirements. In the case of a new factory the position of

the stores will present no difficulty. If, however, the position

of the stores has to be considered in an existing building which
will not lend itself to alteration, a compromise must usually

be effected between the question of suitability and accessibility.

The position of a stores in a small business will not need much
consideration, as the receipt and issue of materials will be
small in quantity and number. Such is not the case with a

large factory, where materials running into many tons may
have to be handled daily. The position must be carefully

planned and considered in consultation with the Production
and Receiving Departments. It is essential that every facility

be provided for the handling of goods when received and
placed into stock, also when issued from the stores to the

various manufacturing departments. Heavy and bulky stock

should be stored as near as possible to the manufacturing
departments using such materials, so that when these goocis

arc issued from the stores a minimum amount of labour, time,

and handling is necessary.

Furthermore, another matter which must be taken into

consideration, in deciding the position and layout of a stores,

is the greatest distance any one of the manufacturing depart-

ments will be away from the stores. In order to eUminate
the waste of time and labour in issuing materials to the various

production departments in a large works, it is advisable to

have separate or subsidiary stores located in convenient places

within such production departments. If this practice is

carried out the chief storekeeper will still receive all materials,

“^as delivered, and issue to the branch stores only those par-

ticular goods that will be required in amy production depart-

ment to which the branch store is associated. For instance,
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in a tin canister manufacturing business tin plates would be

stocked in the Tin Plate Printing Department, cardboard
for cardboard box-making would be stored in the Card
Box Making Department, etc. The above portrays but one
example concerning the difficulty of stores control. In some
instances it may often be desirable that separate stores be
provided for the different classes of materials to facilitate

their storage and handling. In most engineering works brass

and copper sheets, rods, screws, nuts and bolts, etc., are kept
separate from iron and steel castings, and goods that are only

partially complete are stored separately whilst they are

waiting completion or assembly.

Such a stores may be known as a part finished stores, or

component stores. Again, completely manufactured goods
being ready for resale are also stored separately.

The storage of the different classes, or types, of materials is

often conveniently done in the one store room, simply by
dividing the stores into sections and placing such materials

in their respective positions. This is usually found to be the

most economical method with most of the medium-sized and
smaller factories.

The general layout of the stores will be governed by the

class and quantity of materials which it is intended to store.

Small items, such as screws, nails, nuts and bolts, etc., should

be provided with bins or shelves for their retention, and by
judicious arrangement a great deal of materials of the smaller

class can be stored in a relatively small space. Such items as

iron, brass, and copper tubes or sheets will require upright

partitions, in order that the various lengths may be kept
separately and tidy according to diameter or size.

The method of storage in bins, etc., cannot be advantage-
ously applied to all trades. Bulky materials will obviously
require a totally different method. The class of materials

used in a soap or chemical works would be so cumbersome
and weighty that there is no better method than to stack

them in a suitable shed. Tin plates, sheet lead, iron, etc., in

large quantities are generally stored in a shed with a sub-

stantial concrete floor. It will be readily seen, therefore, that

the general layout and construction of a stores in any class

of business wiU be dependent upon and be determined by the
nature of materials used. Further, materials affected by
atmospheric conditions would require to be stored in a^
specially constructed and, perhaps, heated building.

When deciding upon the capacity of the stores and, in
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detail, of the bins, shelves, racks or other containers such as

vats, barrels, tanks, etc., the normal maximum stocks must
first be ascertained. The maximum stock is dependent upon
the rate of use of the article, and also of the economical
quantity to buy at one time. The rules to be observed in this

calculation are simple. Firstly, the average rate of use must
be considered, and secondly, how long it takes—taking the

longest period, not the average—to obtain the economical

quantity. The minimum stock,*' or the quantity below
which the stock should never be allowed to fall, is then
represented by the quantity (plus a margin for safety) of the

article which will meet the normal demands of the factory

whilst the " re-order quantity **
is being obtained. The

maximum stock *'
is taken at something above the totals

of these two, but it may also be limited by financial

consideration.

A stores should always be under the control of one person,

who may be known as the storekeeper or stores superintendent.

The responsibilities and duties of a storekeeper may be briefly

summarized as follows

—

1. To accept only materials or goods into his store when
accompanied by a written record stating the quantity and
description of the various items, also a note of the purpose for

which they are required, and to sign for their receipt from the

Receiving Department. (See form of Inwards Goods Note
described on page 351.)

2. To keep all items of stock in their correct positions.

3. To keep the stores clean and tidy.

4. To prevent any unauthorized person from entering the

stores.

5. To issue materials against a written authority only,

which should be properly and correctly made out.

6. To check all requisitions he receives, which have
been issued against a bill of material, production order or

service order.

7. To check at frequent periods the quantity of goods
contained in each bin, or rack, etc., with the quantity stated

on the bin card.

8. To watch the stock levels and report—according to the

recognized routine of replenishing stock—when the minimum
is reached.

STORES RECEIVED BOOK. (See Stores Routine, also

Goods Received—Record of.)
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STORES RECORD. (See Stock Record Card, also Stores
Control Accounts.)
STORES REQUISITION. A storekeeper should only issue

materials against a written authority, and for this purpose

there is usually provided a form known as a stores requisition.

A specimen stores requisition is given, from which it will

be noted that a full description and quantity or weight of the

materials, together with the order number for which they are

required, are stated. On receipt of such a form by the store-

keeper. he will proceed to hand out the materials and record

the issue on his bin card, noting in the space provided the

bin number from which the goods wei^e issued.

The issue of all stores must be authorized, and a proper

routine laid down whereby particulars of all transactions are

recorded. In a well organized factory only certain individuals

will be empowered to withdraw materials for use or dispatch,

provided they formally authorize the storekeeper to make the

necessary issue in accordance with the routine obtaining.

The persons or departments authorized to issue stores

requisitions will vary with each concern, as the method of

production control as well as the size of the factory will

determine the best procedure to be followed in this direction.

With the small works, for instance, the foremen of the depart-

ments may conveniently be allowed to requisition materials

as required, but with large concerns the planning and pro-

gressing of work through the factory will entail that the

withdrawals of material from stores be properly regulated

and co-ordinated.

The illustration shown of the stores requisition conforms
to the requirements of the larger concern where production
control is exercised through a Planning Department, which
issues all stores requisitions that have reference to materials

required for all production orders.

When a bill of material " is used the description of the

materials required can be omitted from the requisition, as

only the item number '' of the bill of material need be
quoted.

The withdrawal of materials, etc., from stores for use on
service orders may, however, be made by the foreman of the

department, and for this purpo.se a different coloured form
can be used with advantage.

All stores requisitions which have been presented to the

storekeeper should be sent to the Cost Department at

convenient periods throughout the day in order that
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the issues from stores can be recorded on the stock record

cards.

The procedure of posting all issues on the stock record

cards is greatly facilitated by the storekeeper inserting in the

space provided on the stores requisition the bin number from
which the goods were issued, as by this means the stock record

clerk is able to refer at once to the identical card. Further-

more, the possibihty of posting issues to the wrong card is

almost eliminated.

STORES ROUTINE. The internal routine of a stores will

chiefly consist of receiving and issuing of materials, as the

bulk of the work performed by the storekeeper and his

assistants will invariably be composed of such activities. The
various other matters that should be dealt with, however,
may sometimes be regarded as subsidiary to them, and
consequently of lesser importance. A greater error of judg-

ment cannot be made, as the responsibihties of a storekeeper

are comparable with those of a cashier. He is responsible

for the whole of the materials delivered to him and during

the period they remain in his possession. If consideration

is, therefore, given to the fact that all items of material

represent money, the significance of his position should be

quite apparent.

The problem of stores routine is simply one of “ control

and check,** and should be applied on very much the same
principle to that generally adopted for the Cashier's Depart-
ment excepting, of course, that common sense must be
allowed to decide the ** limits *' for balancing purposes. For
instance, the receipts and payments of cash are expected to

balance to the last penny, but in the case of materials this is

obviously impossible for a variety of reasons, and a reasonable

but safe margin should, therefore, be fixed.

Material control may be said to come under two categories,

viz., the control of values as provided by the cost control

accounts, and the control and check of quantities, as provided
by the stock record cards, both being effected within the Cost
Department. In order to obtain a clear conception of what
this means, we will analyse the control of materials according
to the various phases. Firstly, there is the purchase of

materials, and next follows the receipt of the materials (see

Purchasing). From this point there will now be considered

the phases oif material control in so far as it affects the stores

and the form of check exercised in the Cost Department.
These may b<? detailed as follows—
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Phase.

Routine Forms Effected.

In Stores.
In Cost

Department.

1. Receipt and
spection

In- Materials delivered to stores

(with inwards goods note or
other form of goods received

record)

Inwards goods
note

Inwards goods
note

r

2. Stowing and
cording

Re- Goods placed into their correct

position in the stores and
the item entered on the bin

card and stock record card

liin card
;

Stock record card

i

3. Issue and
cording

Re- Goods issued to Protluction
and Service Departments
against stores requisition

Stores requisi-

tion, bin cards
!

Stores requisi-

tion and stock

j

record card

4. Credit and Stowing Return to stores of any sur-

plus materials and issue of
' stores credit note in ex-

I

change

Stores credit
note, bin card

j

Stores credit
{

note and stock

j

record card

5. Replacement of

Depleted Stocks
Depleted stocks to be replaced

by further quantity
Purchase requi-

sition

Purchase requi-

sition and
stock record

j

card

H. Checking Contents of bins, etc., counted
' and checked and compared

with record on bin cards
and stock record cards

Record of bin

inspection and
bin cards

1 Record of bin
inspection and

j

stock record
cards

From the above it will be observed that there are six main
])hases of material control within the stores with the corre-

sponding check by the Cost Department, and each of these

must be covered by any system. The actual details of the

system must necessarily differ with the requirements of the

factory, and the six phases in so far as they relate to the

control exercised by the stores only are, therefore, further

dealt with in conjunction with a system for the purpose of

explaining the principles involved.

The method of check by the use of stock record cards in

the Cost Department is explained under the headings of

Stores—Financial Control and Perpetual Inventories,
also Bin Inspection.

1, Receipt and Inspection. Immediately goods are received

into store from the receiving clerk or department the store-

keeper places the goods into their correct position in the

store. The necessary entry or record, will now be made on
a bin card, which should be provided with columns for record-

ing brief particulars of all goods received and issued. The
bin card may be ruled similar to the specimen given, above.

2. Stowing and Recording. A bin card, as illustrated, may
be filed in drawers in order of material or bin number or hung
up in a convenient place on the outside of the bin or rack, so
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that it is available for making entries as and when items are

placed into the bin, or taken out and issued to the factory for

use on a production or service order. With most firms the

various types or classes of materials are scheduled according

Form No. 101.

BIN CARD
Bin No

Article Symbol No.

Max. Stock Min. Stock Drg. No,

Date.
Rcqn.
No.

In. Out. 1

!

Stock.

1

Date.
I 1

In- Out. Stock.

{Siz$ of Form, 8'^ deep and S'* wide.)

to their process of manufacture, and given a reference number
or S3nnbol. This saves a great deal of time when preparing

a list of materials required for the completion of an order, as

only the reference number or symbol need be quoted. When
such a method is in use, provision must be made for this

reference to be stated on the bin card, and in the illustration

referred to this is shown immediately below the bin number.
All bins, racks, shelves, etc., should be numbered con-

secutively in order to indicate to the storekeeper, or his

assistants, their location. This number also serves to connect
the bin card with the bin to which it belongs.
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3. Issue and Recording. It is of the utmost importance

that the purchase and delivery of goods to the factory be
authorized, and a definite routine laid down which, whilst it

places the receipt on record, also notifies the transactions

to other departments, such as the cost office, production

departments, etc. (See Purchasing.) In a similar way the

issue of stores must be authorized and a proper routine put
into operation, whereby particulars of all transactions are

recorded. In a properly organized factory only certain

individuals should be authorized to withdraw materials for

use or dispatch, provided that they formally authorize the

storekeeper to make the necessary issue and comply with the

general routine obtaining. In most cases this authority is

given in the form of a stores requisition, and which may be
ruled similar to the form shown on page 419.

On receipt of the stores requisition by the storekeeper, he

will hand out the goods or materials required, and record the

issue on the bin card, afterwards sending the stores requisition

to the Cost Department.
Reference has already been made that branch stores may

exist in some factories, and when certain kinds of materials

are stored in bulk, such as tar, oils, waxes, etc., this issue

will take a different form from that described above. In the

case of tar this is usually pumped into large tanks when first

delivered, and the quantity to be used for, say, distillation will

always be regulated according to some standard formula. A
stores requisition may not be used, as the exact quantity

required for the process may be drawn from the tank or vat,

and the amount used entered on the particular bin card, or

other more convenient form of record.

4. Credit and Stowing, Materials issued to the works for

manufacture will often consist of items that cannot be
conveniently measured into the exact quantity that will be

required for the particular operation, process, or batch. For
instance, tungsten wire, used in the making of electric lamps,

is supplied wound on reels, and owing to its brittle nature

must be used with a minimum amount of handling in order

to avoid excessive waste, and again enamelled copper wires

used for armature winding must also be handled carefully for

similar reasons. Under these circumstances it may be the

custom to issue to the workers the whole reel of wire, the bal-

ance remaining on the completion of any job being returned

to the storekeeper, who will then weigh it and issue a stores

credit note for the quantity returned.
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A similar procedure to that described above will be found
necessary in many cases, especially when rod or bar metal is

issued, and only a small piece required. It is understood,

however, that circumstances will alter cases because it may
sometimes be found possible to cut off, or weigh, the exact

amount required. In the case of returns to the store of

surplus matericds, some kind of a form must be provided.

This form should be on similar lines to that of the stores

requisition, but printed in red, and headed stores credit

note ” or ‘‘ surplus materials returned to stores/' When
surplus materials are returned to the store, the storekeeper

must check the quantity or weight, and place it in its proper

bin or rack, recording on the bin card the quantity and the

serial number of the credit note or “ materials returned to

stores note." This credit note is then passed into the Cost

Department where the necessary records are made. It is

essential that particular attention be given to the procedure

of surplus materials returned to the store, for they are dealt

with quite differently to materials returned from the produc-

tion shops as faulty, defective, or as unsuitable for manufacture.

Regarding rejected materials, spare parts, etc., a rejection

note will be made out according to routine in the works, the

reason for such rejection being stated thereon. These rejected

materials will be received into the store in the usual way, but
they will not be stowed away with other materials, or entered

on the bin card, but placed in a special position to await

disposal at the instruction of the buyer.

5. Replacement of Depleted Stocks. By following the

above methods it will be seen that the storekeeper has a com-
plete written record of all items in his store, together with a

note of all issues to the various manufacturing and service

departments. All these records show on the bin cards and
by extending into the appropriate column the balance of each
item remaining in stock after an issue has taken place, the

storekeeper is able to observe when the balance in hand is

about to reach the minimum," and take such steps as may
be necessary to replenish his stores. In most works the

procedure in regard to general stores items is for the store-

keeper to notify the buyer that certain goods have reached
the " minimum," and this may be done by making out a
purchase requisition as illustrated and described on page
344 .

6. Checking. Periodical checking of stocks is of utmost
importance, and one of the chief duties of the storekeeper is
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to frequently check the contents of his store in comparison
with the records as shown on his bin cards A very convenient

and satisfactory method is for the storekeeper to check a
fixed number of items each day, so that at least once in, say,

three months a physical check of all items in stock has been
carried out.

It is unwise to rely upon the annual stocktaking at the end
of a year s trading, for during such a long period it is possible

that errors and discrepancies of large dimensions may have
been made, and these are not easily rectified at so late a date.

The importance of more frequent checkings will, therefore,

be thoroughly appreciated. The storekeeper should be pro-

vided with suitable means for recording the results of his

daily count, and this may conveniently take the form of the

record of bin inspection as described on page 23.

It will be noted that such a form serves two purposes:

firstly, it provides a log of all bins, racks, shelves, etc., in

numerical sequence
;
and secondly, has suitable columns for

recording particulars in regard to each bin as it is checked.

Further, a third purpose may be gained, and that is, the

storekeeper will be able to tell in which items of stock error

most frequently occurs. The cause can then be investigated

and suitable action taken to obviate such errors. The record

of bin inspection is passed to the Cost Department, where
it is compared with the stock records kept in that office.

Accurate storekeeping is of fundamental importance, and
true stocks can only be maintained by sound organization,

rigid supervision, and frequent checking.

The actual method or system as affecting material control

will differ with each factory, but the preceding remarks should

be sufficient to indicate the main phases of this work in the

stores proper. The form of check exercised by the Cost

Department is explained under the heading of Stores

—

Financial Control and Perpetual Inventories.
STORES TRANSFER NOTE. In order to eliminate the

waste of time and labour in issuing materials to the various

producing departments in very large works, it may be advis-

able to have separate or subsidiary stores located in convenient

places within such departments. When this practice is

followed, the chief storekeeper receives all materials as

delivered, and then issues to the respective branch stores

only those goods that will be required in the particular

production departments.
The transfer of material from the main stores to a branch
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store should be properly authorized, and for this purpose a
stores transfer note is used. A specimen form is given
which is ruled very similar to the stores requisition, but to

differentiate it may either be printed in red or upon a coloured

paper. A stores transfer note is issued in duplicate and dealt

with by the issuing stores in the same manner as an ordinary

stores requisition. The receiving stores, however, will enter

the item on their bin card as a receipt and then pass the form
on to the Cost Department, who will enter it on the stock

record cards as a credit to the main stores and a debit to the

branch stores.

When a system of stores or material control accounts is

in use, the value of the stores transfer notes will be summarized
at the end of each month or other period, and the main stores

credited with the total value of materials transferred and the

various branch or sub-stores accounts debited.

STOWNG AND RECORDING. A name applied to the work
which is performed by the storekeeper when receiving goods
into his stock, and consists of placing the goods into their

correct position in the stores and entering the item from his

copy of the goods received record on to the bin card. This
phase of a storekeeper’s duties immediately follows that of

receipt and inspection and precedes that of issuing and
recording, (See also Stores Routine.)
STRAIGHT PIECE WORK. (See Piece Work—Method

OF Remunerating Labour.)
SUNDRY MATERIALS. (See Expense Materials, also

Materials—Classification of.)

TAYLOR DIFFERENTIAL PIECE RATE. METHOD OF
REMUNERATING LABOUR. Under this method the day
wage is not guaranteed. There are two piece rates, the lower

of which is in operation up to a standard of performance of

100 per cent, up to which point the operator receives

approximately 83 per cent of the daily wage rate, or up to

99 per cent production he cannot make the equivalent of his

daily rate. The moment, however, he touches 100 per cent

output not only does he receive an immediate increment

which brings his pay to the equivalent of time and a quarter,

but also he is paid at the higher piece rate. The effect of this

is to penalize the inefficient worker. To give a large immediate
increment on attaining 100 per cent efficiency, and also the

higher piece rate offers a very strong incentive to the operator

who can make himself efficient.

Its effect on cost per piece produced is very marked on
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account of the great reduction of indirect expense (oncost)

per unit of product.

Doctor Taylor was the first to ignore all records of past

experience which concerned either rates of production or the

length of time an operation should take. He based his

standard times upon accurately made time studies, and as an
extra aid to the workman prepared standard instructions

showing how the work should be carried out to attain the

times set.

It is essential for the success of this method that there

should be approved time study practice by qualified observers

—detailed instructions to the operators and real co-operation

between the Time Study or Rate Setting Department and
the workers.

It is interesting to note that Taylor vvas also the first to

make use of a scientific system of paying labour, although

Halsey presented the first incentive plan.

TELEGRAMS. (See Telephone Charges.)
TELEPHONE CHARGES. The rent of telephones and cost

of all calls form part of establishment expenses. The rent

of telephones can be easily allocated direct to the respective

departments. The cost of calls in the ca.se of small firms is

usually apportioned arbitrarily according to past experience,

but with large concerns who have a private switchboard, the

operator will record all outgoing calls, and in such case the

expense in this direction can be allocated direct to the

respective departments.

When a concern takes advantage of the facility to transmit

telegrams over the telephone, the Telephone Account will

contain charges for telegrams, and the item will be apportioned

or charged direct in a similar manner as above.

With companies that have installed a private system of

internal telephones a standing or service order will be used for

ascertaining the. cost of maintenance and upkeep, etc., and
the total of this account apportioned as above. In some
instances, however, the standing order will be subdivided
or coded so that the cost of maintenance, etc., is ascertained

separately for each department.

TERMINAL COSTING. This is a term that is sometimes
used when referring to the method of cost finding employed
to ascertain the cost of carrying out a contract, such as the

erection of buildings, bridges, or irrigation schemes, etc.

This method of costing, however, is similar to the job costing

system, and all the various items are charged to a specific
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order, but in this instance the order will cover the erection

of buildings, etc., and not the manufacture of one or a

quantity of articles.

In order to explain the detailed working of terminal

costing, a brief description of builders' costing is given.

(See. also Cost Finding, Methods of.)

In the building industry, a cost ledger is used to a

much greater extent than with other industries, and a general

outline of the procedure usually followed in connection

therewith, and with the acceptance and execution of contracts,

etc., will be useful.

When a contract is agreed, no record should be made
in the books of account. The contractee (i.e. the party

for whom the work is undertaken) must not be treated as a

debtor until work on his account has actually been carried out.

Extras are an important item, and the foreman supervising

the contract should issue a separate variation order for eacli

extra agreed upon.

Special clauses included in a contract will also need
particular attention, as ** Liquidated damages " paid under
a Penalty ^clause " will, of course, reduce the profit. Alter-

natively, there may be terms that afford an opportunity to

swell the profit by the winning of a bonus granted for com-
pletion within an allotted period. On the other hand, pro-

vision may be made that the final payment shall only
become due on a date following completion of the contract,

and in such cases it is then the practice either to close the

account by crediting same and debiting a “ Retention Money
on Contracts Account," or crediting the Contract Account
and debiting the Personal Account of the contractee, thus

leaving the items to be shown in the balance sheet as included

in " Sundry Debtors " as an asset.

When balancing the financial books, it is not wise to take
credit for a gross profit on a contract equivalent to the entire

value of the work done to date. In order to provide against

contingencies, it is advisable to take credit for, say, two-

thirds of the profit, based on the proportion of work completed
to date.

Minor jobbing work, such as the repairing of roofs and
windows, the unstopping of drains, and cartage, etc., can be
posted to a general " Jobbing Account " in the costing

ledger. Detailed particulars of the invoice will be recorded
in a " Jobbing Day Book," to which reference should be
given in the column provided in the ledger.
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Labour. The time sheet may be daily or weekly. For
small jobbing work, where a record of all work done is

required, the daily time sheet may be preferable. Where,
on the other hand, the workman need only quote on his

sheet the job number against the time spent, the weekly
time sheet has the advantage of recording time spent on the

several jobs, and also may be so ruled as to serve as an
analysis and summary of the wages paid to each man.
The total wages thus analysed on each sheet should be

entered at the end of each week on to the pay roll or wages
abstract, which in the building trades is generally ruled as

shown on page 432.

The total amount of wages for the week will be posted to

the credit side of the cash book, and the total of the weekly
summary in the pay roll or wages abstract should agree with

the cash book entry. The amount dissected should be the

gross figure, i.e. including the employer's contribution to the

National Insurances, together with any bonuses that may
have been earned by the workmen. The analysis and sum-
mary m the wages abstract may cover not only current con-

tracts and jobs, but also job numbers for other wages
expenditure, such as repairs and renewals to plant.

Materials. The first stage in the analysis of expenditure

on materials for the various jobs in hand should be effected

by means of an analysed form of purchase day book, as by
this means all purchases can be analysed into, say, four

sections, i.e. (1) purchases direct to jobs; (2) purchases for

general stores
; (3) plant and tools (capital)

; (4) plant and
tools (repairs and renewals).

Sections 1, 3, and 4 are self-explanatory, but in regard to

(2) purchases for stores, these items will need to be further

analysed, in order to ascertain the value consumed on each
contract. This will be effected by using a system of stores

requisitions in a similar manner to that described under the
headings ** Stores Requisitions," " Stores—Financial Control

and Perpetual Inventories," etc.

Direct Charges. Such items as travelling expenses, accom-
modation, and similar allowances for men away on jobs, as

also the carriage on plant, etc., will be collected periodically

from the financial and cost books, and charged to the
respective contracts in just the same way as direct charges

are dealt with in job costing.

Establishment Expenses. In the case of an ordinary
building contract, such indirect expenses as rent of any land
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or buildings occupied for the purposes connected with the

execution of a specific job, clerks and timekeepers employed
at the works, depreciation of plant and machinery, and the

provision of such general essential services as power, lighting,

heating, etc., which are incurred on the job, present little

difficulty, for expenditure of this character is clearly identified

with the contract, and will, therefore, be charged to the cost

account similarly to the ordinary items of direct charges,

excepting that these amounts should be kept quite distinct

from the more ** direct expenses.

The building contractor, however, may „ have a central

works," with stores and all other necessary materials

relating to such works. There may also be technical men
passing from one contract to another, and the establishment

expenses will thus have to be apportioned to the various jobs.

This may be effected by using either the direct labour or

direct labour hour basis
; the latter generally gives the better

results. However, for a detailed consideration of this

particular subject, see Computation and Recovery of
Expenses.
TERMINOLOGY. (See Cost.)

TIME BOOK. Many years ago it was sometimes the

practice to record the arrival and departure of workers by
entering their names in a Time Book. The actual method of

writing up this record varied in almost every case. With
the very small concerns the Time Book would be placed in

some convenient position at the entrance to the factory, so

that each worker could sign his name therein when entering

and leaving every morning and midday, etc., but with the

larger firms it was found necessary slightly to modify the

method on account of the considerable delays caused by the

time taken when signing the book.
The time clerk or gatekeeper would, therefore, stand at the

entrance to the factory and note the names and time of each
worker when entering the premises at mornings and midday,
etc. In some instances it was the practice for the time
clerk to go round each department during the mornings and
afternoons and enter the names of each worker, and so

compile the register of attendance in this manner. It will

readily be seen that any of the above methods are most
unsatisfactory, as disputes in regard to errors of booking
time can never be settled to the satisfaction of employer or

employee.

The Time Book method is now only used in exceptional
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cases, such as an " owner-manager " business and where a

few men are employed.
TIME CARD. (See Clock Cards.)

TIME DOCKET. A term that is sometimes used and may
refer to a " time sheet " or " clock card," which see.

TIME RATE METHOD OF REMUNERATING LABOUR
(also known as Day Work, Day Wage, Time Work, Day Rate).

This method of remuneration resolves itself into a bargain

between the employer and the worker, that in exchange for

a stated sum of money paid by the former, the latter will

attend the employer’s works for a fixed number of hours per

day or week, and be amenable to such rules and regulations

as the employer may enact. There is no bargain that the

worker shall do any specified quantity of work in return for

such payment, in fact he may frequently not be working at

all ; in practice this actually does occur, yet on the official

pay day he is entitled to receive the amount of money
bargained for, subject to deductions for being late or absent.

Tliere are innumerable objections to this method. As men
varying in ability are given an equal wage, its principle is

both unsound and unfair. The highly skilled worker, capable

of producing work which in quantity and quality is far above
the average, receives no higher pay than he who is slipshod

in his methods and an ignoramus at his work. It is a charac-

teristic of time work that output relatively is small, and this

leads directly to excessive labour cost and, where expense is

calculated as a percentage on labour cost, to an excessive

overall cost.

It is also very costly, because under it workers are afraid to

establish fast times, being apprehensive that the quickest

recorded time might conceivably be used at some future date
to establish a low piece rate should a change in the method of

payment be decided upon. It is also considered that an
excessive amount of supervision and " driving " is required

in order to obtain any approach to what is considered a
reasonable amount of work. Inasmuch as the payment is

for an indefinite amount of work, it is consequently almost
impossible for an employer to arrive at a figure which will

enable him intelligently to tender for contracts.

This method is of almost universal application and (except

for indirect workers whose work is of such a nature that it is

difficult—though not always impossible—to pay them by any
other method) the only excuses for its continuance are custom
and its ease of computation. The variants of the time rate,
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involving payments of premiums or bonuses, will be found

described under their various titles. (See also Remuneration
OF Labour—Methods of.)

TIME RECORDERS. The method of checking men in and
out of the factory by the use of metal checks has been almost

superseded by the more reliable method of mechanical time

recorders. The chief advantages derived by the use of time

recorders may be summarized as follows

—

1. They prevent disputes in regard to time as a worker can

see for himself the time that he has registered,

2. They enable a correct allocation of the times spent on
various jobs or processes to be obtained.

3. They allow the system of time booking to be easily

modified or amplified to meet changing conditions, as they can
be readily installed in any part of the factory.

It is essential that all time recorders register the correct

local times, and many firms who use a number of clocks find

it an advantage to have them synchronized so as to keep
identical time.

The actual position in which the time recorders will be
placed in any factory will vary to a considerable extent, but
when separate recorders are used for the purpose of booking
the attendance of workers at the factory and for booking
time to jobs, etc., it is preferable that the one set of clocks

be located at the entrance and the others placed in a convenient
position inside the factory.

When the same clocks are used for both purposes, they may
be installed in the various departments, and in such cases a
few minutes should be allowed the workers in passing from
the gate to the clocks for registering, but if separate clocks

are placed at the gates it is nsu^ that a method of supervising

the men during the process of clocking ** in and “ out ” be
instituted. There are two general methods of doing this.

The first is to have locks affixed to each clock and the gate-

keeper to open the recorders for use at stated times, and then
to lock them up a few minutes after starting times ;

alter-

natively, locks are fitted to the card racks, which are locked

between starting and finishing times to prevent their

unauthorized use. In both cases, however, the gatekeeper or

other official should be present whilst the clocks are being
used.

The cards used by the men at the gates are essentially

the record of attendance, from which all time wages are

calculated. Many terms are used when referring to these
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cards, such as clock card, time card, time ticket, etc., but it is

considered that the term ** gate card is the more correct.

Mechanical time recorders can be classified according to

types as follows

—

1. Card machines—Platform type.

2. Card machines—Clipper type.

3. Non-card machines—Autograph or Signature.

4. Side Printing machines.

5. Radial machines (sheet machines)

.

6. Key or Bundy machines.

Fig. 15. Illustrating the Platform Model of Card
Time Recorder with,IN and OUT Card Racks

Type 1. Card Machines—Platform Model. With this

type of machine, the vertical location of the record is controlled

by the platform in the machine, all registrations at a given

time being in the same relative vertical position.

The horizontal position of the record is controlled

—

{a) by manual operation of the shift lever,

(b) by an automatic device in the Recorder set to operate

at predetermined times.

Fig. 15 is an illustration of this type of recorder together

with IN and out card racks as used for registering a worker's
time upon entering and leaving the factory. The style of

printed record is also shown in Fig. 16, where the times
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are printed horizontally across^he card and Fig. 17 with

times printed in vertical columns.
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Type 2. Card Machines—Clipper Models. With this

type of machine the vertical location of the record is controlled

by the clock card, a piece is cut from the side of the card

(about Ain. wide) at each registration, thus allowing the

card to fall one cut below the previous one, either in the same
vertical column or otherwise. Clipper recorders are available

with automatic shift to card sheath or with manual operation

for changing columns. An illustration of this type of machine
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is given in Fig. 20 and of the cards to show the method of

printing. Fig. 18 is a gate card and Fig. 19 shows the booking
of time to service orders.

Type 3. Non-card Machines (Autograph or Signature).

Fig. 22 . Non-Card Time Fig. 21 . Non-Card Time
Recorder (Autograph Recorder (Autograph or
OR Signature) Desk or Signature) Wall Type

Portable Type

These machines are sometimes referred to as *'Tape Machines**

since the record is made on an endless paper tape on which
workers (usually clerical staff) sign their names against the

times of arrival and departure, automatically printed by the

Recorder against the signature. Fig. 21 shows the wall type

of machine, and Fig. 22 the desk or portable type. An illustra-

tion of the signature record ;s also shpwn in Fig. 23.
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Type 4. Side Printing Machines. These machines do not

employ a mouthpiece of fixed size as in card machines, although
they will record on cards or paper of nearly any size. Both ends
of the slot into which the card or paper is placed horizontally

are open, therefore a card of any size can be inserted. The

Fig. 23 . Illustration of Signature Record made on
Non-Card Type of Time Recorder

location of printed time record is determined by the

operator placing the card or sheet under a locating spot and
holding it there whilst recording the time. Fig. 24 is an
illustration of this type of machine and the style of printing

is shown on the card, Fig. 25.
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Fig. 25 . Showing Style of Printing made on a Side
Printing Time Recorder
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Type 5. Radial (Sheet) Machines. With this tyipe of

Recorder, a ruled sheet of paper accommodating from 25 to

200 workers (according to size of machine) is wound round a
rubber-faced drum inside the machine.

A rotating arm is moved by the operator to the hole opposite

to his or her clock number and depressed into the hole which

Fig. 26. Illustrating Radial (Sheet) Time Recording
Machine

locates the line on the sheet corresponding to the worker's

name and prints the time thereon.

These machines are available with automatic shift to the

carriage so that the drum housing the paper record is moved
to the correct in and out positions at predetermined times.

New installations of radial recorders are now seldom made in

factories, their use being usually limited to clerical and other

workers not paid by reference to time. An illustration of a

radial machine is shown in Fig. 26, and of the style of printing

in Fig. 27.

Type 6. Key or Bundy Machines. These machines are
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of the tape class but unlike the autograph type which use a
signature, the record is made by a numbered key.

Each worker is provided with a metal key on which is

engraved his identification number. On arrival and departure

the worker takes his key from the in rack, places it in the key

MONDAY
No IN OUT IN OUT

1 800 1252 i3l i28
a ii?2 i28 529

3 .759 1251 i28 530

759J234 i28 J30
800 1234 J,32 *29

802 1229 i29 531

757 1230 i25 530

8[755 1 230 i29 530

803 1231 i30 J28
,756 1232 i27 531

1759 1234 127 isb

800 ii52‘ i3» 529
I

801 1228 128 iSb
756 1231 i24 53

1

5r806 l23l 130 536

6 752 JiiI l28 128

757 1229 117 131

802 1233 127 130
768 1232 130
755 1230 l3i JB»

Fig. 27 . Showing Style of Printing on Radial Time
Recording Machine

hole of the machine and turns it until the bell rings and a
record is made on the travelling paper tape inside the machine,
the clock automatically prints the time opposite to the clock

number.
These machines are not now considered suitable for attend-

ance time recording in factories, as the sequence of the records
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is that of the aixival and departure of the individuals and it is

necessary to analyse the tape record and collate each worker*s

time. The key machine is shown in Fig. 28, and the style

of printing in Fig. 29.

Methods of Driving the Mechanisms. There are three

Fig. 28 . Illustration of Key
OR Bundy Machine

7 53 434

7 54 358

7 55 466

7 58 390

8 02 480

-k 1230 462

-kl25' 541

480

+ 1231 466

-k 1251 358

A 29 67

A 29 358

A 30 462

A*' 541

A®2 466
Fig. 29 . Showing Style
OF Printing by the Key

OR Bundy Time Recording
Machines

generally accepted methods of obtaining and utilizing power
to operate the mechanisms of time-recording machines

1
.

(a) Spring drive, with fusee compensation to equate the

unequal tension of the spring.

(6) Spring drive direct without fusee compensating device.

Both of the above methods follow general clock practice and
require winding weekly.

2. Electric impulse from a master clock based on batteries
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automatically charged from the mains. With this system the

master clock sends out an electrical impulse each half-minute
or minute; this mipulse operates the magnets in the time
recorders and propels the time-recording mechanism and the

fingers on the time dials. All recorders in the circuit will show
the same time and thus unification of records is available. The
recorders do not require winding

3.

Synchronous motor-driven recorders. These are driven

direct from the A.C. mains by a small motor incorporated in

the mechanism and depend on the controlled frequency of the

current for their time-keeping.

Uses of Time-recorder Machines. Time-recording machines
are used primarily for the following purposes

—

() Attendance time recording, to register and collate times

of entry and departure from the premises for time and wage
calculation.

() Job and process costs, whereby the starting and finishing

times are recorded.

(c) Many other ancillary purposes such as

—

1. Bus and tram control of journeys.

2. Garages for car housing.

3. Billiard rooms, for tabic time charges.

4. Watchman's journeys.

5. All other purposes where records of time are required.

Time-recording machines with special card sheaths are

available for use with tabulating machines, so that the tabu-

lator card can be clock recorded in the time recorder and
subsequently punched and used in the tabulator.

For a description of the routine in connection with the

recording of time on “ gate cards," see under that heading.

(See also Time Recording.)
TIME RECORDING. Labour is a fundamental element of

cost, and its treatment both in regard to the remuneration of

workers and the allocation of labour costs to jobs and processes,

etc., will require careful consideration.

The recording of a worker’s time will generally fall under
two headings

—

1. Record of attendance at the factory.

2. Record of the time spent by workers upon each task or

factory order.

The record of time spent in the factory, which forms the

primary basis of calculating the worker's pay each week, must
be made quite separately from that of the time spent on each
task or order, as in practically all industries it is a trade union
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rule that each worker shall be guaranteed a minimum rate

of pay'per hour or per week, irrespective of the quantity of

work done.

This distinction between the time recoros is also necessary

when a bonus or reward is paid as an inducement for increased

effort, and also for the purpose of analysing time to individual

jobs or processes.

Male and female labour will usually require different treat-

ment in the costing and pay roll records, as different rates of

pay operate according to age, degree of skill attained, and the

nature of the work performed.

The actual method that will be used for recording time will

depend upon the number of workers employed, the nature

of the work performed, and the method by which they are

rewarded for extra production.

I. Recording Attendance at the Factory. There are a
number of ways of recording the time worker enters and
leaves the factory, but all of them may be classified into

three groups

—

(a) Written records.

(b) Metal checks.

(c) Mechanically printed records.

{a) A written record of the arrival and departure of

workers—a legacy of the antiquated methods of factory

management of years ago—was perhaps the first method used

and, owing to the many disputes that invariably arose

through inaccuracies and differences, etc., the method has
been modified and amplified in several ways. The methods
now used may be classified under the following headings, and
a full description of each will be found under the respective

titles.

Time Book, which is used in three ways

—

(1) The book is signed by each worker when entering and
leaving the factory premises.

(2) The times of each worker are entered by the time clerk

or gatekeeper who stands at the entrance of the factory.

(3) The time clerk goes around the works at a fixed time each
morning and afternoon and notes the names of each worker.

With the very small factory any of the above methods
may be used, but in cases where a dozen or more workers are

employed, they will be found most unsatisfactory and
unrealible, as a considerable amount of friction and arguments
are caused when times are disputed. (See also Time Book.)
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(6) Metal Checks. In order to overcome some of the

weakness attached to the use of time books, there has been
introduced a system whereby each worker is provided with a

brass check on which is stamped his check'' number. The
checks are hung on boards in numerical sequence and placed

at the entrance to the factory. As each worker enters, he
lifts his check from the board and drops it into a box and
proceeds to his work. After all employees have passed into

the works, the box containing the checks is removed by the

gatekeeper and the numbers on each check entered in the

Time Book. The checks remaining on the board are also

listed, and the list, together with the Time Book, sent to the

Wages Department as notification of absentees.

This method is just as unreliable as time books. Disputes

will arise in many instances, which can rarely be settled

to the workmen's satisfaction, owing to the absence of a

reliable written record. It is not uncommon also for a

workman to “lift" his absent friend's check from the board
and drop it into the box with his own, thus registering the

attendance of absentees. (See also Metal Checks.)

{c) Mechanically Printed Records. A mechanically
printed record is necessary if absolute accuracy is desired.

A mechanical time recorder will prevent disputes and establish

confidence as an employee can see each registration when
made.
With these methods the times are registered either upon

cards, a separate card being provided each worker, or on
sheets containing spaces for a number of workers. Automatic
time recorders are, therefore, classified into two groups

—

(1) Time recorders—Card system.

(2) Miscellaneous time recorders.

(1) Card Time Recorders, These machines give a weekly
tabulated card record of every employee, printing the day,

hour, and minute. A time recorder is placed at the entrance

to the factory, and on either side are fixed two card racks for

holding the cards in numerical order. On entering the

employee takes his card from the “out" rack, places it in

the clock, registers his time, and then puts it in the *‘in"

rack. When leaving the above process is repeated.

The cards used by the men at the gates, and known as

“gate cards,“ are essentially the record of attendance, and
from which all time wages are calculated. Many other terms
may be used when referring to this card, such as clock card,

time card, time ticket, wages card, etc., but none of these
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correctly describe the particular form. (See also Time
Recorders, Gate Cards, and Booking Time to Jobs

—

Methods of.)

(2) Miscellaneous Time Recorders, With miscellaneous

recorders the registration of the time is made on a sheet or

tape and the various kinds of recorders available chiefly differ

in the mode of registering. The key time recorders, for

example, make use of numbered keys, which are hung on
boards similar to the metal check method, one board being

for '‘in*’ and the other for "out.” To register, each employee
takes his numbered key and inserts it in a keyhole in the

recorder. A printed impression is ihiis made on a paper tape

inside the recorder of the hour, minute, and the distinctive

number of each employee. The records thus ap^pear in

chronological order, so that the records of late arrivals are

automatically grouped together.

With another kind of time recorder, the time is recorded

upon sheets which are ruled to accommodate employees in

groups of 50, 100, or 150. With this type of recorder, the

registration is made by means of a pointer-arm, which is

swung round until it is over a hole in line with the worker’s

"clock” number, and pressing the pointer into the hole.

Recorders of the autograph type are sometimes used, but

their employment is more suitable for recording the times of

the works and office staff, etc.

A description of the various types of mechanical Time
Recorders ^1 be found under the heading of Time Recorders.

2. Recording Time Spent by Workers upon Each Task or

Factory Order. The actual method of recording the time

each worker spends on individual orders or operations, etc.,

will depend upon the system of wage payment in use and the

nature of the work performed. The records in this direction

may be classified into two groups

—

(1) Recording time spent on production orders.

(2) Recording time spent on service orders.

In these instances, where the same method can be adopted
for (1) and (2) above, it is desirable that different coloured

forms be used to differentiate between the two classes of work,
but when this is not possible two or more methods may be
necessary.

The variety of methods that are available for either group
may for the purpose of consideration be classified into

—

() Written records.

() Printed records.
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Recording Time Spent on Production Orders, (a) Written
Records. When a worker's time is allocated by means of

written records, there will generally be used a time sheet on
which is inserted the commencing and finishing times for each

task, and the use of such a method is only desirable when it is

found to be impracticable for direct workers to record their

time by means of automatic time recorders. In many
instances this is the only method that can be used with

advantage, owing to the special nature of the work. In a

certain chemical mixing process, for instance, a direct worker
will be in charge of several mixers and his time cannot, there-

fore, be definitely allocated from hour to hour to each mixer,

but only apportioned at the end of each day. The use of a

time sheet in such a case is the only satisfactory means
available. (See also Time Sheet.)

(b) Printed Records. Automatic time recorders enable

a worker’s time to be definitely allocated to each task with a
greater degree of accuracy than is the case with written

records if the system is connected or “ tied in ” with a method
of inspection and viewing. There can be no standard system
of booking time to jobs by means of time recorders, as the

special conditions of each factory will necessitate a routine

being devised accordingly, but whatever method is adopted
there will be used a clock card, known as a job card, on which
the times will be printed. (See also Booking Time to
Jobs.)

Recording Time on Service Orders. In practically all

industries there are varying kinds of service which have to

be rendered the producing departments, such as attending

to simple breakdowns of machine tools and plant, replacing

broken belts, repairing of leaks in water pipes, or making
small alterations to the lighting system, etc., and in cases

where there may be only one or perhaps a few men engaged
upon this class of work, it is not practicable for them to book
their time by means of automatic time recorders, owing to

the short periods they are engaged upon each of these sundry
jobs ; for instance, the sundry jobs performed by millwrights

will not only vary from, say, a quarter of an hour to one hour
each, but the work may be done in several departments, and
as the workmen may not be continuously engaged on such

work, the allocation of their time is more conveniently effected

by the use of time sheets in preference to clock cards. With
large factories, however, it is often possible definitely to

allocate each worker to a specific job owing to the large
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number of men employed on this class of work, and in

such cases their time could then be analysed by using clock

cards.

TIME SHEET. A form used by employees to record

thereon the amount of time which they have spent upon
individual jobs or services during the day, week, or other

period.

Time sheets are only used in those cases where it is found

to be inexpedient or impracticable for the workers to allocate

their time by means of automatic time recorders.

The utility of such a form may be considered under the

following headings

—

1. Indirect Labour. The considerations referred to on the

previous page, under the head of Recording Time on Service
Orders, wdl here apply.

2. Direct Labour. In some industries the nature of the

work to be performed is such that time sheets are used by
the direct workers when it is not possible to allocate their

time by means of mechanical time recorders. In the manu-
facture of paint, for instance, a direct worker may be engaged
in the Milling and Grinding Department, and as he will usually

be in charge of several mills, his time cannot be definitely

allocated from hour to hour to each mill, but only apportioned

at the end of each day. A time sheet in such a case is the

only satisfactory means available.

A specimen time sheet is given on page 451 . It will be noted

that there is entered in the columns provided the order

. number and particulars of the work performed or service

rendered, also the time of commencing and finishing each day.

At the end of each day or week the time sheets are passed on
to the wages section of the Cost Department, and the total

time shown thereon compared with the times stated upon the

gate card, and any differences investigated.

When time sheets are used to any great extent, it is often

very difficult to ensure that all workers enter up their time
each day, the tendency being for the sheets to be written up
on the last day of the week. In order to avoid this difficulty,

time sheets which are ruled to accommodate the times for

one day only should be used so that the workers can hand them
in to the time office on leaving the premises at night, new
time sheets being handed out to the men the next morning
upon entering the factory.

TIME SLIP. (See Time Sheet.)
TIME TICKET. (See Clock Card and Time Sheet.)
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TIME WORK. (See Time Rate—Method of Remunerat-
ing Labour.)
TOOLS—^DEPRECIATION OF. The amount of depreciation

of small tools, both perishable and permanent, is a charge

to factory expenses.

With small perishable tools, such as hammers, files, screw-

drivers, drills, etc., the amount of depreciation may be

ascertained in several ways ; for instance, the total purchases

made may be charged to an account, and at the end of the

period the stocks remaining are valued and the difference

written off ” as depreciation. With this method the small

tools issued to the producing departments, and still in use at

the time of stocktaking, are valued and included in the total.

Another method is to regard all issues from the tool stores as

replacements of the original equipment, and to charge the

amount to revenue as depreciation.

With such a method it is necessary that an inventory be

made at the end of a financial period of all tools in use,

which are priced ^t, say, two-thirds their value. The total of

this inventory represents the capital value of the asset, and
future issues of tools are charged out as stated above.

When the amount of depreciation has to be allocated to

the various producing departments, this is usually effected

by means of a system of service orders.

TOTAL COST. Sum of all items of expenditure incurred

to produce, manufacture and market any commodity, or to

render a service, i.e. the total of factory cost, plus selling,

distribution, and administrative expenses.

TRANSFER NOTE. (See Worker’s Transfer Note,
or Stores Transfer Note.)

UNABSORBED EXPENSES. The recovery of expenses in

costs does not necessarily imply that all expenses must be
recovered in the cost of goods produced, but rather that the

working of the costing system should show how and why the

expense was incurred. All the unremunerative and unabsorbed
expenses must be segregated from those expenses that have
been legitimately incurred by actual production.

Unremunerative expenses are items which arise through
waste and careless management. Unabsorbed expenses, how-
ever, will arise despite the fact that the plant is well and
efficiently managed. Machines will break down and un-
avoidable delays occur, and during the time that productive
machinery is temporarily idle for short periods the factory or

machine expense that would otherwise have been absorbed
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by production is segregated and charged to an account
‘'Unabsorbed Expenses/'

This class of expense item will usually be covered by a system
of service orders and may sometimes be referred to as Idle

Time or Unallotted Time, etc., and the system of service orders

arranged to show the cause such as

—

Machine Breakdown.
Waiting for Tools.

Waiting for Materials.

Belt Breakdown.
No Work, etc.

This analysis will naturally depend upon the size of the

plant and the nature of the industry, the chief objective being

the segregation of all expense items which have not been

absorbed by actual production.

The subject of Unabsorbcd Expenses will invariably arise

when dealing with the recovery of expenses and reference under
the heading of “Establishment Expenses” should be made for

further information on the subject. Unabsorbed Expenses
are also an important factor in a system of standard costing

or budgetary control and reference to these subjects should

also be made. (See also Unallocated Time.)

UNABSORBED FACTORY EXPENSE ACCOUNT. (See

Cost Control Accounts.)
UNALLOCATED TIME. A term used when referring to

the “ idle time ” or time lost b}^ direct workers in changing
over from one job to another or for various other reasons.

In all manufacturing concerns there will always be stop-

pages and delays due to many causes, some of which are

unavoidable
;

for instance, time may be lost in reporting to

the foreman between jobs, in waiting for a fresh order to be
issued, waiting for materials, in “ washing up,” or any other

cause which will keep the workers away from their

“ productive ” work. In those industries where the time
lost is due to many reasons, a series of service or standing

works orders is generally brought into use, so that all

unallocated time can be collected and analysed and the

cause shown.
The total amount of unallocated time is generally charged

to the department's Expense Account. (See Service Orders,
also Booking Time to Jobs—Methods of (No. 7).)

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE. The employers' con-

tributions form part of the establishment expenses of a
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business, and the amount is allocated direct to the Factory
Departments. The actual amount for each department is

obtained from the pay roll.

When the factory expenses are analysed by departments, ^
the pay roll should be drawn up accordingly wherever possible,

so that the amount of the employer's contribution per

department can easily be ascertained.

When a departmental analysis of the pay roll is not possible,

the amount is sometimes apportioned arbitrarily, but in large

concerns the actual analysis must be made of this expense
item.

UNIFORM METHODS OF COSTING. An appreciation of

the benefits which accrue to the individual industrial concern

leads directors to the idea that, if all the other concerns in

their own particular branch of industry could be persuaded

to adopt the same system of cost accounting, it would create

a situation which would be full of advantages. Indeed, there

are those who go farther, and who envisage the adoption of

standardized systems for all industries just in the same way
that an orthodox form has been agreed upon for the

presentation of financial accounts.

The subject of standardization in cost accountancy formed
the basis of a discussion held under the auspices of the

Institute of Cost and Works Accountants in 1923, and a

brief survey of the possibility of standardization in cost

accountancy, its advantages and its difficulties as placed

before that meeting is as follows

—

One of the principal advantages of an effective costing

system lies in the provision of a means of measurement of

actual performance against agreed standards ; thus the manu-
facturer is able to compare the cost of one batch of products,

against his estimate, or against another batch produced later,

and under different conditions, or is enabled to compare the

cost of one process against the cost of another one, involving

perhaps greater capital outlay for the production of the same
article ; he is enabled to set a measure of profit to be earned
by each section of his factory, and to compare the actual

results with the standard which he has laid down.
It is this function of cost accountancy which possibly makes

the idea of standardized systems for one branch of industry

so attractive. It would be extremely helpful for manu-
facturers at the conferences of their trade associations to be
able to think and speak in exactly the same terms when
dealing with the cost of production ; a standard could be set
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up for the industry, and the factory manager who is unable to

achieve such standard of performance could be shown exactly

in what direction economies could be effected. It would be

of very great value indeed in times of trade depression to

make use of cost figures for the purpose of agreeing upon
price reductions without resorting to cut-throat policies.

Price reductions based upon accurate costs would naturally

show each manufacturer exactly what problems he had to

face, and to what extent it would be necessary for him to

finance his business.

Appreciating then these obvious advantages which the

standardization of cost accountancy by industries would
appear to offer, the difficulties only become apparent when
attempt naturally follows to put them into practice. Let it

be stated at the outset that the standardization of cost

accounts, and of their form for all industries is not practicable,

if for no other reason than the divergence of the nature of the

products of industry. Thus, we may distinguish between
industries which produce in bulk, industries which produce
in detail, and industries the measure of whose output is the

service rendered. Obviously, the basis of the cost accounts
for these three types of industry is so divergent, and requires

such different treatment for the examination of results, that

uniformity becomes a matter of supreme difficulty.

Dealing then with the minor groups of industry, we again

encounter technical difficulties in the presentation of uniform

accounts, and possibly the principal cause for this lies in the

differing natures of the raw materials of each firm's saleable

products. Possibly one of the best examples which may be
cited is that of the copper industry. In this industry there

are factories whose raw material is the ore, in others the ingot,

in others again the first rolling from the ingot, while another
group will use large diameter rod, or heavy sheet’ working
this up into their saleable products. Others, again, such as

electric cable makers, carry out a number of the processes of

copper wire drawing, and apply to them other raw material

such as bitumen, india-rubber, cotton, paper and the like,

producing a finished article in which are combined not only

the processes inherent to the copper trade itself, but others

which are allied to the processes employed in totally different

industries. Again, in the waterproof garment trade, one
factory will work up material which is already dyed and
proofed, others will carry out their own dyeing, sending the

work -out to be proofed, subsequently working it up,
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alternatively carrying out the dyeing and proofing themselves.

Others, again, will carry out the making and sewing in their

own factory, while the practice of others is to contract with

home workers for a considerable amount of their work.

Other factors which vary with different concerns in the

same trade include methods of finance, of distribution, and
of production, but as will be shown later, such difficulties

are not insuperable, and by agreeing upon certain standards

of principle, a measure of uniformity is achievable.

A great deal of work has been done already in certain

industries towards agreement upon standard methods of

costing and, encouraged by the success in these instances,

other trade associations will doubtless be able to overcome
the difficulties inherent to such questions as to what constitutes

raw material, and as to segregating the costs of the product at

different stages of its manufacture, but a further difficulty lies

in their path if attempts are made to introduce standardized

systems. A system with its blank forms, its analysis sheets,

and its statistical returns, is merely a mechanical reminder.

It is the mechanism of a procedure which has been agreed

upon by the individuals concerned, who have decided that the

presentation of certain results is essential to the good conduct
of their business. The mechanism by means of which these

results are obtainable is a matter of minor importance, a

matter of detail which may be well left to each individual to

devise according to his own particular local circumstances.

To illustrate the difficulty of standardizing a system, it is only

necessary to consider the simple case of time recording. In

a very small factory a time note, giving the details of all the

work p)erformed during the week, which time note is signed

or even in some cases made out by the foreman, may be
perfectly satisfactory, both for the compilation of a pay roll

and a escalation of job costs, if the foreman be in close

enough contact with his men to ensure the accuracy of these

returns. But in a factory employing 1,000 men it becomes
necessary not only to have separate cards on which a man
records his presence in the factory, which cards are used for

the compilation of the pay roll, but it is also necessary to

have job cards for each individual operation, and these may
be made out by a time clerk, by the man himself, or may be
recorded on a time recording clock, or by means of other

mechanism. It is a matter of indifference how this work is

carried out, so long as the results desirable in accordance with
principles are obtained. Due to the nature of the process
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great differences in system may occur in two factories pro-

ducing the same article. Thus, we may have inside one
factory, bulk or process costing for intermediate products,

and operation or detail costing for the final saleable products

which are made up of different intermediate products.

Another factory, producing only a few of the range of products
of the first, may, on the other hand, carry bulk or process

costing through to the completion of the finished product.

Indeed, it is just at this point where it appears very necessary

to come to some agreement in regard to the definition of the

principal terms used in cost accountancy.

A cost must always be complete in itself, and the calculation

of the true cost of production, which is a final quantity, appears
to be possible by the adoption of standardized principles, but
it is obvious that in the obtaining of these results the systems

employed need not, and indeed cannot, be uniform in the

majority of industries.

Having shown the basic differences which make uniformity

of costing difficult even in one trade or branch of industry,

and having shown the relative unimportance of the standard-

ization of systems, it remains to show that there are certain

principles of good cost accountancy which, if adopted, will

enable any group to agree upon a standardized method of

presenting their results once they have agreed upon certain

fundamentals. These fundamentals should include

—

() The definition of what are to be considered ** raw
materials '' of each branch of the trade, and the method to

be employed in segregating the costs, so that comparable fig-

ures are available for the man who purchases the raw material

for certain processes, and for the man who manufactures

these intermediate products in his own factory.

() The basis or unit for the purpose of comparing cost

accounts
;

thus the unit may be the actual product in the

case of articles which are sold as separate units, the square

box as in the biscuit trade, the ton as in the sulphuric acid

and coal industries, the gross as in certain metal trades, the

kilowatt hour as in electricity supply, the therm as in gas

supply, and the ton-mile as in the transport trade. Other
units for the purpose of comparison will suggest themselves

to particular trades.

(c) The extent to which the financing of the trade is to

enter into the cost accounts.

(d) The separation of distribution from manufacturing
expense.
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Having agreed upon these fundamentals, the adoption of

the following principles will enable industries to go a very
long way towards the standardization of cost accountancy to

meet their own particular needs, and should, in the majority

of trades, achieve their object irrespective of the systems
applied. These principles are

—

1. That cost accounting must be based upon actual returns,

namely, labour costs, material costs, and establishment costs.

2. That there are three fundamental cost accounts for all

industries, viz., Wages Control Account, Material Control

Account, and Establishment Expense Control Account.

3. That being based on actual expenditure, and results

being given in terms of cash, the cost accounts must link up
with and balance the financial accounts.

4. That cost accountancy distinguishes between factory

cost, selling expense, and general administrative expense, and
that each of these should be complete in itself and should be
controlled separately to enable the directorate to observe

the incidence of profit or loss.

5. That in all industries distinction can be drawn between
the standing charges and running charges. That for all

industries the former can be divided into rent expense,

administrative or management expense, and fixed charges
;

that all the latter will be included in some, if not all, of the

following

—

Repairs and maintenance expense, indirect labour, power
expense, factory supplies, inter-departmental service expense,

and material expense.

The subdivision of these accounts may be different for each
industry, with minor subdivisions for each trade.

6. That cost accountancy distinguishes between detail or

product costing and bulk or process costing.

7. That in introducing cost accounting the successive steps

should be

—

(a) Simple recording of time and material.

(b) The calculation of establishment expenses and their

control.

(c) The apportionment of expense and its control.

(d) The linking up with financial accounts.

These constitute the major principles. There remain
certain minor principles where divergence of practice is

possible, and these are as follows

—

1. That work chai^eable to plant extensions, or to any of

its sul;>divisions, should bear its properly calculated share of
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expense, in that the Capital Account purchases through the

cost accounts from the factory, and that unless expense be
so charged, the factory products suffer in regard to enhanced
cost of production to the advantage of the capital assets.

2. That interest on capital to be expended must always be
considered when estimating the cost of new processes or

products, but that in the actual cost accounts no interest on
capital invested should be included.

3. That the factory when not working to full capacity
should only be debited with that portion of the standing

expense charges which correspond to the volume of its

activity, and that the balance should be shown as a separate

debit item, namely, the cost of idle time, in order to retain

a sound basis for continuous comparison of factory efficiency,

and to indicate to directors the loss due to lack of volume of

work, which loss must be recovered by increase of sales or in

the margin of profit on sales.

It is quite realized that the subject introduced is far too

great to be adequately dealt with even in several volumes.

One great need of industry in this country at the present

time is the introduction of cost accountancy, not by amateurs,

but by properly qualified men, who, with the encouragement
and assistance of all those engaged in the industry, will be
able to produce results which will enable the directorate to

control their businesses scientifically and efficiently, and thus

produce commodities on the most economical basis. This

should undoubtedly build up the trade of the country, and
tend to eliminate those periods of depression and unemploy-
ment, from one of which we are just emerging at the present

time. There has been so much amateur work in the past by
persons, who, though they are well disposed, do not recognize

their ignorance of the principles of cost accountancy, that the

introduction of a costing system instead of proving beneficial

to a business, has resulted simply in more waste.

UNIT OF MEASUREMENT. The employment of any
method of cost finding requires that a unit of measurement or

output be used. Output has to be measured : the cost of the

output may have to be reckoned by the piece, pound, dozen,

barrel, yard, article, etc., and by taking one of these classifica-

tions and using arithmetical figures, the total can be obtained.

In some trades, the unit might be the article or batch or

articles produced, a piece of machinery, a complete job or

order as in an engineering works or a general repair shop and,

in some cases, in foundries. The unit in the case of builders
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or contractors would be the complete job or contract. An
electric supply company would require the Board of Trade
unit or Kilowatt hour. In other trades, the unit may be

related to the process as with chemicals, tanning of leather,

flour, bricks and cement, etc.

Several units of measurement may be required in the plant,

depending upon the nature of the industry carried on and the

method of Cost Finding in use. For instance, in dealing with
Establishment Expenses, an Expense Rate has to be used as

a unit or basis of calculation when recovering expenses in

costs. The expense rate is the measure used for ascertaining

the proportion of expense that is to be charged to a particular

process, operation, article, or order. The measure used may be
a percentage rate or a rate per unit, such as per article, per

hour, per pound, etc., and the method of arriving at such a

rate is determined by the basis upon which the establishment

expenses are recovered in costs and which may be one or a
combination of the following

—

1. Percentage on Direct Labour.

2. ,, ,, Prime Cost.

3. Departmental Rate.

4. Direct Labour Hour Rate.

5. Machine Rate.

6. As a rate per article dispatched and invoiced to customers.

7. As a percentage on the works cost of goods dispatched

to customers.

8. As a percentage on the sales value of goods dispatched
to customers.

Unit of Maniifacturing Cost. The unit of cost is the basis for

computing all costing data so that it is possible to compare
the cost of one or a batch of articles or one process with
another. The selection of the correct unit is very important,
as incorrect or unsuitable units will render the cost returns

misleading.

For instance, a laundry which is operated by a plant for the

washing of overalls and coats, etc., may use the unit per em-
ployee for costing purposes, it being claimed that as the laundry
is used solely to wash the employees* overalls, etc., that it is

only logic to calculate the cost at a rate per employee. A little

reflection upon this point will soon show that such a unit

would give misleading costs as the "employee** is not the
correct measurement. Some employees may use two overalls

per week and others only one, whereas a few may not use
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any overalls or caps. The correct unit of cost in such cases

should be the lb. This instance will serve to show that an
incorrect unit of cost will be very misleading.

The nature of the articles or products made will to a large

extent determine the unit to be used, but it frequently occurs

that two businesses manufacturing similar articles will each
use a different unit of cost. A business making an article in

small quantities may calculate their costs at a rate per

article, whereas another concern making a similar article, but
in very much larger quantities, may analyse their costs at a
rate per operation. For instance, a concern manufacturing
say, motor cars to individual requirements and whose output
may amount to one or two cars per week, may calculate their

costs on a ‘'per car” basis, and this may be quite suitable for

their requirements as no two cars may be alike. Another
concern producing cars on a mass production basis would
require to show their costs in much greater detail, hence the

probable use of the unit per operation, etc.

A number of different units of cost will generally be used in

the same plant as the nature of the product and the method
of manufacture will require that the various items be treated

differently. In an engineering plant the machine shop will

need a separate unit for each different operation, for instance

the output from a screw cutting lathe may have to be measured
according to the size and pitch of the thread, or on a machine
hour basis. A multiple drill may be measured according to the

diameter and depth of the holes or if the product is standard-

ized the unit may be the drilling operation.

Unit of Service Department Costs. With practically all

manufacturing plants there are departments that are not
directly engaged upon the actual making of the products but
which render a service to all or some of the manufacturing
departments. These departments are called Service Depart-
ments and the work they perform must be costed in a similar

manner to the producing departments. A unit of measure-
ment is necessary for the computation of their costs and each
of these departments wilFrequire a different unit, according to

the nature of the servicejhey render.

The Power Department is an example of a service depart-

ment and their duties may be the generation and supply of

the various kinds of power used by the producing depart-

ments. In the case of electricity the cost of generating the

current would be calculated at a rate per Kilowatt Hour. The
unit, therefore, in this case is the Kilowatt Hour and all the
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electricity used by each department would be charged to them
at a rate per Kilowatt Hour.
With most factories steam is used for various purposes, such

as for heating, drying, baking, etc., in addition to being used

for motive power, and the unit of cost that would be used to

calculate the cost is per 1,000 lb. of steam raised or per 1,000

lb. of water evaporated. The supply of steam for, say, heating

purposes would, therefore, be charged to each plant and office

department on the basis of per 1,000 lb. steam used. In some
cases the cost of heating is calculated on the basis of per foot

of radiation.

UNPRODUCTIVE LABOUR. (See Indirect Labour.)
VARIABLE EXPENSES. The indirect expenses of a

business which fluctuate with the volume of output or amoimt
of work done, such as indirect labour, indirect materials,

power, light and heat, repairs and maintenance, charges for

water, sundry works expenses, works clerical assistance,

salaries, commissions on sales or output, stationery, etc. (See

also Establishment Expenses.)
WAGE METHODS. (See Remuneration of Labour
—Methods of.)

WAGES ABSTRACT. (For description and illustration of

form, see Terminal Costing ; also Labour Cost Collecting
Sheet

)

WAGES ANALYSIS. (See Pay Roll, also Service
Orders

)

WAGES BOOK. (See Pay Roll.)

WAGES CARD. (See Gate Card.)
WAGES CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost Control

Accounts.)
WAGES DIRECT. (See Direct Labour.)
WAGES INDIRECT. (See Indirect Labour.)
WAGES AND MATERIAL SUMMARY. (See Cost

Summaries.)
WAITING TIME. (See Unallocated Time, also Service

Orders.)
WASTER NOTES. (See Rejection Note, also Inspection

Certificate.) ^
WORK IN PROGRESS CONTROL ACCOUNTS. (See Cost

Control Accounts.)
WORK TICKET. A written instruction containing full

particulars of the quantity and nature of work to be performed
against a works or production order.

A separate work ticket may be issued for each operation
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and for each worker engaged on a production order, or one
ticket used for a series of operations to be performed on the

same order.

A specimen work ticket is shown on page 465, which is issued

for each operation or batch of work performed by the in-

dividual worker. A work ticket provides the Cost Depart-

ment with information regarding the amount or quantity of

work done by each worker, which forms the basis of com-
puting the amount of piece work or bonus earnings when
calculated in conjunction with the times as shown on the

worker’s job card. At the bottom of the form are spaces for

noting the quantities completed (i.e.
** in,” which refers to

the quantity passed into the Inspection Department or view
room), and the quantities that have passed inspection. It

will be noted that the above form is a combined instruction

and inspection ticket.

With those industries where standard products are made,
it is sometimes more convenient to issue one work ticket to

cover a series of operations that have to be performed on the

same article. The work ticket in this instance will differ

from that described above, as more space will be required

for noting the various operations. A specimen form is

given on page 466, from which it will be noted that provision

is also made for the viewing of the work at the end of each
operation.

A work ticket may not always be necessary, as particulars

of the quantity and nature of the work to be done can often

be inserted on the job card, and for a description of this

method see Booking Time to Jobs—Methods of.

WORKER^S TRANSFER NOTE. The form used for

notif5dng the wages section of the Cost Department of the

transfer of a worker from one department to another or
change in occupation, or of a clock number or check number.
The transference of workers from one department to another

must be notified to the wages section, so that the personal

records of each worker can be altered accordingly. When
the pay roll is arranged upon a departmental basis, the

worker's name will require to be removed from amongst those

of his late department and entered upon the sheets of his new
department. The change in clock or check number will also

necessitate an alteration in the pay roll if all employees are

entered in sequence of clock numbers.
An illustration of a worker's transfer note is given (Form No.

106), the ruling of which is self-explanatory. The worker who
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Works Order No.

WORK TICKET

Name

Clock No,

Component..

Drg. No Symbol No.

Operation. Quantity Passed
M/c.
Scrap

Metal
Scrap

Inspd.
by

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
1

7.
1

8.

9.

10.

11.

12. —a

This ticket to be issued with material and
till completed.

to remain wi^h job

After each operation » work and ticket to be sent to Inspection
Department. After final test, work ticket to be returned to

Planning Department.

Issued by Issued to View Room...

Date

Date first operation
commenced.

Date last operation
finished.

Planning Department.
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is to be transfeiTed would be handed a transfer note, and upon
arrival at his new department would hand the note to his new
foreman, who in turn would then pass it to the wages section

of the Cost Department.
It should- be noted that '' loaned " workers must be dealt

with quite differently to those who are permanently transferred

from one department to another. In the case of wbrkers

temporarily loaned to another department, it is usual for them
to book their time to an " other department service order,''

and the time so allocated, together with a charge for expenses,

debited to the department receiving the benefit of their labour.

WORKS CHARGES. (See Factory Expenses.)

WORKS COST. (See FactorV Cost.)

WORKS EXPENSES. (See Factory Expenses, also

Establishment Expenses.)

WORKS FIXTURES AND FITTINGS consist of benches,

racks, bins, desks, shelving, also partitions, etc., when not

Ibrming part of the main building. The value of works
fixtures is part of the capital assets of the business. The cost

of keeping such assets in good repair is a charge to the Factory
Expense Account, and the amount apportioned or allocated

direct to each department when departmentalization of

expenses is necessary. If the maintenance and repair expense

is large, the cost is collected through a system of service

orders, which will show the amount of expense incurred by
each department separately. With small concerns, however,

it is usually sufficient to regard all works fixtures as forming

part of the main building, and to include the cost of any
repairs among the building expense. (See also Fixtures and
Fittings.)

WORKS MANAGER—SALARY OF. In the majority of

cases the amount of salary paid to a works manager will be
directly allocated to factory expenses, but with some concerns

this official may perform othei duties besides those which
relate to, purely factory management.
With very small businesses the works manager may be

responsible for the general management and control of all

departments, and in such cases his salary should be appor-

tioned over the various sections of the business. With the

large concerns, and in those instances where his duties and
responsibilities are confined to the factory, the salary is

allocated direct to factory expenses.

WORKS ONCOST. (See Factory Expenses.)
WORKS OVERHEAD. (See Factory Expenses.)
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